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Abstract
This is a doctoral thesis in the control of pests and diseases. The type of pest of con­
cern to us will lead a life cycle with distinct developmental stages, specifically juvenile 
and adult. We will construct adult-stage impulsive culling regimes to eradicate a pop­
ulation of such a pest as well as discover that poorly planned regimes may, perversely, 
benefit the pest. Real-world applications will include the control of insects that act as 
crop pests or that act as vectors in the spread of human or livestock diseases. Our 
disease control work will focus on three problems, essentially unrelated except in so 
far as each has been little explored until now. In the first of these problems, we in­
vestigate an SIR model with growing total population and a contact rate that grows 
with the population; in the second we seek successful pulse vaccination strategies in 
a metapopulation SIR model; and in the third we derive and study an SIR model with 
a gestation delay. Suggestions for future research are given at the end.
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Chapter 1
General introduction
"Who controls the past controls the future. 
Who controls the present controls the past."
George Orwell (1903 -1950)
The purpose of this doctoral thesis is to extend our understanding of certain as­
pects of pest control and disease control. Various mathematical models will be anal­
ysed, appropriate control regimes constructed, and comments will be made on the 
implications of our results in terms of which real-world decisions to take. All of the 
material in the thesis is broadly related by the potential to make life easier for people. 
The material is organised into three parts: pest control, disease control, and conclud­
ing remarks.
In our pest control work, we will essentially be concerned with tropical insect 
species. The type of insect of interest to us will lead a life cycle consisting of distinct 
developmental stages which culminate in an adult stage capable of reproducing. The 
form of control to be investigated will be adult impulsive culling because this is a 
common real-world control method. Practical applications will include the control, 
by the regular spraying of pesticides, of agricultural pests which eat crops or of crea­
tures, such as mosquitoes, which act as a vector in the spread of infectious diseases 
in human or livestock populations. Serious diseases spread by mosquitoes include 
malaria (which kills over a million people every year), yellow fever. West Nile virus, 
dengue fever, and various forms of encephalitis [24]. Notice, then, that pest control is 
an area of disease control if the pest we are seeking to control is a vector in the spread 
of disease.
The main achievements of our pest control work will be the construction of suc­
cessful control regimes for a creature that either inhabits a single region or inhabits 
two regions between which individuals may migrate. The regions could represent 
farms, for example. We shall discover as well, by a plausible mathematical model, 
that infrequent applications of pesticide can, perversely, increase the average popu­
lation of a pest. Thus we will gain an understanding both of when adult impulsive 
culling eradicates a pest and of when it benefits a pest. An introduction to pest control 
is included at the start of part I.
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In the second part of the thesis we examine three epidemiological models. There 
is no common theme to these models besides the exploration of some aspect of dis­
ease control hitherto unexplored but of practical significance. In the first model we 
investigate pulse and constant vaccination strategies in a model in which the total 
population is growing and the contact rate grows with the population. A pulse vac­
cination strategy is found to be ineffective in the long run but a constant vaccination 
strategy is found to bring the disease under some control.
In our second epidemiological model, a disease circulates in a population in­
habiting n different regions between which migration may occur. The different re­
gions could be cities, counties, or countries linked by common borders or direct flight 
routes. We ask if a disease endemic in at least some of the regions can be eradicated 
in all regions simultaneously by the implementation of an independent pulse vacci­
nation strategy in each region. We conclude that it can.
Few epidemiological models for mammalian species in the literature have in­
cluded a gestation delay, so in our final model we incorporate such a delay. Successful 
pulse and constant vaccination strategies are constructed for the model. We also dis­
cuss the related field of insect pathogen dynamics. A separate introduction to disease 
control is included at the start of part II.
In the third part of the thesis we summarise our achievements and place them in 
a wider context. Suggestions for future research are given.
The mathematical models of this thesis contain either delay differential equations 
or ordinary differential equations. Many of the calculations involve impulses in such 
equations. Impulses in delay differential equations are still to receive major attention 
in the literature but the curious reader may find information on pages 90-95 of [79] 
and in [80]. A good introduction to delay differential equations may be found in [95]. 
However, it is not necessary for the reader to be familiar with delay differential equa­
tions in order to understand this thesis. Our methods are elementary and new con­
cepts are explained as and when they are needed. The only real prerequisite is a basic 
grasp of calculus and of ordinary differential equations.
2
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Chapter 2
Introduction to pest control
"There are scores of thousands of human insects who are ready at a moment's notice 
to reveal the will of God on every possible subject."
George Bernard Shaw (1856 - 1950)
2.1 Insect life cycles and stage-specific culling
Various species feed on crops or act as a vector in the spread of human or livestock 
diseases. This frequently leads people to implement methods of pest control. The 
method of control will depend on the type of pest, for example, or the level of re­
sources available for its control, or the severity of the problem. The environmental 
consequences of the control method also matter.
We restrict our attention to pests that lead a stage-structured life cycle. By this we 
mean that the life cycle of the pest can be split into distinct stages. We have in mind 
insects, which often pass through quite different phases before reaching a final adult 
phase capable of reproducing, sometimes in staggering quantities.
Insect life cycles can be complicated, and they vary significantly within the class. 
But there are large taxonomic groups or clades with life cycles fitting the same ba­
sic pattern. More than four fifths of the known insect species (there are well over a 
million known species) belong to the superorder Endopterygota (see [17] and p. 13 
in [117]). The Endopterygota (literally "internal wings formed") develop wings in­
side the body and are also called the Holometabola ("whole change") because they 
undergo an elaborate metamorphosis. The life cycle contains four stages, namely em­
bryo, larva, pupa, and imago (or adult) [17]. For instance, in the life cycle of a moth, 
the embryo grows within the egg, hatching into the larval stage caterpillar, before en­
tering the pupal stage within its cocoon and finally emerging as an adult moth imago 
(see figure 2.1). The Endopterygota consist of numerous orders, some of which are ex­
tinct. Extant orders include coleoptera (beetles), diptera (true flies), and lepidoptera 
(butterflies and moths). There are literally thousands of pest species contained in 
these last three orders, so we shall not name them all. An example pest from the 
coleoptera is the Colorado potato beetle [16]. The diptera include mosquitoes (which
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spread diseases such as malaria, yellow fever, dengue fever, and West Nile virus) [24] 
and fruit flies [13]. The lepidoptera include the codling moth (see figure 2.1), the 
caterpillar of which is an apple pest [26].
Insect life cycles are critically influenced by climate. In temperate zones, breed­
ing is typically restricted to the summer months whereas tropical regions may admit 
year-round reproduction. The pest control models of this thesis will be based on an 
assumption of year-round breeding. Since we do not wish to give an unbalanced de­
piction of insects, we note in passing that they probably help people more than they 
hinder them - without insect pollination, many crops would fail.
Many species in the Endopterygota experience short embryonic and pupal stages 
relative to the larval and adult stages during their summer breeding seasons or year- 
round in tropical areas. When this happens we may rudely approximate the life cycle 
by two stages, the larval and adult stages. Alternatively we may draw a distinction 
between juvenile insects as those not yet capable of reproducing and adults as those 
that are capable. In this sense as well we may view the pest as having a life cycle with 
two stages. The reason we mention this is that our later mathematical models make 
a simplifying assumption that the pest life cycle may be approximated by two stages,
6
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each with a simple death function.
For a pest with a stage-structured life cycle, a particular stage can be targeted 
for control. For instance, the adult stage of an insect pest can be targeted with an 
appropriate pesticide (a pesticide intended to kill adults is called an adulticide). Adult 
insects can be easier to find, and therefore kill, because they are frequently driven 
into the open by the instinct to search for a mate. If the adult population is brought 
under sufficient control, then reproduction and hence the entire pest population are 
brought under control. Thus, even if it is only the larvae of a species that cause harm, 
the impact of the pest can be managed by controlling adult numbers.
Agricultural pesticides are often applied by aerial spraying at regular intervals 
(once a week, say). This may be achieved by a light aircraft known as a crop duster 
or by other methods. Each application of pesticide can be deemed a cull, since the 
word "cull" means a brief but controlled extermination episode. In terms of apply­
ing pesticides, the culls can be so brief in relation to the inter-cull period (the time 
elapsing between consecutive culls) as to sensibly admit the rather elegant modelling 
assumption that they are in fact instantaneous. The idea that culls are impulsive can 
yield simpler mathematics.
2.2 Pest control problems in this thesis
The term patch is often used by mathematicians to mean "region". This convention 
will be followed by us.
In chapter 3, we examine three models for a pest inhabiting a single patch. The 
models differ from each other by the choice of birth function. The birth functions 
that we consider will be labelled linear, Nicholson, and Allee, and they have all pre­
viously appeared in the literature. Since it is unnecessary to apply pesticides if a pest 
is crashing naturally to extinction, we first establish conditions, for each model, such 
that the pest naturally goes extinct or is naturally endemic. Then we construct adult 
impulsive culling regimes that eradicate the pest, which could be implemented if the 
pest were endemic and causing serious harm. Our results will be corroborated by 
simulations. A simulation will also suggest that culling infrequently may increase 
the average population of a pest.
In chapter 4 we seek analytical confirmation that culling infrequently can, per­
versely, benefit a pest population. This will be achieved by considering a model on a 
single patch in which the birth function contains a step.
In chapter 5 we describe a model for a creature inhabiting two patches between 
which migration may occur. The patches could represent neighbouring farms, for 
example. The birth function on either patch may be of linear, Nicholson, or Allee 
type, giving rise to nine different cases. We find conditions in all cases such that the 
pest naturally goes extinct on both patches, and conditions in some cases such that it 
is naturally endemic.
Finally, in chapter 6, we impose on the model of chapter 5 an adult impulsive 
culling regime on each patch. We find conditions on the regimes such that the pest 
will be eradicated on both patches simultaneously. The regime on one patch will be 
essentially independent from the regime on the other patch to reflect the possibility 
that the patches represent farms with different owners where each owner has auton­
omy in their pest control decisions.
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2.3 Caution with pesticides
Applying pesticides when they are not necessary is potentially unwise. In a the­
sis containing results promoting pesticide use, we recognise our responsibility to 
urge caution. Insects adapt quickly to pesticides, enabling them to build up a re­
sistance [64]. So using pesticides when they are not necessary will only make them 
less effective when they really are needed.
Often a pest insect population will have natural controlling factors such as preda­
tors or parasites. But an insecticide application can kill both pest and its controlling 
agents. The disruption to the natural controlling factors may be even greater than it 
is to the pest, enabling the pest population to subsequently rebound to a level higher 
than before the insecticide was used. This phenomenon is called pest rebound or pest 
resurgence [64]. Loss of predator species can also lead to a related phenomenon called 
secondary pest outbreaks, an increase in problems from species which were not orig­
inally very damaging due to loss of their predators or parasites [64]. An estimated 
third of the 300 most damaging insects in the USA were originally secondary pests 
and only became a major problem after the use of pesticides [109].
The environmental impact of pesticides has been well documented. The United 
States Department of Agriculture (USDA) and United States Fish and Wildlife Ser­
vices (USFWS) estimate that over 67 million birds and between 6 and 14 million fish 
are killed by pesticides each year in the USA [109]. Also the breakdown products 
of pesticides can be even more dangerous to some animals than the pesticide itself, 
or can be dangerous even when the pesticide itself is not thought to pose a threat. 
Scientists in California warn that breakdown products of certain common pesticides 
could be 10 to 100 times more toxic to amphibians than the original pesticide [9]. Ap­
plication of pesticides to crops that are in bloom can kill honeybees, which act as pol­
linators. The USDA and USFWS estimate that US farmers lose at least $200 million 
a year from reduced crop pollination because pesticides applied to fields eliminate 
about a fifth of honeybee colonies in the US and harm an additional 15% [109]. Fi­
nally the World Health Organisation and the UN Environment Programme estimate 
that each year, 3 million workers in agriculture in the developing world experience 
severe poisoning from pesticides, about 18,000 of whom die [109].
Given all of these concerns, it may well be asked why we use pesticides at all? 
There are in fact numerous reasons but most important are the immense pressures 
faced by commercial farmers. Firstly, there is the demand to feed and clothe a global 
population that has been growing steadily for centuries [34]. One study found that 
not using pesticides reduced crop yield by about 10% [96] but, without any form of 
control, some pests have the ability to devastate entire industries - the boll weevil, 
for instance, which ruined the United States cotton industry in the 1920s and which 
remains the most destructive cotton pest in North America [14]. Secondly, farmers 
possess the desire to make a profit. In the USA, farmers get an estimated four-fold 
return on money they spend on pesticides [92]. Pesticides are used mostly in agri­
culture - for example, 70% of pesticides sold in the USA are used in agriculture - but 
they also play a role in disease control. Scientists have estimated that DDT and re­
lated pesticides have saved over 7 million human lives since 1945 by preventing the 
transmission of diseases such as malaria, bubonic plague, sleeping sickness, and ty­
phus [109]. Pesticides have various other uses too. Herbicides kill weeds in gardens, 
fly spray kills the irritating house fly or troublesome wasps, insecticides kill termites 
which can damage structures such as houses, insecticides can also protect animals 
from illnesses that can be caused by parasites such as fleas, rodenticides in food stor­
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age facilities manage rodent populations which may eat the food or spread disease, 
and so on. The importance of pest control is clear and pesticides currently play a huge 
role with very strong benefits.
With the large-scale introduction of synthetic pesticides like DDT in the 1940s, 
a wave of optimism encouraged the belief that we could soon eradicate all pests if 
we so desired. But the idea of eradicating a species has become less acceptable - 
firstly, because it could disrupt an ecosystem in an unpredictable way, causing other 
pests to become more problematic; secondly, because, with many pests, eradication 
is virtually impossible anyway; and thirdly, because causing deliberate extinction is 
less acceptable ethically than it used to be. The emphasis has shifted towards sus­
tainable control methods. The drawbacks associated with pesticides are sufficiently 
serious that it is difficult to envisage their large-scale use as permanently sustainable. 
We cannot pump millions of tons of industrial pesticides into the environment every 
year [108] with impunity. Other forms of pest control also currently play a role (see 
table 2.1), and perhaps they will take on greater significance in due course. Whatever 
the long-term future is for pesticides, they will remain in large-scale use for many 
years. For as long as they do, we urge that they only ever be applied with caution.
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Method Comments
Biocontrol Also called biological control, this is the introduction of predators, parasites, or 
pathogens to target a pest [7, 97]. It is sensible to research the impact an intro­
duced species will have on an ecosystem before introducing it. Effective biocontrol 
agents include predatory fish that feed on mosquito larvae, such as mosquitofish, 
dprinnids (carps and minnows) [10], and killifish. An example of a poorly planned 
introduction with disastrous consequences is the cane toad in Australia [22].
Crop rotation Popular in the tropics. The type of crop sewn in a particular field is changed from 
one year to the next, which prevents those pests and plant diseases dependent on 
a specific crop from building up to unmanageable levels [89]. After three or four 
different crops, the original crop may be re-planted and the cycle or rotation begins 
anew. Crops may also be rotated around the different fields of a farm. Rotating 
crops helps to maintain soil fertility.
Slash/mulch Begins with a "green manure" - plants are grown to improve the soil, suppress 
weeds, limit erosion, and increase the nitrogen content of the soil. The most com­
mon green manure used in the tropics is the Velvet bean which produces a blan­
ket of vines. Once the blanket is several centimetres thick, it is chopped down 
with a machete ("slashed"), and the vines are chopped up. This produces a dense 
"mulch" on top of the ground that both inhibits weeds and adds vital nutrients to 
the soil. Com or other crops are then planted directly into this mulch [1].
GM crops In recent years it has become possible to alter the DNA of crops through genetic 
engineering, enabling crops to be endowed with new properties that help them 
to grow better. Traits that have been engineered into maize, for example, include 
resistance to herbicides and the incorporation of a gene that codes for the Bacillus 
thuringiensis (Bt) toxin which protects the plants from insect pests [57].
Slash and bum This involves the cutting and burning of the natural vegetation in a forested area 
and then farming the cleared patch for a few years until the soil loses its fertility, 
whereupon farmers move on and leave the area to regrow [63]. Burning the vegeta­
tion not only removes it but may also release a pulse of nutrients. Fire temporarily 
drives off soil micro-organisms and pests as well. Slash and bum is an ancient 
practice but becomes unsustainable in a region with high population density.
IPM Integrated Pest Management (IPM) is a relatively new and environmentally sen­
sitive approach to pest control which uses ecological control methods, with pesti­
cides as a last resort [21]. IPM attempts to recognise the more widespread impacts 
of an action on an ecosystem, so that natural balances are not upset. Typically, 
an IPM program will begin with a survey of the pest in question. Only then are 
the best and most effective methods of control determined and utilised, with an 
emphasis on control rather than eradication.
Table 2.1: Methods of pest control that do not usually involve pesticides.
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Chapter 3
Impulsive adult culling of a 
tropical pest with a 
stage-structured life cycle
"The butterfly counts not months but moments, and has time enough." 
Rabindranath Tagore (1861 -1941)
3.1 Introduction
We have reviewed insect life cycles and the concept of adult impulsive culling for a 
pest with a two-stage structured life cycle in our introduction to pest control (chap­
ter 2). In this chapter, we begin (section 3.2) by describing a model for the adult 
population of a pest with a two-stage-structured life cycle, a general birth function, 
and which breeds year-round. In subsection 3.2.1 we consider three different types of 
birth function that have appeared in the literature. In section 3.3 we show, for each of 
these birth functions, that the adult population may naturally go extinct or persist in­
definitely subject to conditions on model parameters and initial data. In section 3.4 we 
construct conditions on an impulsive adult culling regime that guarantee eradication 
of the adult population. Simulations are included in section 3.5 and a discussion in 
section 3.6 ends the chapter. Note that the material in this chapter has been accepted 
for publication in Nonlinear Analysis: Real World Applications; see reference [133].
3.2 The model
Suppose we have a population of a pest with a life cycle that can be modelled by 
two stages, namely a juvenile or immature stage and an adult or mature stage. Only 
the adult stage can reproduce. (This last assumption is not unnecessary - some types
11
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of insect, such as aphids (which are not in the Endopterygota), can be bom preg­
nant! [68].) Assume births and natural deaths may occur continuously in time. Also 
assume an individual becomes mature on reaching age r  where r  is a positive con­
stant called the maturation age, provided the individual lives that long. Let the per 
capita death rate of juveniles be a constant fij > 0 . Denote by N(t) the total number 
of adults at time t and suppose we have initial data for the adult population expressed 
as an initial function:
N(t)  =  cf)(t) > 0 for £ € [—r, 0]. (3.1)
In many insect species, the adults will die whilst still of a reproducing age. Therefore, 
let the birth rate be a function of the entire adult population, specifically b(N(t)). Also 
let the adult death rate be a function of the adult population, namely d(N(t)).
Given all of these assumptions, it is possible to derive a delay differential equa­
tion governing the evolution of the adult population. Such a derivation has been 
performed by Simons and Gourley [125], who find that:
=  e~l‘ITb(N(t -  t ) )  -  d(N(t)) for f  > 0. (3.2)
By saying the derivative exists for t > 0, it should be understood that the 
left derivative exists at £ =  0 and that the derivative exists for £ > 0. A solution 
to (3.2), subject to (3.1), will exist and be unique if the functions b, d, and <f) are suitably 
sensible. A proper discussion of the solutions to delay differential equations may be 
found in Kuang's book [95]. We will study three specific cases for (3.2) which, for 
continuous non-negative initial data (j), will have unique solutions for £ > 0.
The terms in (3.2) may be interpreted ecologically. The net rate of change at time £ 
of the adult population, , is the rate of new entries minus the rate of departure. 
But the rate of new entries into the adult population at time £ is the number of imma­
tures becoming mature at time £ (which is b(N(t — r))) scaled by the proportion that 
have survived to maturity (which is e ~ ^ T), and the rate of departure of individuals 
from the adult population at time £ is simply the adult death rate d(N(£)).
Assume that the birth and death functions satisfy the following biologically sen­
sible requirements:
6(0) =  0 and b(x) > 0 for æ > 0 (3.3)
d(0) =  0 and d(x) > 0 for z > 0. (3.4)
Observe that the model (3.2), subject to (3.1), (3.3), and (3.4), can be shown to 
possess the property of positivity, that is, N(t) > 0 for £ > 0 (proposition 2.1, [125]). 
The special case N(t) > 0 for £ > 0 will be referred to as strict positivity.
3.2.1 Explicit models
It is common practice in population models to let the per capita death rate be a con­
stant [60,82,123,129]. Henceforth assume the adult per capita death rate is a constant 
p > 0. Then d(N(t)) =  pN(t). Sometimes we shall write IV as a shorthand for N(t). 
We shall explore three different birth functions:
1) b(N) = XN where À is a positive constant (linear birth function)
12
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2) b(N) = XiNe~X2N where Ai, À2 are positive constants (Nicholson birth func­
tion)
3) b(N) = a \N 2e~a2N where cni, 0:2 are positive constants (Allee birth function)
These have all appeared in the literature although, as far as we are aware, the 
latter two functions have not been given explicit names. The linear birth function 
results from the straightforward assumption that the birth rate per adult is a constant 
A > 0. Hence if there are more adults, then they produce more offspring. We have 
named the Nicholson birth function after A. J. Nicholson, whose laboratory work on 
the Australian blowfly Ludllia cuprina [115,116] motivated Gurney et al [82] to derive 
a population model with a birth function of the form XiNe~X2N for A%, A2 positive 
constants. This function increases linearly for small N  but, as N  increases, it reaches 
a maximum and then decreases to zero. These facts capture the idea that a small 
population can breed quickly until it grows enough that factors such as overcrowding 
or competition hinder mating.
We have given the Allee birth function its name because it may be associated with 
a phenomenon called the Allee effect (see [45] and p. 23 in [55]) in which a population 
can be low enough as to be unsustainable, making extinction inevitable. We will draw 
attention to this association in a moment. The Allee birth function is small for large 
N,  just as the Nicholson birth function is, but it is also small for small N,  reflecting the 
idea that reproduction in a small population may be difficult since it may be harder 
for individuals to find a mate and there will be little group defence.
The three explicit models we will consider may be written:
=  XN(t — t)  — pN(t) for t > 0 (linear model) (3.5)
=  XiN(t — r)e~X2N^ ~T^ — pN(t) for £ > 0 (Nicholson model) (3.6) 
{N(t — r))2 e-aa-NXt-r) _  ^ ^ ( t)  for £ > 0 (Allee model) (3.7)
Notice that we have, for ease of notation, absorbed e ~ ^ T in (3.2) into constants in the 
birth functions. These models remain subject to the initial data (3.1).
The three different birth functions are plotted for example parameter values in 
figure 3.1, along with example death functions. If we set r  =  0 in (3.1) and in the 
linear, Nicholson, or Allee model equations, then the global behaviour of N  (t) is eas­
ily deduced by standard phase portrait techniques. In particular it is clear that an 
Allee effect will hold for the Allee model (there is always a minimum viable pop­
ulation). Allee effects have been observed in various kinds of creature, including 
insects [134, 139]. Many of the results that hold when r  =  0 can be shown to carry 
over into the case t  > 0, as we shall see in the next section.
If the pest population grows quickly, then the implementation of a control method 
becomes important. If the population will crash naturally to extinction, it is unneces­
sary and even unwise to impose a pest control stratagem. After all, why apply pesti­
cides if they are not needed? Such action would waste resources and time and could 
promote pesticide resistance in other pest species. As a rule, pesticide use should be 
minimised to limit the environmental degradation that may be caused. It is there­
fore sensible to understand what the pest population is likely to do before deciding 
how best to act. Hence in the next section we explore the range of natural behaviours 
exhibited by our three models.
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linear birth function 
death function
Nicholson birth function 
death function
Allee birth function 
death function
Figure 3.1: Example birth and death functions. Parameter choices here are: A =  5, 
Ai =  35, À2 =  2, cti =  40, «2 =  1/ /t =  4 in the top two plots and ^ =  13 in the bottom 
plot. (All of the simulations in this thesis were performed and created in matlab.)
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3.3 Extinction and endemicity
By endemicity we mean persistence, or the opposite of extinction. Thus if the pest 
remains endemic, it must persist in the sense that N(t) -/* 0 as t oo.
3.3.1 Linear model
The linear model can be solved directly using the Laplace transform, but the solution 
obtained cannot be evaluated exactly because it contains the roots of a transcendental 
equation. In general it is not useful to try to compute analytical solutions to delay 
differential equations. However, results can be derived which provide critical insight 
into the behaviour of solutions of such equations.
In this subsection, we prove that the pest can go naturally extinct when the birth 
term is linear. For this, we need a number of preliminary results.
Lemma 3.1. If X< gin the linear model (3.5) and N(t) < W  fort e  [mr, (m +  l)r], where 
W  is a positive constant and m is any integer > — 1, then:
N(t) e-f<‘-<m+i)TA f or t g yTi y  +  i )T], (3.8)
for all j  > m  + l.
Proof We show inductively on j  > (m + 1) that (3.8) holds on the time intervals 
[j t , (j +  1) t ]. This type of induction, on time intervals the same width as the delay, is 
sometimes referred to as the method of steps [125].
Basis step (j = m + 1). Since N(t) < W  for t G [mr, (m + l)r], then, by (3.5), we 
find, for t G [(m +  l)r, (m +  2)r], that dlf f l  < XW — gN(t).
Then (using theorem 1.1, pp. 78-79, [128]) N(t) < g(t) on [(m +  l)r, (m +  2)r] 
where g{(m +  l)r) = W  > N((m +  l)r) and where, for t G [(m +  l)r, (m +  2)r], we 
have =  XW — pg(t). Solving for g(t) then gives the result we require on the basis 
step:
N(t) < g(t) = W  ^  + — for £ e [(m +  l) r , (m +  2)r]. (3.9)
Inductive step. Assume (inductive hypothesis) for any j  > m  + l  that
N(t) < TF Q  + ("l -  ^  for t g y Tj y  + !)T]. (3.10)
Then N(t) < W  for t e  [jr, (j + l)r] since f l  -  e-i*(«-(m+i)T) < 1 -  A because
1 — ^ > 0 for X < p and < 1 for t > (m +  l)r. Hence by (3.5):
dNJ p - ^  XW -  pN(t) for t G [(j +  l ) r , (j +  2)r]. (3.11)
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Also by (3.10)
N{(j  +  l)r)  e-^U+l)r-(m+l)r)^ ' (3.12)
So N(t) < g(t) for t 6 [(j +  l)r, (j +  2)r] where 
g{(j + 1 ) t ) =  w Q  +  f l - £ )  e - ^ + ^ - f m + D r A  >  N ( ( j  +  1 ) t ) i ( 3 1 3 )
and where
=  A W - for t e [(j +  l)r, (j +  2)r]. (3.14)
Solving for g(t) then gives the result we require on the inductive step:
JV(t) < g(t) =  w Q + f l - £ )  e- r t ‘-(’»+i)T)) for t e  l(j + l)r, (j + 2)r]. (3.15)
Lemma 3.2. Let N  (t) satisfy the linear model (3.5). Suppose A < p. Also suppose N  (t) < W 
on [mr, (m +  l)r]/or an integer m > — 1 and a positive constant W. Then
N(t) < ^ W  ^1 +  ^  /or t G [fcr, (fc +  l)r]/or aZZ k> k* ,  (3.16)
lo/zero fc* =  (m +  2) +  |_^rj wZzoro [J denotes the greatest integer function.
Proof. If N(t) < W  for t G [mr, (m + l)r] for an m > —1, then, by lemma 3.1,
N(t) < W 0  +  (^ 1 -  ^  e-/*(*-(m+l)r)A for ( e [jV) y  +  1)T]1 (3.17)
for all j  > m +  1.
As t increases, decreases monotonically to zero. We deduce that
e -n ( t - ( m+ i ) T )  < i on all intervals [hr, (k +  l)r] for which k > k* where k* is any 
integer for which e-v(k*T-(m+i)T) < i But this last inequality can be rearranged to 
give &* > (m +  1) +  L^pJ/ so we can clearly choose fc* =  (m +  2) +
Then for k > k*, we have, for t G [kr, (k +  l)r],
(9)=>(i+3' <3-i8>
where we use the fact that 1 — ^ > 0 for A < p.
□
Theorem 3.1. Let N(t) satisfy the linear model (3.5). If A < p and N(t) < W  on [-r , 0] 
where W  is a positive constant, then N(t) —» 0 as t —> oo.
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Proof. We first argue by induction on n > 1 that
N(t) < 5nW  for t G [fer, (k +  1) t ] for all fc > kn, (3.19)
where 5 =  ^ ^1 +  =  (f2 +1) +  (h — 1) (f2 +  2), and Û =  L^yJ •
Basis step (n =  1). Since N(t) < W  for f G [—r, 0], then by lemma 3.2, we have:
N(t) < 8W for t G [fcr, {k +  l)r] for all k > k\, (3.20)
where A;i =  (f2 +1).
Inductive step. Assume (inductive hypothesis) N(t) < 8nW  for t G [kr, (k +  l)r] 
for all k > k n where A:n =  (f2 +  1) +  (n — 1) (Û +  2). In particular, then, N(t) < 8nW  
for t G [knT, (kn +  l)r]. But then, by lemma 3.2, we have:
N{t) < 8 {8nW)  =  8n+1W  for t G [kr, (k +  l)r] for all k > kn+u (3.21) 
where kn+i =  (A:n +  2) +  fi =  (f2 +  1) +  n (fi +  2).
This completes the induction.
Finally, to see that N(t) —> 0 as f —>• oo, we need to show that for any e > 0, there 
exists T > 0 such that, for all f > T, we have N(t) < e. (We have already seen that 
N (t) satisfies positivity.) So, pick any e > 0. Then there exists n > 1 such that 8nW  < e 
since 0 < J < 1 when X < (i. But then, by (3.19), we have:
N(t) < 8nW  < e for f G [fcr, {k +  l)r] for all k > kn. (3.22)
In other words, N{t) < e for all i > T where T  = knr. This completes the proof.
□
Although theorem 3.1 is a well known result (see example 5.1 on pages 32-33 
of [95]), we have provided our own proof because it shows that N{t) can be bounded 
above by successively smaller upper bounds as t grows. We can be sure, then, that 
the pest numbers will not flare up temporarily before tending to zero. They cannot 
therefore flare up long enough for the pest to ruin a crop or cause an epidemic.
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 and theorem 3.1 will be useful in establishing the behaviour 
of N(t)  when X > fi, as we shall see in a moment. First we shall deal with the case 
A =  //. The following theorem holds:
Theorem 3.2. Assume N(t) satisfies the linear model (3.5). IfX = g and M  < N(t) < W  
for t G [—r, 0] where M  and W  are positive constants, then M  < N(t) < W  for all t >0.
Proof. We first prove by induction on & > 0 that N(t) > M  for t G [kr, (k +  l)r].
Basis step (k = 0). Since N(t) > M  for t G [—r, 0] and A =  /Li by assumption, then, 
by (3.5), we find, for t G [0, r], that > AM — XN(t).
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Then N(t) > g(t) for t e  [0,r] where g(0) = M  < N(0) and where, for t G [0,r], 
we have = XM — Xg(t). Solving for g(t) on [0, r] then gives the result we require 
on the basis step: N(t) > g(t) = M.
Inductive step. This may be established by the same type of argument as in the 
basis step.
A similar induction establishes that N(t) < W  for t G [fer, (fe +  l)r] for fe > 0. 
Hence M  < N(t) < W for t > 0.
□
Theorem 3.2 shows that, if À =  /z, then the pest is endemic (if the initial data is 
positive) but never really becomes a more serious threat than it was in the first place. 
Theorem 3.2 is a stability result for it shows that population levels remain bounded.
Finally we show that for X > p then N(t) —> oo as t —> oo. The method will be 
very similar to the method used to show that N(t) —> 0 when X < p.
Lemma 3.3. Let N(t) satisfy the linear model (3.5). If X > p and N(t) > M  for t G
[mr, (m +  l)r], where M  is a positive constant and m is any integer > —1, then:
N(t) > M 0  +  ( l  — ^  for t ç yT) y  + 1)t]j (3.23)
for all j  > m  + l.
The proof of this lemma is virtually identical to the proof of lemma 3.1, with W  
changed to M  and < signs replaced by > signs.
Lemma 3.4. Assume N(t) satisfies (3.5). Suppose X > p. Also suppose N(t) > M  on 
[mr, (m +  l)r]/or an integer m > — 1 and a positive constant M. Then
N(t) > ^1 +  on [fer, (fe +  l)T]forall fe > fe*, (3.24)
where fe* =  (m +  2) +  where |J denotes the greatest integer function.
The proof of this lemma is virtually identical to the proof of lemma 3.2, with W  
changed to M  and < signs replaced by > signs.
Theorem 3.3. Assume N(t) satisfies (3.5). If X > p and N(t) > M  fort  e [ -r , 0] where
M  is a positive constant, then N(t) —> oo <zs t —> oo.
Proof. An inductive argument similar to the induction in the proof of theorem 3.1 will 
show that, for n > 1:
N(t) > SnM  for t G [fer, (fe +  l)r] for all fe > fen, (3.25)
where 5 =  ^ ^1 +  , fen =  (0 + 1) +  (n — 1) (fi +  2), and fi =  J •
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To see that N(t) —> oo as t —> oo, we need to show that for any N  > 0, there exists 
T  > 0 such that, for all t > T,  we have N{t) > N.  So, pick any N  > 0. Then there 
exists n > 1 such that 5nM  > N  since <5 > 1 for À > /z. But then, by (3.25), we have:
N(t) > SnM  > N  for t G [ k r ,  ( k  + l)r] for all k  >  k n . (3.26)
In other words, N(t) > N  for alH > T where T  =  k n T.  The proof is complete.
□
In view of this last theorem, it is apparent that the linear model (3.5) is not valid 
indefinitely when X > (j,. After all, populations do not tend to grow arbitrarily large 
in real life. Over a limited time-scale, during which the model may be valid in the 
case X > g, we see by (3.25) that the population grows in such a way that it may be 
bounded below by an increasing sequence, so pest control will be warranted if these 
lower bounds become problematically high.
3.3.2 Nicholson model
Recall (equation (3.6)) that the model is:
= AiiV(i -  T)e- x2iV(t-T) _  p#(f) for t > o, (3.27)
with initial data satisfying:
N(t) = (f)(t) > 0 for t G [—r, 0]. (3.28)
We will have occasion in this subsection to consider more specific initial data, namely:
N(t) = > 0 for t G [—r, 0]. (3.29)
First we show that natural extinction is possible:
Theorem 3.4. Assume N(t) satisfies (3.27) and (3.28). IfXi < g and N(t) < W  on [—r, 0] 
where W  is a positive constant, then N(t) —> 0 as t —> oo.
Proof. By positivity we know that N (t — r) > 0 for t > 0, so e- x^N(t—r) < i. But then, 
by (3.27), we find that
< AiW(t -  r) -  gN(t) for t > 0. (3.30)
Hence (using theorem 1.1, pp. 78-79, [128]) we have, for t > 0 ,  that N(t) < Ni(t), 
where Ni(t) = N(t) < W  for t G [—r, 0], and where, for t > 0,
=  AiM (t -  t )  -  f i N i i t ) .  (3.31)
But then since A% < g, we can use theorem 3.1 to conclude that Ni(t) —^ O (in such 
a way that Ni(t) can be bounded above by a decreasing sequence) as i —> oo. Since 
Ni(t) is an upper bound for N(t) and N(t) satisfies positivity, it follows that N(t) 
must also tend to zero.
□
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Now we list some results from the literature which show that the pest may persist 
indefinitely under certain conditions on the parameters or initial conditions.
Theorem 3.5. The solution of (3.27) and (3.29) is strictly positive and hounded for t > 0.
For a proof, see page 149 of Kuang's book [95]. This result shows that, unlike in 
the linear model, the population can never tend to infinity (for positive initial data).
Theorem 3.6. Let N(t) satisfy (3.27) and (3.29). Assume > p, so that XiNe~X2N =  pN  
has a unique positive equilibrium N*. Assume 0 < N(0) < N*. Then there are 5 > 0 and 
T > 0 such that, for t > T ,  N(t) > 5.
For a proof, see page 161 of [95]. Roughly speaking, this result says that if the 
birth function is, in some sense, sufficiently large and the initial population N(0) is 
small enough, then for all time large enough there is a positive level above which the 
population remains.
Before we state the next result we need to define a few terms (these terms are also 
defined on page 149 of [95]).
Definition 3.1. Let N(t) satisfy (3.27) and (3.29). We say that a constant N* is globally 
asymptotically stable if, for fixed r , all solutions N(t) tend to N* ast —> oo. We say N* 
is absolutely globally asymptotically stable if it is globally asymptotically stable for all 
r > 0.
Theorem 3.7. Suppose N(t) satisfies (3.27) and (3.29). Assume Aie-2 < p < Xi. Then 
AiNe~X2N = pN  has a unique positive equilibrium N* and it is absolutely globally asymp­
totically stable.
For a proof, see corollary 9.3 on page 163 of Kuang's book [95]. In his result, Kuang 
effectively rescales the population by a factor ^  (we say effectively only because he 
uses different letters to represent the model parameters) before stating and proving 
for the transformed model that if Aie-2 < p < Xi then N* is absolutely globally 
asymptotically stable. It is easy to adapt his proof to show that the same result holds 
without rescaling the population, that is, it holds for the original model.
Theorem 3.8. Let N(t) satisfy (3.27) and (3.29). Assume A% > p, so that XiNe~X2N =  pN  
has a unique positive equilibrium N*. Assume ^  > N*. Then N* is absolutely globally 
asymptotically stable.
For a proof, see page 164 of [95].
Theorem 3.9. Suppose N(t) satisfies (3.27) and (3.29). Assume Ai > p, so that XiNe~X2N = 
pN  has a unique positive equilibrium N*. Assume ^  < jy*. Then for a positive constant 
f ,  which depends on the model parameters and is no bigger than Aie-2, we have that N* is 
globally asymptotically stable if t  <
For a proof, see page 165 of [95].
Results on asymptotic stability for the Nicholson model are also given on pages 
112-116 of H. Smith's book [128] for regions of the Xi-p parameter space, and a stabil­
ity diagram for this parameter space is included on page 114. Numerical simulations 
in Gurney et al [82] suggest that stable sustained oscillations exist for some regions 
of the Xi-p parameter space. Such oscillations are not surprising - the birth function 
in the Nicholson model is a negative feedback term with a delay, but systems with 
terms of this kind are known analytically to lead to oscillations [130].
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3.3.3 Allee model
To gain an idea of what results to look for in the Allee model (equation (3.7)), we 
consider first what happens in the absence of delay:
Lemma 3.5. In the model
= a i (N{t))2e -a2NW -  gN(t)for t > 0 (3.32)
where N(0) > 0, then N(t) > 0/or allt > 0 and N  = 0 is always a fixed point. Also:
1) if a i < ea2p then there are no positive fixed points and N(t) —» 0 os Z —» oo
2) if a i =  ea2p then there is one positive fixed point iVi =  and it fs semi-stable. If 
N(0) < ^  then N(t) Oast oo but if N(0) > ^  then N(t) Ni = -^
3) i fai > ea2P then there are two positive fixed points, N i and N2, where 0 < N i < N 2, 
and where N\ is unstable and N2 is stable. If N(0) < Ni then N(t) —> 0 os £ —> 00 
but ifN(0) > Ni then N(t) —»• N2-
The proof is trivial. Guided by this lemma, we now find extinction and endemicity 
results for the Allee model (equation (3.7)). For ease of reference, we repeat the model 
here:
=  ai  (jV(t -  r ))2 g-«2*(t-T) _  uNit)  for t > 0, (3.33)
and we shall assume the initial data satisfies:
0 < N(t) =  <f>(t) < W  fort e [ - T ,  0], (3.34)
where W is a positive constant.
Theorem 3.10. Let N{t) satisfy (3.33) and (3.34). Ifa i < then N(t) 0 as t 00.
Proof. By assumption a i < ea2p. It follows that a i < ea^a where a = ^ <
p. But it is trivial to show that if a% < eagA: for some A: > 0, then ctiN2e~a2N < kN
for AT > 0. So certainly for a  =  |  ^  +  we have
a i N 2e~a2N < a N  for AT > 0. (3.35)
By positivity we know that N(t  — r) > 0 for t > 0, so e- a2N(t-T) < % But then,
by (3.33) and (3.35), we find that
< aN(t  — r) — pN(t) for t > 0 ,  (3.36)
w here0 < a  < p.
Hence (using theorem 1.1, pp. 78-79, [128]), we have, for t > 0 ,  that N(t) < Ni(t), 
where Ni(i) =  N(t) < W  for t G [—r , 0] and where, for i > 0,
dNi(t)
dt =  aNi(t  — r) — pNi(t). (3.37)
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But then since a < g, we can use theorem 3.1 to conclude that N±(t) —» 0 (in such 
a way that Ni(i) can be bounded above by a decreasing sequence) as Z —» oo. Since 
Ni(t) is an upper bound for N(t) and N(t)  satisfies positivity, it follows that N(t) 
must also tend to zero.
□
The next result shows that, as in the Nicholson model and unlike in the linear 
model, the population can never tend to infinity in the Allee model.
Theorem 3.11. Let N(t) satisfy (3.33) and (3.34). Then N(t) is bounded for all t > 0.
Proof. We know that N(t) satisfies positivity for £ > 0 (section 3.2). Also, N(t) satisfies 
positivity initially - by equation (3.34), we know that N(t) > 0 for t e [—r, 0]. Hence 
N(t) > 0 for £ > —r. But then ai (N(t — r ))2 e- a2N(t-r) bounded above for t >0,  
since the function b(N) =  a i N 2e~a2N is bounded above if IV > 0. In fact, if iV > 0,
we trivially find that b(N) < 6( ^ )  =  cti e-2 . For ease of notation, refer to this 
upper bound for b(N) as K.  Then, by (3.33), we see that:
< K  -  i i N ( t ) f o r t > 0. (3.38)
Hence N(t) < Ni(t) for t > 0 where iVi(O) = W >  N(0) (using equation (3.34)) and 
where = K  — gNi(t) for t > 0. Solving for Ni(t) reveals that
N(t) <ATi(<) =  — + ( I V - —)  e-"* for t  > 0. (3.39)
A4 V I1 /
Therefore N(t) < max W^ J for t > 0, so certainly N(t) is bounded above, as 
required.
□
The fixed points for the Allee model (equation (3.33)) are the same as the fixed 
points for the model without delay (equation (3.32)). Henceforth define Ni  and N2 
as in lemma 3.5. From result 3) in lemma 3.5 we know, for the model without delay, 
that if ai > ea2g and the initial condition iV(0) is greater than Ni,  then N  (t) > Ni for 
all A > 0. The analogous result for the Allee model does not hold, as the next lemma 
reveals.
Lemma 3.6. Let N(i) satisfy (3.33). Suppose ai > ect2g. Let Ni and N 2 be defined as in 
result 3) of lemma 3.5. Also suppose N(t) G [Ci, C2] for t e  [-r,0] where Ci and C2 are 
constants and Ci > iV2. Then, for Ci and r  large enough, N(r) < Ni.
Proof. It is routine to verify that the birth function b(N) = a i N 2e~a2N is monotonie 
decreasing for N  > max i^V2, , where it is trivial to see that ^  is the unique value
of AT > 0 such that b(N) is maximum. But then, if C% > max ( n 2, we can say 
that b(N(t)) < b{Ci) for t G [—r, 0]. Hence by (3.33):
< i-(Ci) -  » m t )  for t € [0, r], (3.40)
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Then N(t) < g(t) on [0, r] where g(0) =  C2 > N(0) and where
=  b(Ci) -  ng(t) for t E [0, r]. (3.41)
Solving for p(t) then gives:
N(t) < g{t) =  ^ ± 1  +  f c 2 -  e ^  for t E [0, r].
\  I1 J
(3.42)
We then have:
(3.43)
Now choose C\ large enough that < ^Ni.  This is possible since b(N) 0 as 
N  —> 00. Then, since — < 0, we can write:
N ( T ) < ^ N 1 + Qle->‘T. (3.44)
Now choose r  large enough that C^e Mr < |ATi. We can do this because r  is 
independent of C2 and Ci. Then iV(r) < Ni, as required.
Now we prove a lemma which will help us show that the pest may persist indefi-
Lemma 3.7. 1) Let b(N) =  a i N 2e~a2N. Then b(N) has a unique maximum for N  >0,
which occurs where N  = For N  < -^  then b(N) is monotonie increasing, and for 
N  > fL fh e n  6(AT) is monotonie decreasing.
2) Suppose - ^ < L < U < ^ f o r  some L and U. Then ^
Proof. The first part is trivial. To prove 2), we begin by defining h(N) = Nb(N) = 
a i N 3e~a2N. We find that:
It follows that h(N) has a single turning point for N  > 0, and this occurs where 
N  =  -^ L. For ^  < W < it is clear that > 0, so that h(N) is monotonie
increasing. Hence if ^  < L < [7 < ^ ,  we must have h(L) < h(U), which can be 
rewritten as since h(N) = Nb(N).
Using this lemma, we can now prove the following theorem:
Theorem 3.12. Suppose N(t) satisfies (3.33). Let b(N) = a i N 2e~a2N. Assume the follow­
ing:
1) L and U satisfy -^  < L < U  < -^
□
nitely under certain conditions on the parameters and initial conditions:
=  a i N 2e~a2N(3 -  a 2N). (3.45)
□
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2) N ( t ) e [ L , U ] f o r t e [ - r , 0]
3)
Then N(t) 6 [L, U]for all t> 0 .
Proof. Note that assumption 1) and lemma 3.7 make assumption 3) sensible, that is, it 
can actually hold.
The proof is by induction on the time intervals [jr, (j +  l)r] for j  > 0.
Basis step (j = 0). Notice first of all by part 1) of lemma 3.7 that b(N) is monotonie 
decreasing for N  > Then, using assumptions 1) and 2), b(N(t)) > b(U) for t e 
[—r, 0]. Hence by equation (3.33):
^  b(U) -  gN(t) for t G [0, r]. (3.46)
Then N(t) > g(t) for t G [0, r] where y(0) = L <. N(0) and where:
= b(u ) ~ M{t) for t G [0, t ]. (3.47)
Solving for g(t) then gives:
N(t) > g(t) = ^20. +  — 5^2 j for t G [0, r]. (3.48)
By assumption 3), we can write L — < 0. It follows that the lower bound for
N{t) in (3.48) is increasing on [0, r). Since the lower bound begins at* =  0 with the 
value L and then increases, it must be bounded below by L on the whole interval. 
Hence N(t) > L for t G [0, r\. This completes the first half of the basis step.
Next we need N{t) < U on [0,r]. Again, by part 1) of lemma 3.7, we know 
that b(N) is monotonie decreasing for N  > Then, using assumptions 1) and 2), 
b(N(t)) < b{L) for t G [—r, 0]. Hence by equation (3.33):
^  b(L) ~  pN(t) for t G [0, r]. (3.49)
But then N{t) < g(t) for t G [0, r] where y(0) = U >  N(0) and where:
= b(L) ~  P 9 ( t )  for t G [0, r]. (3.50)
Solving for g(t) then gives:
N (t) ^  9 ( t )  = for t  G [0, r]. (3.51)
By assumption 3), g > which may be rewritten asU -  ^  > 0. It follows
that the upper bound for N(t) in (3.51) is decreasing on [0, r]. Since the upper bound
begins at t =  0 with the value U and then decreases, it must be bounded above by U 
on the whole interval. Hence N(t) < U  f o r t e  [0, r]. This completes the basis step.
Inductive step. This is very similar to the basis step.
□
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Finally we show that if the initial data is sufficiently small, then the population 
must go extinct. Since extinction is inevitable when /j, > ^  by theorem 3.10, we need 
only consider the case // < an inequality that will be assumed for the remainder 
of this subsection. If this is assumed in the model with no delay, then by results 2) and
3) in lemma 3.5, there is a positive constant Ni  such that if iV(0) < JVi, then N(t) —> 0 
as £ —> oo. Here Ni  is the least positive solution to
a iW V 02*  - f i N  = 0. (3.52)
When delay is introduced into the model, this same number Ni,  the least positive 
solution to (3.52), will satisfy a similar condition, namely that when N(t) < Ni  for 
t e [—r, 0], then N(t) —> 0 as £ oo. Before we can prove this we must state and 
prove a number of lemmas:
Lemma 3.8. Let b(N) = a i N 2e~a2N and assume fi < Let N\ be defined as in results
2) and 3) of lemma 3.5. IfO < R <  Ni, then b(R) < gR.
Proof This is obvious geometrically but we offer an analytic argument for the more 
rigorous reader.
Define the function f (N )  =  b(N) — gN.  Then /(0) =  0 and f (Ni)  =  0 where Ni  is 
the least positive root, which exists since g > Also, f{N)  is continuous and it is
straightforward to check that N q < 0. It follows that f{N)  < 0 for 0 < A  < N\.
□
Lemma 3.9. Suppose N(t) satisfies (3.33). Let b(N) = a i N 2e~a2N and assume g <
Let Ni be defined as in results 2) and 3) of lemma 3.5. If N(t) < Rfor t e [mr, (m +  l)r], 
where R  is a constant such that 0 < R < Ni, and m is an integer > — 1, then for all integers 
j  > m  + l we have
N(t) < ^ 5 )  +  ( r - ^ 5 1 )  e-f.(«-(«.+i)T)yo r te  y  +  (3.53)
P \  P J
Proof. The proof is by induction on j  > m +  1.
Basis step (j =  m +  1). It is trivially verified that Ni < -^  where ^  is the value 
of iV > 0 for which b(N) is maximum. But then, by part 1) of lemma 3.7, the birth 
function b(N) = ociN2e~a2N is monotonie increasing for N  satisfying 0 < N  < N\. 
But then, since N(t) < R  < Ni for £ G [mr, (m +  l)r], we must have b(N(t)) < b(R) 
on this interval, so that b(N(t — r)) < b(R) for £ E [(m +  l)r, (m +  2)r]. Hence using 
equation (3.33), < b(R) — gN(t) for £ E [(m +  l)r, (m +  2)r].
By assumption N(t) < R  for £ E [mr, (m +  l)r], so certainly N((m  +  l)r)  < R. 
Therefore N(t) < g(t) fort E [(m+l)r, (m+2)r] where ^ ((m +l)r) = R >  iV((m+l)r) 
and where =  b(R) — gg(t) for £ E [(m +  l)r, (m +  2)r], Solving for g(t), we find 
the result required on the basis step:
N(t) < g(t) = ^ 5 )  + ( r -  W Q ]  e-M(t-(m+i)r)  on [(m +  ^ Tf (m +  2)r]. (3.54)
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Inductive step. Assume (inductive hypothesis) for some j > m  + l  that
JV(t ) <  ^  +  (j? -  for t e \jr, Ü +  l)r] . (3.55)
Now by lemma 3.8, we know that b(R) < fiRforO < R < In other words,
R _  > o, so that the upper bound in (3.55) is decreasing on [jr, (j +  l)r]. Then,
since the upper bound for N(t) in (3.55) is R  when t =  jr ,  it follows that
N(t) < Rfor t e  \jr, (j +  l)r]. (3.56)
But then, since b(N) is monotonie increasing for N  such that Q < N  < N 1, and since 
0 < Æ < iVi, we must have, by (3.56), that b(N(t)) < b{R) for t e [jr, (j +  l)r], which 
gives b{N(t -  r)) < b(R) for t € [(; +  l)r, (j +  2)r]. Hence by equation (3.33):
^  &(^) ~ »N(t) for i E [(j +  l)r, (j +  2)r] (3.57)
Also, by (3.55), we can write:
MG? +  l)r) < e-^(b'+i)T-(m+i)T)i (3 .58)
It follows that AT(i) < y(i) for i E [(j +  l)r, (j +  2)r] where 
y ( 0 ‘ +  1) T )  =  ^  +  ^  -  e - A i ( ( j + l ) r - ( m + l ) r )  >  ^ ( Q -  +  ( 3 . 5 9 )
and
= 6(^) -  for t E [O' +  l)r, 0  +  2)t] . (3.60)
Solving for p((), we find the result required on the inductive step:
N(t) <  g(t) = ^ + ( r - c - / * ( t - ( m + i ) r )  o n  [ ( i  +  1 ) t >  +  2 ) t ] .  (3 .61)
□
Lemma 3.10. Suppose N(t) satisfies (3.33). Let b(N) =  cxiN2e~a2N and assume p <
Let Ai k  as in results 2) and 3) of lemma 3.5. Suppose N(t) < R  < Nx foA ^e
[mr, (m + l)r]/or an integer m > - l a n d  where R is a positive constant. Then
M*) < I  fi"*  E [hr, (k +  l)r] /o rall k > k*, (3.62)
where fc* =  (m +  2) +  where [J denotes the greatest integer function.
Proof. If N(i) < R  < Ni  for t E [mr, (m +  l)r] for an m > —1, then, by lemma 3.9, we 
have, for all & > m +  1, that
N(t) < M I + ( r -  e- y(t-(m+i)T) on ^  (j. +  1)t] (3.63)
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As t increases, decreases monotonically to zero. Hence e-^(t-(.'m+1)T) <
|  on all intervals [kr, (k +  l)r] for which k > k* where k* is any integer for which 
e - n ( k * T - ( m + i ) T )  < I  But this last inequality may be rearranged to give k* > (m + 
1) +  L ^ J / 80 we can clearly choose &* = (m + 2) +  \}^y\ .
But then, since R — ^jp- > 0 by lemma 3.8, we have for t e  [kr, (k +  l)r] where 
k >  k*, that [ R  -  e-A*(*-(m+i)r) < i  ( r - Hence, for t 6 [fer, {k +  l)r]
for k > k*,
N(t) < ^  + ( r -  e-M(t-(m+l)r) < i  ^  . (3.64)
□
Definition 3.2. Let b(N) = a \ N 2e~a2N and assume p < Let N i be defined as in 
results 2) and 3) of lemma 3.5. Define the sequence Rn where Rq is some given initial value 
satisfying 0 < Ro < Ni and
Rn = \  (fin -1 +  f o r n >  1. (3.65)
Lemma 3.11. Rn 0 as n ^  oo.
Proof. First we show by induction that the Rn form a decreasing sequence bounded 
below by zero.
Basis step. Now #o > 0 by assumption and iîi =  |  (Ro +  > 0 since
b(N) > 0 for AT > 0.
Also R 1 = ± ( r 0 + < l ( R 0 + Ro) = Ro, since by lemma 3.8
and the fact that 0 < Ro < Ni.
Inductive step. Assume that 0 < < R n-i < Rn-2  < < Ro- Then Rn+i =
i ( R n  + ^ y f 1) > o since b(N) > 0 for iV > 0.
Also Rn+1 =  J (Rn +  < 5 (-Rn +  -Rn) =  Rn, since < En by lemma 3.8,
the inductive assumption that 0 < En < Ro, and the fact that Rq < Ni. This com­
pletes the induction.
Hence the En are a decreasing sequence, bounded below by zero. Then En —> 
some limit E* where 0 < E* < AR and where E* satisfies (because 6(A) is a contin­
uous function of N)
R.  = i_^R , + m . y  (3.66)
Hence E* =  which implies that E* =  0 since this is the only solution for which 
0 < E* < AR (in results 2) and 3) of lemma 3.5, AR is defined as the least positive 
solution to 6(A) =  pN).
□
Finally, we can state and prove our theorem:
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Theorem 3.13. Suppose N(t) satisfies (3.33). Let b(N) = a 1N 2e~a2N and assume p < 
Let iVi be defined as in results 2) and 3) of lemma 3.5. I f N(t) < R0 on [ -r , 0] where 
0 < Rq < Ni, then N(t) —> 0 as t —> oo.
Proof. We first argue by induction on n > 1 that
N(t) < Rn on [kr, (k +  l)r] for all k > kn, (3.67)
where =  (f2 +  1) +  (n — 1) (Û +  2) where Q, = |_ ^ J .
Basis step (n = 1). Since N(t) < R0 for t G [-r , 0], then by lemma 3.10, and using 
the definition of the sequence Rn, we have:
N(t) < Ri  for t e [kr, (k +  l)r] for all k > ki, (3.68)
where ki = (Ü + 1).
Inductive step. Assume (inductive hypothesis) for some n > 1 that N(t) < Rn for 
t e  [kr, (/c+l)r] for all k > k n where /cn =  (0 +  l) +  ( n - l )  (Cl +  2). In particular, then, 
N(t) <  Rn for t G [knT, (kn +  1) t ] .  But then, by lemma 3.10, and using the definition 
of the sequence Rn, we have:
N(t) < Rn+1 for t G [kr, (k +  l)r] for all k > kn+i, (3.69)
where kn+i =  (fcn +  2) +  f2 =  (f2 +  1) +  n (fi +  2).
This completes the induction establishing (3.67).
Finally, pick any e > 0. Then there exists n > 1 such that Rn < e by  lemma 3.11. 
But then by (3.67), we have:
N(t) <Rn < e io r a \ \ t>  knT = ((fi +  1) +  (n -  1) (fi +  2))r  =  T. (3.70)
In other words, for any e > 0, we have found a T > 0 such that for all t > T, then 
N(t) < e. Since we have already seen that N(t) satisfies positivity, we must conclude 
that N(t) —» 0 as Z —> oo.
□
From theorem 3.13 we notice, appropriately enough, that an Allee effect holds in 
the Allee model (equation (3.33)).
3.4 Culling regimes
We now turn our attention to the construction of successful adult impulsive culling 
regimes for our models. (We have commented on why such a type of regime may be 
an appropriate control method in section 2.1.) A culling regime will be considered 
successful if it guarantees eradication of the pest population, which will certainly 
occur if the adult population N(t) tends to zero as t  -> oo. We concede that words
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such as "eradication" are becoming less popular and that the emphasis nowadays is 
on sustainable control methods (see section 2.3).
The existence and uniqueness of solutions is preserved when an impulsive culling 
regime (as described in definition 3.3 below) is imposed on our three models. As in 
section 3.2, we refer the reader to Kuang's book [95] for existence and uniqueness 
results. Notice that positivity is trivially preserved when impulsive culling is intro­
duced into our models (proposition 2.1, [125]).
We begin by constructing a successful culling regime for the linear model in sub­
section 3.4.1 and then we adapt it to the other models (subsections 3.4.2 and 3.4.3). 
Of particular significance is the calculation of an explicit finite upper bound for the 
number of culls needed to guarantee extinction in the Allee model (subsection 3.4.3). 
Culling regimes for the linear model have already been considered by Simons and 
Gourley [125], whose methods differ from ours and whose regime is not proven with 
complete rigour to succeed.
3.4.1 Linear model
By theorem 3.1, we know that when X < /i then N(t) —> 0 as £ —> oo and that N(t) 
will be bounded above by successively smaller upper bounds. But by theorem 3.3, 
N(t) —» oo when X > fi, and by theorem 3.2 there is also endemicity when X = fi. 
So pest control is only warranted when À > //, a relationship that will be assumed to 
hold for the remainder of this subsection.
Definition 3.3. Let culls occur at times U for i > 1. The cull occurring at time U is said to 
be the i-th cull. Assume ti > 0 and that 0 < U+i —t i <  rfor i > 1. Also assume % —» oo 
as i —> oo. At the i-th cull the population is scaled by a factor bi where 0 < &* < 1. (So we 
assume all culls kill at least some adults.) Thus:
N(t i) = biN ( t f ) f o r i > l ,  (3.71)
where t f  is the time "momentarily" before U.
Between culls the adult population N(t) satisfies (3.5). Thus:
=  XN(t — r) — pN(t) for t > 0, t  7^  U where i > 1. (3.72)
Equation (3.72) is, however, assumed to hold at U in the sense of left and right differ­
entiability, though of course the left and right derivatives at U need not be the same.
After collecting data for a real-world pest population, it will take time before a 
decision can be made on how best to control it. Precisely how much time it will take 
may be difficult to predict, which is why we have made no restriction on the size of 
t\. The restriction that U+i — ^  < r  for i > 1 is made because it enables a relatively 
simple analysis to be carried out. Insect maturation ages can vary from a few days 
to 17 years (p. 58, [117]) but for agricultural pests they are typically of the order of 
magnitude of a week or two [82]. Tropical insect pests can usually breed faster than 
temperate insects by virtue of the warmer climate. The restriction of having to apply 
a pesticide at least once a week will not be unachievable for a big commercial farm. 
For mosquitoes the maturation age is around one to two weeks [8]. The assumption 
that ti —> oo as i —> oo is necessary because it is impossible to perform infinitely many 
culls in a finite time.
The following subsequence will be needed in our later analysis:
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Definition 3.4. Define a subsequence of the times U as tin for n > 1, where =  ti and 
Un+1 is the least U to be bigger than or equal to t in +  r.
It should be understood that in the subsequence tin, n >  1, the “i" is fixed and is 
included only to remind us that the t in are a subsequence of the culling times Since 
ti ► oo as i —> oo, it is trivially true that t in —> oo as n —> oo.
Certain quantities will be useful to us in our analysis. Define the following:
si = + e-KU+i-u) ^  for Î > 1 (3.73)
A =  sup 5i (3.74)
< > i
b = sup bi (3.75)
< > i
T  =  sup(^+i - U ) < t  (3.76)
<>i
The following lemma will serve as a useful shortcut in the details of subsequent 
proofs:
Lemma 3.12. Suppose N(t) satisfies (3.72). Assume N (t — t ) < U  when t e [A, B] where 
0 < A < B < A  + t . Assume also that N(A)  < £ and that no culls occur in the interval 
(A ,B ) .
Then, for t e [A, B], we have:
N{t) <j^U + ^  -  ± U \  . (3.77)
In particular, ifÇ = qU, then
N(t) < U (3.78)
Proof First notice by equation (3.72) that
< AC/- pN{t) for t € [A, B). (3.79)
Inequality (3.79) holds at / =  A in the sense of left differentiability.
Then N(t) < g(t) for t G [A, B) where #(A) = £ > N ( A )  and
= AC/- ^ ( t )  for t G [A, B). (3.80)
Solving for <?(/) gives:
iV(C) < p(t) = -C/ +  e-M -**  f c - -C /) for ( G [A, B). (3.81)
^ V I1 /
In particular this holds for t = B~,  the time just before t =  B. If a cull occurs at 
time t = B  with intensity hi, say, we will obtain N{B) = biN(B~) < N(B~)  since
0 < &* < 1. Hence the inequality (3.81) will hold on [A, B]. If there is no cull a t t  =  B
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then N(t)  will be continuous att  = B,  so that N(B)  =  N(B~),  and inequality (3.81) 
will again hold on [A, B], Inequality (3.78) follows trivially from setting £ =  jU  in 
inequality (3.77).
□
The next lemma acts as a sort of initial condition for the theorem which follows.
Lemma 3.13. Suppose N(t) satisfies (3.72) and that N(t) < W  fort e [—r, 0] where W  is
(  \  ^ + 1a positive constant. Assume X> p. For t E [0, ti], we have N(t) < ( ^ J W.
Proof. First we show by induction on n > 0 that, in the absence of culls:
/A \  n+1
N(t) < ( — ) W  fort e  [nr, (n + l)r]. (3.82)
Basis step (n =  0). Using lemma 3.12, with A =  0, B =  r, £ =  W,  and U = W,  we 
have:
1 — — j e_Mt for t E [0, r]. (3.83)
Since À > //by assumption, it follows at once that N{t) < for t E [0, r], which 
is the result required on the basis step.
Inductive step. The inductive step is established by the same method as used in 
the basis step.
Hence (3.82) is established by induction.
To complete the proof, observe that j r  < t \ <  (j +  l ) r  for some j  > 0. Also, by 
the induction just performed and the fact that N(ti) = biN(t f  ) < N(t± ), we have:
N(t — r ) <  W for t E [jr, *i] (3.84)
Then, using lemma 3.12 with A =  jr , B =  ti, £ =  ( j ÿ  W,  and U =  W,  we 
obtain, for t E [jr, ti]:
m  < g y +v + g ) V ( i - g e - - ^ > )
/  \ \  J+1 X
— ( — ) ^  since — > 1 by assumption. (3.85)
xP/  A4
By (3.84) and (3.85) and the assumption that ^ > 1, then N(t) < W  for t E
[0,ti].
In particular, then:
/ x V + i  /  x \  ^ ■ + 1
N(t) < W <  I -  W  f o r t e  [0,4], (3.86)
since ^  +  1 > j  +  1 and A > //.
□
N(t) < - W  +  W  
P
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Theorem 3.14. Suppose N(t) satisfies (3.71) and (3.72) and that N(t) < W  for t € [ -r , 0] 
where W  is a positive constant. Assume X > p. Let the culling regime be such that A < 1
/ \ -^+1where A is given by (3.74). L e t  ÿ  = ( X y  yy. Then:
N(t) < V>An on [tin, t in+1}for n > 1, (3.87)
where the subsequence tin is described in definition 3.4.
Proof. We use induction on n > 1. Within the basis step and inductive step of this in­
duction, we will perform smaller inductions. Therefore we shall refer to the induction 
on n as the outer induction and to the others as inner inductions.
Basis step (outer induction) (n = 1). We need
N(t) < ipA for t € [U,, t i2] = [W<,]. (3.88)
Split the interval [ti,ti2] into the subintervals
[Wz], [W s ] ,. .. ,  [ti2- i , t i2]. (3.89)
Since U+i — f* < r  for « > 1 and U2 > U, + t  = ti + t ,  we know there is at least one 
subinterval in (3.89).
We can show N(t) < ip A  on the subintervals by induction.
Basis step (inner induction). By lemma 3.13 and since f2 -  fi < r, we know that
N(t — t )  < ip for t e  [ti,t2\. But then we can use lemma 3.12 with A = ti, B = f2,
U = ip, £ = hip to obtain, by equation (3.78),
N(t) < ip
1»
< ip A  by the definition of A (equation (3.74)). (3.90)
Inductive step (inner induction). (This step is needed only if there is more than 
one subinterval in (3.89), that is, if i2 > 3. Otherwise the basis step suffices.)
Assume (inductive hypothesis) that:
N{t) < ip A  for t € [tj, tj+i] for all j  with 1 < j  < r, (3.91)
for some r, where 1 < r  < i2 — 2.
We wish to show that N(t) < ip A  for t e [tr+1, t r+2\.
By the initial data and lemma 3.13, we know that N ( t - T )  < ip f o r t e  [0, h}. Also, 
by the inductive hypothesis (3.91), we know, for t e [h, tr+1], that N ( t - r )  < ip A  < ip, 
using the assumption that A < 1.
Hence N(t - t) < ip fort e [0, tr+i].
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But then we can again use lemma 3.12, this time with A  =  tr+i, B  =  tr+2, U = ip, 
£ =  br+iip to obtain, by equation (3.78),
N(t) < ip -  +  e - ^ ( * - * r - + l )  ffj
P  \  v>).
for t G [tr+i , t r+2]
< ip A  by the definition of A (equation (3.74)). (3.92)
Hence, by induction, N(t) < ip A  for t e [ti,U2}.
This completes the basis step of the outer induction.
Inductive step (outer induction) Assume (inductive hypothesis) that:
N(t) < ipAr for t e [tir,tir+1] for some r  > 1. (3.93)
Then we wish to show that
N(t) < ipAr+1 for t e [tir+1, t ir+2 ]. (3.94)
Split the interval [tir+1, tir+2] into the following subintervals:
[fir+i j ^ ir+i+l]» [fir+i+l) fir+i+2]) ; [fir+2 —1) ^ ir+zl’ (3.95)
There is at least one subinterval from the way the way the Ur are defined (defini­
tion 3.4) and the assumption that fi+i — ^  < r  for i > 1.
We establish (3.94) by induction on the subintervals (3.95) using (3.93). This will 
be similar to the basis step (outer induction) which we just completed.
Thus we have completed the outer induction and established (3.87).
□
Corollary 3.1. Make the assumptions in theorem 3.14. Then N(t) 0 as t oo.
Proof. The result follows immediately from equation (3.87) in theorem 3.14, the as­
sumption that A < 1, and the fact that —» oo as M —> oo.
□
Remark 1. It is all very well to show that the culling regime succeeds when A < 1, 
but is this actually possible? In subsection 3.4.4 below, we will see that for a suffi­
ciently strong regime, we can always ensure A < 1.
Remark 2. Notice that the culling regime not only succeeds in ensuring N(t)  —>• 0 
as f —» oo, but it also does so in such a way that N(t) can be bounded above by a 
decreasing sequence, so we can be confident that the adult pest population will not 
flare up significantly (and thereby potentially ruin crops or cause an epidemic) be­
fore dying out. Notice further that theorem 3.14 trivially allows us to find an upper 
bound for the time it will take to reduce the pest population to be below a particular 
level. Such an upper bound is potentially extremely useful. After all, given that pro­
longed pesticide programs could lead to pesticide resistance and other problems (see 
section 2.3) and could also be quite expensive, it may be decided in many situations 
to apply pesticides only until a pest population has been suitably reduced.
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Remark 3. If we replace the linear model (3.72) by the differential inequality
< AiV(t — r) — liN(t) îo r t> 0 , t ÿ ^  U where z > 1, (3.96)
then the methods of this subsection can again be applied to prove that the culling 
regime will be successful provided A < 1. Hence there will exist a successful culling 
regime even when \  < fi, since we will have
< /uiV(t -  r) -  nN{t) for t > 0, * ^  U where z > 1, (3.97)
so that the culling regime with A < 1 and in which A is set to equal g will succeed. Of 
course if A < /u the population will die out naturally, so culling is unnecessary.
Remark 4. Suppose the restriction that ti+i — ^  < r  for z > 1 is weakened to 
U+i —U < k T  for some fixed finite natural number k > 1. Then our intuition (gained 
from calculations which we do not include out of considerations of space) leads us to 
believe that methods not dissimilar in principle to those used in this subsection, but 
potentially very dissimilar in terms of tractability, could be employed to construct a 
successful culling regime.
3.4.2 Nicholson model
In the Nicholson model (equation (3.27)), we know by theorem 3.4 that when A% < 
£t, then N(t) —» 0 as t —> oo in such a way that N(t) can be bounded above by a 
decreasing sequence.
However if Ai > /u then by theorems 3.5 to 3.9 the pest will persist, given certain 
additional conditions on the model parameters or initial conditions. The weight of 
evidence in the literature would seem to suggest that if Ai > /z then the pest will 
never naturally go extinct (we will not have N(t) —> Oast  —> oo). Therefore culling is 
warranted in this case if the pest is causing serious harm.
Now it is clear that XiNe~X2N < XiN  for N  > 0. But we have said (paragraph 2, 
section 3.4) that introducing impulsive culling into our models preserves positivity. 
Hence for the Nicholson model (equation (3.27)) we can write, for t > 0, that:
=  AiJV(i -  T)e- A=JV<i- T) -  nN(t) < XiN(t -  r)  -  (3.98)
But then by remark 3 at the end of subsection 3.4.1, we see that the culling regime of 
subsection 3.4.1 for the linear model, with A replaced by A%, will successfully eradicate 
the adult population N(t) if A < 1. Thus, to be precise, a culling regime for the 
Nicholson model will succeed if:
A2 =  sup ^bi -  < 1- (3.99)
For the Nicholson model, with a culling regime satisfying (3.99), remark 2 at the end 
of subsection 3.4.1 still applies. The regime will eradicate the pest in such a way that 
N  (t) can be bounded above by a decreasing sequence.
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3.4.3 Allee model
In the Allee model (equation (3.33)), we know by theorem 3.10 that when a i < eo^ /Lt, 
then N(t)  —> 0 as t —> oo in such a way that N(t)  can be bounded above by a decreas­
ing sequence.
However if a i > eo^// then by theorem 3.12 the pest will persist, given certain 
additional conditions on the model parameters and initial data. Simulations we have 
performed (but chosen not to include because it takes less space to describe them in 
words) suggest to us that if a i > then the pest will never naturally go extinct 
(we will not have N(t) —> 0 as £ —> oo) provided that N  (t) > Ni  for t G [—r, 0] (where 
Ni  is defined as in results 2) and 3) of lemma 3.5). Therefore culling may be warranted 
in this case if the pest is causing serious harm.
Now it is trivial to show that a i N 2e~a2N < iV for N  > 0. But we have
said (paragraph 2, section 3.4) that introducing impulsive culling into our models 
preserves positivity. Hence for the Allee model (equation (3.33)) we can write, for 
t > 0, that:
= ai (jv(t _  T))2 e-«*N<t-r) _  pNQ) < ( N(t  -  r) -  nN(t). (3.100)
at \ct2e J
But then by remark 3 at the end of subsection 3.4.1, we see that the culling regime 
of subsection 3.4.1 for the linear model, with À replaced by will successfully 
eradicate the adult population N(t) if A < 1. Hence, to phrase it more specifically, a 
culling regime will succeed for the Allee model if:
A3 =  sup (  —  +  ( b i -  — ) )  < 1. (3.101)i>i V Q2e/i V 026/1/ y
With a culling regime satisfying (3.101) imposed on the Allee model, remark 2 at the 
end of subsection 3.4.1 again applies. Eradication will occur in such a way that N(t) 
can be bounded above by a decreasing sequence. In fact the method of theorem 3.14 
will allow us to find, for any R q > 0, an upper bound for the minimum number of 
culls needed to ensure N(t) < R q for a time interval of width at least r  time units. 
But if ai  > eo!2^, we can define Ni  as in results 2) and 3) of lemma 3.5, and then if 
N(t) < Rq < Ni  for a time interval of width at least r  time units, then by theorem 3.13, 
extinction becomes inevitable, even if we stop culling. Hence only a finite number of 
culls will be needed to guarantee extinction in the Allee model, and we can find an 
upper bound for the minimum number of culls needed to guarantee extinction.
Let us find such an upper bound explicitly. Recall b and T  from equations (3.75) 
and (3.76) and define
g(T, b) =  - — +  e -"r  ( b -  .
0 :26/2 V #26/2 J
Since culling is not needed when oti < 20:2/2, then assume «1 > 602/2. Notice that 
A3 < g(T, b) since we are assuming o% > 602/2. Suppose b <1.  Then, since g(T, b) is 
a continuous function of T  and <7(0, b) = b < < 1, we know that g(T, b) < ^  < 1
for T  small enough. Let T  be small enough to satisfy this latter inequality and also 
suppose U+i —U =  T < rfo ralH  > 1. Therefore A3 < g(T, b) < ^  < 1. Let 0 =  
Then 0 > fi. We have the initial data N(t) < W  for t G [—r, 0] where W is a positive 
constant.
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If W  < Ni  (where Ni  is defined as in results 2) and 3) of lemma 3.5) then by the­
orem 3.13, extinction will occur naturally, and without N(t) flaring up before dying 
down, so culling is unnecessary. Therefore assume W  > Ni. Bearing in mind remark 
3 at the end of subsection 3.4.1, then the method of lemma 3.13 is trivially adapted to
the current problem to show that we will have N(t) < ip = W  îort e [0, ti\.
Since by assumption 9 > fi and W  > Ni, then ip > Ni.
Similarly (bearing in mind remark 3 at the end of subsection 3.4.1 as well as equa­
tion (3.100)) we can trivially adapt theorem 3.14 to the current problem to show that
N(t) < ipAq < ip ( ^ ) n for t e [tin, tin+1] for n > 1. Now if ip ( ^ ) n < Ni then we
where [j denotes the greatest integer function, then certainly N(t) < Ni  for t G 
[Un,tin+1], by which we may conclude, using theorem 3.13 and the fact that t in+1 -  
Un > ^by definition 3.4, that extinction will now be inevitable without further culling. 
Hence a finite upper bound for the minimum number of culls needed to guarantee 
extinction is given by (3.102).
The upper bound (3.102) is valuable for several reasons. Firstly, insects adapt 
quickly to pesticides, so if we only need a finite number of culls to eradicate the pest, 
then eradication may occur before the pest develops resistance to the pesticide. Sec­
ondly, an upper bound for the number of culls needed for eradication allows a farmer 
to estimate how much pesticide to buy or a manufacturing plant to estimate how 
much pesticide to manufacture.
Unfortunately, however, the concept of eradication in only finitely many culls may 
apply as much to non-target species, including pollinators such as bees, as it does to 
pests. Indeed we may inadvertently have uncovered one of the causes of Colony 
Collapse Disorder in which bee colonies suddenly collapse [39] - pesticides may help 
to reduce the population of a hive until it is no longer viable and collapses [53]. There 
has been a worrying increase in the number of colonies collapsing in recent years [39]. 
A proper discussion of pesticides is given in section 2.3.
3.4.4 Regime existence
We have seen in theorem 3.14 that, for the linear model, the culling regime of defini­
tion 3.3 will succeed if A < 1 where A is given by (3.74). Notice that if A > /z then 
A < 1 cannot hold unless 6* < 1 for all z > 1, so every cull must have at least some 
effect, however small. The condition that A < 1 will certainly hold if:
where T  = s u p ^  (U+i — tz) < r  and b = sup >^1 bi. But for any b satisfying 0 < 6 < 1, 
it is clear that (3.103) will hold for T > 0 if T is sufficiently small. After all, inequal­
ity (3.103) holds when T =  0 and /(T , b) is a continuous function of T. Thus, there 
exists a successful culling regime no matter how weak the culls are, provided they 
each do something, and as long as the culls are performed frequently enough. This is
find that n > . So if
l n ( b + i )
(3.102)
(3.103)
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Stability diagram (% = 2 , 1 =  1.13, p,= 1) Stability diagram ( t  = 2, X = 2.26, (i = 1 )
[stable region
cull parameter b cull parameter b
Figure 3.2: Stability diagrams for culling regime. See subsection 3.4.4 for a descrip­
tion.
useful from an agricultural point of view, for example, because a farmer will not have 
control over how strong pesticides are maufactured to be but he will presumably have 
some control over how often he can apply the pesticide.
To gain insight into how restrictive condition (3.103) is, we plot "stability" di­
agrams in figure 3.2. The shaded region in each plot indicates the part of the T-b 
parameter space for which the culling regime will be guaranteed to succeed by theo­
rem 3.14. The boundaries of the stable region in each plot are 0 < 6 < 1 ,  0 < T < r ,  
and f(T,  b) =  1. We have performed simulations indicating that culling regimes lying 
outside the stable region may also succeed (the simulations are not included, for the 
sake of brevity) and a useful research question would be to find all successful regimes. 
Notice in figure 3.2 how radically the stable region is reduced by doubling the birth 
rate parameter A. This is intuitively sensible because if the pest reproduces faster, we 
would expect to have to implement a stronger culling regime to control it.
Our comments on regime existence for the linear model are equally relevant to the 
Nicholson and Allee models. After all, our condition ensuring a regime will succeed 
in the linear model (namely A < 1 where A is given by (3.74)) is qualitatively the 
same as our condition for success in the Nicholson model (namely A2 < 1 where A2 
is given by (3.99)) and our condition for success in the Allee model (namely A3 < 1 
where A3 is given by (3.101)).
3.5 Simulations
To conduct impulsive culling simulations, we make some simple assumptions. In 
any particular simulation let all culls have the same strength b (b is not the same for 
all simulations). Then let the inter-cull time be a constant T < r. By equation (3.103), 
a culling regime will succeed in the linear model if
jl +e~*lT ( 6 - - )  < L (3.104)
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In our linear model simulation, we first choose b and then we find T  by setting equal­
ity in (3.104) and rearranging to find T  in terms of b:
Of course changing an inequality to equality will mean that the regime is not strictly 
guaranteed to succeed, but for our simulation it certainly seems to.
In our Nicholson model simulation we follow the same approach. Thus, by con­
dition (3.99), a culling regime will succeed if
For a given b we then choose T  by setting equality in (3.106) and rearranging to find 
T.
Finally we adopt the same approach for the Allee model. By condition (3.101), a 
culling regime will succeed if
Again, for a given b, we then choose T  by setting equality in (3.107) and rearranging 
to find T.
In all simulations we set r  =  1 and the initial data is N{t) =  1 for t e [—r, 0]. 
Figure 3.3 shows simulations of the linear, Nicholson, and Allee models, with culling 
regimes imposed on them as just described. In the Allee model simulation, we stop 
culling when N(t) has been kept below JVi for at least r  consecutive time units, so 
that natural extinction will then occur (see theorem 3.13).
The figure also shows (bottom right) for the Nicholson model that when culls do 
not occur as often as required by our results, then the average adult pest population 
can be maintained above the level it would remain at naturally. Both culling and "nat­
ural" simulations are the same until the first cull occurs, whereafter the "natural" sim­
ulation (dot-dashed line) immediately approaches a positive constant and the simula­
tion with culling (solid line) experiences large and apparently stable oscillations. The 
average pest population over the inter-cull period in the culling simulation is higher 
than the constant to which the "natural" simulation tends, so infrequent culling exac­
erbates the seriousness of the pest. The potential harm of infrequent culling has been 
observed for a more complicated pest control model by Gourley, Liu, and Wu [81]. 
Theoretically analogous is the idea that infrequent pulses in a pulse vaccination strat­
egy can sustain disease levels above their natural levels, a phenomenon encountered 
by Choisy et d  [61]. An analytical exploration of the potential benefit to a pest of 
culling infrequently is carried out in the next chapter.
3.6 Discussion
In this chapter we have formulated three population models for a pest with a life cy­
cle of two stages, namely a juvenile stage and an adult stage. The birth function was 
different for each model - we considered linear, Nicholson, and Allee birth functions. 
Since it is unnecessary to apply pesticides if a pest population is crashing naturally to
(3.105)
(3.106)
(3.107)
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Figure 3.3: Culling simulations. Top left: \  = 3, g = 2, t \  = §,b = 0.2, T  =  0.4778. 
Top right: Ai =  5, À2 =  1, // =  2, fi =  5, 6 =  0.2, T  =  0.2137. Bottom left: a\ = 6, 
0:2 =  1, /x =  2, fi =  5, & =  0.2, T =  1. Bottom right: A% =  75, À2 =  0.4, g =  0.25, 
ti =  10,6  =  0.28, T  =  5.8. See section 3.5 for descriptions of these plots.
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extinction, we first found natural extinction and endemicity results and only then con­
structed successful adult impulsive culling regimes for implementation in the event 
of natural endemicity.
Of particular significance was the calculation of an explicit finite upper bound 
for the number of culls needed to guarantee extinction in the Allee model. But a 
simulation for the Nicholson model revealed as well that infrequent culling can make 
a pest more abundant than in the total absence of culling. In the next chapter we seek 
analytical confirmation that infrequent culling can, perversely, benefit a pest.
Future research involving the models of the present chapter could involve allow­
ing the culling times to depend on the pest population size. After all, in reality, a 
farmer may only choose to perform culls when a pest becomes prevalent enough to 
cause noticeable damage to a crop.
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Chapter 4
Perverse consequences of 
infrequent culling
"Nothing is so unbelievable that oratory cannot make it acceptable." 
Marcus Tullius Cicero (106 BCE - 43 BCE)
4.1 Introduction
We have seen in the previous chapter (section 3.4) that when a pest is culled suffi­
ciently often then it will be eradicated, assuming of course that complications such 
as pesticide resistance do not arise. We also glimpsed the potential consequences of 
culling regularly but not sufficiently often to ensure eradication, for in section 3.5 a 
simulation (figure 3.3, bottom right, which is reproduced below, with minor format­
ting differences, in figure 4.1) demonstrated, perversely, that infrequent culling can 
maintain the average population (average over the inter-cull period) at an unnatu­
rally high level.
We can make a generic definition of "infrequent" culling to be where consecutive 
culls are always further apart than r  time units where r  is the maturation age, which 
in effect means that consecutive culls are further apart than the reproductive cycle, 
giving the species time (though perhaps not a lot of time) to react and recover from 
each cull.
Notice that the observation that infrequent culling may benefit a pest is not a new 
discovery, for in a recent paper by Gourley, Liu, and Wu, it was seen by simulation 
that infrequent adult impulsive culling of a mosquito vector in a model for West Nile 
virus can increase the average number of adult mosquitoes (see figure 4 in [81]).
However, no analytic proof that infrequent culling can benefit a pest has been 
given to date, at least to our knowledge. Therefore in this chapter we shall seek to 
understand (in section 4.3), in terms of the properties of the birth function, why regu­
lar but infrequent culling can benefit a pest. The insight that we gain will be used (in 
sections 4.4 and 4.5) to construct a simple but biologically plausible birth function and
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Figure 4.1: Infrequent culling simulation. Here we simulate (4.4) subject to (4.1). The 
birth function is b(N) =  XiNe~X2N where Ai = 75e and A2 = 0.4. The initial data is 
N(t) =  1 for t G [—r, 0] where r  =  1. The juvenile and adult death rates are /ij = 1 
and fi = 0.25 respectively. Culls begin at time ti = 10 and occur thereafter every 
T  =  5.8 time units. The cull strength is constant: bi =  0.28 for % > 1.
a specific culling regime such that an analytic demonstration of the benefit to the pest 
becomes straightforward. This analytic demonstration will be given in section 4.6. 
Simulations in section 4.7 will corroborate our findings and a discussion will end the 
chapter in section 4.8.
4.2 The model
We remind ourselves of the model of chapter 3 by repeating equations (3.1) and (3.2):
N(t) = cj)(t) > 0 for t G [-r , 0], (4.1)
and
= e - ^ Tb(N(t -  t ) )  -  d(N(t)) for t  > 0. (4.2)
Here N(t) is the number of adults at time t in a stage-structured population with 
two stages (juvenile and adult), 0 is a function representing initial data, b is the birth 
function, d is the adult death function, jij is the juvenile or immature death rate, and 
r  is the maturation age. Suppose we let the adult death function be proportional to 
the number of adults, so that d{N{t)) = iiN{t) where fi is the adult per capita death 
rate. Then (4.2) becomes:
— = e~^jTb(N(t — r)) — for £ > 0. (4.3)
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Furthermore if we introduce an adult impulsive culling regime then we can write:
- j j p -  = e~NTb(N(t—T))—iJ,N(t) for £ > 0,£ ^  U and N{U) =  biN{t^) for i > 1.
(4.4)
Here U is the time of the i-th cull (i > 1), which occurs with strength or intensity 
bi, and is the time "momentarily" before U. Notice that bi is the proportion of 
adults left after the i-th cull, so for a stronger cull, bi is smaller. Clearly 0 < &* < 1. 
Henceforth we will use the term "population" as a shorthand for the adult population
# (t).
In our analysis in chapter 3, we absorbed the constant into the birth func­
tion in equation (3.2). For the purposes of constructing an analytic demonstration 
that culling can benefit a pest, it will be of value to treat the maturation age r as 
an independent variable. We will still think of the maturation age as being constant 
but we will give ourselves flexibility in choosing this constant, which will give us 
more freedom in establishing circumstances such that culling increases an average 
pest population. Consequently the absorption of the term e_/ZjT into the birth func­
tion in model (4.3) or model (4.4) will not be a sensible simplification in the analysis 
of this chapter.
4.3 The role of the birth function
We mentioned in section 4.1 the simulation in figure 4.1 showing that infrequent 
culling can maintain the average pest population at an unnaturally high level. In fact, 
figure 4.1 shows that, without culling, the pest population tends to a positive constant 
and that, when subject to the particular culling regime chosen for the simulation, the 
population exhibits steady oscillations where the period equals the inter-cull time. 
Moreover the mean value for this periodic solution, taken over one such inter-cull pe­
riod, significantly exceeds the constant to which the population tends in the absence 
of culling.
Let us now try to account for this behaviour in terms of the shape of the birth func­
tion. The birth function used in figure 4.1 is of Nicholson-type. Recall the description 
of this type of birth function in subsection 3.2.1 and notice its shape as illustrated in 
figure 3.1 (middle). A Nicholson birth function b(N) is biggest when the population 
N  is small or intermediate, whereas 6 (IV) is small if N  is very small or if N  is large.
Consider what happens in the absence of culling if the initial data N(t) = 4>{t) for 
t G [—r, 0] is in the intermediate range of N  for which b(N) is large. One can envisage 
that the population will grow on the interval t G [0, r], provided the death rate /i is 
not too high, because b(N(t — r)) will be large in equation (4.3). The population, then, 
will be higher for t G [0, r] than it was initially. For the next time interval t G [r, 2r], 
the term b(N(t — r)) may now be smaller, because N(t — r) will have grown and 
b(N) becomes small for large N.  Suppose N(t  — r) has become large enough that 
b(N(t — t))  is small. Then by equation (4.3) we realise that N(t) will decrease. Indeed 
it may decrease to be around the same level it was for the initial data. If this is so, 
then the pattern just described may repeat indefinitely (stable oscillations have been 
observed in the model (4.3), as mentioned at the end of subsection 3.3.2 and in [82]) or 
the oscillations may die down as the population tends to a fixed point (see figure 4.1 
and theorem 3.7).
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It is the discrepancy in the size of the birth function b(N) for intermediate N  and 
large N,  as well as the delayed response of the system because (4.3) is a delay differ­
ential equation, that permit oscillations to occur at all. In the absence of delay, N(t) 
would tend monotonically to a fixed point.
Now consider what happens when a culling regime is imposed in the situation 
where, in the absence of culling, N(t) tends to a fixed point. Imagine as before that 
the initial data is in the intermediate range of N  for which b(N) is large. We have seen 
how this may cause b(N) to then increase before eventually decreasing again. Sup­
pose we cull the population before it has decreased to be in the intermediate range. 
We choose a cull strength which reduces N(t) to be a little bigger than the N  for which 
b(N) is maximum. How N(t) then behaves will depend upon N(t — T). But recently 
(if "now" is the time of the cull) the population was above the intermediate range of 
N  for which b(N) is large. Conceivably, then, iV(t — r) is large enough that b(N(t -  r)) 
will not be large. Then, by equation (4.3), N(t) may decrease across the range of inter­
mediate N. If N(t) has not decreased below the range of intermediate N  before r  time 
units has elapsed, then we may have recovered the initial data, which was chosen to 
be in the intermediate range of N.  The pattern just described may now repeat.
Thus, strategically chosen culling may create a periodic solution when, in the ab­
sence of culling, the population would tend to a fixed point. If b(N) is large enough 
for intermediate N,  then initial data (for t e [—r, 0]) in this intermediate range of N  
will cause N(t) to increase quite significantly when t e  [0, r]. We envisage a scenario 
in which b(N) is sufficiently large for intermediate N  such that if culling does create 
a periodic solution then the average value of N(t) over one period is larger than the 
fixed point to which N(t) tends in the absence of culling. By creating this scenario, 
we have established a mechanism to explain the features revealed by figure 4.1.
4.4 A simple birth function
Motivated by the previous section, we note that a birth function can be large for in­
termediate N  and smaller for larger N  if it satisfies:
where Ni,  IV2, IV3, M, and W  are positive constants with Ni < N2 < IV3 and W  > 
M.  The range N  e [iVi, N2] is to be considered "intermediate" and N  e [IV2, N3] is 
"larger". The behaviour of the birth function b(N) for N  < Ni  and N  > Ns will not 
influence our results, so we will allow b(N) to be any plausible birth function for these 
ranges of N.  In particular it is plausible to ask for b{N) to increase monotonically in 
some way from zero to W  for IV e [0, Ni] and for b(N) to decrease monotonically 
from M  to zero for N  > N3
How realistic is it to require a birth function b(N) to satisfy (4.5)? The idea that 
b(N) is roughly constant for intermediate N  is relatively sensible. After all, we can 
expect b(N) to increase with N  for small N  (0 < N  < Nf) until competition for food, 
space, or a successful mating prevent the birth rate from rising any further. The birth 
rate may not fall immediately, however, because if the population continues to grow 
then there will be more individuals who can reproduce even though competition will 
intensify. These two opposing influences - a growing population and growing com­
petition - may balance each other (thereby yielding a flat birth function across inter­
mediate N)  until the competition and other environmental pressures are sufficiently
for iVi < iV < N2, 
for N 2 < N  < JV3, (4.5)
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Figure 4.2: Left: a step birth function. Right: Comparison of a step birth function 
and a Nicholson birth function. For step birth function in both left and right plots: 
ATi =  0.4, N2 =  2.1, N3 = 5.1, M  = 2, W  = 9, b(N) = A iiV e " ^  on [0, M] where 
À2 =  1 and Ai = j ^ e X2Nl, and b(N) =  AiiVe-A2Ar on [N3, oo) where A2 =  1 and 
Ai =  Nicholson birth function: 6(iV) =  26Ne~N.
serious as to trigger a sudden collapse in the birth rate. After the birth rate b(N) 
collapses where N  = N2/ say, from some value W  to some value M, it may remain 
at roughly M  for a range of N  > N2 because the two opposing forces - a growing 
population and growing competition or environmental pressures - may once again 
balance. Otherwise b(N) may decrease to zero for N  > N2, but if it does this slowly 
enough at first then b(N) may be approximated by a constant for a range of N  > N2.
A birth function satisfying (4.5) can be called a step birth function. The appropri­
ateness of such a label is made obvious by plotting such a function, which we do in 
figure 4.2 (left). In figure 4.2 (right) we compare a step birth function with a Nicholson 
birth function. The two functions are qualitatively not dissimilar.
4.5 Model analysis
The following assumptions will be used in this section, though they will not all be 
assumed to hold simultaneously:
(AI) The birth function b(N) satisfies (4.5) for Ni < N  < N3; also b(N) is monotonie 
increasing for 0 < iV < TVi and monotonie decreasing for N  > N3
(A2) N(t) satisfies =  e ~ ^ Tb{N{t -  r)) -  pN(t) for* > 0
(A3) N(t) satisfies = e~fJ,jTb(N(t — r)) — pN(t) for * > 0 except at times U 
(i > 1) where N(t) is impulsively rescaled according to N(ti) = biN(t f)  where 
t f  is the time momentarily before U and 0 < 6* < 1.
In this section we will show that N{t) can tend to a fixed point N* in the absence 
of culls and that a culling regime may be chosen which forces N{t) to periodic where 
the periodic solution will be stated explicitly.
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— ste p  birth function 
— death  function
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Figure 4.3: Step birth function and death function - picture to accompany theorem 4.1. 
For step birth function: Ni  =  0.7, N 2 = 2, N3 = 9, M  = 0.8, W  =  2.4, b(N) = 
XiNe~X2N on [0, Ni] where A2 =  1 and Ai =  j ^ e X2Nl, and b(N) =  AiiVe_A2iV on 
[N3, o o )  where A2 =  1 and Ai =  -j^e*2^ 3. Death function is fiN where /i = 0.3. Here 
Ki  =  e ~ ^ T^- and K 2 = The birth and death functions intersect at P, where
N  = K 1 = e - ^ Tf .
Theorem 4.1. Assume (AI) and (A2) hold. Suppose /i satisfies N2 < <
N3. Also suppose N(t) G [Ni, N3]for t e [-r , 0]. T/zen N(t) -> e_^ r y  = N* as oo.
Proof. Figure 4.3 depicts the situation.
Using the initial data, there will always be two options for f e [0, r] :
(i) = e~^jTW  — pN(t),  in which case N(t) moves monotonically towards
e~HTW-
(ii) dNJ p  = e~fljTM  — pN(t),  in which case N(t) moves monotonically towards 
e- l i j rKm
Since N2 < < e_^ T^  < N3, it follows that N(t) G [Ni,N3\ for t G [0,r]. It
then follows by a method of steps induction that N(t) G [Ni, TV's] for all t > 0 .  Hence 
for any time f > 0, either option (i) or option (ii) will hold. Since N2 < <
e-i i jrK < 7v3/ we must then have N(t) > N2 for all t large enough, say t > T .  But 
then, for all t > T +  r  we will have b(N(t — T)) = M  and option (ii) will hold. Hence 
N(t) —> e ~ ^ T^  as f —> oo.
□
Observe that if the initial data in theorem 4.1 were defined on the interval t G 
[A, A +  t] for any constant A > —r, instead of on [—r, 0], then it is trivial to see
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that the result would still hold, that is, we would still have N(t) —> e ~ ^ T^  as t —>• 
oo. We make this remark in view of the way we define the initial data in the next 
theorem. Another remark on initial data is made directly after the statement of the 
next theorem.
Theorem 4.2. Assume (AI) and (A3) hold. Also assume:
Then N(t) satisfies the following function on [0,2r), provided no culls occur on this interval:
If culls occur every 2r time units, with the first cull occurring at time ti =  2r, and where 
culls have strength
then (4.6) and (4.7) repeats as a periodic solution for all subsequent time.
We will prove theorem 4.2 after commenting on the initial data. Notice, then, that 
the initial data in theorem 4.2 is defined on the interval t e  [0, r] as opposed to [—r, 0], 
which is the interval on which the initial data is defined in (4.1). It is not necessary 
to define initial data on [—r, 0]. It is simply a convention. We have defined the initial 
data in theorem 4.2 on the interval [0, r] because it makes the notation slightly more 
elegant in theorem 4.2 and the analysis that follows it. If we were to translate the time 
variable with the transformation 2 —» 2 — T , then the initial data in theorem 4.2 would 
be defined on the interval t e  [—r, 0], and other details in theorem 4.2 would also be 
slightly different. But the method of proof would be essentially the same.
Proof. First note that continuity of the function in (4.6) and (4.7) is assured by as­
sumption (B2). Notice also that 0 < 5 < 1 by using assumption (B2) and the fact 
that N(0) < N2 < by assumption (Bl). To prove that (4.6) and (4.7) satisfy
4K!p. = e ~ ^ Tb(N(t — r)) — pN(t) with b(N) defined by assumption (AI), we use (4.6) 
as initial data on [0, r] and deduce that (4.7) holds.
Now by (4.6) and assumption (Bl) we know that iV(0) > Ni  and that N(t)  is 
increasing on [0,r] since N(0) — e~tXjT^  < 0. Also by (4.6) and assumption (B2), 
we know that N(t)  =  N2. Thus we have Ni < N(t) < N2 for t e [0,r], so that 
Ni < N(t — r) < N2 for t G [r, 2r]. But then, by assumption (Al), b(N(t — r)) =  W  
for t G [r, 2t]. Therefore, using the knowledge that = e~tJ‘jTb(N(t — r)) — pN(t)
for t G [r, 2t) by assumption (A3), we can write
(Bl) Ni  < N(0) < N 2 < e ~ ^ Tf  < < N3
(B2) e - ^ Tf  +  (N(0) -  e ~ ^ Tf ^  =  N2.
N(t) = e~^jT—  +  ( N(0) -  e- ^ T— )  for t G [0, t] (initial data), (4.6)
S — W(0) (4.8)
N(t)  = N2 and =  e ~ ^ TW  -  pN(t) for t G [r, 2r). (4.9)
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Solving (4.9) yields (4.7).
To show that the culling regime stated in the theorem forces (4.6) and (4.7) to be 
periodic, we need only show that the expression in (4.6), with t replaced by t -  2r, will 
hold for t E [2r, 3t]. Then the argument in the first part of the proof will ensure the 
expression in (4.7), with t replaced by t -  2r, holds for t E [3r, 4r), and the periodicity 
will be guaranteed by induction.
Now we have seen that (4.7) holds. But then N(t) is increasing on [r, 2r) since, by 
assumption (Bl), we have N2 — e ~ ^ T^  < 0. Hence:
W  /  W \N (t) = N 2 < N(t) < e - ^ T—  + ( N 2 -  e - ^ T—  e " ^  for t E [r, 2r). (4.10)
M V /
Using assumption (Bl), e~ ^ T^  +  ( n 2 -  e~wTEiQ e-/ZT < N3, so by (4.10) and as­
sumption (AI), we can say that b(N(t - r ) )  = M  for t E [2r, 3r). Then, using assump­
tion (A3), we have:
= — A*JV(t) for t E [2r, 3r). (4.11)
We also know by (4.7) that N(2t~) =  e ~ ^ T^  +  ^Ar2 -  e~^T where 2r “ is
the time "momentarily" before 2r. But then by (4.8) we can write N (2r) =  5A(2r~ ) =  
iV(0). Hence to find N{t) on [2r, 3r), we solve (4.11) with the initial condition N (2r) =  
iV(0) to obtain the expression in (4.6), with t replaced by t —2r, on the interval [2r, 3r). 
Finally there is no cull at t =  3r and this guarantees continuity of N{t) at t =  3r, so 
the expression in (4.6), with t replaced by t — 2r, is obtained on the interval [2r, 3r]. 
The proof is complete.
□
4.6 Influence of culling on long-term mean population
The inter-cull average value of the periodic solution in theorem 4.2 will depend upon 
r. In fact, if we denote the inter-cull average by N* (r), then:
N m = ( h ) { i o  N { t ) d t + r N{t)dt
=  GMÏ+Ï
+ f 1 ~ e~ ^  ■ -  —  ( M
t )  \  HT + + ( 4 ' 1 2 )
Notice that the inter-cull average value of the periodic solution is equal to the long­
term average value, namely lim^oo ( |)  f*N(s)ds. Notice also that N(0) and N2 
in (4.12) are related by a condition involving r, namely condition (B2) in theorem 4.2.
Recall by theorem 4.1 that the fixed point e ~ ^ T^- is globally asymptotically stable 
in the absence of culling, where "global" is understood to mean the region to which 
the initial data is restricted in the theorem. Therefore, to gain insight into how culling
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will influence the long-term mean pest population, let us compare the fixed point 
e-VjTM. to the average value of the periodic solution in the model with culling, as 
derived in theorem 4.2, namely N*(t) in (4.12). The influence of the culling regime 
will clearly depend upon the sign of N*(t) — or, equivalently, on the sign of
eMjTiV*(r) — To be more specific, if we define the function
Mh(r) = e ^ TN*(T) , (4.13)
A4
then the culling regime of theorem 4.2 increases the long-term mean population if 
h(r) > 0 and decreases it if h(r) < 0. Since it is meaningless to discuss the influence of 
the culling regime of theorem 4.2 unless that theorem can actually hold, our problem 
is to investigate the behaviour of the function h(r) in (4.13) when conditions (Bl) and 
(B2) of theorem 4.2 hold.
We construct a framework in which conditions (Bl) and (B2) of theorem 4.2 will 
hold, and in which a simple investigation of Zi(r) in (4.13) is possible, by first assum­
ing that JV2, -ZV3 , fi, M, and W  are positive constants satisfying:
M  WN2 < —  < —  < N 3. (4.14)
We also assume that fij is a positive constant.
Next define
IV  l i f )
" = w r ^ j -  (4-l5)
Note that t i  > 0 because ^  > N2 by (4.14). We may rearrange (4.15) to obtain
JV2 =  ( j p j  . (4.16)
By (4.14) and (4.16), we notice that
M  WN2 < e ~ ^ T —  < e - ^ T—  < N3 for r < n . (4.17)fi fi
Now define N(0) to be a function of r as follows:
iV(0) =  JV(0)T =  e - « T— + e“T ( n 2 -  e-'*<T— )  . (4.18)
A4 X t* J
Note that (4.18) is simply a rearrangement of condition (B2) of theorem 4.2, so by
defining iV(0) as in (4.18) we trivially allow condition (B2) to hold. The dependence
of iV(0) on t is encapsulated by the notation N(0)r .
By (4.17) we know that N2 — < 0 for r  G (0,ti), so  it is not obvious if
N (0)T > 0 for every value of r  such that r  G (0, tï). However, if we notice that N (0)r 
is a continuous function of r  and that iV(0)o = N2 > 0, then we may deduce that 
there exists f  satisfying 0 < f  < t i  such that iV(0)T > 0 for r  G (0, f). If we notice 
also that iV(0)Tl =  e~^jT1 y  > 0 (using (4.16)), then we may further deduce that there 
exists f  satisfying f  < f  < t i  such that N(0)T > 0 for r  G (f, t\). We can summarise 
the results of this paragraph as follows:
iV(0)T > 0  for r  G (0, f  ) U (f, ti) where 0 < f  < f  < ri. (4.19)
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Given that r  > 0, routine manipulations allow us to deduce, by (4.16) and (4.18), 
that N(0)r < N2 if and only if r  < n .  We know by (4.19) that N (0)r > 0 for r  G 
(0, f  ) U ( f ,  r i ) .  For any particular r  such that r  e (0, f )  U ( f , T i ) ,  we can define Ni to 
be any positive constant such that Ni < JV(0)T. Combining the observations of the 
last two sentences with (4.17), we find that:
Ni < JV(0) =  N(0)t  < N 2 < e ~ ^ T—  < e~wT— < N3 for r  6 (0, f )  U ( f ,  n ).
"  11 (4.20)
Hence condition (Bl) of theorem 4.2 holds for r  G (0, f) U (r, ti).
Knowing that conditions (Bl) and (B2) of theorem 4.2 hold for r  € (0, f )  U ( f ,  ri), 
we can now investigate the behaviour of the function Zi(r) (defined in (4.13)) for r  G 
(0,ri). Firstly, then, notice that we can write out an explicit expression for h(r) as 
follows:
h(r) =  e^jTN*(t)  (using (4.13))
W  _  MX / I  — e-/XT
Ii i i  J  \  [IT 
(using (4.12))
f M  WX 
e ^ T(N(0) +  N2) — f — +
(using (4.18)).
(4.21)
By l'Hôpital's rule we may deduce that limT^ o ( 1 ^T~ )  =  1* Hence we find 
by (4.21) that limT_*o h(T) = 2 ( n 2 — . But N2 — ^  < 0 by (4.14). Therefore:
lim Zi(r) < 0. (4.22)
Moreover we may deduce by (4.16) and (4.21) that
„ —UTl \  1
(4.23)
It is trivial to check that < 1 for r  >  0. In particular, then, < 1. Also
^  _  M > o by (4.14). Therefore by (4.23) we have:
h(n) > 0. (4.24)
Since h(r) is a continuous function of r ,  we may deduce by (4.22) that there exists 
r *  satisfying 0 <  r *  < f  such that
Zi(r) < 0  for r  G (0,r*). (4.25)
Again, since Z i(r) is continuous in r ,  we deduce by (4.24) that there exists r* *
satisfying f  < r** < ri such that
h(T) > 0  for r  G ( t * * , t i ) .  (4.26)
Using the fact that f  < f  by (4.19) and also using inequalities stated in the last few
paragraphs, it is clear that 0 < r *  <  r * *  <  T%.
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We are now in a position to draw some conclusions about the influence of the 
culling regime of theorem 4.2 on the mean pest population. Recalling from the sec­
ond paragraph of this section that the mean population is decreased when /i(r) < 0, 
we see by (4.25) that the culling regime decreases the mean population for all r  suffi­
ciently small. Notice that this is not an obvious result. Although the culling frequency 
is high when r  is small (since culls occur every 2 t time units in theorem 4.2), the cull 
strengths are also weak when r  is small (since <5 —> 1 as t  —> 0 where Ô is defined 
in (4.8) and where we use the fact that N(0) — iV(0)T —> iV2 as r  —> 0 where N(0) is 
defined in (4.18) or condition (B2) of theorem 4.2).
Now recalling from the second paragraph of this section that the mean population 
is increased when /t(r) > 0, we see by (4.26) that there is a finite range of r  such that 
the culling regime of theorem 4.2 increases the mean population.
The analysis of this section has shown that the impact of the culling regime of the­
orem 4.2 on the mean pest population depends upon the size of the delay r. The mean 
population is decreased when r  is suitably small and increased when r  belongs to a 
larger - but still finite - range of values. It would clearly be practical if we could ex­
plain this dependence on r  in biological terms but no immediate explanation presents 
itself to the author. This issue warrants further research, which could begin with an 
extensive numerical study involving various forms of unimodal birth function.
4.7 Simulations
We can illustrate by simulation the points made in the previous section. We first 
choose Nz, N3, /z, M,  and W  to be positive constants satisfying (4.14), specifically 
N2 =  1.5, M  = 2, W  = 10, (j, = 1, and N3 can be anything bigger than y  =  10 and 
need not be specificied more precisely for the purposes of carrying out our simula­
tions.
As in section 4.6, we choose fij to be a positive constant. We let fij = 0.1. Notice 
that we have chosen the juvenile per capita death rate fij to be less than the adult per 
capita death rate fi to reflect the idea that adults may be driven into the open by the 
instinct to search for a mate, making them more vulnerable to predation. Given our 
choices for IV2, M,  fi, and fij,  we find by (4.15) that n  =  2.8768.
For any particular r  G (0, ri), we define N(0) = N(0)T as in (4.18), so that condi­
tion (B2) of theorem 4.2 will automatically hold. Given the parameter choices stated 
above in this section, we find by simulation that N(0)T > 0 for r  G ( 0 , t i )  (see fig­
ure 4.4). For any particular r  G (0, t i ) ,  we can therefore define Ni to be any positive 
constant such that Ni < N(0)r . Condition (Bl) of theorem 4.2 will now hold. We 
need not specify Ni in more precise terms to perform our simulations.
For r  G ( 0 , t i ) ,  we define h(j) as in (4.21) and we recall (second paragraph, sec­
tion 4.6) that the sign of / i ( t )  determines the long-term influence of the culling regime 
of theorem 4.2, with the mean pest population increased if Zi(r) > 0 and decreased if 
/i(t) < 0. A plot of h(r) against r, for r  G (0, ti) , is given in figure 4.4 where we have 
used the parameter choices stated earlier in this section in order to create the plot. 
Notice that this plot confirms the observations of section 4.6 - there exists r* such that 
0 < r* < t i  where Zi(r) < 0 and N(0)r > 0 for r  G (0,r*) (see (4.25)), and there 
exists r** such that r* < r** < n  where /z(r) > 0 and N(0)r > 0 for r  G ( t * * , t i )  
(see (4.26)). For the particular example shown in figure 4.4 we can choose r* and r** 
to equal the single root rr of h(r) =  0, namely rr =  0.2560.
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Figure 4.4: A plot of Zi(r) = e ^ TN*(r) — y  (see equation (4.21)) and ATo(t) (see 
equation (4.18)). As explained in the third and fourth paragraphs of section 4.7, the 
conditions of theorem 4.2 hold when !V(0)r > 0, and the culling regime of theorem 4.2 
increases the mean pest population when r is such that Zi(r) > 0 and decreases it 
when t  is such that Zi(r) < 0. Parameter choice here: N2 = 1.5, M  = 2, W  = 10, 
fi = l, and /ij =  0.1. In the plot, n  =  2.8768, rr = 0.2560, and h(Tr) =  0.
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Figure 4.5: Numerical integration of the model for the adult population in the pres­
ence of culling (equation (4.4)) and in the absence of culling (equation (4.3)). The 
birth function is a step birth function, defined as in assumption (AI) at the start of 
section 4.5, and the initial data is defined as in (4.6). Left: culling decreases the mean. 
Model parameters: gj =  0.1, g = 1, Nq, = 1.5, M = 2, W = 10, IV3 can be anything 
bigger than ^  =  10, r  =  0.06, iV(0) = -  e - ^ T^ )  =  1.4698,
and N\ can be anything less than or equal to iV(0). Culling regime is as defined in 
theorem 4.2: the first cull occurs at time ti  =  2r =  0.12, culls occur thereafter every 
T =  2 t =  0.12 time units, and all culls have strength 5 = 0.7380, which is found from 
equation (4.8). Right: culling increases the mean. Model parameters: Same as left 
picture except for r =  2 and iV(0) =  e ~ ^ T^  +  eMT = 0.6218. Culling
regime is as defined in theorem 4.2: the first cull occurs at time t\ = 2 t = 4, culls 
occur thereafter every T =  2r = 4 time units, and all culls have strength 8 =  0.0854, 
which is found from equation (4.8).
If we make the same parameter choices that are made in figure 4.4 and that are also 
stated earlier in this section, then we see that the culling regime of theorem 4.2 will de­
crease the mean population if t g (0,0.2560) and will increase it if r G (0.2560,2.8768). 
It is obviously worth demonstrating explicitly how the population is influenced by 
the culling regime, so we do this for two values of r in figure 4.5. In the left plot of 
figure 4.5 we have r =  0.06, so we know that the culling regime will decrease the 
mean population, and indeed the plot clearly confirms this. In the right plot of fig­
ure 4.5 we have r =  2, so we know that the regime will increase the mean population, 
and this is confirmed by the plot. The two plots further corroborate theorem 4.2 in 
that they show that the culling regime forces the population N(t) to be periodic with 
period 2r.
The right plot of figure 4.5 bears some resemblance to the plot involving a Nichol­
son birth function in figure 4.1, although there are differences too - the shapes of the 
peaks in the right plot of figure 4.5 are almost mirror images of the peaks in figure 4.1.
In spite of figure 4.4, it should not be assumed that IVo(r) is always positive when 
t  G (0 ,ti) or that h ( r )  is always monotonie increasing for r G (0 ,ti). Indeed, if 
we retain the parameter choices of figure 4.4 except for our choice of IV2, which we 
reduce from 1.5 to 1, then IVo(r) becomes negative on the interval 0 < r  < r i and h { r )  
becomes decidedly non-monotonic, as we see in figure 4.6. When we bear in mind
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Figure 4.6: A plot of Zi(r) =  e ^ rN*{r) — y  (see equation (4.21)) and iVo(r) (see 
equation (4.18)). As explained in the third and fourth paragraphs of section 4.7, the 
conditions of theorem 4.2 hold when iV(0)r >  0, and the culling regime of theorem 4.2 
increases the mean pest population when r  is such that Zi(r) > 0 and decreases it 
when r  is such that /t(r) < 0 . Parameter choice here: iV2 =  1, M =  2 , PP =  1 0 , /i =  1 , 
and fj,j = 0.1. In the plot, n  =  6.9315; h(r) = 0 where r  =  0.6027,3.6373, and 6.6294; 
and N(0)t =  0 where r  =  0.7774 and 6.9216.
that theorem 4.2 does not hold unless N0(t) > 0, figure 4.6 shows that the theorem is 
valid for r  G (0,0.7774) and for r  G (6.9216,6.9315). Bearing in mind that the culling 
regime of theorem 4.2 decreases the mean population when h(r) < 0 and increases 
it when h(r) > 0, figure 4.6 therefore also shows that the regime decreases the mean 
population for r  G (0,0.6027), increases it for r  G (0.6027,0.7774), and increases it for 
r  G (6.9216,6.9315). Thus, the precise relationship between the influence of culling on 
the mean population and the size of the maturation age r  is not, in general, trivially 
determined. We will explore this matter further in future research.
4.8 Discussion
We have seen evidence, in the form of a simulation, of how an adult impulsive culling 
regime can maintain a pest population at a level which is higher on average (aver­
aged over the inter-cull period or in the long-term) than it would be in the absence 
of culling. The simulation involved a Nicholson-type birth function. We considered 
why culling may benefit a pest in the context of the shape of the birth function. This 
motivated us to construct a new birth function (a "step" birth function), simpler than 
a Nicholson function but retaining the features which we felt would permit certain 
culling regimes to benefit a pest.
We recognised that there are circumstances under which a step birth function can 
be biologically realistic and the behaviour of a model with such a birth function was 
analysed in the absence of culling. We also constructed a specific culling regime and
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used it to demonstrate analytically that, for a certain positive finite range of values for 
the maturation age r , the regime increases the long-term mean pest population. We 
proved additionally that the same regime decreases the mean population if the mat­
uration age t  is sufficiently small. Simulations corroborated our theoretical results.
The drawbacks associated with large-scale applications of pesticides have been 
described in section 2.3. In the present chapter we have seen that applying pesticides 
relatively infrequently can benefit a pest. We are in a position to conclude that both 
over-use and under-use of pesticides can ultimately work against us. It becomes dif­
ficult to know precisely what to advocate in terms of the level of application. But we 
at least feel able to say this: specific real-world pest control problems are best solved 
individually, by simulation if the problem is analytically intractable. Moreover we 
have not proven that infrequent culling is always beneficial to a pest. Indeed, we have 
shown that if the maturation age is suitably small then culling can be detrimental to 
the pest.
We have seen, by various existence arguments, some of the possible consequences 
of periodic culling when there is a step birth function. We have by no means acquired 
a complete understanding of all the possible consequences. There are conditions on 
the birth function and initial data which we have not considered. Future research 
could involve seeking a full understanding of the influence of periodic impulsive 
culling for any continuous unimodal birth function. Non-periodic and non-impulsive 
culling regimes could also be investigated. Much remains to be explored.
Our work so far has concentrated on models for a creature living in a single region 
or patch. In the final two pest control chapters we consider models for a creature 
living on two distinct patches between which migration may occur.
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Chapter 5
Global dynamics of a structured 
population on two patches
"Here is the world, sound as a nut, perfect, not the smallest piece of chaos left, 
never a stitch nor an end, not a mark of haste, or botching, or second thought; 
but the theory of the world is a thing of shreds and patches."
Ralph Waldo Emerson (1803 -1882)
5.1 Introduction
We now concern ourselves with a model for a single species which has a stage- 
structured life cycle and which inhabits two regions or "patches". More specifically, 
the life cycle will consist of two stages, namely a juvenile or immature stage and a 
mature or adult stage, and migration will take place between the patches in either or 
both directions.
There are potentially many creatures and situations which these assumptions could 
describe. The majority of insects lead stage-structured life cycles [17] and insects, like 
other creatures, will be driven, by instincts to eat and mate, to move around from one 
place to another. If we wished to think in terms of insect pests, the two patches could 
represent, for example, neighbouring farms suffering from a common pest infestation, 
or countries which share both a border and a pest. The regions need not be physically 
next to each other, because they could also represent ports, or other destinations, con­
nected by trade links which a pest exploits. It is not unusual for rodents or insects 
to travel with cargo as it is transported across the world by ship or plane. If we can 
understand when a pest will flourish, we will know when to consider implementing 
a control stratagem.
So, Wu, and Zou have previously derived a system of delay differential equations 
to describe the dynamics of the adult populations on the two patches [129]. Their 
subsequent analysis of this delay differential system was restricted in several senses. 
Firstly, they supposed that the model parameters in one patch were identical to the
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corresponding parameters in the other patch. Secondly, they considered only one 
kind of birth function. Finally, their analysis was limited to local stability arguments 
for homogeneous equilibria.
In this chapter, we extend the scope of their analysis by establishing numerous 
global results. We will not always assume the patches are identical and we will con­
sider three different kinds of birth function, namely the linear, Nicholson, and Allee 
birth functions described in subsection 3.2.1. In particular we discover conditions on 
the model parameters such that extinction will occur on both patches. We also find 
conditions on the parameters, and additionally in some cases the initial conditions, 
such that the creature will remain endemic on both patches.
This chapter has the following format. In section 5.2 we describe the model de­
rived by So, Wu, and Zou, and prove that it satisfies positivity. In section 5.3 we estab­
lish conditions for extinction on both patches. In section 5.4 we show that minimum 
viable populations exist on both patches when the birth functions on both patches 
are of Allee type. We prove in section 5.5 that the populations are bounded when the 
birth functions are bounded. In section 5.6 we establish conditions for endemicity on 
both patches. Simulations are included in section 5.7 and a discussion in section 5.8 
ends the chapter.
5.2 The model
We model a single species whose life pattern can be split into two distinct develop­
mental stages, namely a juvenile or immature stage and an adult or mature stage. 
Only the adult stage can reproduce. Assume births and natural deaths occur con­
tinuously in time. Assume also that an individual becomes mature on reaching age 
r  where r  is a positive constant called the maturation age, provided the individual 
lives that long.
Imagine that we have two distinct populations of this species, living on different 
patches, patch 0 and patch 1. We may refer to the patches in the order 0 then 1, or 1 
then 0, if we label the patches as i and 1 — i and let i =  0 or i =  1. This freedom of 
labelling will be useful.
Let Ui(t, a) denote the density of individuals at time t  (t > 0 )  of age o (0 < a < oo) 
on patch i (i =  0 , 1). Then Wi(t) = f^° Ui(t,a)da is the total number of adults at 
time t  on patch i (i =  0 , 1) and, since only adults can reproduce, Ui(t, 0) =  bi(wi(t)),  
where bi(w) is the birth rate of the population on the i-th patch. Since the birth rate 
on each patch is assumed to depend only on the adult population on that patch and 
not explicitly on time, we have in mind species that inhabit tropical regions where 
conditions are conducive to year-round reproduction.
Both immatures and matures can migrate from one patch to the other, in either 
direction. Assume there is no loss during migration, that is, all of those which leave 
patch i arrive at patch 1 — i safely. The migration rates are assumed to satisfy specific 
functions. Death rates for immatures and matures need not be the same, and death 
rates in one patch need not be the same as those in the other.
To be specific, let di(a) be the per capita death rate of individuals of age a in patch 
i and let Di(a)ui(t, a) denote the dispersal of the species at age a from patch i to patch 
1 — i (z =  0 ,1). (So we may think of Di(a) as a per capita migration rate.) For z =  0,1,
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assume that
and
=  for 0 < a < r,
(di,M(a) for o > r
5 ( a )  =  / ' D v(a) =  £>i(a) for° 5 o < T ,  . .
\A ,m (o) for a>  t . (  }
Notice that the immature death rate is assumed independent of the patch. This 
is sensible if the conditions affecting immature survival are similar on both patches, 
as they may be expected to be on neighbouring farms, say. Suppose further that 
the mature death rates d*,M(o) =  difM and mature migration rates =  A,m
(i = 0, 1) are all constants, no pair of which are necessarily equal.
Using ideas from Metz and Diekmann [107] on modelling age-structured popu­
lations with migration, and following an approach by Smith [127] whilst making the 
assumptions described above. So, Wu, and Zou [129] found that the adult populations 
Wi(t) satisfy the following system:
 ^  ^ = —di^MWiit) +  — DiyMWi{t)dt
+e*
+e*
-  [  e-iïùia)daDi(e)de 
Jo
[ T e -fï£>(°>)daD i _ i ^ < W
Jo
b i ( w i ( t  -  t ) )  (5.3)
-  t )),
for t > 0, for i =  0,1, and where e* =  e~ Jo d^ a)da and D(a) =  DJa) +
Notice that the coefficients of w jt) , w i-J t) , bi(wi(t — r)), and — r)) are all
constant.
The terms in (5.3) may be interpreted ecologically. The net rate of change at time 
t of the adult population in patch i, namely is the rate of new entries minus
the rate of departure. But the rate of new entries into the adult population on patch 
i at time t is the number of matures migrating into patch i from patch 1 — i (which is 
Di-i,Mwi-i{t))'r plus the number of immatures bom in patch i becoming mature at 
time t (which is b jw j t  — r))), scaled by the proportion that have survived to maturity 
(which is e*) as well as by the proportion that have not at time t migrated out of patch 
i (which is 1 — J0T e~ Je J>^ daDi(d)dd); plus the number of immatures bom in patch 
1 — « becoming mature at time t (which is b i-J w i-J t  — r))), scaled by the proportion 
that have survived to maturity (which is e*) as well as by the proportion that have 
at time t migrated into patch i (which is /J" e~Je  ^(°)dajD1_<(0)d0). And the rate of 
departure of individuals from the adult population on patch i at time t is the number 
of matures migrating out of patch i into patch 1 — i (which is D^MwJt))} plus the 
death rate of adults in patch i (which is d^MwJt)). Henceforth we shall use the term 
"population" as a shorthand for "adult population".
For a sensibly defined population model we need initial data:
Wi(t) =  > 0 on [ - T ,  0], (5.4)
for î =  0 ,1. Here ÿ j t ) ,  ï =  0 ,1, is assumed to be finite for t G [—r, 0].
By saying the derivative exists for £ > 0, it should be understood that the left 
derivative exists at £ =  0 and that the derivative exists for £ > 0. A solution to (5.3),
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subject to (5.4), will exist and be unique if the functions bi, di, and fa are suitably 
sensible. Delay differential systems and their solutions are given a proper discussion 
in Kuang's book [95]. We will consider three specific birth functions, namely the 
linear, Nicholson, and Allee birth functions that are described in subsection 3.2.1. 
When either of the birth functions bi for i =  0,1 are any of these three types of birth 
function, then, for continuous non-negative initial data fa (i = 0,1), the system (5.3) 
will have a unique solution for t > 0, and the birth functions will satisfy:
&o(0) =  0, &i(0) =  0, and, for w > 0, bo(w) > 0, bi(w) > 0. (5.5)
Instead of working with the large expression in (5.3), it will be easier to work with 
a system with simpler notation. Thus, relabelling the constant coefficients in (5.3), 
and writing out the system in full (that is, as two equations), we obtain:
dwo(t) _  _|_ Cbo(wo(t — r)) +  Dbi(wi(t — r)) (5.6)
dt
dwi{t) = Ewo(t) — Fwi{t) +  Gbo(wo(t -  t ) )  + Hbi(wi(t — r)), (5.7)dt
where A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H  are all positive constants, specifically:
A =  do,M + -Dq.m B  =  D \tM (5.8)
C = e* (5.9)- [  e - i ï ùia)daD0(6)dO D = e* [  e ~ K ù WdaDi{ô)d0 
Jo J U o
E  = DotM F  =  ditM 4- Di^m (5.10)
G = e* e - t t  ùia)daD0(d)d9 H  = e* 1 -  e~ ^  v W ^ D ^ d d  .
° ° (5.11)
Notice that A > E  and F  > B. Although it is obvious that A, B, B, B, B, G are all 
positive, it is less obvious that C and H  are positive. To see that C > 0, note first 
that e* > 0 trivially. Next notice that / 0T e~ Je à(a)daDo(0)dO < 1 by the following 
calculation:
[ T e-  Se ù ^ daD0{9)de < [ T e~ SeT D^ daDo(0)dû since D(a) > D0(a)
Jo Jo
=  \ e ~  Se -Do(o)do"|
L J 6—0
= 1 _  e-So Do(a)da^
Given that e* > 0 and / QT e~Se ^ ^ daDo(6)d9 < 1, it is immediately apparent that 
C > 0. Similarly, we can show that H  > 0.
A  first step in examining a population model is to show that it is biologically 
sensible. Thus, the initial data on both patches should be non-negative, and the pop­
ulations on both patches should remain non-negative for all time t > 0. The property 
that Wi(t) > 0 for £ > 0, for i =  0,1/ is called positivity. The special case Wi(t) > 0 for 
i > 0 is strict positivity.
Lemma 5.1. The system given by (5.6) and (5.7), subject to (5.4) and (5.5), satisfies positivity.
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Proof. The proof is by the method of steps. In other words, we will show by induction 
on j  > 0 that wo(t) > 0 and wi(t) > 0 for t e [jr, (j +  l)r].
Basis step (j =  0). By the initial data (5.4), and equations (5.5), (5.6) and (5.7), we 
have, for t G [0, r],
> -A w 0(t) + Bwi(t) (5.12)
> E w o (t) -F Wl(t). (5.13)
It follows (theorem 1.1, pp. 78-79, [128]) that wo(t) > x0(t) and wi(t) > xi(t) for 
t £ [0, r] where z0(0) =  0 < wo(0) and æi(0) =  0 < wi(0) and where, for t £ [0, r], we 
have:
=  -Axo(t) + Bxi(t) (5.14)
dX^  =  E x0(t) -  Fxi(t). (5.15)
Since æo(0) =  0 and æi(0) =  0, a solution to (5.14) and (5.15) is xo(t) = 0 and 
xi(t) = 0 for t £ [0,r]. Since the system given by (5.14) and (5.15) is linear, standard 
results (see p.106 in [75], for example) ensure that this solution is unique. Hence, for 
t £ [0, t], we have wo(t) > xo(t) =  0 and wi(t) > xi(t) =  0. But this is exactly what is 
required on the basis step.
Inductive step. This is very similar to the basis step.
□
5.3 Extinction
As we remarked in the last section, we shall suppose that the birth function on patch 
0 could be linear, Nicholson, or Allee, and that the birth function on patch 1 could also 
be linear, Nicholson, or Allee. If both birth functions are of the same type, they need 
not have the same parameter values. For example, if they are both linear, they need 
not be the same linear function. There are nine distinct cases, arising from the facts 
that there are two birth functions (one for each patch), and each can be any of three 
different types (linear, Nicholson, or Allee). As we stated in section 5.1, the patches 
could represent regions not physically next to each other, so there is no obvious reason 
to suppose that the form of the birth function will be the same on both patches.
We shall now prove that the creature can go naturally extinct on both patches 
simultaneously. We can do this for all nine possible cases with a single result (the­
orem 5.2 below). Before this result can be stated, we must state a number of other 
results.
Lemma 5.2. The Nicholson and Allee birth functions can be bounded above by linear func­
tions. In fact, for w >0, we have Xiwe~X2W < Xiw and aiw 2e~a2W < -^ w .
It is trivial to prove lemma 5.2, so we shall not include a proof.
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Theorem 5.1. Suppose, for any positive constant W, that 0 < N(t) < W  for t G [—r, 0] 
and that, for t > 0,zoe have:
< XN(t -  t ) -  ^ ( t ) ,  (5.16)
where 0 < X< p. Then ifN (t) satisfies positivity, we haveN(t) —> 0 as £ —> oo.
Proof Observe (by theorem 1.1, pp. 78-79, [128]) that N(t) < Ni(t) for £ > —r  if we 
suppose that Ni(t) = N(t) for £ G [—r, 0] and that, for £ > 0:
=  AATi(t -  r)  -  liNiit). (5.17)
But theorem 3.1 says that if 0 < À < //, then the function iVi(£) just defined tends 
to zero as £ ^  oo. Since we are assuming that N(t) satisfies positivity, we then have 
0 < ]V(£) < ]Vi(£) —» 0 as £ —» oo. In other words, N(t) 0 as £ —> oo.
□
Now we can prove that the pest can go naturally extinct on both patches simulta­
neously:
Theorem 5.2. In the system given by (5.6) and (5.7), subject to (5.4), suppose the birth func­
tion bo is linear, Nicholson, or Allee, and suppose the birth function bi is linear, Nicholson, 
or Allee and is not necessarily identical to bo. Then bfw) < Kiw for » =  0,1, where Ao and 
Ai are positive constants. Note that C + G = D + H  = e* using (5.9) and (5.11) and let 
A = e* max {Aq, Ai}. Also let p = min (A — E ,F  — B) =  min (do,mi di,m). Notice that 
p >  0. Assume X< p. Then both wo(t) —» 0 and wi(t) —» 0 as £ —» oo.
Proof. It is clear that the birth functions can be bounded above by linear functions by 
lemma 5.2.
Add together equations (5.6) and (5.7) to find that:
d ^ )  +  * ^ i )  5  - ( A - E ) w 0( t ) - ( F - B ) w 1(t)
+((7 +  G)AoWo(t — t)  +  (D +  H)AiWi(t — t). (5.18)
Let N(i) = wo(t) + wi(t) and notice that, by the positivity of wo(t) and wi(t) (by 
lemma 5.1), then N(t) > 0 for £ > —r. Using the definitions of A and p given in the 
statement of the theorem, we see that:
< XN(t -  r)  -  vN (t). (5.19)
But now, by equation (5.19), the assumption that X < p, the fact that the initial data 
in (5.4) is assumed to be non-negative and finite, and using theorem 5.1, we see that 
wo(t) + wi(t) =  N(t) —» 0 as £ —» oo. Since wo(t) and wi(t) satisfy positivity individu­
ally (lemma 5.1), we may conclude that both wo(t) —> 0 and wi(i) —>• 0 as £ —> oo.
□
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We noted in the paragraph after (5.3) that e* may be interpreted as the proportion 
of immatures that survive to maturity. It may also then be interpreted as the proba­
bility of survival to maturity. But then theorem 5.2 effectively says that extinction on 
both patches will occur if the birth rates on both patches, scaled by the probability of 
survival to maturity, are bounded above by the minimum adult death rate. Such a 
result is in keeping with intuition.
5.4 Minimum viable population for Allee births
We mentioned in subsection 3.2.1 that the Allee birth function may be associated with 
a phenomenon called the Allee effect ( [45] and p. 23 in [55]) in which a population 
can be low enough as to be unsustainable. Such a phenomenon may occur naturally 
because in a small population there may be little group defence or it may be difficult 
for an individual to find a mate since the population density may be lower. The Allee 
effect has been seen to hold for a closed population on a single patch when there is 
no delay in the birth term (lemma 3.5) or when there is a delay (theorem 3.13). We 
add to those results by proving in this section that there is an Allee effect in the two 
patch model of this chapter (equations (5.6), (5.7), and (5.4)) when the birth function 
on each patch is of Allee type. (It is trivial to prove that an Allee effect will hold in 
this model when the delay r  is set equal to zero.)
Our main result in this section is corollary 5.1. Before we can prove this, we need 
to establish a lemma and a theorem.
Lemma 5.3. Let b(w) = w2e~aw. Then b(w) is maximum over all w > 0 where w = ^. 
Suppose x > 0,y  > 0, and x + y < ^. Then
x2e~ax +  y2e~ay < 2(x +  y)2e -a(x+y\  (5.20)
Proof. First observe that =  w(2 — aw)e~aw. It follows that if w > 0 then b(w) is 
maximum where w = % and that, if 0 < «; < J ,  then b(w) is monotonie increasing. 
But then, since x > 0 ,y  >0, and x + y < we have x2e~ax < (æ +  y)2e~a(x+y  ^and 
y2e~ay < (æ +  y)2e~a(x+y\  Inequality (5.20) follows at once.
□
Theorem 5.3. Suppose wo(t) and wi(t) satisfy (5.6) and (5.7), subject to (5.4). Suppose the 
birth functions on both patches 0 and 1 are of Allee type. Specifically let bo(w) = aiw 2e~a2W 
and bi(w) = asw2e~a4W.
Define the following:
P = min (A — E ,F  — B) = min (do,m, di)7n) =  minimum adult death rate (5.21)
Q = max ((C +  G)ai, (D +  H)as) (5.22)
a =  min (0:2, 04). (5.23)
LetK  = m m ( j ^ , ^ .
Suppose that wo(t) +  wi(t) < K  fort e [—t, 0]. Then wo{t) +  wi{t) < K  for all t > 0.
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Proof. We show by induction on j  > 0 that wo(i) +  wi(t) < K  for t G [jr, (j +  l)r].
Basis step (J = 0). Add together equations (5.6) and (5.7) to obtain, for t >0,
+ = - ( A - E ) w o ( t ) - ( F - B ) w 1(t) + (C + G)bo(w0{ t-T ) )
+{D + H)b1(v> i(t-r)). (5.24)
But then, using the various definitions in the statement of the theorem as well as 
positivity (lemma 5.1), we have, for t> 0 ,
Jt (w0(t)+ w l (t)) < Q ((wo(t -  t ) )2 +  (tol(t -  t ) ) 2
-P{wo{t) + Wi(t)). (5.25)
By assumption, wq (t)+w\ (t) < K <  J f o r t  G [—r, 0]. Hence wq (t—T)+wi(t—r) < 
A" < ^ for t € [0, r]. Using this, and since the initial data is non-negative by (5.4) we 
have, using lemma 5.3, that, for t G [0, r],
(% ,o(t -  T ))2  +  (w i(Z  -  T ))^
< 2 (w0{t - r ) + t o i ( t -  t ) ) 2 e-«W((-T)+^i(t-T)) (5.26)
Let N(t) =  wo(t) +  wi(t). Then by (5.25) and (5.26) we have, for t G [0, r],
< 2Q (N(t -  t ) )2 e-^(*-T ) _  p ^ (() . (5.27)
Now we have seen in lemma 5.3 that the function w2e~aw is monotonie increasing 
for 0 < w < J . Also, by assumption, 0 < N(t) = wo(t) +  wi(t) < K  < J  for 
t G [—r, 0], so that 0 < N (t — r) < K  < ^  for t G [0, r]. Hence by (5.27), we have, for 
t G [0, r],
< 2QK2e~aK -  PN(t). (5.28)dt
But then IV(f) < ATi(t) for t G [0,r] where IVi(O) = K  > N(0) and, for t G [0,r], 
we have:
^  =  2QK2e~aK -  PlVi(t). (5.29)dt
Solving for ATi(t) gives, for t G [0, r].
jV(i) < JVi(i) =  2 ^ 6 - “*  +  j r  ( l  -  ? ^ e- aK)  e -p t. (5.30)
Notice that Ni(t) is non-increasing on [0, r] if 1 — ^j£-e~aK > 0, which is certainly 
true if iV < which is true by assumption. Therefore, since IVi(O) =  K , we must 
have too(t) +  wi(t) = N(t) < Ni(t) < K  for t G [0, r], which is the result required on 
the basis step.
Inductive step. The method is the same as on the basis step.
□
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Corollary 5.1. Make the assumptions in theorem 5.3, except for the initial data for which we 
make a slightly stricter assumption, namely that wo(i) +  wi(t) < ip for t e [—r, 0] where ^  
is a positive constant defined as follows:
(i) If2Q <  eaP then let ïjj = K  = min ^ j. (Here Q, a, P, and K  are quantities 
defined in theorem 5.3.)
(ii) lf2Q >  eaP then a positive solution to 2QN2e~aN =  P N  exists by lemma 3.5. Let 
N* be the least such solution and let ÿ  = min {K, N*} — min TV* j .
Then wo(t) —>• 0 and wi(t) —> 0 as t oo.
Proof. By theorem 5.3, we know that w0(t) +  wi(t) < K  < ^ for t > —r. Also, by 
positivity (lemma 5.1) we know that wo(t) > 0 and wi(t) > 0 for t > —r. Then, by 
lemma 5.3, we have, for t > 0:
(wo(( -  T))  ^e-«wo(t-T) +  (wi(( -  T))^
< 2 (w0(t — r) + wi(t — r))2 e-^wo(t-r)+Wl(t-T)) ^ (5.31)
As in the proof of theorem 5.3, we find that equations (5.24) and (5.25) hold for 
t> 0 .  But by equations (5.25) and (5.31), we may write, for t > 0, that
dwoftf +  dwjffl ^  2Q (w0(t -  r ) +  wi(t -  r))2 e-^wo(t-T)+w1(t-T))
Oft a t
—P(wo(t)+wi(t)). (5.32)
Let N(t) =  wo(t) + wi(t). Then (5.32) becomes
< 2Q (N(t -  t))2 -  PN(t) for t > 0. (5.33)
But then (using theorem 1.1, pp. 78-79, [128]) we can say that N(t) < Ni(i) for t > 0 
where Ni(t) = N(t) for t e  [—r, 0], and where
= 2Q (iVi(t -  t ) )2 e-o:Ari(t-T) _  pjVi(t) for t > 0. (5.34)
Now the initial data is 0 < iVi(t) = N(i) = wo(t) +  wi(t) < -0 for t G [—r, 0] where 
ijj is defined according to whether P  < ^  or P  > If P  < ^  we immediately 
deduce by the initial data, by (5.34), and by theorem 3.10 that Ni(t) —> 0 as t —> oo. 
But if P  > we deduce by the initial data, by (5.34), and by theorem 3.13 that 
Ni(t) —» 0 as t —» oo.
Thus wo(t) + wi(t) = iV(t) < Ni(t) 0 as t —> oo, so that ivo(t) +  'iai(t) —> 0 
as t  ^ oo since wo(t) + tüi(t) satisfies positivity by lemma 5.1. But then, since wo(t) 
and wi(t) satisfy positivity individually (lemma 5.1), we must have wq(t) —» 0 and 
wi(t) —>• 0 as t —> oo.
□
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From corollary 5.1, an Allee effect holds for a creature with a stage-structured life 
cycle inhabiting two patches on each of which the birth function is of Allee type. Mini­
mum viable populations exist on the patches. In fact, if the combined population from 
both patches is for any reason reduced below the value ip defined in corollary 5.1 for 
at least r  consecutive time units, then extinction on both patches becomes inevitable. 
Such an observation will allow us to construct, in the next chapter, adult impulsive 
culling regimes that eradicate the pest on both patches with only finitely many culls 
on each patch. But it also serves as a warning. Pest control measures (such as the ap­
plication of pesticides) that reduce populations of non-target species may wipe them 
out if an Allee effect holds. Habitat destruction may have a similar impact.
5.5 Population boundedness when birth functions are 
bounded
Theorem 5.4. In the system given by (5.6) and (5.7), subject to (5.4) and (5.5), suppose that 
both the birth functions, bo(w) and bi(w), are bounded above for w >0. Then the populations 
on both patches are bounded above for t > 0.
Proof We know that wq(t) and wi(t) satisfy positivity for t > —r  by lemma 5.1. But 
then, by the assumption in the statement of the theorem, bo(wo(t—T)) and 6% (wi (t—r)) 
are bounded above for t > 0. So we can write, for t > 0, that bo(wo(t — r ) ) <  Wq and 
bi (wi (t—r)) < Wi for positive constants Wq, Wi. Then, adding together (5.6) and (5.7) 
gives, for t > 0,
J t (w0(t) + w 1(t)) < - (A -E )w o ( t) - (F -B )w 1(t) +  (C+G)Wo +  (I>+ff)W 1- (5.35)
Let N(t) =  wo(t) +  wi (t). Also let K q =  min(A — E ,F  — B )=  min (do)Tn, di)Tn) and 
K i = (C + G)Wq +  (D +  H)Wi. Then by (5.35), we have:
< if i -  K 0N(t) for t > 0. (5.36)
It follows that N(t) < Ni(t) for t > 0 where Ni(0) = wq(0) + toi(0) =  N(0) and 
where dNf f i  = K i — KoNi(t) for t> 0 .  Solving for Ni(t) reveals that
N(t) <  iVi(f) = jp0 + ( “ o(0) +  wi(0) -  e"*»* fort  > 0. (5.37)
Hence wo(t) +  wi(t) = N(t) < max ^^,w o(0) +  wi(0)^ for t > 0. Since wo(t)
and wi(t) satisfy positivity, we conclude that wo(t) < max wo(0) +  wi(0)^ and
wi(t) < max ^ ^ ,« ;o (0 )+  îüi(0)^ for t > 0. Certainly, then, wo(t) and wi(t) are 
bounded above.
□
Corollary 5.2. In the system given by (5.6) and (5.7), subject to (5.4), suppose the birth 
function bo is either of Nicholson or Allee type. Suppose also that the birth function bi is 
either of Nicholson or Allee type. Then the populations on both patches are bounded above for 
t > 0.
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Proof. It is obvious a birth function of Nicholson or Allee type satisfies (5.5). Thus 
the result will follow immediately by theorem 5.4 if we can show that a birth func­
tion b(w) of Nicholson-type or Allee-type is bounded above for w > 0. But a birth 
function of Nicholson-type, say Xiwe~X2W, is trivially seen, by elementary calculus, 
to be bounded above for w > 0, with the function attaining its maximum value where 
w = Similarly a birth function of Allee-type, say aiw 2e~a2W, is easily seen to 
be bounded above for w > 0, with the function attaining its maximum value where
Corollary 5.2 is valuable because it shows the system given by (5.6) and (5.7), 
subject to (5.4), can be valid for all time t > 0 when the birth functions are either 
Nicholson or Allee. If the population on either patch were to diverge to infinity, we 
would be inclined to question the long-term validity of the model.
In contrast to corollary 5.2, we will discover in theorem 5.6 that when at least 
one of the birth functions is linear, then the model may allow both wo(t) —> oo and 
wi(t) —> oo as t —» oo.
5.6 Endemicity
By endemicity we mean persistence, or the opposite of extinction. Thus if a popula­
tion w(i) remains endemic, it must persist in the sense that w(t) 0 as Z —» oo.
5.6.1 Linear births
In this subsection we show that the creature can remain endemic on both patches 
simultaneously when at least one of the birth functions is linear. First we need a 
preliminary result.
Theorem 5.5. Suppose, for any positive constant M, that N(i) > M  for t e [—r, 0] and 
that, for t > 0, we have:
where 0 < p < X. Then N(t) —» oo as Z —» oo.
Proof Observe (by theorem 1.1, pp. 78-79, [128]) that N(t) > Ni(t) for t > —r  if we 
suppose that Ni(t) =  N(t) > M for £ e [—r, 0] and that, for t > 0:
But theorem 3.3 says that if 0 < /z < A, then the function Ni(t) just defined tends 
to infinity as £ —> oo. But then N(t) > Ni(t) —» oo as £ —> oo.
□
(5.38)
(5.39)
□
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Theorem 5.6. Let wo(t) and wi(t) satisfy (5.6) and (5.7), subject to (5.4). Suppose, for 
z =  0,1, that the birth functions bf-) satisfy (5.5) and that Wi(t) > M  for t E [—r, 0] where 
M  is a positive constant.
Assume that at least one of the following holds:
(1) the birth function b0 is linear, specifically bo(w) = A0w where A0 > ^
(2) the birth function bi is linear, specifically bi(w) = Aiw where Ai > ÿ  .
Then Wi(t) —» oo as 2 —> oofor z =  0,1.
Proof. Suppose that assumption (1) holds. The proof where assumption (2) 
very similar. The system given by (5.6) and (5.7) becomes, for t> 0 :
= —Aw0(t) +  Bwi(t) +  CAqWq(t — t ) + Dbi(wi(t -  t ) )
= E w o(t)-F w i(t) + GA0wo(t — T )  + Hbi(wi(t — T ) ) .
The system satisfies positivity by lemma 5.1. But then it follows (using (5.5) and 
theorem 1.1, pp. 78-79, [128]) that, for z =  0,1, we have w ft)  > Xi(i) for t > 0, where 
Xi(t) = M  < Wi(t) for t 6 [—t, 0] and where, for t> 0 ,  we have:
—j | --- =  -Axo(t) +  CA0xo(t -  t )  (5.42)
=  Exo(t) — Fx\{t). (5.43)
Clearly we can determine xo{t) from (5.42) alone. But by theorem 5.5 and the fact 
that Ao > ^  by assumption (1), we see that xo{t) —> oo as Z —» oo.
We will have x\(t) —>• oo if, for any W > 0, there exists T > 0 such that, for all 
t> T ,  then xi(i) > W. So pick any W  > 0. Since xo(t) —> oo there exists T* > 0 such 
that, for all t > T*, then xo(f) > But then, by (5.43), we find that, for t > T*,
> 2FW  -  Fxi(i). (5.44)
But then xi(t) > y(t) for t> T *  where y(T*) = xi(T*) and, for t > T*,
^ -  = 2 F W -F y { t) .  (5.45)
Solving for y{t) reveals that, for t > T*,
xi(t) > y(t) =  2W +  e~F(t~T*^  (®i(T*) -  2W ). (5.46)
Since e- F(t- T*) —> 0 as t —> oo, we clearly have, for t large enough, say t> T ,  that
e - F ( t - T * )  — 2W) > —W. For any W > 0, then, we may deduce from (5.46)
that there exists T > 0 such that, for t> T ,
xi(t) > y(t) > W. (5.47)
holds is
(5.40)
(5.41)
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In other words, xi(t) —» oo as t —» oo. Thus for z =  0,1 we have Wi(t) > Xi(t) —>• oo 
as t —> oo, so —» oo as  ^ > oo.
□
As we remarked after corollary 5.2, it is unrealistic to expect populations to di­
verge to infinity in real life. Therefore the assumptions in theorem 5.6 are not likely 
to be valid for all time. But over a limited time-scale, theorem 5.6 carries weight.
5.6.2 Nicholson or Allee births
In this subsection we show that the creature can remain endemic on both patches si­
multaneously when either birth function is either Nicholson or Allee and when the 
model parameters (except perhaps those defining the birth functions) are identical. 
If the patches are identical (except possibly the birth functions) we may simplify the 
parameters and equations defining the model. Thus, from section 5.2, we know that 
the mature death rates must be equal (do,M =  ditM =  ^m)/ that the immature migra­
tion rates must be equal (Do (a) =  Di(a) =  Dj(a) for 0 < a < r), and that the mature 
migration rates must be equal (Do,m = D^m =  Dm)* We were already assuming that 
the immature death functions were identical and equal to dj(a) for 0 < a < r. Conse­
quently the equations describing the evolution of the system, namely (5.6) and (5.7), 
become:
=  —Awo(t) +  Bwi(t) +  Cbo(wo(t — r)) +  Dbi(wi(t — r)) (5.48)
=  Bwo(i) — Awi(t) +  Dbo(wo{t — r)) +  Cbi(wi(t — r)), (5.49)
where A = cLm +Dm , B  =  Dm , C =  e*(l—r*), and D =  e*r*, where e* =  e~ fo di(a)da 
and
r* = f  e-2 ^T£>jr(a)doDj(0)d0 =  i  /* — (e~2U DAa)da\ ^
Jo 2 Jo dô \ J
=  ^  e - 2 U D j ( a ) d a  =: ^  !  _  e - 2 / 0T D j(a )d a j _ (5 .5Q )
Notice that we have A >  B.
For the rest of this subsection, we will concern ourselves with the following "birth 
options":
(Bl) identical Nicholson birth functions: b0(w) = b1(w) = X0we~Xlw
(B2) identical Allee birth functions: bo(w) = bi(w) =  aow2e~aiW
(B3) b0 Nicholson and h  Allee: b0(w) = Xowe~XlW and bi(w) = a0w2e -aiW
The possibility that bo is Allee and bi is Nicholson can be studied in the same way 
as we will study option (B3).
It is our intention to find positive constants L and U with L < U such that if 
Wi(t) 6 [L, U] for t € [-r , 0] for z = 0,1, then Wi(t) G [L, U] for t > 0 for z = 0,1. We 
anticipate that such a result will not hold unless certain conditions restrict the model 
parameters (including the birth function parameters), so it is also our intention to find 
such conditions if they are needed.
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To find the desired L  and U, we must first define two numbers, M  and W, accord­
ing to whichever birth option is assumed to hold:
if birth option (Bl) holds 
if birth option (B2) holds (5.51)
if birth option (B3) holds
if birth option (Bl) holds 
if birth option (B2) holds (5.52)
if birth option (B3) holds.
We have defined these numbers M  and W  because they satisfy several properties
that will be important in establishing conditions for endemicity. We describe these
properties in the next two lemmas.
Lemma 5.4. Let any one of the three birth options hold. Let M  and W  be defined according 
to the birth option that is assumed to hold. If birth option (B3) holds, then assume Xi < a i < 
3Ai. Then M  < W , and bo(w) and bi(w) are monotonie decreasing for w e [M, W].
Proof. It is obvious that M  < W  tor birth options (Bl) and (B2). For birth option (B3), 
we will have M  < W  provided that ^  and hold simultaneously, which
is true if Ai < a i < 3Ai, which is true by assumption.
If birth option (Bl) holds, then the birth functions are identical and equal \owe~XlW. 
But it is trivial to verify that this function is monotonie decreasing for ty > • -^, so it 
must be monotonie decreasing for w e [M, W] since, for birth option (Bl), M  =
If birth option (B2) holds, then the birth functions are identical and equal aow2e~aiW. 
But it is trivial to verify that this function is monotonie decreasing for w > so it 
must be monotonie decreasing for w E [M, W] since, for birth option (B2), M  =
If birth option (B3) holds, we use the fact that Xowe~Xlw is monotonie decreasing 
for w > the fact that aow2e~aiW is monotonie decreasing for w > and the 
definition of M  as the maximum of and to deduce that both the birth functions
are monotonie decreasing for w E [M, W}.
□
Lemma 5.5. Let any one of the three birth options hold. Let M  and W  be defined according 
to the birth option that is assumed to hold. If birth option (B3) holds, then assume A% < o i < 
3Ai. Let L and U satisfy M  < L < U < W .
(a) If birth options (Bl) or (B2) hold, then the birth functions are identical, so we can define 
bL =  b0(L) = h (L ) and bu =  b0(U) = &i(Z7). Then ^  < ÿ .
(b) If birth option (B3) holds, then there are values of the birth function parameters Xq, Ai, 
#0, Oil such that there exist L and U satisfying bo(L) =  bi(L) and bo(U) =  bi(U).
When this happens define bi =  bo(L) = bi(L) and bu =  bo(U) = bi(U). Then
Ll. ^  hu.
U L '
max
mm
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Proof. Firstly we know by lemma 5.4 that M  < W, so it is sensible to let L and U 
satisfy M  < L < U < W .
Proof of (a). For birth option (Bl), the birth functions are identical and equal
b(w) = \owe~XlW. Define h(w) = wb{w) =  \ow2e~XlW. Then
= Xowe~XlW(2 -  Xiw). (5.53)
It follows that h(w) has a single turning point for w > 0, and this occurs where 
w — F°r < w < it is clear that h(w) is monotonie increasing. Hence if 
M  = < L < U < ^- =  W , we must have h{V) < h(U), which can be rewritten as
^ 7^  < since h(w) =  wb(w). Hence <^jf.
For birth option (B2), the birth functions are identical and equal b(w) = aow2e~aiW. 
Define h(w) = wb(w) = aow3e~aiW. Then
=  a0w2e -aiW(3 -  aiw). (5.54)
It follows that h(w) has a single turning point for w > 0, and this occurs where 
w — p -  For -^  < w < p ,  it is clear that h(w) is monotonie increasing. Hence if 
M  = — < L < U  < p  =  W, we must have h(L) < h(U), which can be rewritten as 
since h(w) =  wb(w). Hence
Proof of (b). If there are values of the birth function parameters A0, A%, a0/ m  
such that there exist L and U satisfying M  < L < U < W  and &0(L) =  b\{L) and 
bo(U) =  bi(U), then the methods used to prove part (a) and the definitions of M  and 
W  for birth option (B3) quickly lead to the conclusion that ^  < ÿ .  We have found by 
inspection that suitable parameter values can exist. For example, if Ao =  2.2, A% =  3.1, 
<*o =  15.0, and ax =  5.6, then M  =  0.3571, L = 0.3684, U = 0.4334, and W  = 0.5357, 
which clearly gives M  < L < U < W. See figure 5.1 for plots of the birth functions, 
showing the intersections at L  and U.
A complete understanding of the size and properties of the region of the Aq-Ai-oo- 
ai parameter space such that appropriate L and U exist is still a matter for investiga­
tion.
□
Now we are in a position to prove that the creature can remain endemic on both 
patches:
Theorem 5.7. Let w0(t) and wi(t) satisfy (5.6) and (5.7), subject to (5.4). Suppose that both 
patches are identical, except perhaps the birth functions. Let any one of the three birth options 
- (Bl), (B2), (B3) - hold. Let M  and W  be defined according to the birth option that is assumed 
to hold. If birth option (B3) holds, then assume A% < m  < 3A% By lemma 5.4, M  < W .
Suppose that Wi(t) E [L, U)for t e [-r , 0]for i = 0 ,1,/or L and U satisfying M  < L <  
U < W .
If birth option (Bl) or (B2) hold then the birth functions are identical, so we may define 
bL =  b0(L) =  bi(L) and bu = bo(U) =  bi(U) and we notice by lemma 5.5 that 
Trivially bu > bu.
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Nicholson
Allee0.26
0.255
0.25
0.245
L 0.4 U 0.450.35
Figure 5.1: Plot of birth functions, namely XoNe~XlN (Nicholson) and a o N 2e~aiN 
(Allee), when Ao = 2.2, A% = 3.1, no = 15.0, and ai  = 5.6. Horizontal axis is the 
independent variable N.  Notice the two intersections at iV = L and N  = U.
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If birth option (B3) holds then suppose that the birth function parameters are such that L 
and U exist satisfying bo(L) =  bi(L) and bo(U) =  bi(U). Define b i  =  bo(L) = bi(L) and 
bu = bo(U) = bi(U) and notice by lemma 5.5 that ÿ- < ÿ .  Trivially bL > bu­
tt is possible to assume, then, for any of the three birth options that
^ ê r i ^ T -  (5-55)
When (5.55) holds, then Wi(t) e [L, U] fort > 0 for i =  0,1.
Before we give the proof, note that which is the mature death rate
over the probability of surviving to maturity. Clearly ^  is a measure of how harshly 
the environment treats the creature, since this quantity is higher if the mature death 
rate is higher or if the probability of surviving to maturity is lower. Thus the theorem, 
in a sense, asks for the environmental conditions to be intermediate (neither too harsh 
nor too forgiving), since ^  is bounded above and below.
Proof First observe by lemma 5.4 that b0{w) and bi(w) are monotonie decreasing for 
w e [L, U\. But then, using the definitions of bL and bu, we trivially know that bL > 
bu- Since the initial data Wi(t) G [L, U] for t 6 [-t,0 ] for % =  0,1, it also follows 
immediately that
bu < bi{wi(t)) < bL for t G [-r , 0] where i =  0,1. (5.56)
Since the patches are identical (except possibly the birth functions), then (5.48) and (5.49) 
hold. But using (5.56) in equations (5.48) and (5.49) reveals that, for t G [0, r],
>  -A too(i) +  B Wl{t) +  {C +  D)bu  (5.57)
dwi{t) > B œ o ( i) -A w i( t )  +  (C  +  i3}i>u. (5.58)
dt
It follows (theorem 1.1, pp. 78-79, [128]) that wo(t) > x(t) and wi(t) > y(t) for 
t e [0, r], where %(0) = L <  w0{0) and y(0) = L <  wi(0), and where, for t G [0, r], we 
have:
dx(t) =  -A x(t)  + By(t) + {C + D)bu (5.59)
dt
dy{t)
dt
= Bx(t) — Ay(t) +  (C +  D)bu- (5.60)
This system in x and y has a unique fixed point Pi = (Xi, Yi) =  ( ; (Ca-jb y) •
A phase portrait (see figure 5.2) reveals a trapping region Ri, bounded by the x and y 
axes and the nullclines. It is verified by routine calculations that the flow is inwards 
across all boundaries of Ri- The nullcline æ =  0 can be written asy = j j x -  (c+^ bu. 
and the nullcline ÿ =  0 can be written as y =  gæ + (bear in mind that A > B).
It is clear that the line y =  % for 0 < 3 < lies in the region Bi. So if the initial
condition (%(0),y(0)) =  (L,L) lies on this particular segment of the line y = x, then 
the trajectory (x(t),y(t)), determined by (5.59) and (5.60) for t G [0, r], will be confined 
to Ri-
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y
—  d x /d t = 0  
d y /d t = 0
T
1
T0 x
Figure 5.2: Phase portrait for the system given by (5.59) and (5.60). Here Ti =  (c + ^ bu 
is the x  and y intercepts. Parameter choices: A  = 2, B  = l , C  + D = 0.5. Birth option 
is (Bl), with Ao -  7.6, A% = 1. We have chosen L = M  = ^  = 1 and U = W  = — 2.
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But (5.55) tells us that from which we see that L < • We also
know that L > M > 0. So (x(0), y(0)) = (L, L)  must lie in R\, and so (x{t),y(t)) must 
lie in R\ for t € [0, r].
The region Ri is more than just a trapping region. Inside it we have æ > 0 and 
ÿ > 0, so for the trajectory beginning at (rc(0), y(0)) =  (L, L),  we must have x{t) > L  
and y{t) > L  for t G [0,rj. Consequently wo{t) > x(t) > L  and wi(t) > y (t) > L  for 
t G [0,r].
However, notice that the lower bounds for wo(t) and wi(t), namely x(t) and y(t), 
cannot increase beyond Pi =   ^^ 'Ca - b >u , Using (5.55) and the fact that
bL > bu, this means that x(t) and y(t) cannot increase beyond U. If this were not the 
case, this theorem would not necessarily hold.
Now observe that, using (5.56) in equations (5.48) and (5.49) reveals, for t G [0, r],
<  -A w 0(t) +  Broi(t) +  (C +  D)bL (5.61)
< B«Jo(i)-Atoi(t) +  (C +  P)i-L. (5.62)
It follows (theorem 1.1, pp. 78-79, [128]) that wo(t) < x(t) and wi(t) < y(t) for 
t G [0, t], where z(0) = U > wo(0) and y(0) = U > iüi(0), and where, for t G [0, r], we 
have:
^  =  - M t )  + By(t) + (C + D)bL (5.63)
^  =  B x ( t) -A y ( t)  + (C + D)bL. (5.64)
This system in x  and y has a unique fixed point P2 =  (X2, >2) =  ( ^ a - b L > •
A phase portrait (see figure 5.3) reveals a trapping region R 2, bounded by the null­
clines. Routine calculations verify that the flow is inwards across the boundaries 
of % . The nullcline x = 0 can be written as y =  ^ x  — ic+^ ) bL and the nullcline 
ÿ =  0 can be written as y = ^ x  +  ic+^ ) bL (bear in mind that A > B). It is clear
that the line y = x îor x > lies in the region i?2- So if the initial condition
(æ(0),2/(0)) =  (C7, U) lies on this particular segment of the line y = x, then the tra­
jectory {x{t),y{t))f determined by (5.63) and (5.64) for t G [0, r], will be confined to 
-R2.
But (5.55) tells us that from which we see that U > (-Ca - b >L • So
(x(0),y(0)) = (U, U) must lie in B2, and so (x(t), y{t)) must lie in R2 for t G [0, r].
Inside R2 we have æ < 0 and ÿ < 0, so for the trajectory beginning at (æ(0), y(0)) = 
(U, U), we must have x{t) < U and y(t) < U for t G [0,r]. Consequently wo(t) < 
x(t) < U and wi(t) < y(t) < U for t G [0, r].
However, notice that the upper bounds for wo(t) and wi(t), namely x(t) and y(t), 
cannot decrease below P2 =   ^ ; C^a - b L ) • Using (5.55) and the fact that
bL > bu, this means that x(t) and y(t) cannot decrease below L. If this were not 
the case, this theorem would not necessarily hold.
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y
—  d x /d t = 0  
^ - d y / d t = 0
T2
T0 x
Figure 5.3: Phase portrait for the system given by (5.63) and (5.64). Here T2 =  (c+^ bL 
is the x  and y intercepts. Parameter choices: A  = 2, B  = 1 ,C  + D =  0.5. Birth option 
is (Bl), with Ao = 4, Ai = 1. We have chosen L = M  = A  = 1 and U = W  = j -  = 2.
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Plot Birth functions Initial data 
(wo(t),%;i(f)) =  (U,V) 
for t G [—r , 0]
Top left bo(w) =  bi(w) = O.hw (17,10 =  (100,100)
Top middle bo(w) = bi(w) = 0.bwe~w ([7,y) =  (ioo, 100)
Top right bo(w) = bi(w) = 0.5w2e~w ([/, V) = (100,100)
Bottom left same as top left ( y ,y )  =  (10, 20),
(20,30), (40,30), 
(40,10), (25,5)
Bottom middle same as top middle same as bottom left
Bottom right same as top right same as bottom left
Table 5.1: Parameter values for plots in figure 5.4
Thus, we have proven, for z =  0,1, that if W i ( i )  G [L, U] for t G [—r, 0], then W i ( t )  G 
[L, U] for t G [0,t]. A methods of steps induction (induction on the subintervals 
[jr , (j +  l ) r ]  for j  > 0) will immediately then tell us that Wi(t) G [L, U] for t > 0.
□
Notice how theorem 5.7, an endemicity result on two patches, generalises an ear­
lier endemicity result for a species inhabiting a single patch with Allee births, namely 
theorem 3.12. By setting migration rates to zero in theorem 5.7, it is possible to recover 
theorem 3.12 as well as to deduce an endemicity result on a single patch when there 
are Nicholson births.
5.7 Simulations
In figure 5.4 we include simulations for the model of (5.6), (5.7), and (5.4) demon­
strating extinction. For each simulation, results in section 5.3 guarantee extinction on 
both patches. In the first row of figure 5.4 the plots illustrate the populations on both 
patches changing over time in three cases: both birth functions linear (left plot); both 
birth functions Nicholson (middle); both birth functions Allee (right). The second 
row of figure 5.4 gives phase portrait solutions for a range of initial data for the same 
three cases. Notice that the usual rules for two-dimensional phase portraits do not 
necessarily hold when the system contains a delay. However, for visual clarity, we 
have plotted only trajectories that do not intersect.
In all the plots in figure 5.4, we set
r  =  1, A =  1.3, B = 2, E  = 1, F  = 2.4, C = D = G = H = 0.2. (5.65)
The birth functions and initial conditions used to produce the simulations in fig­
ure 5.4 are given in table 5.1.
Figure 5.5 is laid out in the same way as figure 5.4, except that now the plots 
demonstrate endemicity, with endemicity guaranteed in each plot by results in sec­
tion 5.6. The point P  in the middle and right plots of the second row of figure 5.5 is a 
fixed point, which the simulations suggest to be stable.
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Figure 5.4: Extinction simulations. See section 5.7 and table 5.1 for a description.
The birth functions and initial conditions used to produce the simulations in fig­
ure 5.5 are given in table 5.2.
In the top left and bottom left plots in figure 5.5, we set
r  =  1, A  — 1.3, B  = 2, E  = I, F  = 2.4, C = D = G = H  — 0.2. (5.66)
In all other plots in figure 5.5, we set
t  = 1,B = E  = 1,C = D = G = H  — 0.2. (5.67)
In all plots except top left and bottom left, the birth function on patch 0 is the same as
the birth function on patch 1. Therefore in each case there is no ambiguity in defining 
A  (as we have done in each case) by the following formula (chosen so that condi­
tion (5.55) will hold, so that theorem 5.7 will apply):
—
where b(-) = bo(-) =  &i(-) is the birth function appropriate to each case, as defined in 
table 5.2.
5.8 Discussion
We have examined a model for a creature which has a life cycle with two stages and 
which inhabits two patches. Our examination has involved three different choices of 
birth function, namely linear, Nicholson, and Allee. We have discovered conditions 
on the model parameters such that extinction will occur on both patches. When the 
birth function on both patches is of Allee type, we have shown that there is always 
a population level beneath which extinction becomes inevitable on both patches. We 
have also found conditions on the parameters, and additionally in some cases the
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Plot Birth functions Initial data 
Oo(t),t«i(i)) =  (U,V)  
for t € [—r, 0]
Top left bo(w) =  7.1hw, bi(w) -  13.2w (U, V) =  (100,100)
Top middle bo(w) — bi(w) = 0.1we~omw {U,V) =  (10,20)
Top right bo(w) = bi(w) =  0.1w2e~w (U, V0 = (20,30)
Bottom left same as top left (U, V) = (20,100), 
(20,20), (120,20), 
(180,20), (20,150)
Bottom middle same as top middle (U, V) = (10,10), 
(11,20), (20,11), 
(20,20), (15,20),
(10.15), (15,10),
(15.15), (20,15)
Bottom right same as top right (U, V)  = (20,20),
(21.30), (30,21),
(30.30), (20,25), 
(25,20), (30,25),
Table 5.2: Parameter values for plots in figure 5.5
1500 20linear
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Figure 5.5: Endemicity simulations. See section 5.7 and table 5.2 for a description.
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initial data, such that the creature will remain endemic on both patches. Simulations 
have corroborated our results.
The results in this chapter have a practical value, for if the creature being modelled 
is a pest, it is in our interests to know when it will die out naturally and when it may 
persist. After all, if it will die out naturally, there may be no need to implement a 
pest control stratagem. Thus, knowing when a pest will die out naturally can save us 
the effort, time, and environmental consequences of applying pesticides. By contrast, 
knowing that a pest will persist can enable us to form a response, which may be 
a particular control stratagem. In the next chapter, we construct successful control 
stratagems for the two-patch model.
In this chapter we have extended the local stability analysis of So, Wu, and Zou [129]. 
However, a complete understanding of the global behaviour of the model, even for 
the birth functions considered in this chapter, has not yet been attained. Ultimately 
we would wish to have a complete understanding of global behaviour when only a 
few general assumptions are made about the birth functions. There is scope for future 
work.
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Chapter 6
Culling of a structured 
population on two patches
"Animals have these advantages over man: they never hear the clock strike, 
they die without any idea of death, they have no theologians to instruct them, 
their last moments are not disturbed by unwelcome and unpleasant ceremonies, 
their funerals cost them nothing, and no one starts lawsuits over their wills."
Voltaire (1694 -1778)
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter we continue our analysis of the model of chapter 5 for a creature with 
a life cycle consisting of two stages (immature and adult) which inhabits two patches, 
which we label patch 0 and patch 1. We mentioned in the introduction in chapter 5 
that the creature could be a pest. After all, many pests lead stage-structured life cycles 
and are driven, by instincts to eat and mate, to move from one region to another. 
Thus the patches could represent neighbouring farms suffering from a common pest 
infestation or regions sharing both a border and a pest. For the rest of this chapter we 
shall assume that the creature is a pest. Our purpose will be to find adult impulsive 
culling regimes to control it on both patches.
We invite the reader to reacquaint themself with the modelling assumptions of 
section 5.2. We also remind ourselves of the model of chapter 5 by repeating equa­
tions (5.4), (5.5), (5.6), and (5.7):
Wi(t) = (f>i{t) > 0 for £ e [ - t ,  0], i = 0, 1, (6 .1)
&o(0) =  0, &i(0) =  0, and, for w > 0, b0(w) > 0, bi(w) > 0, (6.2)
and, for t > 0,
— = —Awo(i) +  Bwi(t) +  Cbo(wo(t — r)) +  Dbi(wi(t — r)) (6.3)
— = Ew0(t) -  F w ^t)  +  Gb0(wo(t -  r)) +  H b ^w ^ t -  r)). (6.4)
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Here Wi(t) is the adult population on patch i at time t, 4>i(i) is a function of initial and 
finite data, and &;(•) is the birth function on patch i ( i  — 0, 1). Also A,B,0 ,0 ^ ^ ,0 ,1 1  
are positive constants with A >  E  and F  > B. The biological meanings of the model 
parameters are described in section 5.2. As in chapter 5, we will suppose that either 
birth function, bo or b\, can be of linear, Nicholson, or Allee type (see subsection 3.2.1 
for a description of these functions and notice that these functions satisfy (6.2)). The 
term "population" will be used as a shorthand for "adult population" in the rest of 
this chapter.
We saw in chapter 5 (section 5.6) that the pest can remain endemic on both patches, 
where &o and &i can be any of the three birth function types under consideration and 
need not be the same as each other, if certain conditions hold on the model parameters 
and additionally in some cases on the initial data. Then, if the pest remains endemic 
in sufficiently high numbers and is causing enough damage (in terms of crop destruc­
tion or disease-spreading), control may be warranted. Of course the pest may only be 
a problem on one of the patches but we will see in the next section that implementing 
a control strategy on only one of the patches may not necessarily eradicate the pest 
on that patch. Hence there may be situations in which culling is warranted on both 
patches simultaneously, so we construct simultaneous culling regimes in sections 6.3, 
6.4, and 6.5. In section 6.6 we explore these simultaneous regimes, in particular show­
ing that the regimes will succeed provided that consecutive culls on each patch occur 
sufficiently close together in time. In section 6.7 we show that if both birth functions 
are of Allee type, then only a finite number of culls is needed on both patches in order 
for the pest to be eradicated on both patches. Simulations corroborating our results 
are included in section 6.8 and we end the chapter with a discussion in section 6.9.
6.2 Culling on one patch
Suppose that the appropriate authorities on patch 0 decide that the pest be controlled 
on this patch by the introduction of an adult impulsive culling regime. Their decision 
is independent of the authorities on patch 1. No culling is carried out on patch 1. (The 
situation where culling is implemented on patch 1 only may be analysed in exactly 
the same way as if on patch 0 only, which is why we consider only the latter case.) Let 
the culling regime on patch 0 satisfy the following definition:
Definition 6.1. Culls occur on patch 0 at times U, i > 1, where 0 < ti < £2 < *3 < • • • 
and U —> 00 as i ^  00. The cull at time U is the i-th cull. A t the i-th cull the population on 
patch 0 is impulsively rescaled thus: wo(U) = €iWo(t~) where 0 < e* < 1 and £7 is the time 
"momentarily" before £*. Also at time U we assume wi(ti) = When £ ^  £*, then
wo{t) and wi(t) evolve according to equations (6.1), (6.2), (6.3), and (6.4). A culling regime 
is regular if ei = e* and ti+i — £* =  Tfor i > lfo r  constants e*, T  with 0 < e* < 1 and 
T  > 0. A regime is successful ifwoif) —> 0 as £ —> 00.
It is trivial to adapt lemma 5.1 to see that positivity will still hold in the model 
of (6.1), (6.2), (6.3), and (6.4) when culls are imposed on patch 0 as outlined in defi­
nition 6.1. In particular strict positivity will hold if wq(0) > 0 and iüi(O) > 0.
We have seen in chapter 3 (subsections 3.4.1, 3.4.2, and 3.4.3) that, for a pest living 
on a single patch, there will exist a successful regular culling regime whether the birth 
function is linear, Nicholson, or Allee. The next two theorems show that a successful 
regular culling regime need not exist on patch 0 if the birth function on patch 1 is 
Nicholson, Allee, or linear.
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Theorem 6.1. Make the assumptions in definition 6.1 and assume wq (0) > 0 and w\ (0) > 0. 
Suppose the birth function on patch 1, namely bi, is Nicholson or Allee. Also suppose that 
if N(t) > 0  for t e  [—r, 0] and ^  -  r)) -  FN (t)for t > 0, then H, F,
and the parameters defining bi are such that K i < N (t) < K 2for positive constants K u K 2 
and for all t large enough. (Conditions on H, F , and the parameters defining bi appropriate 
to this last assumption may be found in theorems 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9 for bi Nicholson and in 
theorem 3.12 for bi Allee.) Then a successful regular culling regime does not exist on patch 0.
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that a successful regular culling regime (with pa­
rameters e*z T) does exist on patch 0. Then wq (t) —» 0 as 2 —» oo. But then by (6.4), 
—» H bi(w i(t- t)) - Fwi(t) as t oo. Hence (by section 1, [110]) wi(t) -> N(t) 
as t ^  oo where =  Hbi ( N ( t - r ) ) -  FN(t) for t > 0 and where N(t) =  wi (t) > 0 
for t e [—r, 0]. But, by assumption, K i < N(t) < K 2 for t large enough, so since 
wi(t) -> N(t) we must have ^  < wi(t) < ^ f2- for t large enough, say t > t*. Then, 
since bi is Nicholson or Allee, there exist positive constants Mi and M2 such that 
Mi < bi(wi(t)) < M2 for t > t*. In particular, we may deduce by (6.3) and strict 
positivity of wo(t) and wi(t) (see the comment immediately after definition 6.1), that, 
for t> t*  + t ,  except at times where culls are performed.
where K  = DM\ +  It follows that wo(t) > Ni(t) for t> U  where U is the time 
of the first cull occurring after t* +  r, where Ni (U) = wq (ti) > 0, where Ni{tj) =  
e*Ni(tJ) for j  > i, and where
It is easy to see that Ni(t) > 0 for t > U. Solving for N ^t)  on for any j  > i
gives
Hence, for j  > i +  1, we have N ^ tf)  > ^  (l -  e~AT). Also, by (6.7), we can write, 
for t e [tj,tj+i) for j  > 2  +  1, that:
(6.5)
^ j 1 ~  = K  ~  AiVi(*) for tj for j  > i.dt
(6.6)
Then:
> (l -  e~AT) (since Ni(tj) > 0 by strict positivity). (6.8)
# i( t)  :
mm
(6.9)
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Thus wo(t) > Ni(t) > (l — e~AT) > 0 for i > t i+2 where i is a finite positive 
integer. But clearly this cannot be if wo(t) —> 0 as t —> oo. This contradiction shows 
that a successful regular culling regime does not exist on patch 0.
□
From this last theorem we see that, when bi is either a Nicholson or Allee birth 
function, then culling will sometimes be needed on both patches even if we only re­
quire the pest to be eradicated on one of the patches. What happens if bi is a linear 
birth function? Although it is unrealistic to expect a population to grow indefinitely, 
the following theorem may have some short-term validity and shows that, once again, 
culling may be needed on both patches even if we only seek to control the pest on one 
of the patches.
Theorem 6.2. Make the assumptions in definition 6.1. Suppose further that the initial data 
is strictly positive:
Wi(t) > Mi for t e  [—r, 0], i =  0, 1, (6.10)
for positive constants Mo, Mi. Assume the birth function bi is linear, with bi(N) = A iN ,
and suppose HAi > F. In addition to the culling assumptions in definition 6.1, let e = 
infi>i ei and suppose e > 0. Also suppose that U+i — ti > A > 0 for i > 1. Then 
wo(t) —* oo and wi(t) —> oo as t —» oo.
Proof. We know that between culls, that is, for t e [ti,ti+i), i > l ,  then
=  —Awo(t) + Bwi(t) + Cbo(wo(t — t ) )  + DAiWi(t — t )  (6.11)
=  Ewo(t)—Fwi(t) + Gbo(wo{t — T ) )  + H Aiwi(t — T ) .  (6.12)
Culls occur only on patch 0, so we have wo(ti) = €iWo(tf ) and wi(ti) = w i(t~) for 
i > l .  Applying theorem 1.1 from pages 78-79 of [128] individually on the time inter­
vals [—t,£i) and [ti,ti+i) for i > 1, and using positivity of wo(t) and wi(t) and (6.2), 
we may deduce that, for t > —t ,  we have wo(t) > xo(t) and wi(t) > xi(t) where:
xo(t) = M0 < wo{t) and xi(t) =  Mi < wi(t) for t e [—r , 0], (6.13)
x o { U )  =  C i X o { t f  )  and x i ( U )  =  x i ( t f  ) for î  >  1, (6.14)
and where, for t 6 [0, ti) and t e [U, ti+i) for % > 1, we have:
=  B xi(t) -  Axo(t) (6.15)
= - F x ^  + H A ^ i i t - r ) .  (6.16)
Notice that xq (t) and x± (t) satisfy positivity for t > —r. Using the fact that x\(U) = 
x i( t f)  for i > 1 as well as the fact that (6.16) is valid on [0, ti) and [ti,ti+i) for i > 1, 
we deduce that, for t > 0,
^ 2 -  =  —Fxi(t) + -  r). (6.17)
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By the initial data for x ^ t )  (see (6.13)), and by (6.17) and the assumption that 
HAi > F, we may deduce by theorem 3.3 that
Xi(t)  - X X )  a s  Z - X X ) .  (6 .1 8 )
It follows that wi ( t )  >  xi ( t )  ^  o o  asf -> o o .
It remains for us to prove that w0(t) -> o o . This will be true if, for a n y  K  > 0, there 
exists T > 0 such that, for all t> T ,  then w0(t) > K.
So, pick any K  >  0. Since xi (Z) —> oo a s  t  —» oo, then, for any M >  0, there exists 
TM > 0 such that, for all t  > TM, then x ^ t)  > M. In particular this will hold when
. .  (A K  A K  )
M  = maX\ - B - '7 B ( l - e- ^ ) \ -  (6'19)
For the rest of this proof, assume that (6.19) holds.
Now %-» oo a s  % -» oo, s o  there exists «* > 1 such that, for all i > i*, then t i> T M. 
Hence, by (6.15), we find that
dx0(t)
dt > B M  -  Ax0(t) for t ^  U for i > i*. (6.20)
It follows (see theorem 1.1, pp. 78-79, [128]) that if i >  i*, then x0(t) > y(t) for 
t G [U, where y(ti) = xo(ti) and, for t e [ti,ti+i),
= B M  — Ay(t). (6.21)
Solving for y(t) reveals that, for t G [U, ti+1), we have
x0(t) > y(t) = . (6.22)
Next we show that
xofa) > K  for all + (6.23)
To this end, pick any « > «* +  1. For such an i we can write, by (6.22),
*o (tr) >  ™
= ëM . +  x0( t i - i )e-A(t. " (6.24)
Since x0(t) satisfies positivity we know that æo(fi-i) > 0. Also we know by as­
sumption that U -  ti_i > A for i > 2. Then we deduce by (6.24) that
xo(ti ) > (l — e AA) . (6.25)
But by (6.19) we have M  > ^B{1^ -A A y  so that ^  (l -  e"AA) > Then by (6.25) 
we have xo fo )  > Hence:
(U) = Ci%o (ti ) > gxq (ti ) > e ^ =  K, (6.26)
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as required.
By (6.23) and (6.22), we have, for t e [ti, U+i), + that
xo(t) > ^  +  ( k  -  . (6.27)
By (6.19), we have M  > so that K  — < 0. But then the right hand side
of (6.27) is monotonie increasing for t G [U, U+i), so it must be bounded below by its 
value at £ =  t if which is K. Hence xo(t) > K  for t G [U, t i+i)  for any *>** +  !. But 
then wo(t) > xo(i) > K  for t > T  = U*+i. Thus for any K  > 0, we have found a 
T > 0 such that wo(t) > K  for all t> T .  Therefore wo(t) —> oo as ( —^ oo.
□
6.3 Culling regimes
We have seen in the last section that there are circumstances under which culling on 
both patches may be warranted. It is decided that a culling program will be imple­
mented to eradicate the pest on both patches. Those people responsible for each patch 
agree to co-operate in the sense that they will both introduce culling programs. In or­
der to make the co-operation flexible enough to stand a chance of succeeding, it is 
agreed that the culling regimes of the different patches will be independent. It will 
not matter which starts first, nor, when both regimes have begun, should the times or 
strengths of the culls in the one patch depend on the other.
Of course the regimes cannot be completely without rules, and it is the purpose of 
this chapter to discover a set of rules that ensure pest eradication without impeding 
the flexibility just mentioned. At this stage we must introduce some terminology and 
lay down some fundamental rules for our regimes.
Definition 6.2. Assume (6.1) and (6.2) hold. For & =  0,1, do the following:
Define as regime k the culling regime for patch k. Let the culls on patch k occur at times 
t\k\fo r  i > l ,  where 0 < . .. and —» oo as f —» oo.
Also suppose
4 + 1 ( 6 . 2 8 )
for i > l .
Further, let the i-th cull on patch k (which occurs at time t ^ )  scale the population on 
patch k impulsively by a factor of where 0 < < 1 for alii > 1. Thus w & (^) =
—) where denotes the time "momentarily" before time At times when 
culls do not occur, assume that the populations evolve according to (6.3) and (6.4).
Define =  s u p ^  and assume < 1.
The regimes are successful if together they ensure that both wq (t) —> 0 and wi (t) —>0as 
t —» oo.
Observe that no restriction is made on when the first cull occurs on either patch 
after the collection of initial data. This is to give us, in a real-world scenario, sufficient 
time to analyse the initial data before making an appropriate control decision.
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Next we define a number which will prove important in simplifying our later 
analysis:
Definition 6.3. I f t ^  =  t ^ \  then the regimes begin simultaneously. This is highly unlikely, 
given the independence of the regimes. But if this is the case, define j  =  0.
I /4 0) < t ? '  define j  =  1.
Finally, i f t ^  < define j  =  0.
It should be clear that the earliest starting culling regime is on patch 1 - j .  In other 
words, patch 1 -  j  is the patch on which the very first cull occurs of any of the culls 
of either regime. It follows that patch j  is the patch on which the later starting regime 
is carried out.
We stress that j  is to be considered fixed henceforth, with the knowledge that it 
could be fixed as either 0 or 1.
We must now find conditions on the times and strengths of the culls specific 
enough to be workable. The following upper bound lemma will allow us to create 
a more powerful upper bound lemma, which will in turn suggest how to construct 
our culling regimes.
Lemma 6.1. Assume (6.1) and (6.2) hold. Let Kq, K i be positive constants. Assume Wi(t) < 
Ki for t e [ a - r ,  a] for i =  0, 1. Also assume Wi(a) < where 0 < €i < 1 and i = 
0, 1. Assume further that w0(t) satisfies (6.3) and wi(t) satisfies (6.4) on [a, a +  r]. Finally 
assume that the birth functions can be bounded above by linear functions: b0(wo) < AqWq 
and bi(wi) < Aiwi where Ao > 0 and Ai > 0.
Then Wi(t) < Xi{t) for t G [a, b] where a <b < a  + T and where
C:S) ■ à » - " - - ’ u , >  ©  <“ »
(6.30)
(6.31)
(6.32)
(6.33)
(6.34)
(6.35)
(6.36)
(6.37)
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where
x0 = d ^ + p  + p <0t
Ai =  —t ^ F )  —„ < o , 
p =  V((A +  F )2 -  4(AF -  BE)) > 0,
" - T Î W ’ »-
Lo =  CAqKq +  D A\K \ > 0 , L\ = GAqKq +  H A \K \ > 0, 
Xo =  F{eiK\ — Mi) — (A +  Ai)(eoiTo — Mo),
and
Xi =  (A +  Xo)(eoKo — Mo) — B(eiK i — Mi).
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Proof. We begin by noting that, since w ft) < Ki for t e  [a — r, a] for i =  0,1, then 
(using theorem 1.1, pp. 78-79, [128] and positivity) we have Wi(t) < Xi(t) for t e  [a, b] 
where a <b < a + T for Xi(t) satisfying
Xi(t) = K i>  Wi(t) on [a — r,a], (6.38)
(6.39)
(6.40)
(6.41)
for t e  [a,a + r].
It is straightforward to find Xi(t) on [a, a +  r] for i =  0,1 since this amounts to 
solving an initial value problem (with initial conditions (6.39)) for a linear system 
(equations (6.40) and (6.41)). Instead of going through the lengthy process of finding 
the solution we invite the reader to substitute in the solution already given in (6.29).
It is important to know that p > 0, that Ai < Ao < 0, that A +  Ai < 0, and 
that A +  Ao > 0. All of these results and the other inequalities stated in (6.30) 
to (6.35) follow from the fact that A > E  and F > B, as well the knowledge that 
A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, A0, Ai, Ai, K 2 are all strictly positive.
We prove here that p > 0 and that A +  Ao > 0  and leave the reader to verify the 
other inequalities. We deduce that p > 0 and, indeed, real, by noting that:
(A +  F )2 -  4(AF -  BE) =  (A -  F )2 +  ABE > 0. (6.42)
And we see that A +  Ao > 0 as follows:
(A — F) +  p
( A - l ) + A ^ - F f  + i BE) (using(642))
( ^ - F )  + 7 ( ( A - F ) 2)
2
0.
□
Our final lemma will suggest our culling regimes. Once we have chosen our
culling regimes, we will have to prove that they successfully eradicate the pest on
both patches.
Lemma 6.2. For Xi{t) given in (6.29), we have
Xi(t) <  K  (e<e*l(*-o) +  (01 +  e2) ( l  -  , (6.43)
for i =  0, 1/ where
K  =  max(Ffo, ATi) > 0, (6.44)
A +  Aq —
>
>
Xi{a) =  t i K i  >  Wi(a),
and
dx0(t)
dt
dx\{t)
dt
— —Axo(t) +  Bxi(f) +  CAqKo +  DAiKi
= Exo(t) — Fx\(t) +  GAqK q +  HA\K\,
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and
/'F(CA0 + DA1) + B(GAo + H A1) E(CA0 +  DAi) +  A(GA0 + H A i ) \
6 l= m a x i ---------------A F - B E  ’ A F - B E  ) '
(6.45)
$2 =  max ^B  — (A +  Ai), (A +  Ao) (B — (A + Ai))J . (6.46)
Note that Oi and 62 are both positive.
Proof. First we establish (6.43) for xo(t).
We begin by noting that, by (6.29) and using the relationship Ao =  p +  Ai, we can
write
x0(t) =  ( ^ )  eXo<‘' 0) ISCeiKi -  M l )  -  (A +  Ai)(eojVo -  M 0)]
+  ^  [(A + AoXeoKo -  M0) -  B ( c i j ? i  -  M i ) ]  +  M 0
=  t 0 KoeXllt- a) +  M 0 ( l  -
_|_ ^eAo(*-o) _  eXi(t-o)^
x [B(eiKi — Mi) — eoKo(A +  Ai) +  Mo (A +  Ai)]. (6.47)
Now Ai < A0 and t — a > 0  for t G [a, a +  t] and p > 0. So
^eAo(t-o) _  eXi(t-a)^ > g. (6.48)
Also —BM i < 0 and Mo (A +  Ai) < 0 since B ,M i,M 0 are positive and A +  Ai is
negative. Hence, from (6.47), we see that
%o(t) < e o ^ o e ^ ^ + M o ( l - e ^ ( * - ^ )
+ ( - }  (eXo^  -  eAl(t-° )) [BeiKi -  e0Ko(A +  Ai)]. (6.49)
Next, observe that eXo(t-o) < 1 since A0 < 0 and t -  a > 0. Therefore eXo(t o) -  
eAi (t-a) < 1 _  gAi(t-a) Also, 0 < eoi^o < ^qK. But then we can write
x0{t) < eoKeXl(t-° ) +  (M0 +  Q0) ( l  -  eXl(t" o))  , (6.50)
where
flo =  [BeiiTi — 6qKq(A +  Ai)]. (6.51)
Observe that 0 < e0, ei < 1 and A +  Ai < 0 and K 0,K i < K. Then it is clear that 
£2o ^  K  ^ [B — (A +  Ai)] < K 62. (6.52)
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Also, by (6.33) and (6.35), and the fact that K 0, K \ < K , we find
F L q +  B Li F(CAoK q +  D AiKi) +  B{GAqK q +  H A\K \)Mq = AF - B E  A F -  B E
< (6,5„
Introducing inequalities (6.52) and (6.53) into (6.50) yields (6.43) for x o ( t ) ,  as re­
quired.
The second part of the proof is to establish (6.43) for xi (t).
The method is similar to the method used to establish (6.43) for x o ( t ) ,  but the 
details are fiddly enough to be worth giving explicitly.
We begin by noting that, by (6.29) and the fact that Ai =  Ao — p, we can write
%i(t) = (-A +  Ao)e^0^  [B(eiKi — Mi) — (A +  Ai)(eoiTo — Mo)]
+-Mi+(i^)(A+Xl)eAl<t"',>
x [(A +  Xo)(eoKo — M q) — B(eiK i — Mi)]
=  eiA:ieXl(t- o) +  Mi ( l  -  eXl(t- o))
+  (eXo(t™o) -  eXl(t™o)) C (6.54)
where
C =  \F{ciKi — Mi)(A +  Aq) — (coKq — Mo)(A +  Ao)(A +  Ai)]. (6.55)
Recall equation (6.48) and notice that —B M i(A+Ao) < 0  and that M0(A+ Ao)(A+ 
Ai) < 0 , allowing us to write
%i(t) < eiKieXl^ - a )+ M i ( l - e Xl^ - a))
x [5eiüfi(A +  Aq) — eoiTo(A +  Aq)(A +  Ai)]. (6.56)
As above, we have eXo^ _a  ^ — eXl^ _a) < 1 — eXx^ ~a\  Also 0 < eiK\ < eiK. We 
may thus write
xi(t) < eiiTeXl(t- a) +  (Mi +  f2i) ( l  -  eXl(t- a)) , (6.57)
where
fii — (A +  Aq) [BciK i — €qK o(A +  Ai)]. (6.58)
Observe that 0 < eo,ei < 1 and A +  Ai < 0 . Also A +  Ao > 0  and K q, K i < K . 
Then it is clear that
Oi < jV(A +  Ao) (B -  (A + Al)) < K e 2. (6.59)
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Also, by (6.34) and (6.35), and the fact that K 0, K i < K , we find
  EL q -j- AL\  E(CAqK o +  D AiKi) +  A(GAqK q +  H A\K \)
1 A F - B E  ~  A F - B E
< K  ^ g A o  + OAO+^GAo + g A .)  ^ < ^  (6 .60)
Introducing inequalities (6.59) and (6.60) into (6.57) yields (6.43) for xi(t), as re­
quired.
The proof is complete.
□
We summarise the critical aspects of lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 in a self-evident corollary:
Corollary 6.1. Assume Wi{t) < Ki for t e [ a - r ,  a] for i = 0,1 where K 0 and Kx are 
positive constants and let K  =  max(A0, Ki). Also assume Wi(a) < aK i where 0 < e* < 1 
and i =  0,1. Assume further that w0(t) satisfies (6.3) and wi(t) satisfies (6.4) on [a, b] where 
a < b < a + r. Assume also that (6.2) holds and that the birth functions can be bounded 
above by linear functions: bo(wo) < Aotvo and b\(wi) < A\wi where Aq and Ai are positive 
constants. Suppose that no culls occur on either patch for t e (a, b).
Recall that Ai is a negative constant (equation (6.31)) and define the positive constant 03 
as follows:
#3 =  0i +  02, (6.61)
with 0i given by (6.45) and 02 given by (6.46). Note that 03 does not depend on Ki or e*. 
Then, for t e [a, b\for i — 0, 1, we have
W((t) < A: +  03 ( l  -  _ ^.62)
From corollary 6.1 we will deduce, via lemma 6.3, lemma 6.4, and theorem 6.3 be­
low, that if 03 < 1 then the populations will go extinct on both patches in the absence 
of culling in such a way that both populations can be bounded above by decreas­
ing sequences. We have of course proven that extinction can occur naturally on both 
patches in theorem 5.2 although the condition for extinction is rather simpler than 
03 < 1 (note that 03 is a somewhat large expression). Establishing extinction when 
03 < 1 will tell us that culling is unnecessary when 03 < 1. Also, knowing that culling 
will not be needed unless 03 > 1 will guide us in defining appropriate culling regimes 
in section 6.4.
Lemma 6.3. Assume Wi(t) < I f  for t e [mr, (m + l)r] for i = 0, 1, where U0, Ux are 
positive constants and m is some integer > - 1. LetU = max(C/0, If) .  Also assume that (6.3) 
and (6.4) hold for t > (m +  l) r . Suppose that the birth functions satisfy (6.2) and can be 
bounded above by linear functions: bo(w0) < A0w0 and h l w f  < A i^i where A0 and A% are 
positive constants. Let 03 =  0i +  02 with 0i given by (6.45) and 02 given by (6.46). Suppose 
03 < 1. Then, for t > ( m  + l)r , we have:
Wi(t) < U ^eAl(t“ (m+1)r ) +  03 -  e^i(<-(m+l)T)^ = U ( q3+  eAi(t-(m+l)r) (1 _  .
(6.63)
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Proof. The result will be true if we can show inductively on k > m + I that (6.63) 
holds for t e [hr, (k +  l)r]. The basis step (for k — m + 1) is immediately true by 
combining our assumptions with corollary 6.1. In particular, notice that since no culls 
occurs when t = (m + l) r , we can let eo =  ei =  1 in applying corollary 6.1.
To establish an inductive step, assume that (6.63) holds on fcr, (k +  l ) r  for some 
k > m +  1. Then, since 03 < 1 and < 0, it is easy to see that Wi(t) < U for 
t e kr, (k +  l)r . It is also evident that
W i ( ( k  + l)r)  < U (e^((k+i)T-(m+i)r) +  3^ _  eXi((k+i)r-(m+i)T)^ , (6.64)
Notice that 0 < eM(k+l)T-(m+l)r) + q3 ^  _  eAi((fc+l)r-(m+l)r)) <- ]_ g^ce 0 < d3 <
1 and Ai < 0. We may thus apply corollary 6.1 with a =  (fc +  l) r , b = (k + 2)r, 
e . =  e A i ( ( f c + l ) r - ( m + l ) r )  + ^  (l _  e A i ( ( f c + l ) r - ( m + l ) r ) )  (for % =  Q, 1), and Ki = U (for
i =  0,1), to find that, for f E [(& +  l)r, { k  + 2)r]:
W i { t )  < U (eieAl(t-(fc+1)T) +  03 ( l  -  eAl(t" (fc+1)T)) )
<  £ / £  ^e A i( ( f e + l ) r - ( m + l) r )  ^  ^  _  e A i ( ( f c + l ) r - ( m + l ) r ) ^  e A i( t - ( f e + l ) r )
+03 ( i  J
=  U ^ i(t-(m + l)r) + e3 ( l -  eAi(t-(m+l)T)^ (6.65)
By (6.65), the inductive step is established.
□
Lemma 6.4. Make the assumptions in lemma 6.3. Then, for ï =  0,1, zue have
W i ( t )  < ^(1 +  03)U for t  E [fcr, {k +  l)r]/or all k > k*, (6.66)
where k* = (m + 2)+ where |J denotes the greatest integer function.
Proof. An argument very similar to the type of argument used in the proof of lemma 3.2 
will establish lemma 6.4.
□
Theorem 6.3. Assume (as initial data) that Wi(t) < Ui for t E [—r, 0] for i =  0,1. Let 
U = max([7o, Ui). Also assume that (6.3) and (6.4) hold for t > 0. Suppose the birth 
functions satisfy (6.2) and can be bounded above by linear functions: bo(wo) < Aqwq and 
bi(wi) < Aiwi. Let 03  be defined as in lemma 6.3. Suppose 03 < 1. Then:
W i ( t )  < r U fo r  t  E [kr, (k +  l)r]/or all k > kn: (6.67)
where 7  =  ^ (1 +  03) < 1, fcn =  (^  + 1) +  (^ -  1) (^ +  2), and Q =  [“ XTrJ- 
HenceWi(t) Oast 00fo r î =  0,1.
Proof. An argument closely resembling the type of argument used in the proof of 
theorem 3.1 (but using lemma 6.4 instead of lemma 3.2) will establish theorem 6.3.
□
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Assuming as in theorem 6.3 that the birth functions can be bounded above by 
linear functions, theorem 5.2 establishes extinction on both patches when
max (((7 +  G)A0, (D +  iï)Ai) < min (A — E, F  — 5 ),
whereas theorem 6.3 establishes extinction when 63 < 1 where #3 is a fairly large 
expression. It would be pleasing to know if one of these conditions implies the other. 
We leave this as an exercise for the reader - the matter is not of great importance to 
the remainder of this thesis.
6.4 Definition of our culling regimes
In this section the purpose of the calculations of the previous section shall become 
clear.
If we make the assumptions in corollary 6.1, then in particular we assume, for 
positive constants a and K , that Wi (t) <  K  for t  E [a — t ,  a]. Moreover we deduce by 
corollary 6.1 that:
W i ( t )  < K  +  03 ( 1 - for t e [o, 6], (6.68)
where 6 is a constant satisfying a < b <  o+ r. Suppose we let 5 be a constant satisfying 
0 < 5 < 1 and suppose further that
g.gAi(t-a) + 0 3 ( i _  eAi(t-a)^ < <5 for t  € [a, b}. (6.69)
Then by the assumptions in corollary 6.1 and combining (6.68) with (6.69), we find, 
for i =  0, 1/ that:
Wi(t) < K  fort e [a — r ,a] (6.70)
and
Wi(t) < ÔK for t  € [a, b] and where <5 < 1. (6.71)
But this is exactly the kind of situation we are looking for. The upper bounds for 
the populations decrease from one time interval to the next. If the culling regimes 
on the two patches allow this pattern of decreasing upper bounds to continue indefi­
nitely, then the populations will go extinct.
Now we have seen by theorem 6.3 that culling is not needed unless 63 > 1. But if 
03 > 1, then
eieAl(t_o) +  03 ( l  -  eXl(t" o)) =03  +  eAl(*"a)(ei -  0 3) (6.72)
is monotonie non-decreasing for £ > a when 0 < e* < 1 and Ai < 0. In particular, 
then, if the function in (6.72) is defined on a time interval t  G [a, b], it is bounded above 
on this interval by its value at £ =  &. Therefore if its value at £ =  6 is bounded above 
by 5 < 1, then the function will be bounded above by 5 < 1 on the interval £ € [a, b}.
The upshot of the remarks made so far in this section is that if we make the as­
sumptions in corollary 6.1, assume also that 03 > 1, and suppose for a constant 5 
(with 0 < 5 < 1) that
e.eAi(6- o) +  0 3 ^  _  gAi(6-a )\ < ^ (6.73)
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then Wi(t) < K  for t 6 [a — r, a] and Wi(t) < ÔK < K  for t G [a, b] where a < 
b < a + r. Such reasoning suggests how to define a condition on the culling regimes 
that will ensure eradication on both patches. In fact, recalling the definition of j  (see 
definition 6.3), recalling also the notation given to the culling regimes in definition 6.2, 
and bearing in mind that culling is not needed unless O3 > 1, we are led to define the 
following quantities:
ô i - j  =  sup M 1- '1) +  63 (1 -  ex‘<‘w ' - - r " ) ) } (6.74)
Sj = sup { cp 'V 'ti+ i-tP ) +  63 ( l  -  j  (6.75)
S =  m ax j^ i-j,^} . (6.76)
It now seems sensible to conjecture that (when 0$ > 1) eradication will occur if the 
culling regimes satisfy, in addition to the conditions given in definition 6.2, the fol­
lowing condition:
5 < 1 where 6 is given by (6.76). (6.77)
We will turn this conjecture into a theorem in the next section (section 6.5).
The significance of (6.77) will be explored in section 6.6. Suffice it to say at this 
stage that (6.77) will clearly hold when #3 > 1 if the inter-cull times on both patches 
are small enough.
6.5 A proof that our regimes are successful
We have become acquainted with the positive constant O3  defined in corollary 6.1, 
in particular noticing by theorem 6.3 that, if 63 < 1, then the pest dies out on both 
patches in the absence of culling in such a way that both populations can be bounded 
above by decreasing sequences. Then, if 6 3  < 1, the pest populations will not flare 
up sufficiently to ruin crops or cause an epidemic before dying out, so culling is not 
necessary. In this section we prove (in theorem 6.4) that, when 6 3  > 1, then the culling 
regimes satisfying definition 6.2 and condition (6.77) successfully eradicate the pest 
on both patches. For the remainder of this section assume that 03 > 1 and that the 
culling regimes satisfy definition 6.2 and condition (6.77).
Before stating and proving theorem 6.4, we must recall the definition of the fixed 
number j  in definition 6.3. We repeat here that patch 1 — j  is the patch on which the 
very first cull occurs of any of the culls of either regime and that patch j  is the patch 
on which the later starting regime is carried out.
Also before theorem 6.4, we must define two subsequences which will be of im­
portance to us:
Definition 6.4. Define the subsequence as follows:
• tr\~^ is the time of the latest occurring cull on patch 1 — j  to occur no later than
the first cull on patch j, that is, r\ is the greatest integer such that but
Ai-j) > fU)
r i + l  >  T1
• for n > 1, let be the time of the first cull on patch 1 — j  occurring strictly after
+  2r.
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> 2 T
cull times on 
  patch 1 - j
cull times on 
patch j
time
Figure 6.1: Early terms in the subsequences described in definitions 6.4 and 6.5.
Definition 6.5. Let tx„ for n > Ibe the time of the earliest occurring cull on patch j  such 
that > én~j \  In other words, xn is the smallest integer such that t^2 >
No inconsistencies arise from combining the assumptions in definitions 6.4 and 6.5 
with those in definitions 6.2 and 6.3 and condition (6.77). It should be understood that 
in the subsequence n > 1, the "r" is fixed and is included only to remind us
that the are a subsequence of the culling times t?~j \  r  > 1. Similarly the "x" is 
fixed in the subsequence t ^ ,  n > 1.
To faciliate familiarity with the subsequences of definitions 6.4 and 6.5, we illus­
trate some of the early terms in figure 6.1.
From definitions 6.4 and 6.5, we notice in particular that = t $  =  • • =
txrx • We also notice the following lemma which will be needed in theorem 6.4:
Lemma 6.5. For n > l , w e  have
Proof By definition 6.3, culls begin on patch 1 -  j  before they begin on patch j  or at 
exactly the same time as they begin on patch j.  The first cull on patch j ,  which occurs 
at time t ÿ if must occur before time +  r. This follows from the definition of 
and the fact that consecutive culls on patch 1 - j  occur no further apart than r  
time units by definition 6.2 (specifically by (6.28)). Thus:
4-7% (6 .7 9 )
Now by definition 6.5, tx}n is the time of the earliest occurring cull on patch j  
such that txrn > trn ^  • Also, we have just mentioned that culls begin on patch j  
before +  r , which means they must begin before since 4- 2r
by definition 6.4. After culls begin on patch j  they occur at least every r  time units
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thereafter by (6.28). Hence, for n > 2, we must have tx}n < 41 ^  +  r. Combining this 
last inequality with (6.79) reveals:
Now when we considered culling on a single patch in chapter 3, we constructed 
(in lemma 3.13), from the initial data, an upper bound for the population immediately 
prior to the onset of the culling regime. We used this upper bound in establishing that
approach may be adopted when a pest lives on two patches. We will state and prove a 
lemma (lemma 6.6) giving an upper bound for the two populations prior to the onset 
of regime j  (which is the regime that does not start first), and then use this upper 
bound in proving the main theorem of this chapter (theorem 6.4).
Lemma 6.6. Suppose that the birth functions on both patches can be bounded above by linear 
functions: bo(wo) < Aqwq and bi(wi) < A±wi. Then we may define 63 to be a positive 
constant as in corollary 6.1. Assume that 6 3  > 1. Let j  be as stated in definition 6.3. Suppose 
the initial data is bounded above as follows:
where Ui-j  and Uj are positive constants. Since we know that j  = 0 orj = 1, then Ui-j  and 
Uj represent Uq and U\ in some order. Let U = m a x { [ 7 0 , Ui}. Let a  = 6 3  + eXlT (1 — 6 3 ) 
where Ai is a negative constant defined in (6.31). Make the assumptions in definitions 6.2 
and 6.4. Then:
earliest occurring cull on patch j ,  and the meaning ofri is clear from definition 6.4.
t x l  “ 41 J) < r  torn > 1 . ( 6 .8 0 )
Also, by definition 6.4, we have, for n > 1,
( 6 .8 1 )
From (6.80) and (6.81), we have, for n > 1,
< 41 ^  4- T <  41+f -  2 T  4 - T. ( 6 .8 2 )
In other words.
t x l  < 41+i) — 7" for n > 1. (6.83)
So certainly inequality (6.78) holds.
□
a culling regime can eradicate the pest in theorem 3.14 and corollary 3.1. A similar
f o r t e  [ - T , 0 ], ( 6 .8 4 )
+ r i + l j j
+ r i + l j j
where ^  is the time of the earliest occurring cull on patch 1 — j,  is the time of the
Proof. Observe that we must have qr < 4 1 ^  < (ç +  l ) r  for some integer q>0.  Then 
we may split the time interval [0, t ^ ]  into the following subintervals:
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By construction, no culls occur strictly within any of these subintervals.
Now 03 > 1 by assumption. For the constant a  in the statement of the lemma, it 
is clear that a  > 1 when 03 > 1. It is also clear, when 03 > 1 and 0 < e < 1 and 
0 < a  <  b <  a  +  T ,  that:
on the n-th subinterval in (6.86).
Basis step. The first subinterval in (6.86) is if g =  0 or [0,r] if g > 1.
For ease of reference, denote by [f0, fi] this first subinterval. Using (6.87) and the fact 
that no culls occur at a time that is strictly contained within the first subinterval (as 
opposed to occurring at an endpoint), we can apply corollary 6.1 (with a = t0 = 0, 
b =  ti, K q = Ki  = U, eo =  ei =  1) to find that:
Inductive step. Assume (inductive hypothesis) that (6.88) holds on the first n 
subintervals in (6.86) for some n > 1. Denote by the n-th subinterval and if
a cull occurs on patch 1 — j  at time t n  then denote its strength by en. Define eo and ei
By the inductive hypothesis and the fact that a > l  when 03 > 1, we know that:
As in the basis step, we may now apply corollary 6.1 (with a = tn, b = tn+1, 
K 0 = K i = anU, and with e0 and ei defined according to whether j  =  0 or j  =  1 as 
outlined in (6.90) and (6.91)) to obtain:
Wi
Thus we have established by induction that (6.88) holds on the n-th subinterval 
in (6.86). Since a  > 1 when 03 > 1, a consequence of this induction is that
a > max  ^03 +  e
t e  [a,6] I
We now argue by induction on n > 1 that
W\
{0   ^(*-=) ( e - 03)} (6.87)
(6 .88)
on the first subinterval in (6.86). (6.89)
as follows:
eo =  1 and 61 =  en if j  =  0 
ei =  l and eo =  en if j  =  1.
(6.90)
(6.91)
(6.92)
1
wj { t ) < a ( a nU) = an+1U
on the (n +  l)-th subinterval. (6.93)
(6.94)
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where p is the number of subintervals in (6.86). But there are clearly (q + 1) + r i such
Combining (6.94) with (6.95) and using the fact that a > l  when 6 3  > 1  now yields (6.85), 
as required.
Finally we state and prove the main theorem of this chapter:
Theorem 6.4. Make the assumptions in lemma 6.6. Assume in addition that condition (6.77) 
holds and recall the subsequences given in definitions 6.4 and 6.5. Then:
for n > l  where 5 is defined in (6.77).
Proof. First note that inequalities (6.96) and (6.97) follow immediately from lemma 6.6.
To establish (6.98) and (6.99), we will ultimately use induction on n > 1. A number 
of arguments must be made before the induction can be given.
We begin, then, by noting the following two possibilités:
subintervals where q satisfies qr < ^  < (q + l)r . Hence
p =  (q + l) + ri < + r i  +  l. (6.95)
□
< it fo rt 6 [4; j) - r , 4 î  j)]
Wj(t) < Tt for t  G [4î-j) -  T,t[3)]
(6.96)
(6.97)
where t t  =  a  r  3 +n+1[/ where a is defined in lemma 6.6. Moreover we have:
wi-j{t) < Sn7tfor t e (6.98)
and
(6.99)
(Al)
(A2)
Case (Al): 41 ^  < t ^
Consider the time interval [41 ^ , 4^ ] • By the initial data (inequalities (6.96) and (6.97)) 
we have
(6.100)
We therefore also have the "initial conditions" as follows:
(6.101)
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Finally, no culls occur in the time interval j) , t ^ )  by definition 6.4, and t {j ] -  
< r  by definition 6.4 and (6.79).
If j  =  0 then je t  e0 =  1 and ei =  But if j  =  1 then set ei =  1 and e0 =
Also set a = tri b =  and Kq =  Ki  =  tt. If we use these parameter choices in 
corollary 6.1 then we obtain, for t e , t[^},
<  ÎT +  «3 ( l  -  e X l( t - ( n " ,>) ) )  , ( 6 .1 0 2 )
by which we deduce that:
< tt J)) + # 3 ^ 1 -  eAl(t^ “^ ~ 5)) ^  . (6.103)
Since 63 >1  and using (6.77), we may also deduce from (6.102) that:
w i - j  {t) < Ô7C for t e [tp-fi , 4 J)]. (6.104)
Also, by lemma 6.6 and the fact that t£ “j) < t[j) by the assumption of case (Al), 
we have:
Wi-j  (t) < 7T for £ e [4 J) -  T, ^ ] .  (6.105)
Furthermore, using (6.97) and the fact that $ -i) < t[j) by the assumption of case 
(Al), we have:
Wj (t) < tt for t  G [t{j) -  T, 4 J)], (6.106)
from which we find:
Wj{t[3)) < e[ j ) 7r. (6.107)
Case (A2): 4 \ ~ j) =  t[j)
Here inequalities (6.96) and (6.97) give us
< 7T for t € [ t^  -  T, t ^ ]  (6.108)
Wj (t) <  tt  for t  G [t{3) -  T,  4 J)]. (6.109)
From these last two inequalities we have:
wi- j i t^ )  < e^-^Tr (6.110)
Wj(t{3)) < e^Tr. (6.111)
The inequalities derived in cases (Al) and (A2) will be useful in the next part of 
the proof. At any particular time t, define c^1-^  to be the time of the latest occurring 
cull on patch 1 - j  such that < t and suppose it has strength .
Also at time t define to be the time of the latest occurring cull on patch j  such 
that < t and suppose it has strength
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Then we claim that the following equations hold for any time t > :
W i - j ( t )  <  7T
W j ( t )  <  7T
(6.112)
(6.113)
To establish (6.112) and (6.113), it helps to define intervals [£*,t*+i) for i > 1 as 
follows:
• tl —
• t*+1 is the time of the first cull on either patch to occur strictly after t? .
Since culls have already started on both patches for t > and since (by defi­
nition 6.2) consecutive culls on patch k (k — 0 ,1) occur no further apart than r  time 
units, it is clear that t*+1 —t * < r .  Also, since > 00 as i —>■ 00 and > 00 as
i > 00, it is clear that ^  00 as z ^  00.
We now prove that (6.112) and (6.113) hold for t > by showing inductively 
that they hold on the intervals for i > 1.
Basis step. Our argument depends on which of case (Al) or (A2) holds.
Case (Al). The reader should be fairly well acquainted with how to apply corol­
lary 6.1 by now, so in applying it henceforth we shall not be excessively detailed. 
Using (6.105), (6.103), (6.106), (6.107), and corollary 6.1, we obtain, for t 6 i-H)1
t o l - j ( i ) < 7r [  + 6 3  e A> (‘ - ‘ “ )
(6.114)
This implies, for t e [ t ^ , 2%):
This is the required result for wi-j(t),  since at any time t G the most
recent cull on patch 1 — j  occurring at a time < t i s  the one occurring at by the 
assumption of case (Al) and the definition of
Corollary 6.1 also gives, for t G [ t[ ^ , t ^) ,
1
1 _
Wi3(t) < it +63  ("l -  , (6.116)
which is the result required for W j  ( t ) .
The basis step is complete for case (Al).
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Case (A2). Using (6.108), (6.109), (6.110), (6.111), and corollary 6.1, we obtain, for
t  G
< tt (eg -^ eAl(t- ^ 1r i)) +  ( l  -  (6.117)
W j ( t )  <  tt ^ )eXl(t - ^ )) + 03 ^1 -  . (6.118)
But these are the results required on the basis step for case (Al).
The basis step is complete.
Inductive step. Both cases (Al) and (A2) are covered by the same argument. 
The first m  time intervals are , ££),..., [t*m , t ^ + 1 ) .  Assume (inductive hypothesis) 
that (6.112) and (6.113) hold on the first m > 1 time intervals. But then, using the 
assumption that 03 > 1 and (6.77), we have:
w i - j ( t )  <  for <  tt)
Wj{t) < 6 n < « j  f o r te  [t*>t2)>--->[C.C+i)- (6.H9)
By (6.96), (6.97), (6.119), and the obvious fact that ^ i_ j (£^ 1+1) < toi-j(C"+1) and 
< ^ ( C + i )  where t ^ +1 is the time "momentarily" before £^+1, we have 
the following "initial data":
W l - j ( t )  <  7 r l
» ,(» )< * }  (6.120)
We need to show that (6.112) and (6.113) hold on [t'm+l,t'm+2). There are three 
possibilities:
(Bl) At time £^+1, a cull occurs on patch 1 - j  but not on patch j  
(B2) At time t^ +1, a cull occurs on patch j  but not on patch 1 - j  
(B3) At time £^+1, a cull occurs on patch 1 - j  and a cull occurs on patch j  .
Case (Bl) At time £^+1, a cull occurs on patch 1 - j  but not on patch j.
The latest occurring cull on patch 1 - j  which occurs at a time < t ^ +1 occurs at 
time C +i- Hence for any t in the interval [t*m+1, t ^ +2) we have =  t ^ +1. This
cull has strength by definition. Using (6.120) we can therefore write:
« 'i-A C + i) < ,r- (6.121)
We also know by (6.120) that w, (C + i) < ir. Using this, and also using (6.121) 
and (6.120), we find by corollary 6.1 that, for t G [C+ii C + 2)/
<  7T +  03 ( l  -  efo (* -C + i)^  . (6.122)
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But we have seen that c^1 ^  in the present case (case (Bl)), so (6.122) is the
same as (6.112). Thus (6.112) holds on ^m+i^m+2) /as required.
By construction, no culls occur at any time t e (Cv^m+i.)- But then the latest 
occurring cull on patch j  to occur at a time < t for any t € (t^, t ^ +1) will occur at a 
time < Denote the time of this cull by and its strength by Then, by the 
inductive hypothesis, we can say that, for t e
+ 6 3 (^ 1 - (6.123)
Hence:
^■(C+i) < toj(C + i)
< 7T ' m + 1 -  eAi(C+i-/3t0))^ , (6.124)
where t ^ +1 is the time "momentarily" before time t^ +1. Notice that, because of the 
assumption of case (Bl), the latest occurring cull on patch j  to occur at a time < t for 
any t € ^m+i^m+2) will occur at the same time as the latest occurring cull on patch 
j  to occur at a time < t where t e (£^ ,t^+1). Thus and in (6.124) m aybe 
interpreted as the time and strength of the latest occurring cull on patch j  to occur at 
a time < t  where t 6 [C+i> ^ + 2)-
From (6.120), we know that wi- j  (t^+i) ^  7r* Using this, as well as (6.124) and (6.120), 
we find by corollary 6.1 that, for t  G [£^+1, t ^ +2),
Wj(t) <  ~ [  ^ ) e A l( C + , _ f t “ )  + 0 3  f X - e x , ( C + 1 ™A M ) ' j ' j  e M ' - C + O
+  03 ( l  J . (6.125)
This implies, for t  G [ t ^ + 1 , C + 2 ) :
. (6.126)
This is the same as (6.113).
Hence the inductive step is established for case (Bl).
Case (B2) At time t^ +1, a cull occurs on patch j  but not on patch 1 — j.
The latest occurring cull on patch j  which occurs at a time < t^ +1 occurs at time 
tm+v Hence for any t in the interval [^ + 11^ + 2) we have =  tm+v This cull has 
strength by definition. Using (6.120) we can therefore write:
(A)' (6.127)
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We also know by (6.120) that < tt. Using this, and also using (6.127)
and (6.120), we find by corollary 6.1 that, for t 6 [t^+1, t^ +2),
r o , ( i )  <  tt ( e [ £ ) e A ,( ‘“ C + ' )  + 8 3 ( l - . (6.128)
But we have seen that fj*/* = i )n+1 in the present case (case (B2)), so (6.128) is the same 
as (6.113). Thus (6.113) holds on [*m+it*m+2) /as required.
By design, no culls occur at any time t E ( t ^ ,  t ^ +1). But then the latest occurring 
cull on patch 1 — j  to occur at a time < t for any t E ( t ^ ,  t ^ +1) will occur at a time 
< Denote the time of this cull by and its strength by Then, by the
inductive hypothesis, we can say that, for t E (tm >*m +i):
< 7T + e 3 ( ' l - e Al(t““S1 " ) ) (6.129)
Hence:
< 7T , (6.130)
where t^ +1 is the time "momentarily" before time t^ +1. Notice that, because of the 
assumption of case (B2), the latest occurring cull on patch 1 — j  to occur at a time < t 
for any t E [tm + i^ m + 2 ) will occur at the same time as the latest occurring cull on 
patch 1 — j  to occur at a time < t where t E (t^, t^ +1). Thus and in (6.130) 
may be interpreted as the time and strength of the latest occurring cull on patch I —j  
to occur at a time <  t where t E [ t ^ + i , ^ + 2 )-
From (6.120), we know that w j  ( f ^ + 1 ) < tt. Using this, as well as (6.130) and (6.120), 
we find by corollary 6.1 that, for t E [C i+ i^ m + 2 )'
< 7 r[  +63  ^ X -e Al0' m + 1 —a s A l ( * - * m + l )
+ 63 ( l ] .  (6.131)
This implies, for t E [ C + i^ m + 2 ) :
(6.132)
This is the same as (6.112).
Hence the inductive step is established for case (B2).
Case (B3) At time £^+1, a cull occurs on patch 1 — j  and a cull occurs on patch j  .
The latest occurring cull on patch 1 — j  which occurs at a time < t^ +1 occurs at 
time t^ +1. Hence for t in the interval [C+i^m +2) we have a*1-^  =  t^ +1. This cull 
has strength by definition. Using (6.120) we can therefore write:
W l-j(C +l) < (6.133)
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The latest occurring cull on patch j  which occurs at a time < t^ +1 occurs at time 
t£j+1. Hence for t in the interval [tm+i^m+2) we have (3^ =  t ^ +1. This cull has 
strength by definition. Using (6.120) we can therefore write:
^ •(C + i) < €(a )7F' (6-134)
Using (6.133), (6.134), and (6.120), we find by corollary 6.1 that, for t 6 [ ^ + 1, ^ + 2):
W i-jit) < K  +  03 ( l  -  e^ (* -C +i ) ^  (6.135)
Wj{t) < K  +  03 ( l  -  . (6.136)
But we have seen that =  ^ +1 in the present case (case (B3)), so (6.135) is
the same as (6.112). Thus (6.112) holds on [^ + 1, ^ + 2) 'as required.
We have also seen that (3^  =  t^ +1 in the present case (case (B3)), so (6.136) is the
same as (6.113). Thus (6.113) holds on [Ci+i^m+2) /as required.
Hence the inductive step is established for case (B3). Hence the induction itself is 
complete.
Thus we have established that (6.112) and (6.113) hold for t > . But then it
follows, by the assumption that 03 > 1 and by (6.77), that:
( O T t > t ? .  ( 6 . 1 3 7 )
Wj(t) < SttJ
Now if case (Al) holds (see start of proof), then by (6.104) and (6.137), we may 
deduce that
w i-j(t) < Sir for t G (6.138)
Otherwise case (A2) holds, in which case tr\~^ = and then (6.138) automatically 
follows from (6.137).
We may also deduce automatically from (6.137) that:
Wj (t) < Stt for t G [ tQ , t ÿ 2 ]. (6.139)
But (6.138) is the same as (6.98) for n =  1 and (6.139) is the same as (6.99) for n =  1. 
In other words, we have established the basis step in an induction on n > 1 that (6.98) 
and (6.99) hold for n > 1.
To complete the proof, then, we need to establish an inductive step. Our inductive 
hypothesis is to assume for some n > 1 that both (6.98) and (6.99) hold, that is, to 
assume:
w i-j (t) < 5n7r for t  G ], (6.140)
and
w< (t) < Sn7r for t G [tÿn, t ÿ n+i ]. (6.141)
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Then we need to show that:
m - j V )  < sn+1i r t o i t e
Wj(t) < Sn+17r for t e [i^n+1,<g?n+J.
(6.142)
(6.143)
To show that (6.142) and (6.143) follow from (6.140) and (6.141), we may use a very 
similar argument to that used to establish that (6.138) and (6.139) follow from (6.96) 
and (6.97). In particular the number tt is simply rescaled by a factor 8n.
By definition of the t?~3)r we know that 41+f -  > 2r, so that:
We also know, by definition of the 41 j) and t {J}n, and the fact that consecutive 
culls on patch k(k  = Q, 1) occur no further apart than r  time units, that:
Therefore by (6.144) and (6.145), we know that our new "initial data" (inequal­
ities (6.140) and (6.141)) are defined on time intervals wide enough (at least r  time 
units) for us to be able to use corollary 6.1 without error.
To be able to use corollary 6.1 as we did on the basis step, we also need (6.141) to
hold on [4n+?  — r > txrn+1]' This will be true if tx}n < 41+f — r. But we can be sure of 
this latter inequality by lemma 6.5.
This completes the inductive step.
This completes the proof.
Corollary 6.2. Let the birth function bo be any of three types under consideration - linear, 
Nicholson, or Allee. Make the same assumption for the birth function h  where bi need not be 
identical to bo- Then bo(N) < AqN and bi(N) < A iN  for positive constants Aq, Ai. Let 
03 be a positive constant as defined in corollary 6.1. In the model of (6.1), (6.3), and (6.4) we 
know by theorem 6.3 that if 03 < 1 then the pest will go extinct on both patches in the absence 
of culling.
Furthermore, if 03 > 1 and impulsive culling regimes are carried out simultaneously on 
both patches as described in definition 6.2, then the pest will be eradicated on both patches 
(that is, wq (t) —> 0 and wi(i) —> Oast oo) if the following additional condition holds:
for k = 0,1 and where is a negative constant defined in (6.31).
Proof. We know by lemma 5.2 that Nicholson and Allee birth functions can be bounded 
above by linear functions. The success of the culling regimes subject to definition 6.2 
and (6.146) (which is equivalent to (6.77)) when 03 > l i s  then an immediate conse­
quence of theorem 6.4.
(6.144)
>4 ! r ' ) + 2 T
> t(£ n + T b y  (6.80). (6.145)
□
h  =  sup { e f  )eAl(ti+i tik)) +  03 ( l  -  eAl(ti+i-^fc)^  j  < 1, (6.146)
□
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Remark 1. Theorem 6.4 does not simply establish that successful culling regimes 
exist. It tells us that these regimes eradicate the pest in such a way that the popula­
tions on both patches are bounded above by a strictly monotonie decreasing sequence 
(assuming factors such as pesticide resistance do not alter the truth of our results). We 
can be sure, then, that when we implement these regimes, the pest populations will 
not flare up and destroy a crop or cause an epidemic before coming under our control. 
Notice the similarity of this remark to remark 2 at the end of subsection 3.4.1.
Remark 2. Theorem 6.4 trivially allows us to place an upper bound on the time 
it will take to reduce the pest populations to be below any particular levels. This is 
an extremely practical discovery. Incessant pesticide programs may lead to pesticide 
resistance and other problems (see section 2.3), so that in real-world scenarios it may 
be decided to apply pesticides only until the pest populations on both patches have 
been suitably reduced. Unending control programs are also likely to be more expen­
sive than ephemeral ones. On a related note, the method of proof in theorem 6.4 will 
allow us to conclude in section 6.7 that eradication can be achieved in only finitely 
many culls when both birth functions are of Allee type.
Remark 3. We have derived conditions ensuring that our regimes succeed, but 
there is no reason per se to suppose that they are the least restrictive such conditions. 
There may be weaker regimes that also succeed, as suggested by a simulation below 
(see figure 6.4 in section 6.8). It would be a useful research question to find successful 
regimes that are weaker than ours.
Remark 4. Although we have proven that the pest will go extinct in the absence 
of culling when 63 < 1, we have not established that the pest must always persist if 
03 > 1. Therefore culling may not always be necessary when 03 > 1. Extinction and 
endemicity results have been discussed in chapter 5 but, as we noted at the end of 
that chapter, our results were by no means exhaustive.
6.6 Analysis of the regimes
We have said (final paragraph, section 6.4) that condition (6.77), which is equivalent 
to condition (6.146) in corollary 6.2, will hold if the inter-cull times on both patches 
are small enough. We explore condition (6.146) more precisely in this section in the 
context of a simple special case. So, suppose that consecutive culls on patch k (k = 
0 ,1) occur a fixed time Tk > 0 apart. Since consecutive culls on patch k occur no 
further apart than r  time units by definition 6.2, then Tk < r. Recall that =
supi>i e-fc') for =  0,1 (see definition 6.2). Then (6.146) holds if:
Now a farmer (or other authority) may not have much control over how strong 
pesticides are manufactured to be, but they will presumably have some control over 
how frequently they can apply a pesticide. If the pesticide strengths are known, then 
the values of and are known, allowing us to to seek upper bounds for T0 and 
Ti by rearranging (6.147). Bearing in mind that < 1 and Tk < r  by definition 6.2, 
and that culling is not needed unless 03 > 1, we trivially find that (6.147) holds if, for 
fc =  0, 1, we have:
5fc<€(li)eXlI’‘ + 03 ( l - e AlT‘) < 1. ( 6 . 1 4 7 )
Tk < r  when 03 =  1
Tk < min when 03 > 1.
(6.148)
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Stability diagram (t =  2 , 63 = 1.13) Stability diagram (x = 2, 0 3 = 2.26)
stable region
0.5
cull parameter e
0.5
cull parameter e’
Figure 6.2: Stability diagrams for culling regimes. See section 6.6 for an explanation.
The formula (6.148) tells us how often the pesticide should be applied on patch k 
(k =  0,1) in order to guarantee pest eradication. Notice, then, that as long as each 
cull has some effect (so that < 1), then our regimes ensure eradication on both 
patches as long as consecutive culls on patch k (k = 0, 1) are performed sufficiently 
close in time (so that Tk is small enough to satisfy (6.148)). An analogous result holds 
when the pest dwells on only one patch, as we saw in subsection 3.4.4.
To gain insight into how restrictive condition (6.147) is in the case 03 > 1, we plot 
stability diagrams in figure 6.2. The shaded region in each plot indicates the part of 
the Tk-e*{k) parameter space for which (6.147) holds. The shaded region is "stable" 
in the sense that a culling regime with parameters restricted to lie in the region will 
eradicate the pest. The boundaries of the stable region are 0 < e^ k) < 1,0 < T k < t ,
and € ^ e AlTfc +  03 (l — eXlTk) =  1. Note the exact similarity of the plots in figure 6.2 
with those in figure 3.2. This similarity should not surprise us - our methods in this 
chapter have resembled those in chapter 3.
6.7 Eradication in finitely many culls
Recall corollary 5.1 in chapter 5, which says that if both birth functions, b0 and bi, are 
of Allee-type, then there always exist minimum viable populations on the patches. In 
other words, there exist numbers N k > 0 (k  = 011) such that, if wk(t) < Nk for at least 
r  consecutive time units, then wk(t) -> 0 as t -> oo. Here N0 and IVi are any positive 
numbers satisfying Nq +  Ni < ip where ip is a positive constant defined in terms of 
the model and birth function parameters in the statement of corollary 5.1.
Now we have seen (corollary 6.2) that culling is unnecessary when 03 < 1 (where 
03 is a positive constant defined in terms of model and birth function parameters). 
Therefore, suppose 03 > 1. If culls occur on patch k every Tk time units, where Tk >0  
satisfies (6.148), then theorem 6.4 ensures that it will take only a finite number of mils 
before wk(t) < Nk for all t large enough (say, for all t > T*) for any Nk > 0. Certainly 
then, wk(t) < Nk for t € [T*, T* +  r], so by the second sentence in this section we 
will automatically have wk(t) -» 0 as t -» oo, even if culling ceases at time T* +  r. 
In summary only a finite number of culls is needed on both patches to ensure pest
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eradication when both birth functions are of Allee type. (An analogous result holds 
when the pest inhabits only one patch, as we saw in subsection 3.4.3.)
We can find explicit upper bounds for the numbers of culls needed on the patches 
to guarantee eradication. To this end, recall that patch 1 — j  (j — 0,1) is the patch on 
which culling begins first (see definition 6.3). Recall also the subsequences tfÎT^ and 
tx}n (definitions 6.4 and 6.5). Assume as in the last paragraph that 03 > 1 and that 
culls occur on patch k every Tk time units (k =  0,1) where Tk > 0 satisfies (6.148). 
Make the assumptions in theorem 6.4 except that we intend to stop culling after m i- j  
culls on patch 1 —j  and after rrij culls on patch j.  We will find upper bounds (though 
not necessarily the least such bounds) on m i- j  and rrij such that, if there are only 
m i- j  culls on patch 1 —j  and rrij culls on patch j ,  then eradication will still occur. 
By assumption in theorem 6.4, the initial data is bounded above: w i-j (t) < U i-j 
and Wj (t) < Uj for t e  [—r, 0]. Theorem 6.4 also tells us (repeating inequalities (6.98) 
and (6.99)) that:
w i-j (t) < ôn7r for t G , 41+f] (6.149)
and
Wj (t) < Sn7r for t G [t(xj}n , 4 :t)n+13 (6.150)
for n > 1, where tt > 0 is a constant defined in terms of initial data and culling and 
model parameters, and where 5 is a constant (with 0 < 5 < 1) defined in (6.77).
We have mentioned how, by corollary 5.1, there are minimum viable populations 
on the patches. But in particular we note that if U i-j + Uj < ÿ  (where ip is defined in 
corollary 5.1) then the initial data will be low enough to ensure that the pest will go 
extinct without any culling. For the remainder of this section, then, we will assume 
that U i-j +  Uj > ip. Since we have assumed that 63 > 1, we may trivially deduce that 
tt > U  where U =  max{[7i_j, Uj}. Hence 27r > ip.
Assume for the moment that culling occurs indefinitely on both patches. For n 
large enough, say n > n, we will have ôn7r < But then by (6.149) and (6.150), we 
will have w i-j(t) +  Wj (t) <  ip f o r  t >  and in particular for t G [tx}h , +  r ] .
We may stop culling then at time t = tx}h +  r  and the pest will necessarily go extinct 
on both patches by corollary 5.1 since the combined populations on both patches will 
have been bounded above by ip  for at least r  consecutive time units.
Now how many culls are required on each patch if culls stop at time tx} + r?  First 
we calculate an n such that 8nK  < We trivially find such an n to be:
n =
In m
In (I)
+  1, (6.151)
where |J denotes the greatest integer function. In order for culling to continue at least 
until time tx} +  r , we ask for m i-j and rrij to satisfy:
^  +  ( m i _ j - l ) T i _ j  > (6.152)
+ (mj ~  1) Tj > +  r - (6.153)
Now by definition 6.4 we know that is the earliest occurring cull on patch 1 —j  
to occur strictly after irÎT*  ^+  2 t . But since culls occur at least once every r  time units 
on patch 1 — j  (by definition 6.2), we must have 41+? < 4 1 ^  +  3r. Inductively, then.
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trh J') < ti\ ^  +  3(n — l)r. Again, since a cull occurs at least every r  time units, we 
must have +  (ri — l)r . Hence +  (3(n — 1) +  (n  -  1)) r.
By inequality (6.80) we also have tx} < J) +  r. The last two inequalities yield:( i - j )
4 ^  +  ^  <  4 1 5) +  (3(n -  1) +  r i  +  1) r. ( 6 . 1 5 4 )
Also by definition 6.4, we have 4Î J') < so we may write, by our various 
inequalities:
< 41™:,") +  ( 3 ( n - l )  +  2 ) T
< é p  +  (3(n — 1 )  + 2 )  r .
Hence if
m \- j  > 1 + (3(n — 1) +  ri +  l ) r  
Ti-,-
( 6 . 1 5 5 )
( 6 . 1 5 6 )
then
ti ^  +  (rrii—j — 1) T\—j > ^  +  (3(n — 1) + ri +  1) r
> ^  + t by (6.154),
and if
then
m7- > 1 + (3(n — 1 )  +  2 )  t
( 6 . 1 5 7 )
( 6 . 1 5 8 )
+ {jMj — 1) Tj > +  (3(û — 1) +  2) t
> t g  + r  by (6.155). ( 6 . 1 5 9 )
In other words, if we stop culling after (m ^ - , rrif) culls on patches (1 —j, j)  where
(3(n -  1) +  ri +  l ) rm 1_i =  2 +
ra* =  2 +
T i-i  
(3(n — 1 )  + 2 )  t
( 6 . 1 6 0 )
( 6 . 1 6 1 )
then enough culls will have occurred to ensure eradication with no further culling. 
Since n, n ,  r , Ti_j, and Tj are known, (6.160) and (6.161) give us explicit finite up­
per bounds for the numbers of culls needed on patches 1 —j  and j  respectively to 
guarantee eradication.
6.8 Simulations
Since culling is unnecessary when 63 < 1 (where #3 is a positive constant defined in 
terms of model and birth function parameters in corollary 6.2), we conduct impulsive 
culling simulations only when O3 > 1. To conduct the simulations, we make some 
simple assumptions. First, in any particular simulation, let all culls on patch k (k =
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Figure 6.3: Culling when both birth functions are linear. Model and culling parame­
ters are stated in paragraph 2, section 6.8.
0, 1) have the same strength and let consecutive culls occur a fixed time Tk > 0 
apart, where Tk satisfies equation (6.148). For different simulations, and Tk are not 
necessarily the same.
In figure 6.3 we plot the populations on both patches when both birth functions 
are linear, specifically bo(w0) =  AqWq, bi(wi) =  Aiwi where Aq =  Ai =  1. The initial 
data is wo(t) =  wi(t) =  100 for t e  [—r, 0] and the delay r  = 1. Parameter values are:
A  =  2.1, B = 1.1, C =  1, D = 1,E  = 1, F  =  1.9, G =  1.2, i? =  1.4. (6.162)
These yield 63 =  3.5559 > 1 (where #3 =  0i 4- #2 with 61 > 0 defined in (6.45), and 
62 > 0 found by (6.46), (6.30), (6.31), and (6.32)). Culls on patch 0 start at time 
t0 =  0.8, have strength eo =  0.1, and occur To =  0.0988 time units apart. Culls on 
patch 1 start at time ti =  1.5, have strength ei =  0.3, and occur Ti =  0.0793 time 
units apart. Note that To and Ti are chosen to satisfy the second expression in (6.148), 
thereby guaranteeing eradication by our results. Notice that in order to satisfy this 
expression, we had to choose To and Ti to be quite small.
Figure 6.4 also plots culling on both patches when both birth functions are linear. 
The initial data, the delay, and the model parameters are exactly the same as those 
used to create figure 6.3 but most of the culling parameters are different. The culling 
parameters in figure 6.4 are: fo =  0.8, eo =  0.1, To =  0.7, ti =  4.3, ei =  0.15, T% =  0.9. 
Notice that the culling regimes defined by these parameter values are not guaranteed 
by our results to eradicate the pest on both patches. Nevetheless the simulation sug­
gests that the populations may go extinct. This should not necessarily surprise us.
Patch 1
M w v w f c u ______
Patch 0
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Figure 6.4: Culling when both birth functions are linear. Model and culling parame­
ters are stated in section 6.8.
We have proven that suitably strong culling regimes ensure eradication but we may 
not have discovered all possible successful impulsive culling regimes. Observe also 
that after culling has started on patch 0 but before culling has started on patch 1, the 
populations on both patches show a general upwards trend, allowing us to visualise 
our conclusion in section 6.2 that culling on only one patch may sometimes not be 
enough to control the pest on either patch.
In figure 6.5 we plot the populations when both birth functions are of Nicholson 
type, specifically bo(wo) =  3u;oe-0,05too and bi(wi) = 2wie~0-lwi. The initial data is 
(wo(t),wi(t)) = (20,25) for t e [—r, 0] and the delay r =  1. The model parameters 
A ,B ,C ,...  ,H  are as stated in (6.162). Since the birth functions can be bounded above 
by linear functions (namely bo(wo) < 3wq and bi(wi) < 2wi), we find (by (6.45) 
and (6.46) and the fact that 63 = 6i + 62) that 03 =  7.3552. Culls on patch 0 start at 
time to = 0.4, have strength eo =  0.3, and occur To = 0.0342 time units apart. Culls 
on patch 1 start at time t% = 0.5, have strength ei = 0.35, and occur T% = 0.0319 
time units apart. Here To and Ti are chosen to satisfy (6.148), so that eradication is 
guaranteed by our results.
In figure 6.6 we plot the populations when both birth functions are of Allee type. 
To be specific, 60(^0) =  3wQe~0-‘2w° and bi(wi) =  2wle~°-25wi. The initial data is 
(wo(t),wi(t)) =  (20,25) for t G [—r, 0] and the delay r  =  0.05. The model param­
eters A ,B ,C ,. .. ,H  are as stated in (6.162). Given that the birth functions can be 
bounded above by linear functions (namely bo(wo) < q^w q  and bi(wi) < ô fc ^ i) /  
we find (by (6.45) and (6.46) and the fact that 03 = Q1 + 02) that 63 =  11.7080. The
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Figure 6.5: Culling when both birth functions are Nicholson. Model and culling pa­
rameters are stated in section 6.8.
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Figure 6.6: Culling when both birth functions are Allee. Model and culling parame­
ters are stated in section 6.8.
culling regime parameters are: t0 =  0.15, e0 = 0.3, T0 =  0.207, h  = 0.25, e i  = 0.35, 
Ti =  0.0193. Note that the inter-cull times (T0 and Ti) are chosen to satisfy (6.148), 
thereby guaranteeing eradication. Note further that we stop culling when the com­
bined populations have, for at least r  consecutive time units, been kept below a level 
small enough for extinction to become inevitable with no further culling (corollary 5.1 
ensures there is a minimum viable combined population). Thus we perform only 10 
culls on patch 0 and 6 culls on patch 1 with no further culling required.
In figure 6.7 we plot the populations on both patches when the birth functions 
are Nicholson and culling does not occur frequently enough for eradication to be 
guaranteed by our results. From our particular choices of ek and Tk we see that the 
culling regimes appear to maintain the average populations above the levels at which 
they would remain naturally, that is, in the absence of culling. The birth functions are: 
bo(w0) = 2hwoe~w° and 6i(wi) =  25w1e~Wl. The initial data is (w0(t),wi(t)) = (5,5) 
for t e [—r, 0] and the delay r  =  1. Also A = F = 1.1 and B = C = D = E  = 
G = H = 1. (Hence 03 =  65.5075.) The culling regime parameters are: t0 = h  = 10, 
eo =  ei =  0.2951, and To =  Ti =  5.8. Thus the patches and regimes are identical for 
this particular example.
An analogous observation (that "infrequent" culling can benefit a pest) was made 
in the case of a pest inhabiting a single patch in figure 3.3 (bottom right) in section 3.5. 
That observation for a pest on a single patch motivated us to prove in chapter 4 that, 
for a special type of birth function, which we called a step birth function, then in­
frequent culling can increase the mean population. We anticipate that some of the
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Figure 6.7: Perversity: infrequent culling can benefit a pest when both birth functions 
are Nicholson. See last two paragraphs of section 6.8.
methods of chapter 4 may be adapted to prove that infrequent culling can increase 
the mean populations on both patches in the two patch model of the current chapter. 
In adapting the methods of chapter 4 to that end, we could begin by considering iden­
tical patches with identical initial data and then studying minor perturbations from 
these conditions.
6.9 Discussion
We have considered adult impulsive culling regimes in a model for a pest with a life 
cycle consisting of two stages (juvenile and adult) where the pest lives on two patches 
between which migration may occur. On either patch, the birth function was allowed 
to be any of three different kinds, namely linear, Nicholson, or Allee. We saw that 
there are circumstances in which, if culling occurs on only one of the patches, then 
the pest will not be eradicated on either patch. We concluded that successful control 
strategies will sometimes require culling simultaneously on both patches. Conditions 
on simultaneous culling regimes ensuring eradication on both patches were found. 
The regimes were chosen to be essentially independent, except in their simultaneity, 
giving individual freedom to whoever is in charge of a particular patch in terms of 
their pest control decisions.
An analysis of the conditions ensuring our simultaneous culling regimes are suc­
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cessful revealed that, as long as each cull has some effect, no matter how insignificant, 
then pest eradication will occur if consecutive culls on patch k (k = 0, 1) are carried 
out sufficiently close in time. Also, when both birth functions are of Allee type, we 
used a result in chapter 5 to construct explicit finite upper bounds for the number of 
culls needed on each patch to guarantee eradication. Such a discovery helps us to 
believe that real-world pest control may be achieved by only a finite number of pesti­
cide applications but should not be used as an excuse to believe that control is always 
attainable if only we apply enough pesticides. As discussed in section 2.3, decisions 
to apply pesticides, especially on a large scale, should be made with great caution.
Simulations corroborated our results. A simulation with Nicholson birth func­
tions on both patches also suggested that culling infrequently can maintain the av­
erage populations on the patches above the levels at which they would remain nat­
urally. Future research could involve proving analytically that infrequent culling on 
both patches can indeed increase the average pest populations, perhaps by adapting 
the methods of chapter 4. Other future research could involve generalising our pest 
control work to three or more patches. Constructing successful independent culling 
regimes on three or more patches could require formidable algebra, however.
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Chapter 7
Introduction to disease control
"Thinking is the most unhealthy thing in the world, 
and people die of it just as they die of any other disease."
Oscar Wilde (1856-1900)
7.1 Mathematical epidemiology
Mathematical epidemiology is the study of the spread of infectious diseases through 
the formulation and analysis of mathematical models. It is widely believed to have 
been initiated by Daniel Bernoulli in 1760 when he used a mathematical model to 
evaluate the effectiveness of the technique of variolation against smallpox, with the 
aim of influencing public health policy [52]. However, the subject did not really be­
come established until the early twentieth century (p. 7, [47]) when investigations by, 
for example, Hamer [84], Ross [121], and Kermack and McKendrick [93] began to pro­
vide a firm theoretical framework for the study of observed patterns. An explosion 
in the literature has been ongoing since the mid 1950s, with the first edition of a now 
classic text by Bailey [51] representing an important landmark. Good introductions 
to the subject, including comments on its history and development, may be found 
in [47], [51], and [55].
Models in mathematical epidemiology should be referred to as epidemiological 
models. Unfortunately many authors call them epidemic models instead [76, 78, 99] 
even though the term "epidemic" has its own specific meaning. Not all authors agree 
on what this specific meaning is, but there seems to be a general consensus that such a 
meaning exists. One of the more precise definitions is given by Murray (p. 612, [112]). 
If a particular disease is introduced into a population by the arrival of 1(0) infected 
individuals, then an epidemic occurs (according to Murray) if at some point after 
the introduction, more than 1(0) individuals are infected. In essence, an epidemic 
for Murray is an outbreak that must get worse before it gets better. Of course, by 
this definition, an epidemic will occur if there is initially one infected individual and 
no more than two individuals infected at any future time. But these are hardly the 
kinds of figures most people would associate with the term "epidemic". Most people
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would think of an epidemic as a sudden outbreak, rapidly infecting a large number 
of individuals. Therefore, to avoid confusion, some authors attempt to translate this 
intuitive definition into more mathematical language. For example, Newman states 
that epidemics are "outbreaks that affect a non-zero fraction of the population in the 
limit of large system size" [113]. Hethcote tries even harder to avoid confusion by 
claiming that "epidemic models are used to describe rapid outbreaks that occur in 
less than one year "(p. 602, [87]). But he gives no indication as to why he considers 
one year to be the maximum permissible time span for an epidemic. In this thesis, we 
will define an epidemic to simply be a sudden rapid outbreak of a disease.
Inconsistencies in language have arisen from the eruption of literature in mathe­
matical epidemiology in recent decades, including the emergence since the 1980s of 
a whole new field - the stochastic spread of diseases across networks of social con­
tacts [72,90,91,113,118,126]. Perhaps in time, when the subject has acquired some 
maturity and a text is written with sufficient clarity and impact to become standard, 
then a standard language will be adopted.
When a new disease does appear in a population, there need not be an epidemic. 
The disease may die out or it may persist indefinitely but without ever spreading 
rapidly. A disease which persists indefinitely in a population may be deemed endemic. 
If a disease spreads after its initial introduction into a population, then it can be said 
to have invaded successfully.
7.2 Types of model
To derive an epidemiological model for a given population and a given disease, we 
generally begin by dividing the population into classes where the individuals in each 
class have the same disease status. The number of classes will depend upon the be­
haviour of the disease. The simplest example is when the population is split into: 
susceptibles (5), namely individuals who do not have the disease but would catch it 
if they came into proper contact with a diseased individual; and infectives (/), those 
who have the disease and can spread it.
A model is typically named after the order of stages through which an individ­
ual can pass. Thus, if a susceptible can become an infective, but an infective re­
mains an infective until dying because the disease is incurable, then we would have 
a susceptible-infective or SI model. In an SI model, a susceptible does not have to be­
come infected. It is called an SI model because a susceptible can become infected. A 
disease for which an SI model may be appropriate is herpes [54].
Another example is the SIR model. Here an individual may be either suscepti­
ble, infective, or removed (R). Removed individuals are those who do not have the 
disease and cannot catch it, which could be because they are naturally immune, or 
have had the disease and acquired natural immunity in recovering from it (as may 
happen with some viral infections such as measles or rubella [98]), or they have been 
vaccinated.
In an SIR model, a susceptible will either remain susceptible until dying or will 
become infective, an infective will either remain infective until dying (possibly from 
the infection itself) or will recover, and a recovered individual will remain recovered 
until dying (and therefore be removed from disease circulation) because recovery is as­
sumed to confer permanent immunity. We can summarise the information in the last 
sentence by using arrows to indicate the direction in which individuals may travel
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through the disease classes: S — > I — > R. This is a practice often employed in the 
literature. Flow diagrams are also commonly used containing arrows and informa­
tion on rates of change.
If recovery confers only temporary immunity, then a recovered individual may be­
come susceptible again and may therefore subsequently become re-infected. We can 
again use arrows to summarise the disease flow: S —> 1 —> R —>S.  In this case, we 
have an SIRS model. An exposed class (E), containing individuals who have become 
infected but are not yet infectious because the infectious agent is incubating, is fre­
quently included in epidemiological models, giving rise to SEIR and SEIRS models. 
Other possibilities are the SIS and SEIS models, which can arise if recovery confers no 
immunity whatsoever, not even temporary.
Epidemiological models can be made more complex by incorporating features 
such as age-structure [87] or differences between the sexes [100]. Models can also 
be either stochastic or deterministic. Stochastic models have certain modelling ad­
vantages - individuals can be treated as discrete, for example, which becomes impor­
tant when a population is small. However, stochastic models are typically much less 
tractable mathematically [51]. The three main models to be considered in this thesis 
will all be deterministic SIR models.
7.3 Frequent assumptions
Once we have decided which type of model is appropriate, we must gain some under­
standing of how often susceptibles come into contact with infectives. It is intuitively 
obvious that if a susceptible is more likely to come into contact with an infective, then 
they will be more likely to become infected. Such intuition gives rise to the well- 
known principle of mass action (p. 7, [47]), also called the law of mass action [67], in 
which the net rate of spread of infection is assumed to be proportional to the prod­
uct of the density of susceptible individuals and the density of infective individuals. 
In essence, a disease will spread more quickly if there are more individuals that can 
catch it and more that can spread it.
It is common to combine the mass action principle with an assumption of homo­
geneous mixing or homogeneity. Homogeneous mixing may be stated in these terms: 
for any particular individual A  and any other two individuals from the entire popu­
lation, namely B  and C, then A  has the same chance of coming into contact with B  
per unit time as A has of coming into contact with C per unit time, regardless of the 
disease status of A, B, or C. Such homogeneous mixing is not completely realistic of 
course but without such an assumption, one cannot always readily estimate the rate 
of new cases. The rate of new cases is called the incidence. Homogeneous mixing is 
frequently assumed in the literature [60, 76, 98] but it is seldom stated in an explicit 
form.
A consequence of homogeneous mixing is that all individuals have the same av­
erage number of contacts (3 per unit time. This contact rate (3 is sometimes assumed 
to be constant or it may be written as a function of the total population, as we dis­
cover in chapter 8. Given an assumption of homogeneity and an expression for the 
contact rate, we can calculate the incidence. But a number of other choices must still 
be made before a model can be derived - we must choose a suitable birth rate; we 
must be aware if foetuses can be infected and, if they can, at what rate (the passing 
of infection from mother to unborn child in the womb is called vertical transmission); 
we must choose a recovery rate if recovery is possible; we must choose appropriate
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Cause of death Deaths 1993 Deaths 2002
Lower respiratory infections 4.1 million 3.9 million
HIV/AIDS 0.7 million 2.8 million
Diarrhoeal diseases 3.0 million 1.8 million
Tuberculosis (TB) 2.7 million 1.6 million
Malaria 2.0 million 1.3 million
Measles 1.1 million 0.6 million
Pertussis 0.36 million 0.29 million
Tetanus 0.15 million 0.21 million
Meningitis 0.25 million 0.17 million
Syphilis 0.19 million 0.16 million
Hepatitis B 0.93 million 0.10 million
Tropical diseases 0.53 million 0.13 million
Table 7.1: Global mortality due to infectious diseases. Data for 1993 obtained from the 
1995 World Health Report [32] and data for 2002 obtained from the 2004 World Health 
Report [33]. In the table: lower respiratory infections include various pneumonias, 
influenzas and acute bronchitis; diarrhoeal diseases are caused by many different or­
ganisms and include cholera and botulism; and tropical diseases include Chagas dis­
ease, dengue fever, lymphatic filariasis, leishmaniasis, onchocerciasis, schistosomiasis 
and trypanosomiasis.
"natural" and disease death rates (a "natural" death is one not caused by the disease 
being modelled); and so on. All of the rates just mentioned may be estimated from 
real-world data when it is available. However, a significant proportion of papers in 
mathematical epidemiology do not use real data. Instead they establish theoretical 
results from which practical decisions could be made if combined with real-world 
data. It will become clear how to specifically go about deriving a model in chapter 8 
when we explicitly derive an SIR model.
7.4 Vaccination strategies
Epidemiological models attain their true practical value when vaccination strategies 
are incorporated into them. When this is done, we may calculate how to bring a 
disease under control. Ultimately the goal should be to save lives and reduce suf­
fering. This was the intention of Daniel Bernoulli when he initiated the subject in 
1760. Although the mortality for many infectious diseases has fallen dramatically in 
recent decades due to vaccination programs, a fearful toll continues to be exacted ev­
ery year (see table 7.1). What is most tragic about many of these deaths is that they 
are preventable, an issue we discuss in section 7.6 below.
There are two main types of vaccination strategy. Before describing them we note 
that a vaccination is successful if it confers immunity (temporary or permanent) to 
the disease we are seeking to control. It is often assumed for analytical simplicity 
that vaccination confers permanent immunity, even though, in practice, this may not 
be the case. Many diseases are protected against by two separate vaccinations - one 
shortly after birth and the other some years later, for example measles, mumps, or 
rubella [31]. Temporary immunity and repeated vaccination has received attention
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from d'Onofrio, for example [69]. In this thesis, we will, for simplicity, assume that 
vaccination, if successful, confers permanent immunity.
The most commonly implemented vaccination strategy is the constant vaccination 
strategy (CVS) [123]. A CVS involves or requires the successful vaccination of a fixed 
proportion of all new boms (or infants, if the vaccination is unsuitable for babies). 
Thus to incorporate a CVS into an epidemiological model, it is usual to assume that 
a constant proportion of susceptibles are effectively bom into a removed class, by 
virtue of their immunity by vaccination.
The second main vaccination method is the pulse vaccination strategy (TVS) [123]. 
This is a sequence of vaccination episodes called pulses. The pulses are of short dura­
tion compared to the time elapsing between consecutive pulses. Each pulse requires 
the successful vaccination of a fixed proportion of the entire susceptible population, 
not just new boms. In epidemiological models, the sequence of pulses is typically as­
sumed to be of unlimited length and each pulse is assumed to occur instantaneously 
because, in relation to the time between pulses (the inter-pulse time) or the dynamics 
of the disease [71], a pulse will be of very short duration. Notice the conceptual simi­
larity between using vaccination pulses to control a disease and using impulsive culls 
to control a pest.
It is plausible that resonance, the excitation of oscillations by external forcing, will 
occur in real-world epidemiological systems. For example, disease levels amongst 
school children fluctuate between term time and holidays, and vaccination pulses are 
a form of external forcing. These issues are discussed in a paper by Choisy et al [61], 
who show by simulation in an SEIR model that increasing the pulse frequency (that 
is, decreasing the inter-pulse time) can have perverse effects such as increasing the 
number of infectives.
It is possible to impose both constant and pulse vaccination strategies on a popu­
lation at the same time, producing a "mixed" vaccination strategy (MVS).
A disease may be eradicated absolutely or relatively. Absolute eradication requires 
the number of infectives to tend to zero as time tends to infinity. Relative eradication 
requires the proportion of infectives to tend to zero as time tends to infinity. We will 
consider a vaccination strategy to be absolutely successful if it ensures absolute eradi­
cation of the disease. It will be relatively successful if it ensures relative eradication of 
the disease.
Implementation of a constant vaccination strategy (CVS) may be difficult in a 
region lacking medical infrastructure. Newborns cannot be vaccinated if there is 
nowhere to take them to be vaccinated. In such a situation, a pulse vaccination strat­
egy (TVS), in which a team of medics goes out and pulse vaccinates a region, is a 
better option. Moreover, a TVS may require lower coverage than a CVS to bring the 
disease under control - the proportion that must be vaccinated in each pulse may not 
need to be as high as the proportion of newborns that must be vaccinated in a CVS, 
provided the pulses occur frequently enough [123]. Furthermore, there may be situ­
ations in which, with a TVS, we may not, in the long run, need to vaccinate as many 
individuals in total [70].
There have been numerous real-world successes with constant vaccination pro­
grams since the first government-backed programs of the nineteenth century. Prob­
ably the most striking success so far was the global eradication by 1979 of small­
pox [28], which hitherto killed many millions and even helped to bring down em­
pires [104]. Pulse vaccination strategies are newer, with major programs attaining no­
table success in the control of measles and poliomyelitis in Central and South America
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in the early 1990s [123]. An ongoing initiative called Pulse Polio is helping to bring po­
liomyelitis under control in India [85]. Today, vaccinations are a massive component 
of public health control. A newborn baby in the developed world can now expect (if 
we suppose they are capable of expecting anything) to have had at least five injections 
before they utter their first intelligible word [31].
7.5 Disease control problems in this thesis
In the next three chapters we will examine three epidemiological models, which are 
connected only in so far as they explore matters hitherto unexplored.
In chapter 8, we will begin by noting that: human populations have been growing 
steadily for decades and this trend is predicted to continue in many regions; higher 
populations have been linked to higher contact rates; and within many populations 
there circulate diseases with low mortality. These observations motivate us to con­
sider an SIR model for a non-fatal disease in which the total population grows expo­
nentially and the contact rate grows with the population. For this model, we will dis­
cover that a pulse vaccination strategy has no long-term control effect at all, whereas 
a constant vaccination strategy reduces the long-term proportion of infectives. Simu­
lations will corroborate our results and conclusions will be drawn on the implications 
for public health policies.
Next, in chapter 9, we will examine a model for a disease with SIR-type dynamics 
for a population living on n patches between any pair of which migration is allowed. 
We will suppose that a pulse vaccination strategy (PVS) is carried out on each patch. 
Conditions will be derived on each PVS such that the disease will be eradicated on 
all patches. The PVS on one patch will be essentially independent of the PVS on 
the other patches except in so far as they will all be performed simultaneously. This 
independence will be of practical value when we bear in mind that the patches may 
represent regions or countries with autonomous public health authorities, which may 
make individual decisions about the days appropriate for a vaccination pulse to occur 
in their own region or country.
Finally, in chapter 10, we will notice that few epidemiological models for mam­
malian species in the literature have included a gestation delay, so in our final model 
we will incorporate such a delay. The disease will have SIR-type dynamics. After 
proving that the disease can remain endemic, successful pulse and constant vacci­
nation strategies will be constructed. We will also discuss the related field of insect 
pathogen dynamics, observing in particular that certain insect pathogen models may 
reduce to mammalian epidemiological models.
7.6 Hindrances to disease control
Just as we recognised in section 2.3 that the application of pesticides should be placed 
within an environmental context, so it is sensible to view disease control within a 
socio-economic and political milieu.
Major factors contributing to the spread of infectious diseases, and hindering ef­
forts to control them, include war, poverty, dictatorships, and corruption. For ex­
ample, civil conflict in the Darfur region of Sudan since 2003 has led to a massive 
displacement of people. Millions have fled their homes, the majority ending up in
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camps for displaced persons or refugees (p. 16, [37]). In many such camps over­
crowded and unsanitary conditions have promoted the spread of infectious diseases 
which have killed thousands [38]. The Sudanese government has made access to these 
unfortunate people very difficult, preferring to persecute them by orchestrating and 
participating in war crimes and crimes against humanity according to a UN report 
of 2007 (p. 25, [37]). Currently (January 2009) a humanitarian crisis rages in Darfur 
and has spread into neighbouring Chad as hundreds of thousands of refugees have 
fled there (p. 16, [37]). Implementing vaccination programs under such conditions is 
a difficult and dangerous task. Indeed many aid workers in Darfur have been killed 
or attacked since the conflict began (p. 14, [37]). There are circumstances in which 
disease control is as much an issue of international diplomacy, law, and even military 
intervention as it is of vaccinating individuals.
Another awful situation is the plight of Zimbabwe. Years of incompetent and ruth­
less dictatorship have led to hyperinflation and extreme poverty. In the period from 
August to December 2008, the collapse of health and sanitation systems exacerbated 
an outbreak of cholera [42]. Instead of inviting international aid, senior Zimbabwean 
politicians denied there was a serious problem. Meanwhile hundreds of people were 
dying [40]. Although assistance was finally requested in December 2008 [42] and 
aid workers from Medicins Sans Frontières were able to bring in emergency cholera 
units [41], the disease had by then spread to neighbouring countries [42] as infected 
people escaped Zimbabwe in search of treatment and a better life. The example of 
Zimbabwe tells us that the effective control of diseases, including the prevention of 
outbreaks, is intimately related to the existence of basic economic infrastructure. But 
the existence and construction (or re-construction) of such infrastructure is heavily 
dependent on political stability, and ensuring the political stability of countries such 
as Zimbabwe is no trivial matter, even for the international community.
Corruption is most common in the poorest countries [18] but it is in such countries 
that infectious diseases are most likely to be endemic. When corruption takes away 
resources from health care in poor nations, unnecessary deaths result [43].
Efforts to control diseases are also hindered when senior political figures make 
grand statements about medical matters which they are not qualified to make. The 
claim by leading figures in South Africa that poverty, and not HIV, is a cause of AIDS 
has served only to retard the national response to the AIDS pandemic that is rav­
aging the country [36]. Another factor that obstructs attempts to control HIV/AIDS 
is the social stigma attached to it because it is a sexually transmitted disease [20]. To 
adequately tackle a disease such as HIV/AIDS in a country such as South Africa, 
it is clear that a broad range of social, economic, and political issues must be ad­
dressed. Education to encourage safe sex and discourage the social stigma of AIDS, 
further investment in health care systems, and increased access to health care, are all 
of paramount importance.
Of course it is not only in developing countries that disease control is hampered by 
social attitudes. In the UK, selective and misleading media coverage of a purported 
link, made in 1998 [137], between the MMR (Measles, Mumps, and Rubella) vaccine 
and autism has led to decreased parental confidence in the vaccine and a reduction in 
the percentage of children receiving it [103]. The link has been discredited in various 
reports [66] but public mistrust and reduced levels of vaccination have continued for 
years after the initial controversy [103], and in 2008, for the first time in 14 years, 
measles was declared endemic in the UK (see [132] and see figure 7.6 for a picture 
of a measles virion). The media in the UK has damaged public confidence in a safe 
vaccine and therefore has a responsibility to restore public confidence. But even 10
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years after the initial controversy, such confidence has yet to be restored.
Mistrust in vaccines can arise for reasons other than a sensationalist media. Con­
servative religious leaders, for religious or political purposes, have been known to 
discourage their followers from receiving vaccinations. Such action led, for example, 
to the suspension for several months in 2003, of the oral polio vaccine program in 
northern Nigeria, consequently allowing a revival of the disease [62].
The control of diseases is a multi-faceted and complex issue. The mathematical 
calculation of successful vaccination strategies plays an important role but it is critical 
to bear in mind that vaccination programs, or other medical initiatives, cannot be 
introduced into a region or country unless a diverse range of socio-economic and 
political conditions are satisfied, not the least of which include trust, freedom from 
corruption, and political stability.
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Chapter 8
Population-dependent contact 
rates in an SIR model
"Population, when unchecked, increases in geometrical progression of such a nature 
as to double itself every twenty-five years."
Thomas Malthus (1766 -1834)
8.1 Introduction
There has been a tendency for human populations to grow in recent decades and 
centuries, and this trend is predicted to continue in many regions of the world for 
the foreseeable future (see table 8.1 and references [34, 105]). When the population 
in a human settlement grows, the settlement does not usually expand fast enough 
geographically to prevent the population density from increasing. After all, it is easier 
to build new houses near existing civic infrastructure - schools, hospitals, shops - than 
it is to build new houses and new infrastructure to service their future occupants.
Studies have shown that contact rates in human populations are higher when the 
population itself is higher [46]. Intuitively we can reason that if a population in­
creases, then the population density may increase, which may cause any particular 
individual to have more contacts in their daily life, since it will be more crowded in 
shops, pubs, town and city centres, on public transport, and so on. Evidence for this 
line of reasoning comes from Arita et a/'s study of smallpox eradication [50], which 
contains data linking a higher population density with increased disease incidence 
(recall that the incidence is the rate of new cases), suggesting a higher contact rate 
since the disease was usually spread by close person-person contact [28].
Within many growing populations circulate diseases with low fatality rates, such 
as measles, varicella (chickenpox), mumps, and pertussis (whooping cough) [30]. As 
a rough approximation, made for mathematical simplicity, we could assume that in­
dividuals infected with such a disease have the same mortality rate as those not in­
fected, that is, the "natural" mortality rate. It is not uncommon to make such a sim­
plifying assumption [44,123].
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Region 1750 1800 1850 1900 1950 1999 2050 2150
World 791 978 1,262 1,650 2,521 5,978 8,909 9,746
Africa 106 107 111 133 221 767 1,766 2,308
Asia 502 635 809 947 1,402 3,634 5,268 5,561
Europe 163 203 276 408 547 729 628 517
Latin America and 16 24 38 74 167 511 809 912
the Caribbean
Northern America 2 7 26 82 172 307 392 398
Oceania 2 2 2 6 13 30 46 51
Table 8.1: World historical and predicted populations (in millions). Here Northern 
America comprises the northern countries and territories of North America: Canada, 
the United States, Greenland, Bermuda, and St. Pierre and Miquelon. Latin Amer­
ica comprises Middle America (Mexico, the nations of Central America, and the 
Caribbean) and South America. The data is taken from a UN report of 2004 [3].
Note that whilst measles and pertussis, for example, have low mortality rates, 
thousands of deaths still occur every year (see table 7.1) because of the very large 
number of infections. Moreover the impact of disease is not restricted to disease- 
caused deaths. Mild infections can adversely affect a country's economy by causing 
children to miss days at school and adults to miss days at work. There is value in 
controlling the spread of such infections.
Many viral infections tend to confer permanent immunity through recovery and 
some have relatively short incubation periods (p. 31, [47]). To model the spread of 
an infectious disease with a short incubation period and from which recovery con­
fers permanent immunity, it is common to assume SIR-type dynamics [123], where 
S, I, and R  denote susceptibles, infectives, and removeds respectively. The terms 
susceptible, infective, and removed are defined in section 7.2.
In view of all of our comments so far, there is value in examining the circulation of 
a disease, modelled as non-fatal with SIR-type dynamics, in a growing population, in 
which the contact rate is allowed to grow with the population. Therefore, our purpose 
in this chapter will be to explore such a model, both in the absence of vaccination and 
with different types of vaccination strategy imposed on the model.
The format of this chapter is as follows. In section 8.1.1, we discuss contact rates 
which grow with the population. In section 8.2 we derive an SIR model in an expo­
nentially growing population where the contact rate is either a linear function of the 
population or is proportional to a power v of the population where 0 < y < 1. In 
section 8.3 we consider how the susceptible population changes in our model as time 
passes. We use our understanding of the behaviour of the susceptible population 
to investigate, in section 8.4, the influence of vaccination strategies. Simulations are 
included in section 8.5 and a discussion concludes the chapter in section 8.6.
8.1.1 Contact rates
Suppose an infectious disease is circulating in a population. Assume there are N(t) 
individuals at time t. Suppose any particular individual must be either susceptible, 
infective, or removed with respect to the disease at any given time. Let there be
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S(t) susceptibles, I(t) infectives, and R(t) removeds at time t. Notice that N(t) = 
S(t) + I(t) + R(t). Assume, for simplicity, that all individuals have the same average 
number of contacts per unit time (unit time could be one day, for example). Let this 
individual average contact rate be a function of the total population size and call it 
P(N(t)). We understand a "contact" to be adequate for disease transmission if it is 
between an infective and a susceptible. Assume homogeneous mixing in the sense 
described in section 7.3.
How many new cases might we expect in a short time interval [t, t +  dt\? By our 
assumptions, we see that one infective will have, on average, (3(N(t))dt contacts in 
this time interval. But one infective could come into contact with any of the N(t) — 1 
other individuals in the population, of whom S(t) are susceptibles. Thus, by our 
assumption of homogeneous mixing, a proportion NS^ _ 1 of the /3(N(t))dt contacts of 
one infective will be with susceptibles, so the number of disease-transmitting contacts 
due to one infective will be f3(N(t)) j f f f ^ dt. But then the total number of new cases
due to all I(t) infectives will be (3(N(t)) Strictly speaking, this expression is
only accurate (assuming our modelling assumptions are correct of course) in the limit 
as dZ —» 0 since (3(N(t)), S(t), I(t), and N(t) may all vary when t 6 [t,t +  dt\. Said 
differently, if dt is very small, then, for example, I(t) is a good approximation for the 
number of infectives on the entire interval [t, t +  dt] but otherwise it may not be. The 
expression (3(N(t)) is the rate of new cases and is called an incidence function.
It is usual to assume, and shall be assumed by us, that N(t) is large enough to allow 
P(N(t)) dt to be accurately replaced by (3(N(t))
The dependence of the contact rate on the population size has been explored by 
letting the contact rate (3(N(t)) equal Q(N(t))v for constants Q and v with fl > 0 and 
0 < v < l  (pp. 305-306, [47] )( [46]). The special case v = 0 corresponds to a constant 
contact rate and yields the standard incidence function [87], also called true mass action 
incidence [65]. The special case v = 1 corresponds to linear dependence of the contact 
rate on the population and yields the simple mass action incidence function [98], also 
called pseudo mass action [65]. The case 0 < y < 1 lies between the extremes v =  
0 and y =  1, so the incidence function it yields may be deemed intermediate mass 
action to signify that it lies between true and pseudo mass action. Notice, however, 
that confusion has arisen in the labelling of incidence functions in recent years due 
to the explosion in the literature of mathematical epidemiology (see [102] for further 
comments on this matter).
Data for five human diseases in communities with population sizes from 1,000 to 
400,000 implied that v is between 0.03 and 0.07 (pp. 305-306, [47])( [46]). Since this is 
positive, there is value in exploring a model with contact rate equal to Cl(N(t))v for 
0 < y  < 1, as we do in this chapter. But since the range 0.03 < v < 0.07 is quite close 
to zero, there would also be value in analysing a model with a constant contact rate 
(corresponding to y  = 0). Busenberg and van den Driessche have performed such an 
analysis in a relatively simple model [60], although they do not consider the impact 
of vaccination strategies.
The influence of a variable population size on the dynamics of a disease has al­
ready received attention [60, 76, 98, 106] but the combined influence of a variable 
population size and a contact rate that varies with population size is less well ex­
plored [70,140]. The combined influence in an SIR model of an exponentially grow­
ing population and a contact rate proportional to a power y  of the population (with 
0 < y  < 1) has not, to our knowledge, been studied. We will study it in this chapter.
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8.2 An SIR model
Make the assumptions in the first paragraph of section 8.1.1. Assume additionally 
that the disease may be modelled (perhaps only approximately) as non-fatal. Define 
the following model parameters:
• A =  per capita birth rate
• li = per capita death rate for all classes (no disease fatalities) 
e 7  =  per capita recovery rate of infectives
All of these parameters are assumed to be positive. Assume all new boms are suscep­
tible and that recovery confers permanent immunity. Also, in view of our comments 
on growing populations in section 8.1, assume that the birth rate A is bigger than the 
death rate p. By considering the changes in the numbers of susceptibles, infectives, 
and removeds in a short time interval [t, t +  dt], and letting —> 0 whilst noticing, for
example, that l im ^ o  =  ^ 1, our hypotheses lead to the following
model:
CT
A N - # # ) — - p S  (8.1)
QT
j I - p R ,  (8.3)
where we use the shorthand S, I, R, and N  for S{t), I(t), R(t), and N(t) respectively.
Equations (8.1) to (8.3) are our epidemic model, and we will analyse it for two 
specific contact rates mentioned in section 8.1.1, namely (3(N) = Q,NV (f2 constant, v 
constant, > 0) for -u =  1 or 0 < v < 1. To make these different contact rates more 
distinguishable, we replace Q by 77 in the case v = 1. Thus the two cases to be explored 
are:
1) Contact rate p(N) = rjN, for rj constant, 77 > 0. This yields the simple mass 
action incidence function (3(N) ^  =  7757, so the case will be referred to as simple 
mass action incidence.
2) Contact rate fi(N) = ÜNV, for constants f2, v where Ü > 0 and 0 < v < 1. This 
yields the intermediate mass action incidence function (3(N) 7^ =  0 5 /N v_1, so 
the case will be referred to as intermediate mass action incidence.
If we incorporate a constant vaccination strategy (CVS) into the model, where a 
constant proportion tt of all newborns is vaccinated successfully and on a continuous 
basis, then the model becomes:
dS
dt
dJ
dt
dR
dt
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Since Trisa proportion, we have 0 < tt < 1. If tt =  0, then no new boms are vaccinated 
successfully and the model reduces to the model with no vaccinations. If tt = 1, 
then all new boms are vaccinated successfully, and it becomes trivial to show that the 
disease must inevitably die out. Assume for the rest of this paper, then, that 0 < tt < 1.
Now suppose a pulse vaccination strategy (PVS) is incorporated into the model 
according to the following definition:
Definition 8.1. Pulses occur every T  > 0 time units, where T  is fixed. The first pulse occurs 
at time ti > 0 and, for i > 2 , the i-th pulse occurs at time U = ti + (i — 1)T. Each pulse 
instantaneously transfers a fixed proportion p > 0 of susceptibles to the removed class. Thus 
S(ti) =  (1 — p)S(t~) and R(ti) = R(t~) +  pS(t~) where t~ is the time "momentarily" 
before time U. Also I(ti) = I ( tf) .
Hence, when there is a PVS, the model evolves between pulses in accordance with 
equations (8.1), (8.2), and (8.3), but at each pulse the numbers in each class are reset 
thus:
% )  =  (1 -  p)S(%-), % )  =  f  (%-), #(%) =  a (t-)  +  p2(;-). (8.7)
The model with a PVS therefore consists of a series of initial value problems, with 
a new problem beginning with each pulse. Assume that the pulses do not attain 
complete coverage (which would anyway be unrealistic for a real-world program), 
that is, assume 0 < p < 1. Let g =  1 — p.
If a CVS or PVS were carried out in a real population, the vaccination success rates 
would probably vary with time because not everybody would react to the vaccination 
in the desired fashion - some people may have an allergic reaction, for example, and 
others may refuse to be vaccinated. Variation in the vaccination success rates is un­
likely to unsettle a public health authority as long as the success rates are kept above 
the minimum level needed to bring the disease under control.
For all of the models - without vaccination, with a CVS, or with a PVS - and letting 
the incidence function be either of the two under consideration, it is easy to deduce 
from standard results (p. 149, [131]) that, given initial data 5(0), 1(0), R(0), a unique 
solution exists for t > 0. It is also straightforward to deduce from known results (p. 
81, [128]) that if 5(0) > 0 ,1(0) > 0, rJo) > 0, then S(t) > 0 ,1(t) > 0, R(t) > 0 for 
t > 0. This property is called strict positivity (the property would be non-strict if we 
had S(t) > 0,1(t) > 0, R(t) > 0 for t > 0). Henceforth assume that 5(0) > 0,1(0) > 0, 
R(0) > 0. Necessarily, then, N(0) > 0. In fact, since 5(0) and 1(0) represent initial 
populations and are assumed positive, then we should write 5(0) > 1 ,1(0) > 1, and 
consequently AT(0) > 2.
If we add together equations (8.1), (8.2), and (8.3), and bearing in mind that 5 (t) +  
I(t) +  R(t) =  N(t), we obtain:
=  (A — p ) N , (8 .8 )
which implies that
N(t) = iV(0)e(A- ^ t for t > 0, (8.9)
so the population will grow exponentially with time (recall that A > p).
Equation (8.9) also holds for the model with a CVS (as we can see by adding to­
gether equations (8.4), (8.5), and (8.6)) and for the model with a PVS (because the
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model equations are the same between pulses as in the model with no vaccinations 
and each instantaneous pulse does not alter the size of the total population).
Henceforth "no VS" will be understood to mean "no vaccination strategy", that 
is, a complete absence of vaccination. In subsequent sections if we refer to the "no VS 
models", we will mean "the model with no vaccinations and either simple or interme­
diate mass action". A similar comment applies to the "CVS models" and the "PVS 
models".
8.3 Susceptible population
In this section we consider the behaviour of the susceptible population in our models, 
both as a proportion of the total population and in terms of raw numbers.
Lemma 8.1. In all the models (no VS, CVS, or PVS), when the incidence function is either 
simple or intermediate mass action, we have —> 0 as t —> oo.
Proof. We consider the CVS models first (the no VS models are a special case obtained 
by setting tt = 0). We begin by noting that, when the incidence is simple mass action, 
then, for t > 0:
i t i j m )  = (,)JV(v)_(a+7))(^
> faJV” f 4 ) - ( A  +  7 ) )  f 4 ) >  (8.10)J v  J \ N
where a  =  min(?7, f2) and where we use the facts from section 8.2 that N(0) > 2 >  
1, that N(t) is growing for t > 0, and that strict positivity holds. Also, when the 
incidence is intermediate mass action, we find for t > 0 that:
1 (1 ) - M #)-M K )
We want to show that —» 0 as t —» oo, or, equivalently, for any e > 0, then for 
all t big enough, < e. Suppose for a contradiction that this is not true. Then, for 
some e > 0, there is no time after which is always less than e. There will be a 
time t*, then, arbitrarily large, such that > e.
Now for a constant A > 0, what is the smallest that can be when t e  [£*—A,t*]
given that > e? To help answer this, observe that when the incidence is simple 
mass action then, for t > 0:
Tt { § § ) )  =  A(1 ~ v ) ~ {vI +  A) ( I )  ’ (8-12)
and when the incidence is intermediate mass action then, for t > 0:
T t im ) =A(1 ~ n)~ ûJV” ( I )  ( i )  ™A(I ) -  (8-13)
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Hence, by positivity, ^  < A- It follows that a lower bound for when
t e [ t* — A, t*] and > e is then e — AA. This is obvious geometrically but we shall 
give an analytic explanation. Suppose that e — AA is not such a lower bound. Then
for some t e [t* — A, t*], we must have < e — AA. Now we can say that, since
Û (w % ) < then Wt) ^  æ(*) for * > i  where x(t) =  e -  AA > and = A 
for t > i. Solving for x(£) then yields:
< x(t) =  e +  A(t -  i -  A) for t > i. (8.14)
But then < e +  A (it* — i — A) < e since i  G [t* — A,i*]. We have a contradiction, 
so e — A A must be a lower bound for when * G [t* — A, t*].
Choose A so that e — AA > | .  This implies that A < ^ .  Then, for t e [t* — A, i*] 
we have > f .
Since we can pick arbitrarily large, and since N(t) grows exponentially, we can 
pick t* so that:
a ( N ( f - A ) ) v ( I )  >A , (8.15)
for any A > 0. We will choose a specific A in a  moment.
Then, for t e[t* -  A, t*], we have, using (8.10), (8.11), and (8.15):
î t { m ) > ( A ~ { x + ',)) ( £ ) '  ( 8 ' 1 6 )
This implies, since ^(V -a) > Oby strict positivity, that, for t G [t* — A, t*]:
f  ~  ^ ) A e(A-(A+7))(t-(t*-A)) Zg 1 7 )
Since > 0, we can choose A so that:
e(A- (X+^ )(t‘- (t*-A)) > 1. (8.18)
In other words, we can choose A so that:
($F ^) e ( A ~ < X + 7 , ) A  > L <819)
It is not immediately apparent that an A and t* can be found to satisfy (8.15) 
and (8.19) simultaneously, so we show that this is possible. Using (8.9), we find 
that (8.15) amounts to asking for:
kiek2t* > A, (8.20)
where ki and &2 are positive constants. (Specifically ki = a (N(0))v e~(x~ ^ vA ( | )
and =  (A — p)v.)
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Now by (8.10) and (8.11), and using positivity, we can say that ^  ( j $ ) )  > - ( *  +
7 ) for t > 0. It follows that > y(t) for t > 0 where y(0) = and
= -(A +  7 )y(t) for t > 0. Solving for y(t) yields:
S ^ w = S e" (X+7,tfort- ° -  ( 8 -2 l )
H 1" -  A) > -(X + 7)(t* -A ) (8.22)
N ( ^ - A ) - N ( 0 )
assuming of course that t* > A, which we may henceforth assume without fear of 
contradiction. Inequality (8.19) will therefore be true if:
•f(O) c - (A + 7 ) ( t* -A )e (A -(A + 7))A  > j  (8.23)
N(0)
This is equivalent to asking for:
> 1, (8.24)
where k3 and &4 are positive constants. (Specifically k3 = < 1 and =  A +  7 .) If
we let , * 1 1 \
A=^ " + Âln(fe)+1, (a25)
it is clear that (8.24) is satisfied. (Notice that In > 0 since 0 < h  < 1.) But now, 
in light of (8.25), condition (8.20) becomes:
^ ‘• > ^  +  i l n ( y + l .  (8-26)
By standard facts concerning exponentials and linear functions, it is obvious that (8.26) 
will hold for all t* sufficiently large. Given such a t*, we immediately have an appro­
priate choice for A by (8.25). Then both (8.15) and (8.19) are satisfied for our choices 
of t* and A.
Given an A  and t* satisfying (8.19), we can write, by (8.17) and (8.18):
W ) ^ '  ( 8 ' 2 7 )
which contradicts positivity.
Thus our original assumption that does not tend to zero a s t  -» 00 must be 
false, and so  ^0 as t > 00.
As for the PVS models, we may use similar reasoning as that used for the CVS 
models with a few extra details. As we did with the CVS models, assume for the PVS 
models that there exists an e > 0 such that there is no time after which is always
less than e. So there will be a time t*f arbitrarily large, such that > e. But for any 
t* > ti, there exists i G N such that t* G [ti,ti+i).
Define ci =  min (e, 2ÀT). Then 0 < ei < e. Also |^  < T and ÿ p  > e > ei. There 
are two cases to consider:
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(1) t*
(2) t* - t i < ^
Case (1). Define A =  jfc. For this A, we can argue on the interval t e [t* — A, t*] 
(by techniques used for the CVS models, with e replaced by ei) that for t* sufficiently 
large, then > 1. The interval t £ [t* — A,t*] does not contain any pulses since 
by assumption U <t* — A  and we know that t* < U+i. The argument will give us a 
lower bound Li for t* such that if case (1) holds, then a contradiction is obtained.
Case (2). The assumption in case (2) that t* — U < ^  leads to the conclusion that 
j p p  > 4^ . To see this, suppose for a contradiction that - j |^  < ÿ .  As with the CVS
models, we have, between pulses, that ^  (jp t)') < Then < g(t) for t G [U, t*]
where gfa) = f >  and =  A. Solving for g(t) gives
< g(t) =  X(t -  *<) +  y  for t £ [U, t*]. (8.28)
Hence j p p  < X(t* — U) + % < ei by the assumption of case (2). But this is a 
contradiction since ei < e.
Now since f  and (where q = 1 -  p), we must have
jp tp  > fj- Let 62 =  Define A =  min ( g ,  Ç). For this A, we can argue on the 
interval t £ [U — A, ti) (by techniques used for the CVS models, with e replaced by 
62) that for ti sufficiently large, then > 1- The interval t £ [U — A, U)] does not 
contain any pulses since here A < T. The argument will give us a lower bound L2 
for U (and hence a lower bound for t*) such that if case (2) holds, then a contradiction 
is obtained.
For any t* larger than m ax(ii,lu , L2), either case (1) or case (2) must hold. But 
then a contradiction must result. Hence p p  must tend to zero as t —* 00.
□
Lemma 8.1 gives us an insight into the long-term behaviour of the models, and 
enables us to determine other long-term behaviour, in terms of vaccination strategies, 
in the theorems and corollary in section 8.4 below. This is significant because public 
health authorities should be able to make long-term plans. On the other hand, such 
plans cannot be made without an understanding of just how long it takes for long­
term behaviour to occur. In the proof of lemma 8.1, we find, for any e > 0, that if 
> e, then a contradiction is obtained if t* satisfies (8.26). But (8.26) is satisfied 
as soon as an exponential (with positive exponent) outgrows a linear function, which 
can be considered to mean "quickly". In this sense, behaviour predicted as long-term 
will be approached quickly. This is encouraging because the long-term validity of the 
models is open to debate - exponential population growth cannot occur indefinitely.
Knowing that the proportion of susceptibles tends to zero as time tends to infinity 
is more meaningful if we know how the number of susceptibles changes with time. 
The two lemmas which follow reveal the long-term behaviour of the susceptible pop­
ulation in all of our models.
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Lemma 8.2. In all the models (no VS, CVS, or PVS), when the incidence function is simple 
mass action, the number of susceptibles S(t) is finite for t > 0.
Proof We consider the CVS model first. Now (3(N) = rjN when the incidence is 
simple mass action. Also, we know by positivity that < 1 for t > 0 and that 
—pS(t) < 0 for t > 0. Then, by (8.4), we can write, for t > 0,
< (1 -  n)XN(t) -  r,N(t)S(t). (8.29)
But N(t) = iV(0)e(A_/x^  by (8.9). Hence, for t > 0,
< (1 -  7r)AW(0)e(A- /x)t -  (8.30)
It follows that S (t) < Si(t) f or t > 0 where S'i(O) =  5(0) > 0 and where, for t  > 0,
= (1 -  7r)AAr(0)e<x- ' ,)< -  # (0 )e (x-" )% (t). (8.31)
This is a linear first order ordinary differential equation, which we can trivially solve
to obtain, for t  > 0,
Si(t) — (1 -  t t)  + 5(0) -  (1 -  tt) (g32)
where c = is a positive constant. Clearly, then, 5i(t) changes monotonically 
from 5(0) to (1 -  tt)  as t increases. Hence by (8.32) we have, for t> 0 ,
5 ( £ )  <  ^ i ( 0  <  m a x  |^ 5 ( 0 ) ,  (1  — tt)  ^  ^  . ( 8 .3 3 )
Certainly, then, 5(0  is finite for t > 0.
The no VS model is a special case of the CVS model. By setting tt =  0 in the above 
argument, we find that 5 (0  is finite for t > 0 in the no VS model.
As for the PVS model, we find, by reasoning along lines similar to those given in 
the first part of this proof up to (8.30), that
<  (1  -  7 r )A jV (0 )e (A- ^ t -  7 7 iV (0 )e (A- ^ 5 ( 0  (8 .3 4 )
for t G (0,ti) and for t G (W *+i) where i > 1. We also know by (8.7) that S(U) — 
qS(tf ) for i > 1, where g =  1 — p is a constant between zero and one, and where t~ 
is the time "momentarily" before time U. Hence 5(0  < S2(t) where 52(0) =  5(0), 
where 52(ti) =  52(t~ ) for i > 1, and where
=  (1  -  7r)A jV (0)e< x - ' ‘>t -  ( 8 .3 5 )
for t G (0, ti) and for t G (U,ti+i) for i > 1. It follows that 52(0 satisfies (8.35) for 
£ > 0, so we can solve for 52(£) explicitly, bearing in mind that we have the initial 
condition 52(0) =  5(0). By an argument very similar to that used above, from (8.31) 
to ( 8 .3 3 ) ,  we can therefore deduce that 52(£) is finite for £ > 0, so that 5(£) is also finite 
since 5(£) < 52(£) for £ > 0.
□
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Since we know by (8.9) that the total population tends to infinity as time tends to 
infinity, it is trivially deduced by lemma 8.2 that the proportion of susceptibles tends 
to zero as time tends to infinity when the incidence is simple mass action. Thus, for 
the case of simple mass action incidence, we have uncovered a simpler proof that the 
proportion of susceptibles tends to zero as time tends to infinity than that provided 
by the proof of lemma 8.1. However, the value of the proof of lemma 8.1 is not dimin­
ished, for it also establishes, for the case of intermediate mass action incidence, that 
the proportion of susceptibles tends to zero as time tends to infinity, a result which is 
not trivial in view of the following lemma:
Lemma 8.3. In all the models (no VS, CVS, or PVS), when the incidence function is inter­
mediate mass action, the number of susceptibles S(t) —» oo as t —» oo.
Proof We deal with the CVS model first. We will have S(t) —> oo as t —> oo if, for any 
M  > 0, there exists t* > 0 such that, for all t > t*, we have S(t) > M. So, choose any 
M >0.
Now by positivity we know that < 1 for f > 0. Then, by the positivity of
S(t), we have > — S'(t) for t > 0. Also, fi(N) = ÜNV when the incidence is
intermediate mass action. Therefore, by (8.4), we can write, for t > 0,
'a  (jv(t))*’ +  n
. (1 -  vr)AlV(t) _
S(t) (8.36)
Since 0 < y < 1 by assumption, we deduce by (8.9) that > 0 as t —> o o .
In particular, then, < H? f°r aH * large enough (for all t  >  t,  say). Thus
by (8.36) and (8.9) we find, for t > t ,
^  > (1 -  »r)AJV(0)e(x-'-)t . (8.37)
It follows that S(t) > Si(t) f o r  t  > t where Si(t) = S(t) > 0 (recall that 5(f) > 0
for t > 0 by strict positivity) and where, for t > t,
= (1 - ^ X N ( 0 ) e ^ ‘ ( l  -  • (838)
This is a linear first order ordinary differential equation, which we can trivially solve 
to obtain, for t > t ,
5(f) > 5i(f) =  2M +  (5(f) -  2M) ? (8.39)
where k = *s a positive constant. Clearly e-fc(e( -e ) —> 0 as f —>
oo. Hence there exists f* > f such that, for all f > f*, we can write
(SO -  2M) > - M .  (8.40)
Then, for f > f*, we know by (8.39) that 5(f) > 5i(f) > M. Since we assumed that M
can be any positive constant, we may deduce that 5(f) —» o o  as f —» o o .
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Next notice that by setting tt = 0 in the above argument for the CVS model, we 
find that 5(t) —> oo as t oo in the no VS model.
As for the PVS model, we know that, between pulses, equation (8.1) holds. By 
positivity we may deduce (as for the CVS model above) that -  > -S (t) . We
also know that (3(N) = Q,NV because the incidence is intermediate mass action. Then 
we find that
dS(t)
dt + M S (t)j fo rt e (ti.ii+i), i > l ,  (8.41)
where (recall) U is the time of the i-th pulse.
Now choose any M > 0. In the PVS model, equation (8.9) holds for t > 0. Also, 
0 < v < 1 by assumption. Recall that p is the strength of each pulse and that q = 1 -p .  
By assumption p e l ,  so that g > 0. Hence we know that ^  for all t
large enough (for all t > t ,  say). Since ti = t1 + ( i -  1)T for i > 2 where T is a positive 
constant, then there trivially exists i* > 1 such that U > t for all i > i*. Furthermore, 
by (8.7), we have S(ti) = qS(t~) for i > 1 where t~ is the time "momentarily" before 
time ti. Combining the observations of this paragraph with (8.41), we find, for i > i*, 
that
-  ^ ( 0 ) e (x-'*)t ( l  -  ^ S ( t ) )  fo rt €(<,,(,+,) (8.42)
S(ti) = qS(ti ). (8.43)
Hence S(t) > S2(i) for t > U* where S2{ti*) =  S(ti*) > 0 and where
J.  ^ = AiV(0)e(A (1 ~ 2M^ 2^ ) fm t  e {ti,ti+i), i> i*  (8.44)
%(W =  9 % (^), 2 > r  +  l. (8.45)
For any i > i*, we can solve (8.44) explicitly to find:
S2(t) = —  + ^S2{ti)---- —^ e-z (e( ^  _e( ^ 0  fo rt G [ti,ti+1), (8.46)
where z =  is a positive constant. Clearly S2(t) in (8.46) is a monotonie func­
tion for t > U, beginning with value S2(ti) and then moving monotonically towards 
Hence:
S2(t) > min | s 2(ti), j  for t G [ti,ti+i), i > i*. (8.47)
Given that S2(ti*) = S(ti*) and that S(ti*) > Oby the strict positivity of S(t), and 
also given (8.45) and (8.47), we deduce that S2(t) > 0 for t > U*.
By (8.45) and (8.46), we can write, for any i > i*,
%((i+i) =  g % (^ i )  =  2M +  ( g % ( ^ ) - 2 M ) e - ^ - ^ + ' - ^ - ^ )
> (8.48)
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Now ^ ti+1 — (e^ f^ T — l)  since U+i —ti — T.  But —>
oo as i —>00 since tf —> 00 as i —> 00. Also e^x~ ^ T — 1 > 0. Hence:
e(A-M)ti e^(A-/i)r — 1  ^ —> 00 as i —> 00.
But then, since z is a positive constant, e_z(e( ^ î+1_e( M) *) —> 0 as i —> 00. In 
particular, there exists i** > 1 such that e-2 (e( ^  1+1 -e( ^ 1) < |  for i > i**. Hence, 
for i > max{i*,î**}, we know by (8.48) that £2(^+1) > M.  Then, if we let i*** = 
max +  1, we find by (8.47) that, for i > i***,
£2^) > min |m ,  fort E [t*,t%+i). (8.49)
But 0 < 4 < 1, so ^  > M. Also £(t) > £2(t) for t > ti**.. Therefore £(t) > 
£2(t) >  M for t  >  U***. For any M >  0, then, there exists U*** >  0 such that, for 
t > U***, we have S(t) > M. In other words, £(t) —> .00 as t —> 00.
□
8.4 Vaccination strategies
In this section we discover the long-term effect on the proportion of infectives when 
there is no vaccination strategy (no VS), a constant vaccination strategy (CVS), and 
when there is a pulse vaccination strategy (PVS).
Theorem 8.1. When the incidence function is simple or intermediate mass action, then for 
the no VS and CVS models (when tt < 1), we have as t 00. Thus the
constant vaccination strategy fails to eradicate the disease relatively, though it does reduce the 
ultimate infective proportion.
Proof. We prove the result for the CVS models. The no VS models are trivially dealt 
with by setting tt = 0 in what follows. Using equations (8.6) and (8.8), we can write:
Now we know by lemma 8.1 that, for any e > 0, there exists t > 0 such that, for 
all t > t, we have < c. But then, since — 1/ mid since we have
strict positivity, we must have, for t > t,
(8-51)
and hence, by (8.50) and (8.51), we have, for t> t:
7 ( 1  — €)  +  A7r — ( A +  7 ) ( § )  < 7  +  A 7 r - ( A  +  7 ) ( | ) .  ( 8 -5 2 )
Therefore, for t> t ,w e  have xi(t) < < æ2(t) where xi(t) =  = X2(t) and,
for t >t:
dX^ t~  = 7(1 -  e) +  Att -  (A +  7 )zi (t), (8.53)
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and
dX2(t)
dt =  7  +  À7T -  (A +  7)2:2( t) . (8.54)
The differential equations for 27 (t) and x2{t) are linear and first order, so either by 
direct calculation or by a standard phase portrait analysis we may quickly deduce, 
that, for t  big enough, 2 7 (t)  is arbitrarily close to -7(1~ ^ A7r and x 2 ( t )  is arbitrarily 
close to Then, for any ei > 0, there exists t * > t  such that, for t > t * ,  we have
27(f) -
7 (1  — e) +  Att
7  +  A 
But then, for t> t* ,
7  +  \ i r \  f  €7
< ei and x 2{t) - 7  + Att
7  + A <  ei.
7  + A A +  7
+  <7 ) <  2:1 ( f )  <  5 2 1  <  X 2 ( t )  <  f  7  +  ^  j +  e i -
W(f) 7  + A
(8.55)
(8.56)
Now (8.56) is true for any e >  0 and any <7 > 0, so if we set e2 =  ^  +  (7 , it 
follows that for any e2 >  0 , there exists f* > 0 such that, for t > t*, then
R{t) / 7  + Att
M O l-y  +  A
<  e2 . (8.57)
In other words, —>• as t  —> 00. Since also > 0 as t  —> 00 by lemma 8.1,
then:
m
w(t) =  1
S(£) R(t) 7  +  Att A(1 — tt) a
7 +  A OO. (8.58)
□
Theorem 8.2. WTzerc f/ze incidence function is simple or intermediate mass action, then for 
the PVS model (when p < 1), we have as t  -» 00. Thus the pulse vaccination
strategy fails to eradicate the disease relatively.
Proof. Choose any e > 0. By lemma 8.1 we know that < e for all t large enough. 
But then, since ti =  ti +  (i — 1)T —> 00 as f  ^ 00, we know that there exists i* > 0 
such that < e for t € [ti, fi+i) for all i > i*. Now the PVS models evolve between 
pulses according to the same equations as in the non-vaccination models, so we find 
by the same reasoning (with tt  = 0) as at the start of theorem 8.1 that, for t e (th ti+1) 
for i > i*,
7 ( l - e ) - ( A  +  7 ) ( f )  < | ( m )  ^ - ( A +  ^ ( | ) '  ( 8 '5 9 )
Therefore,
2:1 (t)  <  5 2 1  <  X2(t) fort g [ t i» ,t i* + i) ,IV(t) ( 8 .6 0 )
where 2:1 ( t ^ )  =  xft**] =  X2(U*) and where, for t  e  ( t i* , t i« + i) :
dxi (f ) 
dt =  7 (1  - e )  -  (A +  7)2:1 ( t ) , (8.61)
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and
dXj f ~ =  7 -  (A +  (8.62)
Now by (8.60) we can write:
* i(i-.+1) < ^ (,*-+l), < X2(Ç +1). (8.63)
jv t V + i /
But, since R{t) is impulsively increased at the i-th pulse (see equation (8.7)), we know 
that:
Hence if we set x i^ .+ i)  =  a:i(t^+1) and X2(U*+i) = X2(t~*+1) +  e, we find 
by (8.63) and (8.64), that
Z i& .+i) < 5 ( 8 . 6 5 )
But then, using (8.65) and (8.59), we can say that x i ( t )  < < X 2 ( i )  for t  G
[t<*+i,t<-+2), where a:i(^*+i) =  æ i(^ +1) and x 2( t i * + i )  = ^ ( t^ + i)  +  e, and where, 
for t  G (£i*+i, £i*+2)/ æi(t) satisfies (8.61) and X 2 { t )  satisfies (8.62).
Our argument for bounding for t  G [t*.+1, ^ + 2) can be repeated for t  G 
[ t i * + 2 , U * + 3 ) ,  for t  G [£i»+ 3, £**+4), and so on. Thus we have established that, for i  > i* , 
then a:i (£) < ^  < x2(£) for £ G [£i,£i+i), where æ i^ .)  =  =  2:2(£%«), and
a:i(£i) =  æi(£7) and X2(U) =  3:2(£f) +  e for i > i* +  1, (8.66)
and where, for £ G (£*, £i+i) for i > i*, 3:1 (£) satisfies (8.61) and 3:2(£) satisfies (8.62). 
Solving for 2:2(£) on [£i,£f+i) for any i > i *  gives:
M t)  = j ^ +  (*>(*.) -  (8-67)
Hence:
x2(t,-+1) =  ^  +  ( x 2(ti) -  e-(x+i>T. (8.68)
Then, from (8.68), and using (8.66), we have:
x2(ti+i) =  +  e +  ^2:2(£i) -  e-(A+7)T. (8.69)
Let 2:2(£») =  z*. Then (8.69) gives, for i > i*:
Zi+i =  Y i— f l  ~ e“ (A+7)T) +  e + e “ (A+7 ) r Zi. (8.70)
A +  7 V /
This last equation is a one-dimensional map, which we can iterate to find an ex­
pression for z*..y, for j  > 1, in terms of z;». The expression we obtain is readily
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verified by induction. Letting A =  ^  (l -  e-(A+7)T) +  e and B = e- (A+7)r  we ^  
that:
A(1 -  B*)
Zi*+j = \ _ B  +  B3zi* • (8.71)
Since 0 < B < l z we see that Z{*+j as j  —> o o . Hence we have:
X2(ti) = zi ^ I ^  + 1 _ e_\x+l)T a s i - o o .  (8.72)
Thus, for any ei > 0, there exists i > i *  such that, for i > i, then
< ei. (8.73)
Let e2 = e i +  -1_e-(eA+7)T • Since our arguments so far have applied for any e > 0 
and any e i >  0, we can conclude by (8.73) that, for any e2 >  0, there exists ï  >  0 such 
that, for i > i, then |æ2(t*) -  < e2. Hence x2{ti) ^  as f oo.
By (8.67) we know that x2{t) is monotonie for t G [£*, ti+1) for i > i*. But then an 
upper bound for x2(t) for t G M m )  will be max {x2(ti), x2(tr+1)}. But x2(ti) -> ^  
as « ^  o o , so, using ( 8 .6 6 ) ,
^2(^+1) — x2(ti+i) — e < x2(fi+i) —> as î —> 00.
So for any e3 > 0 there exists 1 > 0 such that, for i > i, we have
x2(t) < +  e3 for t G [th ti+1). ( 8 . 7 4 )
Similarly we can show that, for any e4 > 0, there exists ï > 0 such that, for i > 1,
we have
xi{t) > -  e4 for t G [th ti+1). ( 8 . 7 5 )
Then, by (8.74) and (8.75), we know that for any e5 > 0, there exists i = max jz, z J
such that, for z > z, we have
-  es < *i(*) < < *2 (<) <  + 65 fo r  t e [ti,ii+1). (8.76)
In other words, ~  (l+ ^ ) < e5 for t > tj. Certainly, then, ^  as f 00.
Using this, and also using lemma 8.1, we can write:
I{t) , S(t) R(t) 7 A
□
Corollary 8.1. When the incidence function is simple or intermediate mass action, then for 
all models (no VS, CVS (when tt < 1) ,  or PVS (when p  < I)), we have I(t) -» 00 as Z -» 00. 
Thus the vaccination strategies fail to eradicate the disease absolutely.
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Proof. By theorems 8.1 and 8.2 we see that, for all models, tends to a strictly 
positive constant as £ —> oo. But then, since N(t) —> oo by equation (8.9), we must 
have I(t) —> oo as t —> oo.
□
From the results in this section, we can say that, when the incidence is either sim­
ple or intermediate mass action, both a CVS and a PVS fail dramatically to eradicate 
the disease absolutely, and whilst both also fail to eradicate the disease relatively, a 
CVS reduces the long-term proportion of infectives but a PVS does not. How can we 
make sense of the fact that a PVS does not reduce the long-term proportion of infec­
tives when a CVS does reduce this? We can answer such a question by thinking about 
how the vaccination rate changes as time passes. When there is a CVS, the vaccination 
rate is (1 — 7r)XN(t) by (8.4), so the vaccination rate increases at the same rate at which 
the population grows. On the other hand, when there is a PVS, there are pS(t) vacci­
nations every T  time units. But by lemma 8.1, S(t) becomes negligible compared to 
N  (t) as time grows, so the size of the vaccination rate becomes negligible compared 
to the size of the population as time grows. In essence, then, the population outgrows 
the vaccination rate to such an extent that the PVS becomes ineffective.
In all of our models, it is curious that, even though the proportion of the popu­
lation that can catch the disease tends to zero (by lemma 8.1), the proportion of the 
population having the disease tends to a positive constant. One might expect that if 
the stockpile of potential new cases dies out as a proportion of the population, then 
so might the disease. Instead the rapid growth of the population ensures a ready sup­
ply of new victims, and because the contact rate increases with the population, the 
disease spreads so quickly that susceptibles are infected even more quickly than the 
population grows.
8.5 Simulations
Figure 8.1 shows, for simple mass action incidence, simulations of the proportions of 
susceptibles, infectives, and removeds in the absence of vaccination, or when there 
is a CVS, or when there is a PVS. Figure 8.2 shows the same types of simulation but 
the incidence here is intermediate mass action. The simulation with simple mass 
action for when there is a PVS (figure 8.1, bottom left) is shown only from the 
commencement of the PVS, otherwise the detail is lost. Notice in this simulation that 
the impact of each pulse is almost instantaneously forgotten by the system. The pulses 
have a bigger impact, at least for the early pulses, when the incidence is intermediate 
mass action (figure 8.2, bottom row), which is likely to be because the contact rate is 
smaller, so that tends to zero more slowly.
Figure 8.3 (left) shows that, for simple mass action incidence, the number of infec­
tives can decrease, over a limited time span, even in the absence of vaccinations, and 
despite the fact that the number of infectives is known (by the corollary) to tend to in­
finity. Such a simulation allows us to hope that the disease could die out naturally in 
certain real-world situations. In the real world, stochastic fluctuations become signif­
icant when numbers are low - a few fluctuations could reduce low infective numbers 
to zero. Figure 8.3 (right) shows that, alternatively, the number of infectives can in­
crease from time t = 0 and show no sign of ever decreasing. (It is incidentally trivial
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Figure 8.1: Simple mass action. Initial data: (S(0),/(0), j R ( 0 ) )  = (100,10,0). Model 
parameters: À =  2 , // =  1, 7 =  1,77 =  1. Constant vaccination strength: tt = 0.9. 
Puise vaccination parameters: ti = 1, p = 0.9, T  = 0.1. In the bottom left plot, the 
simulations is shown only from the commencement of the PVS, otherwise the detail 
is lost.
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Figure 8.2: Intermediate mass action. Initial data: (5(0),/(0),iî(0)) =  (100,10,0). 
Model parameters: À — 2, p — 1 ,7  =  1, Cl =  1, v =  0.1. Constant vaccination 
strength: tt = 0.9. Puise vaccination parameters: ti  =  5,p =  0.9, T =  1.
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Figure 8.3: Simple mass action. Infective numbers. Initial data: =
(100,10,0). Model parameters: X = 2, p = 1. Left: 7  =  10,77 =  0.05. Right: 7  =  1,
77 =  5.
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Figure 8.4: Intermediate mass action. Initial data: (S(0),/(0),.R(0)) =  (100,10,0). 
Model parameters: A =  2, =  1, 7 =  1, =  1. Left and middle: Infective num­
bers. Left: v =  0.1. Middle: v = 0.5. Right: Infrequent pulses can increase infective 
proportion over a limited time range. Here v = 0.1, ti = l ,p  = 0.95, T =  5.
to deduce the sign of at time t =  Oby substituting the initial conditions into (8.2) 
and using the fact that /3(N) =  rjN when the incidence is simple mass action.)
Figure 8.4 (left and middle) reproduce the observations of the previous paragraph 
for intermediate mass action and figure 8.4 (right) shows that, for intermediate mass 
action, a PVS in which the inter-pulse time T  is not suitably small, may, over a limited 
time span, increase the proportion of infectives to a level higher than it would be in 
the absence of vaccination. This bolsters the conclusion by Choisy et al [61] that a PVS 
should be designed with care (see section 7.4 for additional comments on the paper 
by Choisy et aï). We are not aware of any analytical demonstration of the potential 
harm of a poorly designed PVS.
8.6 Discussion
We have drawn attention to the tendency of human populations to grow in recent 
decades and centuries, leading to higher population densities which have been linked 
to higher contact rates. We have also noted that there are infectious diseases that have
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a low mortality rate (such as measles, varicella (chickenpox), mumps, and pertussis 
(whooping cough) [30]), the mortality rate being small enough to make plausible the 
idea of modelling such a disease as non-fatal. This all led us to consider an SIR model 
for a non-fatal infectious disease, circulating in an exponentially growing population 
in which the contact rate increases with the population. We have seen that if the con­
tact rate increases linearly with the population size (the case of simple mass action 
incidence), and if there are strictly positive initial values for the numbers of suscepti­
bles and infectives, and no vaccinations, then the number of infectives tends to infin­
ity and the proportion of infectives tends to a strictly positive constant as time tends 
to infinity. These results still hold if there is either a constant vaccination strategy 
(CVS) with incomplete coverage or a pulse vaccination strategy (PVS) with incom­
plete coverage. Yet whilst a PVS does not change the positive constant to which the 
proportion of infectives tends, a CVS reduces it. All of these results again hold when 
the contact rate is proportional to a power v of the population where y is a constant 
with 0 < y < 1 (the case of intermediate mass action).
Simulations have revealed, on the other hand, that, over a limited time span and 
for certain parameter choices and initial conditions, the number of infectives can de­
crease, for either simple or intermediate mass action, in the absence of vaccination, 
allowing us to believe that, under certain circumstances, the disease could die out 
naturally in the real-world by stochastic fluctuations. A simulation has also revealed 
(in the case of intermediate mass action) that a PVS may, over a limited time span, 
increase the proportion of infectives to a level higher than it would be in the absence 
of vaccination, strengthening the conclusion by Choisy et al [61] that a PVS should 
be designed with care. The simulations were included to demonstrate the range of 
qualitative behaviours possible in our models. Our theorems carry greater weight as 
a basis for decisions on matters of public health.
What are the implications of our theoretical results for public health control poli­
cies? Since it should never be assumed that vaccination coverage will always be com­
plete - various factors can hinder vaccination programs (see section 7.6) - we are left 
with evidence that, for a non-fatal disease in an exponentially growing population, a 
CVS will reduce the proportion of infectives but a PVS will not. There are mathemati­
cal results establishing that, in a constant population, a PVS with sufficiently frequent 
pulses can bring a disease under control by lower coverage for each pulse than the 
coverage of newborns needed in a successful CVS [70,123]. We now know that such 
results do not necessarily carry over into models with a growing population.
Of course no population is likely to grow forever, but as long as rapid growth is oc­
curring, the evidence in this chapter should not be ignored. Our models suggest that 
a CVS is a safer control option than a PVS for a non-fatal disease in a population ex­
periencing steady long-term growth. The long-term prediction of population change 
should clearly then be an important aspect of public health policy. In order that we 
may contruct appropriate models, the influence of population and social changes on 
contact rates should be studied at the same time. Fortunately many investigators al­
ready seem to be aware of the importance of studying population change and the 
contact structure of populations [72,90,91,113,118,126]. Our results help to confirm 
that such investigations are sensible.
Ideas for future research include allowing average contact behaviour to vary be­
tween individuals, or the incorporation of disease-caused deaths into our models, or 
the adjustment of the birth term to a logistic function preventing the indefinite growth 
of the population. An analytical demonstration of the potential harm of a poorly de­
signed PVS would also have value.
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Chapter 9
Pulse vaccination strategies in a 
metapopulation SIR model
"Great things are not done by impulse, but by a series of small things brought together."
Vincent Van Gogh (1853 -1890)
9.1 Introduction
Following the global eradication by 1979 of smallpox, the World Health Organisation 
has set as goals the global eradication of other diseases, including poliomyelitis [19] 
and dracunculiasis [29, 35], and the global reduction of, for example, measles [27]. 
Global eradication of a disease obviously requires eradication from every single re­
gion or country in the world. But if, for example, a vaccination program is to be 
implemented in any particular region, some level of participation or co-ordination 
will be required by existing health authorities in that region.
Suppose a disease is present in a number of different regions between any pair of 
which migration may occur. This is a common enough scenario in our world today 
- economic globalisation and the popularity of international holidays have promoted 
the development of transport links. Assume that each region has an autonomous 
public health authority that wishes to eradicate the disease from its region. If one 
authority were to implement a vaccination program in the region it controls, there 
would be no guarantee of eradication in that region since new infectives could enter 
it from the other regions. All of the regions agree, then, after common consultation, to 
implement vaccination programs. The regions share information on migration rates 
and on other parameters governing the spread of the disease such as birth rates, death 
rates, contact rates, and recovery rates. Each region decides to implement a pulse vac­
cination strategy (PVS), perhaps in consequence of a recommendation by the World 
Health Organisation that this is a sensible method of control for the disease in con­
tention. (It is certainly true that pulse vaccination strategies have attained real-world 
success in the control of poliomyelitis and measles in Central and South America [123]
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and of poliomyelitis in India [85].) However, each autonomous public health author­
ity wishes to retain some independence in choosing the exact details of the PVS in its 
region. After all, the days appropriate for a vaccination pulse in one region may not be 
appropriate in another - different countries have different customs, national holidays, 
and election days. The question therefore arises as to whether or not it is possible to 
eradicate the disease from all regions if the PVS in each region is chosen with some 
freedom. In this chapter we discover, for a particular model in which long-term ex­
ponential population growth does not occur (unlike in the models of chapter 8), that 
such eradication is possible, provided each PVS is sufficiently strong.
The model we will study will be for a disease with SIR-type dynamics on n > 2 
regions or "patches", applicable to a disease such as poliomyelitis, influenza, measles, 
or rubella. Multi-patch disease models are often labelled as metapopulation models 
in the literature and the populations on the different patches are sometimes called 
subpopulations [49, 73,101]. Pulse vaccination strategies in a two-patch SEIR model 
have been simulated by Earn et al [73]. Their simulation shows that the infective pop­
ulations on the different patches can become synchronised (that is, they can become 
identical) by the influence of the pulse vaccination strategies. The pulse vaccination 
strategies on the two patches are identical in their simulation. Earn et al offer no an­
alytical explanation for their observation but they do comment how Heino et al [86] 
have stressed that synchronicity between subpopulations in ecological models can be 
an important contributory factor to the extinction of all the subpopulations. Earn et 
al suggest that if pulse vaccination strategies can promote synchronicity on the differ­
ent patches of a multi-patch epidemiological model, then disease extinction on all the 
patches may become more likely. We will not explore synchronicity in this thesis but 
remark that such an exploration could yield valuable new results.
This chapter has the following format. In section 9.2 we describe the n-patch SIR 
model to be investigated. In section 9.3 we consider the behaviour of the disease in 
the absence of vaccinations, showing in particular that it may die out naturally or 
persist indefinitely depending on conditions involving the model parameters. Then 
in sections 9.4 and 9.5 we construct conditions on pulse vaccination strategies on the 
n patches such that the disease will be eradicated simultaneously on all n patches. 
Simulations are included in section 9.6 and we end the chapter with a discussion in 
section 9.7.
9.2 The model
Assume there are n > 2 patches on each of which a human population is present. 
Suppose an infectious disease with SIR-type dynamics is circulating on at least one 
of the patches. For 1 < j  < n, let there be Sj (t) susceptibles, Ij(t) infectives, and 
Rj(t) removeds at time t on patch j. Notice that the population on patch j  at time t 
is Nj{t) = Sj{t) +  I j (t) +  Assume, for 1 < j  < n, that the population on patch 
j  is mixing homogeneously and that every individual has the same average number 
of contacts (3j > 0 per unit time, where 13j is a constant. The assumptions of the last 
sentence will lead to a standard incidence function on patch j  (see subsection 8.1.1).
Suppose all new boms on all patches are susceptible - there is no vertical trans­
mission. Suppose further that the birth rate at time t on patch j  is a function of the 
population on patch j ,  namely bj(Nj(t)). Let the birth functions satisfy the following 
biologically sensible requirement:
6j(0) =  0 and bj(x) > 0 for æ > 0 where 1 < j  < n. (9.1)
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There are different ways to model migration [101]. We shall follow an approach 
used by Arino and van den Driessche [49]. Assume, then, that migration occurs be­
tween any pair of patches at the following rates:
• Tn%tj =  per capita migration rate of susceptibles from patch k to patch j
• m l j = per capita migration rate of infectives from patch k to patch j
• mjtj =  per capita migration rate of removeds from patch k to patch j  .
These migration rates are all non-negative constants. It is not sensible to think of 
individuals migrating out of their patch and into it at the same instant, so we set 
mj,j = mj,j =  m fj  =  0 for 1 < j  < n. Natural mortality rates are known to vary 
significantly from one country to another, so there is no reason to assume that the 
natural mortality rate is the same on all patches. Similarly the disease mortality and 
recovery rates maybe patch-dependent. Define, then, the following parameters:
• = per capita death rate of susceptibles and removeds on patch j
• Hj = per capita death rate of infectives on patch j
• j j  =  per capita recovery rate of infectives on patch j
All of these parameters are assumed to be positive constants. Notice that, for 
1 < j  < n, the per capita susceptible death rate on patch j  and the per capita removed 
death rate on patch j  are the same, which is reasonable if recovery from the disease 
does not shorten life expectancy. Assume, for 1 < j  < n, that ^  > p f  (contracting an 
infection is seldom beneficial to a creature). Assume that recovery confers permanent 
immunity. By considering the changes in the numbers of susceptibles, infectives, and 
removeds on patch j  (1 < j  < n) in a short time interval [t, t +  dt], and letting 0
whilst noticing, for example, that lim<%_»o our hypotheses
lead to the following model:
f j c .  Q.T-  /  n \  n
=  ( è mL 'SM - Y ^ m l kSj (9.2)
3 \ k = l  )  k = l
j r .  ç .  r. /  n \  n
~ i t  =  ( 5 j ~ N L ~  ^  +  ^ I j  +  ( £ m k , 3 I k  ) -  é m i k I 3 (9.3)3 \ k = l  J  k = l
(I'D. /  n \  n
- j f  =  7,'jj -  ltSj R j  +  I 5 3  ml j R* ) -  £  mf,kRj (9.4)
\ f c = l  J  fc=l
for t > 0 and for 1 < j  < n, where we use the shorthand Sj, Ij, Rj, and Nj for Sj{t), 
Ij(t), Rj(t), and Nj(t) respectively.
Equations (9.2), (9.3), and (9.4) represent a model without vaccinations for the 
spread of the disease across the n patches. For a sensible model we require initial 
data. Therefore assume that
Sj{0) > 0, /,(0) > 0, ^ (0 )  > 0, SjW + IjW + R jiO )  > 0  for 1 < j  < n. (9.5)
We must have Ij (0) > 0 for at least one value of j ,  for otherwise the disease is already 
absent from all n patches at the initial time t =  0.
Suppose that a pulse vaccination strategy (PVS) is introduced onto each patch 
according to the following definition:
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Definition 9.1. On patch j ,  for 1 < j  < n, pulses occur every Tj > 0 time units, where 
Tj is constant. The first pulse occurs at time > 0 and, for i > 2, the i-th pulse occurs 
at U j =  t i j  + (i — l)Tj. Each pulse instantaneously transfers a fixed proportion pj (where 
0 < pj < 1) of susceptibles in patch j  to the removed class in patch j. Thus S j(tij)  =  
(1 -  Pj)Sj(tfj) and Rj(ti,j) = +  PjSj(t~j) where t~j is the time "momentarily"
before time Between pulses, the system on patch j  evolves according to equations (9.2),
(9.3), and (9.4), and the system begins with the initial data (9.5). The birth functions are 
assumed to satisfy (9.1). Let qj = 1 — pj.
The model with a pulse vaccination strategy on each patch therefore consists of 
a series of infinitely many initial value problems (IVPs), with the initial time of the 
(i +  l)-th IVP being the time of the first pulse that occurs strictly later than the initial 
time of the i-th IVP. At the initial time of the i-th IVP, it is possible that pulses occur 
simultaneously on more than one patch.
For both of the models - without vaccination or with pulse vaccination strategies 
- it is easy to deduce from standard results that a unique solution exists for i > 0. It 
is also straightforward to deduce from known results (p. 81, [128]) that, given our 
assumptions on the initial data in (9.5) and given (9.1), then Sj(t) > 0, Ij(t) > 0, 
Rj(t) > 0, and Nj (t) > 0 for i > 0 for 1 < j  < n. These properties are collectively 
known as positiviiy.
9.3 Natural extinction and endemicity
If it is known that a particular disease will die out naturally, public health authorites 
may decide not to implement a vaccination program against it. Of course a disease 
which is dying out may still claim some victims, but the resources of a public health 
authority are limited and fatal diseases that are endemic are likely to be of greater 
priority than diseases that will die out by themselves. Therefore, before constructing 
successful pulse vaccination strategies in the SIR model defined in the last section, it 
is sensible to have an understanding of when the disease will die out naturally and 
when it will persist naturally.
Theorem 9.1. Consider the model defined by (9.1), (9.2), (9.3), (9.4), and (9.5). Define 
P =  maxi<j<n {pj} and 9 = {t? +  Pj}- If P < 9, then Ij(t) —» 0 as Z —» oofor
1 < J < n.
Proof Add together all n equations defined by (9.3) for 1 < j  < n to obtain:
(9.6)
By positivity we know that < 1 for t > 0 and where 1 < j  < n. But then, 
given the definitions of P and 9 in the statement of the theorem, we can write:
(9.7)
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where I(t) =  Hence (using theorem 1.1, pp. 78-79, [128]) we know that
I(t) < I*(t) î o t  t > 0 where I*(0) =  7(0) > 0 and where /*(£) for
t> 0 .  Solving for I*(t) and using positivity of we then have, for 1 < j  < n:
Combining (9.8) with the assumption that (3 -  6 < 0 immediately yields that 
Ij (i) 0 as i —> oo for 1 < j  < n, as required.
Rigorous proofs of endemicity in metapopulation models are, at present, scarce. 
However, disease persistence in an SIS model has been established analytically by 
Jin and Wang [88]. Also, simulations demonstrating endemicity in a two-patch SEIR 
model for a non-fatal disease have been carried out by Arino et al [48]. We shall now 
demonstrate by simulation that the disease can remain endemic in the model of (9.2),
(9.3), (9.4), and (9.5) when there are two patches.
In figure 9.1 we simulate the model of (9.2), (9.3), and (9.4) when there are n =  2 
patches and where the parameters are chosen as follows:
Pi = 12 /if =  1 = 1.1 7 i =  0.9 (9.9)
fo  =  15 /if =  1.1 /4  =  1.2 72 =  1.2. (9.10)
The migration rates are:
The initial conditions are (5i(0),7i(0),i?i(0)) =  (10,8,0) and (^(O), 72(0),#2(0)) = 
(13,7,10). (The population unit maybe thousands of individuals so it is not necessary 
to worry about stochastic effects from apparently low initial conditions.) The birth 
functions in figure 9.1 are both linear: on patch 1 we have 61 (Ai) =  Ai and on patch 
2 we have 62 (A2) =  2A2.
Figure 9.2 differs from figure 9.1 only in the choices of the birth functions. Thus in 
figure 9.2 the birth functions are both Nicholson (see subsection 3.2 .1): on patch 1 we 
have 61 (Ai) =  3Nie~°-03Nl and on patch 2 we have 62(A2) =  4A2e~0,09Ar2.
Figure 9.3 differs from figures 9.1 and 9.2 only in the choice of the contact rates 
and the birth functions. Thus the contact rates are now 01 = 1.2 and 02 = 6.5 and 
the birth functions are both Allee (see subsection 3.2.1): on patch 1 we have 61 ( Ai) = 
1.5Aie_0-05iVl and on patch 2 we have 62 (A2) =  2A fa~°-^2.
Figures 9.1, 9.2, and 9.3 show that the disease can remain endemic when both 
birth functions are linear, Nicholson, and Allee respectively. Certainly, then, there 
appear to be grounds for seeking vaccination strategies to eradicate the disease.
9.4 Pulse vaccination strategies
We have seen evidence in the previous section that the disease can remain endemic 
in the model of (9.2), (9.3), (9.4), and (9.5). In this section we seek conditions on the
0 < 4  (f) < 7(f) < 7*(f) =  7(0)eOM* for t  > 0. (9.8)
□
m { 2 =  0.8 m i,2 = 1 (9.11)
m£i =  1.2. (9.12)
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patch 1
patch 2
tim e t
Figure 9.1: Natural endemicity on two patches. The birth function is linear on both 
patches. See section 9.3 for parameter choices and comments.
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s / 0patch 1
“T
patch 2
time t
Figure 9.2: Natural endemicity on two patches. The birth function is of Nicholson 
type on both patches. See section 9.3 for parameter choices and comments.
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patch 1
30 r
s / o
patch 2
tim e t
Figure 9.3: Natural endemicity on two patches. The birth function is of Allee type on 
both patches. See section 9.3 for parameter choices and comments.
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pulse vaccination strategies such that the disease will be eradicated on all n patches 
simultaneously whilst asking if the PVS parameters on every patch can be chosen 
with some automony along the lines stated in the introduction.
Although many human populations have been growing in recent decades and 
centuries (see [34,105] and table 8.1), this growth is unlikely to continue forever. Also, 
despite dire predictions by numerous gloomy individuals, there has not been a major 
global human population crash for many centuries. It seems reasonable to eventually 
hope for some sort of stability in human populations. The reason we mention these 
details is because our method of deriving successful pulse vaccination strategies as­
sumes that our subpopulations are stable. We begin with a lemma in which we bound 
above the susceptible, infective, and removed populations on every patch.
Lemma 9.1. Consider the PVS model described in definition 9.1. Suppose that the birth 
functions are bounded above, that is, suppose, for 1 < j  < n, that max^>o {bj{Nj)} < Mj 
where Mj is a positive constant. Also let N(0) =  Aj(0). Then Sj(t) < and
Ij(t) < and Rj(t) < ^  fo rt > t* where:
M  =
3=1
d =  = 
and where, ifN(0) < 4f, then t* = 0, but if N(0) > i f  then
The assumption on the birth functions in lemma 9.1 is sensible because, in real life, 
a birth rate will never be infinite. Notice that the number t* mentioned in lemma 9.1 
will be used in theorem 9.3 later on. Here is the proof of the lemma:
Proof. If we add together all 3n equations defined by (9.2), (9.3), and (9.4) for 1 < j  < 
n, and bear in mind that Sj (t) +  Ij (t) +  Rj (t) =  Nj (t), we obtain, for t>  0:
) = 1 3  W  (*)) "" W s3 (*) +  I 3 (*) +  hj Rj (*)] ) • (9.15)
V=1 /  3=1
Equation (9.15) holds both for the model without vaccinations and for the PVS 
model. This is because in the PVS model, the model equations are the same between 
pulses as in the model without vaccinations and each instantaneous pulse on any 
patch does not alter the total size of the population on that or any other patch.
Let N(t) = Y^j=i Then using the definition of d given in the statement of
the lemma, as well as (9.15), we can write:
(9.16)
dN(t)
dt
<
(9.13)
(9.14)
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Since Nj (t) > 0 for alH > 0 by positivity and using 9.1, we can deduce by (9.16) 
that:
< M - d N ( t )  for t > 0, (9.17)
where M  = ^ ”=1 Mj.
It follows by theorem 1.1 on pages 78-79 of [128] that N(t) < N* (t) for i > 0 where 
N*(0) — N(0) =  ^Vj(O) > 0 and where, for t > 0, we have dN^  = M  — dN*(t). 
Solving for N*(t) reveals that:
N(t) < JV* (t) =  y  +  ( n (0) e~it for t >  0. (9.18)
By positivity we know that 0 < Sj (t) < Nj(t) < N(i) for t > 0. Further, since
e~dt —> 0 as * oo, we can deduce by (9.18) that, for all t large enough, then
Sj(t) < Nj (t) < N(t) < W î o r l < j  < n, (9.19)
where W  =  4^ . In fact (9.19) can be seen to hold for all t > t* where t* is defined in 
the statement of lemma 9.1. Similarly we may bound above Ij (t) and Rj (t).
□
In our next result, we find that the pulse vaccination strategies will succeed pro­
vided they keep the proportion of susceptibles on every patch suitably small for all 
time large enough.
Theorem 9.2. In the PVS model described in definition 9.1, suppose that the birth functions 
are bounded above. Also, suppose that, for 1 < j  < n, the PVS on patch j  ensures that, for all 
t big enough (for all t > tj, say), then:
A #  < <9-20)
Then Ij(t) —» 0 as Z —» oofor 1 < j  < n.
Proof. Let t =  maxi<j<n {tj} . Vaccination pulses do not make the infective popula­
tion on any patch change impulsively. By (9.6) and (9.20), we can say, then, for all 
t > t ,  that:
j t i m -  (9.2i)
Let I(t) = X)j=i Let —a = maxi<j<n | — J—^ L j .  Notice that a  > 0. Then 
for t > t, we have, by (9.21),
^  (9.22)
Hence (using theorem 1.1, pp. 78-79, [128]) we know that I(t) < I*(t) for t > f
where I*(t) =  I(t) > 0 and where dId{ =  —al*(t) for t > t. Solving for I*(t) and
using positivity, we then have, for 1 < j  <n:
0 < I ^ t)  < I  (t) < I* it) = I( t)e -a^  for t > t. (9.23)
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Combining (9.23) with the assumption that a  > 0 immediately yields that Ij(t) -> 
0 as Z —+ oo for 1 < j  < n, as required.
□
Thus disease eradication will be guaranteed on all patches by the pulse vaccina­
tion strategies if the PVS on patch j  (for 1 < j  < n) ensures that (9.20) holds for all t 
large enough. In order to establish a condition on the PVS on patch j  such that (9.20) 
will hold for all t large enough, we must first prove another lemma in which we 
bound below our subpopulations.
Lemma 9.2. Consider the PVS model of definition 9.1. Fori < j  < n, define:
[ n n n 1
D 3' = m a x K ?  +  £ m f fc, » ! +  Y , mf ,k \  ■ (9.24)
v k—1 k = l  k = l  J
(Al) If the birth function on patch j  is of Nicholson type (see subsection 3.2.1) with bj (Nj) = 
^2’0Nof and if Dj < A ij, then bj(Nj) = DjNj has a unique positive solution 
Nj and Nj(t) > for all t large enough.
(A2) If the birth function on patch j  is of Allee type (see subsection 3.2.1) with bj(Nj) = 
a i, jNj6 a*’3N3, and if Dj < — then bj(Nj) = DjNj has two positive solutions, 
which we may label N f j  and N ^ w i th  N fj  < N ^ .  I fNj(0) > N f j  then Nj(t) >
N i j  for t > 0 and Nj(t) > ^ 1<^N2>d for all t large enough.
Proof. Bearing in mind that Nj (t) = Sj (t) +  Ij (t) +  Rj (t) and that Nj (t) is not impul­
sively changed when any vaccination pulse occurs on any patch, we add together (9.2),
(9.3), and (9.4) to obtain, for t>  0:
i t = ^
-  + Ê  mf*J Si -  + Ê  mi^j h -  + Ê  m& ) Ri- (9.25)
By positivity we have:
+  ( j p n L 1* )  +  >  0 ,  ( 9 .2 6 )
and:
- +è % - (M*+è K k j  h -  ( v j + i t , mf,k) ri
> -D jS j  -  Djlj  -  DjRj =  -D jN j .  (9.27)
Using (9.25), (9.26), and (9.27), we can write:
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It follows (using theorem 1.1, pp. 78-79, [128]) that Nj(t) > Nj(t) for i > 0 where
Nj (0) =  Nj (0) and where, for i > 0, we have = bj(Nj) — DjNj.  Results (Al) 
and (A2) of the lemma now follow trivially.
□
By lemma 9.2, we know that there will be circumstances under which the popu­
lation on patch j  (1 < j  < n) will remain bounded below. We have also commented 
after the statement of lemma 9.1 how, in real life, a birth rate will never be infinite. 
In particular, it is sensible to expect maxjv^o j } to Guile, and indeed if bj is
any of the three birth functions described in subsection 3.2.1 then such an expectation 
holds. Thus we can be sure that the assumptions made in the following theorem are 
sensible:
Theorem 9.3. Consider the PVS model of definition 9.1. As in lemma 9.1, assume, for 
1 < j  < n, that maxATj-x) {bj(Nj)} < Mj where Mj is a positive constant. Suppose also 
that maxNj>o { ^} < K j for some positive constant K j and that Nj(t) > Hj for all
time large enough (for all t > tj, say).
Let M  = X3”=i M?" and d = mini<j<n {hj ,  hj}  =  mini<j<n {hj}- Also let 
Lô = K 3 +  ("2d ')  (jï~j) m*,J)  +  +  53 + mj)k +  m£k] . (9.29)
Assume, for 1 < j  < n, that the PVS on patch j  satisfies the relationship:
%  < (930) 
Then there exists tj > 0 such that, for all t > tj, the PVS on patch j  will ensure that 
PiNjiï) < 7j (and therefore theorem 9.2 applies).
Proof. First note by the quotient rule for differentiation that:
, /  C \  dSj  q  /  d Nj  \
f o r t> 0 ' k ,'w here i > l ,  (9.31)
where (recall by definition 9.1) Uj is the time of the i-th pulse on patch j.
Now we already have an expression for in (9.2) and an expression for is
given in (9.25).
By positivity we know that — Y)k=i mj,k 3^ — 0 and Nj(t) > 0 for t > 0.
By (9.2) we may then bound above ( ïv ^ )  as follows:
for* > 0 , w h e re i> l .  (9.32)
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But by assumption m a x ^ o  < Kj  and, fori > it, then ^  Also,
by lemma 9.1, we know that Sj < for i > i* where t* is defined in the statement 
of lemma 9.1. Let it* =  max{i*, it}. Then, by (9.32), we know that:
f Z M \  /  1 X n
N j - KS + ( i J J  ( ^ J  S  ml i  for < > *,**' * ^  <i,j where » > 1. (9.33)
Again, by positivity we know, for i > 0, that
- fy W )  -  < 0.
We also know that 0 < -%L, § t < 1. But then:
n
< 2/zf +  Z/J +  5 3  H fc  +  ^ ,fe + m ffc] .
k=l
Therefore, using the fact that 0 < ^  < 1, and also using (9.25), we may bound
C. / ££fi X 5
above — ^  I ) for i > 0 as follows:
s. /dJV
%  r %  ^ W  + 4  +  Z  K i t  +  K t  +  mftk] . (9.34)
k—1
Combining (9.33) and (9.34) with (9.31) reveals that: 
d f S j \  T
d t y ' N ' j ) -  j for * > * ? ’ k j  where i > 1, (9.35)
where Lj is a positive constant defined in (9.29).
Let Xj (i) =  We ^ o w  that pulses occur on patch j  at times t itj as outlined 
in definition 9.1. Let tUj)j be the time of the first cull on patch j  to occur strictly later 
than tj*. Then we can write, by (9.35):
dxj(t) ^ T .
— < Lj for i > iu .tj where i f  i<j for i > Uj. (9.36)
Then (using theorem 1.1, pp. 78-79, [128]), we can say, for any i > Uj, that Xj (i) < 
9j(i) f°r * ^ [i*j, i<+i,j) where QjiUj) = Xj(titj) and where:
dg-j(t) _ ,
=  4  for * G (i< j,ii+ ij). (9.37)
Solving for gj(t) on [titj , t i+ltj) reveals that:
xj(t) < gj(t) = Lj(t — Uj)  +  Xj(tij) for i>Uj.  (9.38)
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But then:
— LjTj +  Xj ( t i j  ), (9.39)
where t~+1j  denotes the time "momentarily" before the time U+ij.
But now Xj(ti+itj) = since, by definition 9.1, SjiU+ij) = qjSj(t7+lfj)
and Nj(tr+hj) = N j (%+ij). Hence by (9.39):
x j  — Q j L j T j  + q j X j ( t i yj ) .  (9.40)
Let zt = Xj (Uj ). Then by (9.40) :
zi+i < A +  QjZi  for i >  U j ,  (9.41)
where A = qjLjTj > 0. Iterating (9.41) we quickly find that, for % > 1:
i —l
Zuj+i < Qjzuj +  A ^ 2  Qj • (9.42)
r = 0
Now 0 < qj < 1, so the partial sum in (9.42) will be less than the entire sum, that
î> ? < ï^ r  ^
is,
i — l
r = 0  -
Hence:
zUj+i < q'jZuj +  A—- —  fori > 1. (9.44)
I qj
But using lemma 9.1 and the assumption in the theorem that Nj (t) > Hj for t > tj, 
we know that:
# 3  = <**=>
Therefore:
Xji tuj+i j )  =  zUj+i <  +  y z 2™  for 1 ^ 1- (9A6)
But then by (9.38) we have, for t e [tUj+i)j , tU:j+i+i j )  for i > 1, that:
LjTj  3Mqj
+  (9.47)1 — qj 2dHj
Now inequality (9.30) is true by assumption. But then by (9.47):
for t E [tUj+ifj , t Uj+i+1)j) for all i large enough that
3M<?i 7j +  v] LTj
m  < 2 i ± d  (9.48)
2dHj < 2/3, 1 - 5/  (9'49)
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By (9.30), the right hand side of (9.49) is positive. Thus, since 0 < qj < 1, it is 
clear that (9.49) will hold for all i large enough. Thus, if we let ij be the least i such 
that (9.49) holds, then by (9.48) we have:
The following corollary is true immediately by the results in this section:
Corollary 9.1. Make the assumptions, for each j  with 1 < j  < n, in lemma 9.1, lemma 9.2, 
theorem 9.2, and theorem 9.3. Then I j ( f )  —> 0 as t —> oo for \ < j  < n. In other words, the 
pulse vaccination strategies will eradicate the disease on all patches simultaneously.
9.5 Regime existence
It is trivially seen that (9.30) will hold for a sufficiently strong PVS on patch j. After all, 
for any vaccination strength qj satisfying 0 < % < 1, then (9.30) will hold provided 
the pulses on patch j  occur often enough that:
Inequality (9.51) is simply a rearrangement of (9.30). To gain insight into how 
restrictive condition (9.51) is, we plot "stability" diagrams in figure 9.4. The shaded 
region in the plots depict the part of the Tj-qj parameter space for which (9.51) holds.
Thus the shaded region in each plot is where 0 < qj < 1 and 0 <Tj  < •
Notice how significantly the stable region is reduced by doubling the contact rate 
13j. This is sensible because we would expect a higher contact rate to allow a disease 
to spread more quickly, so that a stronger vaccination strategy would be needed to 
control it. Notice also that successful pulse vaccination strategies may exist which 
lie outside the stable regions, since we have proven (9.51) to be sufficient but not 
necessary for disease eradication.
Stability diagrams similar to those in this section were included in figure 3.2 in 
subsection 3.4.4. The diagrams in figure 3.2 depicted the stability of a culling regime 
for an insect pest. From figure 3.2 we observed in subsection 3.4.4 that the stable 
region was radically reduced if the birth rate of the pest were doubled. This is anal­
ogous to the observation made in the last paragraph on how doubling the contact 
rate fa reduces the stable region for a PVS restricted by (9.51). This should come as 
no great surprise because the contact rate in an epidemiological model functions as a 
birth rate parameter for the infective population. The analogy is completed by noting 
that infectives are, in a sense, pests - the purpose of disease control is to eradicate the 
infective population.
9.6 Simulations
In this section we present simulations in which independent pulse vaccination strate­
gies are carried out when there are two patches. In figure 9.5 we plot the number of
(9.50)
□
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Stability diagram (p. = 0.2) Stability diagram (p. = 0.4)
stable region
pulse parameter q. pulse parameter q.
Figure 9.4: Stability diagrams for pulse vaccination strategy on patch j ,  depicting 
regions in which the strategy is guaranteed to succeed. See section 9.5 for details. In 
both plots, Lj 1, 'Yj == 1.2, fij — 1.
infectives on patch 1 and patch 2  by simulating the model of (9.2), (9.3), and (9.4), 
with the same initial data, model parameters, and birth functions as those used in 
figure 9.1. A PVS with constant pulse strength pi = 0.95 (so that qi = 1 — pi = 0.05) 
begins on patch 1 at time ti =  3, with pulses occurring thereafter every Ti =  0.2 time 
units. A PVS with constant pulse strength p2 = 0.9 (so that <72 =  1 — P2 =  0.1) begins 
on patch 2  at time *2 =  3.5, with pulses occurring thereafter every Tg =  0.25 time 
units.
The birth functions in figure 9.5 are linear, so theorem 9.3 is not being tested in 
this simulation because the condition in theorem 9.3 that max^>o {bj (Nj ) }  < Mj  for 
a positive constant Mj for 1 < j  < n does not hold. Figure 9.5 is included because it 
suggests that, in certain circumstances, pulse vaccination strategies will reduce infec­
tive populations but only temporarily. The fact that the pulse vaccination strategies 
in figure 9.5 yield only a temporary reduction in the infective populations could be 
related to the growth of the total populations on the two patches, as demonstrated by 
figure 9.1. In figure 9.5, then, we could argue that, as the total populations grow on 
each patch, the birth functions necessarily increase because they are linear, and this 
results in an increasing supply of susceptibles to fuel the disease. The pulses on both 
patches have a diminishing effect as the populations grow because, even though each 
new pulse will vaccinate a larger number of susceptibles, there will also be a larger 
number of susceptibles left unvaccinated - pulses are always assumed to vaccinate a 
fixed proportion of susceptibles.
In view of figure 9.5 and the results of chapter 8, it may be fruitful to seek condi­
tions under which simultaneous pulse vaccination strategies fail to eradicate a multi­
patch disease. In particular, if the populations are increasing on every patch, and 
if the contact rates grow with the populations, can we adapt the methods of chap­
ter 8 to prove that the infective populations will diverge to infinity? This is left as 
a matter for future research although we make an observation that could assist such 
research: by reasoning as in lemma 9.2, it is easy to show for our model of (9.2), (9.3), 
and (9.4), that, if bj(Nj) =  XjNj for 1 < j  < n and if Xj > Dj where Dj is defined in 
equation (9.24), then Nj(t) —» 00 as t —» 00. This will be true whether or not a PVS is 
carried out on patch j  because instantaneous pulses on patch j  do not instantaneously
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Figure 9.5: Independent pulse vaccination strategies on two patches, with pulses 
starting at time *i =  3 on patch 1 and time t2 = 3.5 on patch 2. The birth function is 
linear on both patches. Infective populations depicted. See the first two paragraphs 
of section 9.6 for details.
change the total population on patch j  or on any other patch.
In figure 9.6 we plot the number of infectives on patch 1 and 2 by simulating 
the model of (9.2), (9.3), and (9.4), with the same initial data, model parameters, 
and Nicholson-type birth functions as those used in figure 9.2. A PVS with constant 
pulse strength p1 = 0.97 (so that çi =  1 -  Pl =  0.03) begins on patch 1 at time 
h  = 2, with pulses occurring thereafter every Ti time units where Ti is found by 
setting equality in (9.51) for j  =  1, which gives Ti =  0.0035. A PVS with constant 
pulse strength p2 = 0.95 (so that 92 =  1 — P2 =  0.05) begins on patch 2 at time 
t2 = 2.35, with pulses occurring thereafter every T2 time units where T2 is found by 
setting equality in (9.51) for j  = 2, which gives T2 = 0.0021. If we were to choose 
Ti and T2 to be anything less than the values obtained by setting equality in (9.51) 
for j  = 1 and 2 respectively, then theorem 9.3 would guarantee that h(t)  -» 0 and 
h{t)  0 as f -> 00. As it is, even by choosing Ti and T2 from setting equality 
in (9.51), figure 9.6 still apparently shows that h  {t) ^  0 and I2{t) -» 0. But this should 
not necessarily surprise us. We have not attempted to calculate the weakest pulse 
vaccination strategies that succeed in eradication - weakest in terms of frequency of 
application. Our theorems have been constructed to show simply that it is possible 
for independent pulse vaccination strategies to collectively wipe out the disease from 
all patches simultaneously. Future research could involve constructing the weakest 
successful independent pulse vaccination strategies.
patch 2
-■--------------------- 1---------------------1--------------------- 1--------------------- 1_____________ I_____________ L
patch 1
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Figure 9.6: Successful independent pulse vaccination strategies on two patches, with 
pulses starting at time ti =  2 on patch 1 and time 2% =  2.35 on patch 2. The birth 
function is of Nicholson type on both patches. Infective populations depicted. Pulse 
frequencies are sufficiently high that it is difficult to discern the effect of individual 
pulses by eye. See the fourth paragraph of section 9.6 for details.
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Figure 9.7: Successful independent pulse vaccination strategies on two patches, with 
pulses starting at time ti =  2 on patch 1 and time = 2.35 on patch 2. The birth func­
tion is of Allee type on both patches. Infective populations depicted. Pulse frequen­
cies are sufficiently high that it is difficult to discern the effect of individual pulses by 
eye. See the final paragraph of section 9.6 for details.
In figure 9.7 we plot the number of infectives on patch 1 and 2 by simulating the 
model of (9.2), (9.3), and (9.4), with the same initial data, model parameters, and 
Allee-type birth functions as those used in figure 9.3. A PVS with constant pulse 
strength pi =  0.97 (so that qi = I —pi — 0.03) begins on patch 1 at time ti = 2, with 
pulses occurring thereafter every Ti time units where Ti is found by setting equality 
in (9.51) for j  = 1, which gives T% =  0.0014. A PVS with constant pulse strength 
P2 =  0.95 (so that q2 =  1 — P2 =  0.05) begins on patch 2 at time f2 =  2.35, with 
pulses occurring thereafter every T2 time units where T2 is found by setting equality 
in (9.51) for j  = 2, which gives T2 =  0.0034. The comments made about figure 9.6 
apply equally well to figure 9.7.
9.7 Discussion
We have recognised that inter-city, inter-regional, and international travel has in­
creased significantly in the last few decades, promoting the spread of infectious dis­
eases and motivating independent health authorities to co-ordinate their disease- 
control initiatives. The spread of SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome) across
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aviation routes in 2003 is a well-studied example [126]. Despite co-ordinated con­
trol efforts, independent health authorities are likely to retain at least some autonomy 
in their decisions. In particular, autonomy may be retained in choosing the precise 
details of a pulse vaccination strategy (PVS).
All of these considerations led us to examine an SIR model on n > 2 patches 
between any pair of which migration was permitted in either direction. Having seen 
by simulation that the disease can remain endemic on the different patches, we asked 
if it could be eradicated on all patches simultaneously if an independent PVS were 
carried out on each patch. We discovered that, if each PVS were sufficiently strong, 
then such eradication would occur. This result was corroborated by simulations in a 
two-patch model.
Future research could involve rigorously proving that the disease can remain en­
demic in the absence of vaccinations and constructing the weakest pulse vaccination 
strategies that still succeed - weakest in terms of frequency of pulses.
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Chapter 10
Epidemiological models with a 
gestation delay
"Defer no time, delays have dangerous ends."
William Shakespeare (1564 -1616)
10.1 Introduction
The majority of epidemiological models in the literature, at least those intended for 
mammalian species, make no reference at all to the gestation period of the host. This 
may not matter when the duration of an epidemic is short enough in comparison to 
the natural turnover of the population that births and natural deaths may effectively 
be ignored, but when a disease is endemic there is no reason a priori to ignore gesta­
tion. In this chapter we therefore derive and examine an SIR model with a gestation 
delay in the birth term.
It is clear enough that diseases can affect conception and gestation. For example, 
rubella can cause miscarriages or cause a child to be bom with congenital rubella syn­
drome [74,124]. In teenage males and men, mumps can cause infertility [122]. Fatal 
diseases, such as HIV/AIDS, passed on by vertical transmission (mother to unborn 
child in the womb) will obviously also affect conception rates, particularly if an in­
fected child dies before reaching sexual maturity. A fatal disease will clearly affect 
gestation if it kills a pregnant woman.
So diseases can influence gestation but now we ask, can the gestation period influ­
ence the spread of a disease? Certainly the gestation period will affect the birth rate. 
Assuming for simplicity that the gestation period is a fixed constant r  > 0, then the 
number of new boms at a time t will be wholly dependent on the number of concep­
tions at time t —r. But if all new boms are susceptible and recovery confers permanent 
immunity (as it may do with viral infections such as mumps, measles, or rubella [98]), 
and assuming the population is closed (no migration into or out of it), then the birth 
rate alone will be what feeds the disease with a fresh stock of victims and gives it the
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chance to persist. Intuitively, then, we can link endemicity to the gestation period. 
Thus there would appear to be value in incorporating gestation into epidemiological 
models. We will do this for an SIR model.
The model that we study will primarily be intended for a population, such as 
human, which breeds year round and where unborn members are protected from 
the disease by their mother's womb. However, our model may also be appropriate 
for a disease spreading through the adult stage of a creature with a life cycle of two 
stages where r  represents the maturation age. Creatures with stage-structured life 
cycles include crop pests which can spread diseases to the crops they infest. Even if 
the disease is non-fatal to the pest, it may yet damage the crop. In such a situation 
it would be in our interests to know if the disease can persist in the pest population. 
Similarly, it is in our interests to know when fatal diseases reduce populations of 
creatures we rely on, including pollinators such as bees.
The format of this chapter is as follows. In section 10.2 we derive an SIR model 
with a gestation delay when the disease can be fatal. In section 10.3 we show how 
the model simplifies when the disease is assumed to be non-fatal. In section 10.4 we 
show that there are circumstances under which the non-fatal disease of section 10.3 
can be endemic. This prompts us to construct, in section 10.5, constant and pulse 
vaccination strategies that successfully control the disease. Simulations corroborate 
our results in section 10.6. In section 10.7 we derive, simulate, and comment on two 
insect pathogen models. We end the chapter with a discussion in section 10.8.
10.2 An SIR model
Suppose an infectious disease is circulating in a mammalian population in which un­
born members are protected from the disease by their mother's womb - there is no 
vertical transmission. However, unborn members may die as a result of the disease if 
the mother dies from it. The gestation period is understood to mean the duration of 
pregnancy, the time from conception to birth. The gestation period will be treated for 
simplicity as a constant r  > 0. Examples of typical mammalian gestation periods are 
provided in table 10.1.
It is worth noting that almost 100 mammalian species are known to practise de­
layed implantation (or embryonic diapause) in which the blastocyst (early embryo) can be 
maintained in a state of dormancy (diapause) for many months prior to implantation 
in the lining of the uterus or womb [119]. Such an adaptation has evolved to allow 
these species to give birth at a time most favourable to the survival of mother and off­
spring. An example is the walrus for which the diapause lasts for 3 to 4 months. The 
time from embryonic implantation to birth in a walrus is about 12 months, giving a 
typical gestation (conception to birth) of 15-16 months, as we have stated in table 10.1.
In some species the diapause can vary significantly. For instance, in the brown 
bear it ranges from 4 to 7 months to give the bear flexibility in choosing when to be­
gin its hibernation whilst ensuring the cubs will be bom in the safety of a winter's 
den. The total gestation for a brown bear is anything from 6 to 9 months. Since this is 
not constant (contrary to the assumption we have made for the purposes of construct­
ing a mathematical model), we have chosen to omit this species from table 10.1. We 
have also deliberately omitted marsupials because we will assume, for our model, 
that once a creature has been bom it is able to interact with other members of the 
population and not just its mother. After being bom, a marsupial is protected by its
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Mammal Typical gestation Mammal Typical gestation
Elephant 22 months Baboon 6 months
White Rhinoceros 16-18 months Domestic sheep 5 months
Walrus 15-16 months Capybara 4-5 months
Giraffe 14-15 months Wild boar 110-115 days
Zebra 12-13 months Tiger 105-115 days
Northern fur seal 12 months Beaver 100 days
Bottlenose dolphin 12 months Leopard 90-95 days
Cape Buffalo 11-12 months Cape hunting dog 70-72 days
Llama 11-12 months Domestic cat 65 days
Blue whale 10-12 months Coyote 63 days
Horse 11 months Gray wolf 60-63 days
American Bison 9-10 months Red fox 51-53 days
Eland 9 months Hare 40-50 days
Human 9 months European hedgehog 35 days
Hippopotamus 8 months Rabbit 28-31 days
Caribou 8 months Brown rat 21 days
Chimpanzee 7-8 months House mouse 19-21 days
Impala 7 months Syrian hamster 16-18 days
Table 10.1: Examples of mammalian gestation periods. Information on gestation pe­
riods may be found in reference [59].
mother's pouch but it may still be susceptible to diseases that its mother may carry 
or catch.
An individual will mean a member of the population that has already been bom 
and does not include foetuses (this is a matter of nomenclature and not an ethical 
statement). Assume any particular individual must be either susceptible, infective, 
or removed (these terms are defined in section 7.2) with respect to the disease at any 
time t. Then the population is divided into susceptible, infective, and removed classes. 
Let there be S(t) susceptibles,/(i) infectives, and R(t) removeds at time t. Let the to­
tal number of individuals at time t  be N(t). Then N(t) = S(t) +  I(t) +  R(t). Assume 
for simplicity that there is homogeneous mixing and that all individuals have the 
same average number of contacts /3 > 0 per unit time where /3 is a constant. The 
assumptions of the last sentence will lead to a standard incidence function (see sub­
section 8.1.1). Recovery is assumed to confer permanent immunity. We will assume 
that there may be disease-caused deaths in deriving a model and then we will con­
sider the special case in which the disease is non-fatal when we analyse the model.
Define the following parameters:
• gs = per capita death rate for susceptibles and removeds
• gi = per capita death rate for infectives
• 7  =  per capita recovery rate for infectives .
Define u(t, a) to be the density of foetuses at time t of age a where 0 < a < r. 
Then the number of foetuses from age o to o +  do at time t is approximately u(t, a)da, 
with accuracy as da —» 0. Since animals age at the same rate at which time passes, 
it is also correct to say that the number of foetuses from age o to o +  di at time t is
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approximately iz(t, d)dt, with accuracy as dt —> 0. Note that u(t, a) may be interpreted 
as the rate at which foetuses pass through age a at time £.
Since the probability of a miscarriage is not, in general, independent of the age of 
the foetus (younger foetuses in humans, for example, are more likely to miscarry (p. 
835, [120])), let the miscarriage rate for a foetus of age o be a function of a, namely 
/if (a).
Let the reproducing adult population at time t be M(i). The reproducing adult 
population is a proportion a  of the total "bom" population N(t). This proportion 
a  may change with time but in some populations, such as human populations, it 
may change slowly, particularly in relation to the gestation period. Thus, in Britian, 
the population is ageing but it is not ageing extremely rapidly. Over certain time- 
scales, then, we can think of a  as being constant. But then, over such a time-scale, 
M(t) =  aN(i). Let us assume that we are modelling a population over such a time- 
scale.
Now it is clear that the conception rate will be a function of the reproducing adult 
population M(t) as well as a function of t itself because, in many species, breeding 
occurs only at certain times called mating seasons. But since we are assuming that 
M  (t) = a N  (t) where a  is a constant, we can say that the conception rate is a function 
of the total population N(t) as well as of t. Denote this function as b(N(t),t). We will 
refer to this function as the conception function or conception rate.
Notice that we may interpret u(t,0) to be the rate at which foetuses pass through 
age zero, which amounts to saying that u(t, 0) is also the conception rate. We may 
therefore write:
conception rate at time t = b(N(t),i) =  u(t, 0) (10.1)
Next observe that u(£, r) is the rate at which foetuses pass through age r , which 
means that u(t, r) is the birth rate since r  is the gestation period. Since we have as­
sumed there is no vertical transmission, these u(t, t )  new boms must be susceptible.
Given all of these assumptions, a sensible model is:
^  =  u{t,T) -  0 ^ ^ - -  nsS(t) (10.2)
i r  =  (m 3)
dR(t)
dt
^I(t) -  gsR(t). (10.4)
The task now is to find an expression for u(t, r) in terms of known parameters and 
functions. To this end, consider the foetuses that are of age a at time t. These foetuses 
have density u(t, a). (A group of organisms of the same or similar age is called a 
cohort.) For these foetuses, the death rate per foetus due to miscarriage is Pf(a). In 
addition, the death rate per foetus due to the death of its mother will be the death rate 
per mother. But the proportion of foetuses whose mother is not infective is 
and these mothers have a death rate per individual of ps. Also the proportion of 
foetuses whose mother is infective is and these mothers have a death rate per 
individual of pi. Then, in a narrow time interval [t, t + dt], the number of foetal deaths 
we would expect is:
pf  (a)u(t, a)dt +  ps °)dt +  M a)dt, (10.5)
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with equality for this expression as dt —» 0. Hence the change in the number of 
foetuses in [*, t +  dt] is
i(t + dt, a + dt) -  u(t, a) «  -iif(a)u(t, a)dt -  fj,s %(*, a)dt
with equality as dt —» 0.
A Taylor series expansion gives
u(t + dt,a + dt) — u(t, a) =
- P i ^ j u { t , a ) d t , (10.6)
dt ■dt + da (10.7)
where 0 (dt2) represents terms containing (dt)2 or higher powers of dt.
Equating the right hand sides of (10.6) and (10.7), dividing by dt, and letting dt —» 
0, leads to:
+  =  _  (f if(a) +  M(t, a). (10.8)
Adopting an approach used by Simons and Gourley [125], we now define uç (a) = 
u(a + £,a). Then, using (10.8), we can write:
duç
da
du(t,a) du(t,a) +dt da t=a+£
-  ( » f (a) +  +  ^ M . )  u(i, o)
t—a+£,
N( a  +  0  ' ''*JV(a +  0
Solving for uç gives:
uc(a) = ( 0 ) e x p  ^  Mf(v) +  Us^  +  C) +  W dn ) ■ ( 1 0 .1 0 )
If we now set £ =  t — t  and a = r, then (10.10) becomes:
x exp
u(t, t ) = u(t — T, 0)
5(7? + 1 — r) +  R(rj -j-t — r) 1(77+ t — r)
-  [  Vfiv) Jo
+ ps- AT (77 + t - r ) + Pi N(rj + t — r) dr]). (10.11)
But by (10.1), we can say that u(t — r, 0) =  b(N(t — r) , t  — r). Combining this fact 
with (10.11) yields the required expression for the birth rate u(t, r):
u(t,r) = b(N(t — r) , t  — r)e~ So Vfiridv
r  " 5(77 + 1 -  r) +  R (r] + t — r) , f 7(77 +  t -  r) 
, Jo
x exp Ps- N(r] + t - r ) + Pi N(r] + t — r) dr]). (10.12)
The terms in (10.12) may be interpreted ecologically. The birth rate at time t (namely 
u(t, t)) is equal to the conception rate at time t —r  (namely b(N(t—r) , t —r)), multiplied
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by the probability that a foetus does not miscarry (namely e So multiplied
by the probability that the mother does not die (which would kill the foetus).
For a properly defined model, our final requirement is initial data:
S(t) = S0(t) > 0, I(t) = I0(t) > 0, R(t) = Ro(t) > 0  for t 6 [ -r , 0]. (10.13)
Here So, lo, and R q are initial functions or functions of initial data.
Our SIR model is now defined completely by (10.2), (10.3), (10.4), (10.12), and 
by (10.13). For this model, a unique solution exists for f > 0 provided the conception 
function &(•) is suitably sensible. We will not enter into a discussion of the existence 
and uniqueness of solutions to delay differential systems here but instead observe 
that a proper discussion maybe found in [95].
10.3 A simple model
In this section and the three sections which follow it, we explore a special case of the 
model derived in section 10.2. First suppose that breeding takes place year-round 
(as in a human population) so that the conception function depends only on the total 
population AT(f). Moreover, assume this dependence is linear, so that b(N(t)) =  XN(t) 
for some constant À > 0. Next suppose that the disease is non-fatal, in which case 
ps = pi. By setting p = ps = pi, then (10.12) simplifies:
u(t, r )  = AN(t — t ) ,  ( 1 0 . 1 4 )
where A =  Xe~ fo Vf(.'n)d‘ne-v T.
Combining (10.14) with (10.2), (10.3), and (10.4), our model becomes:
^  =  A J V ( t - r ) - / 3 ^ ^ ) - M5 ( t )  ( 1 0 . 1 5 )
« .
=  7 / ( t ) - ^ ( i ) .  ( 1 0 . 1 7 )
This model is still subject to the initial data in (10.13), which we repeat here for ease
of reference:
S{t) =  S0(t) >  0, I(t) =  I0{t) > 0, R(t) =  Ro(t) > 0  for f  G [ - r ,  0]. ( 1 0 . 1 8 )
We assume additionally that:
5(0) > 0  and 7(0) > 0 . ( 1 0 . 1 9 )
We will find conditions for the disease to persist in the population in section 10.4. 
Since the model could apply to a disease for a human population, and humans prefer 
to eradicate their own diseases where possible, we construct successful vaccination 
strategies in section 10.5. Note that even a non-fatal disease can adversely affect a 
country's economy by causing children to miss days at school and adults to miss 
days at work.
Recall the description of a constant vaccination strategy (CVS) and pulse vaccina­
tion strategy (PVS) from section 7.4. If we incorporate a CVS into the model of (10.15),
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(10.16), and (10.17), where a constant proportion tt of all new boms is vaccinated suc­
cessfully and on a continuous basis, then the model becomes:
^  =  (1 -  7r)AJV(t -  t ) -  "  MS(t) (10.20)
= /3^ f - (7+/i)I(i) (ia21)
=  7 / ( t ) - ^ ( i )  +  ^ A JV (t-T ). (10.22)
Since Trisa proportion, then 0 < tt < 1. If tt = 0, then no new boms are vaccinated 
successfully and the model reduces to the model with no vaccinations. If tt = 1, 
then all new boms are vaccinated successfully, and it becomes trivial to show that 
the disease must inevitably die out. Assume for the rest of this chapter, then, that 
0 < TT < 1.
In the case where the disease is non-fatal, we may incorporate a PVS into the 
model without fear of creating inconsistencies in the model derivation of section 10.2. 
This is because, for a non-fatal disease, the process of deriving the birth rate u(t, r) 
will not involve dependence on the sizes of the individual disease classes (susceptible, 
infective, removed). The correct process of deriving u(t, r) when there is a PVS and 
the disease can be fatal is a matter for future research.
Incorporating a PVS into the model for a non-fatal disease, as outlined in defi­
nition 8.1, we see that the system evolves between pulses in accordance with equa­
tions (10.15), (10.16), and (10.17), but at each pulse the numbers in each class are reset 
thus:
,%) = (i -  p)3(tn, % ) = f m ,  % ) = w n +p sm . (lo-#)
The model with a PVS therefore consists of a series of initial value problems, with 
a new problem beginning with each pulse. Assume that the pulses do not attain 
complete coverage (which would anyway be unrealistic for a real-world program), 
that is, assume 0 < p < 1. Let q = l —p.
For the three models stated (no vaccinations, CVS, PVS), subject to the initial data 
in (10.18) and (10.19), unique solutions exist for £ > 0 (see [95] for results on the exis­
tence and uniqueness of solutions). Using the non-negativity of the initial data (10.18), 
it is a routine matter (see p. 81, [128]) to show that the three models (no vaccinations, 
CVS, PVS) satisfy positivity, that is, for t > 0, we have S(t) > 0 ,7 (i) > 0, and R(t) > 0. 
Since (10.19) is also assumed to hold, positivity can be shown to be strict, that is, 
S(t) > 0,1(t) > 0, and R(t) > 0 (and therefore N(t) > 0) for t> 0 .
Notice that the model with no vaccinations (equations (10.15), (10.16), and (10.17)) 
may not only be appropriate to mammalian populations. It may also be appropriate 
for a reptilian or amphibian population in which foetuses are protected from vertical 
transmission by encasement in an egg rather than within a uterus. However, the 
model may not be appropriate for all types of egg-laying creatures - bird hatchlings 
do not tend to mix homogeneously, being restricted to a nest.
10.4 Model analysis
The principle value of mathematical epidemiology is arguably in the control of dis­
eases. Now a disease may not need to be controlled if it does not persist in a popula-
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tion. In this section we ask when the disease modelled by (10.15), (10.16), and (10.17) 
dies out and when it can be endemic.
If we add together (10.15), (10.16), and (10.17), and bearing in mind that N(t) = 
S(t) + 1(t) + R(t), we obtain:
=  AN(t  -  r) -  gN(t) for t > 0. (10.24)
Equation (10.24) also holds for the model with a CVS (as we can see by adding to­
gether equations (10.20), (10.21), and (10.22)) and for the model with a PVS (because 
the model equations are the same between pulses as in the model with no vaccina­
tions and each instantaneous pulse does not alter the total size of the population).
By (10.24) and the results of subsection 3.3.1 we see that the evolution of the pop­
ulation N(t) will depend upon the size of Suppose that
M  < N ( t ) < W î o r t e  [ - T , 0], (10.25)
where M  and W  are positive constants. If ^  < 1 then by theorem 3.1 we find that 
N(t) —» 0 as t  —» o o  in such a way that N(t)  can be bounded above by a decreasing 
sequence. If ^  = 1 then by theorem 3.2 the population is "stable" in the sense that 
M  < N(t) < W  for all t > 0. Finally if ^  > 1 then by theorem 3.3 we find that 
N(t) —> o o  as t  —> o o  in such a way that N(i) can be bounded below by an increasing 
sequence.
In the following lemma, we see that the disease will die out if the contact rate j3 is 
small enough.
Lemma 10.1. In the model of (10.15), (10.16), (10.17), (10.18), and (10.19), suppose that 
ft < p + i- Then I(t) —> 0 as t —» oo.
Proof. Let a = p + j  — fi. Since /? < // +  7  by assumption, then a  > 0. By positivity we 
know that < 1 for t > 0. But then, by (10.16), we have < —a l( t )  for t  > 0 .  
Hence for t  >  0, we can say that I(t)  <  I*(t) where 7*(0) =  1(0) >  0 and where, 
for t > 0, dI^  = —al*(t).  Solving for I*(t) and using the positivity of I(t),  we can 
therefore write:
0 < I(t) < I*(t) = l ( 0)e~at for t > 0. (10.26)
Since a  > 0, we deduce by (10.26) that I(t) —> 0 as t —> 00.
□
Next we show that the disease can remain relatively endemic (the proportion of 
infectives is bounded below by a positive constant) given certain conditions on the 
model parameters and initial data. To do this, we must first prove a lemma:
Lemma 10.2. Suppose that (10.24) and (10.25) hold. Then:
M \  _ N ( t - r )
. W -
where A = min {l, and B = max {l,
(ia27)
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Proof. The result is clearly true if we can prove that (10.27) holds for t e [jr, (j +  l)r] 
by induction on j  > 0.
Basis step (j =  0)
We need to show that (10.27) holds for t G [0, r]. To this end, first note that, since 
N ( t ) > M  for t G [-r , 0] by (10.25), then by (10.24) we have:
^ 5 1  > A M - gN(t) for t G [0, t]. (10.28)
It follows that N(t) > N{t) for t G [0,r] where N{0) = M  < N(0) and =
AM -  gN{t) for t G [0, r]. Solving for N(t) reveals that:
N{t) > N(t) =  —M  + M  ( l  — —^  e _Ait for t G [0, r]. (10.29)
P \  P J
Similarly, since N(t) < W  for t G [—r, 0] we find that:
N{t) < - W  + w ( l  -  - )  f o r t e  [0,r]. (10.30)
P \  P J
If A < ji then the lower bound in (10.29) is a monotonie non-increasing function 
of t, and so is the upper bound in (10.30). Hence:
—M < —M  +  M f  1 — —^  e-MT < N(t) < W  for t G [0, r]. (10.31)
P P \  P j
Combining (10.25) with (10.31) and the assumption that A <  p yields:
A( w ) = ^ h % f - (x) (f ) = B® fortet°’Ti- (io-32)
If A > p then the lower bound in (10.29) is a monotonie increasing function of t, 
and so is the upper bound in (10.30). Hence:
M < N(t) < W  for t e  [0, r]. (10.33)
Combining (10.25) with (10.33) and the assumption that A >  p yields:
A ( # )  = ( j )  i w )  *  % r s f = B ( s ) fort 6 (1034)
By (10.32) and (10.34) we see that (10.27) holds for t G [0, r], as required. 
Inductive step
Assume (inductive hypothesis) that (10.27) holds for t G [jr, (j +  l)r] for some 
j  > 0. Then we want to show that (10.27) holds for t G [(j +  l)r, (j +  2)r]. To that end, 
note that:
J  / - \ T f j .  \  A T U \ d N ( t - T )  ATY-A ^ ■ \ d _______
(10.35)
dt V N(t) )  (iV(t))
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But:
dN(t — T)  _  dN(t — t ) d(t — t ) _  d N ( t— t ) 
dt d(t — t ) dt d(t — t)
=  AN(t — 2t) — pN(t  — r) using (10.24). (10.36)
Hence, letting z(t) =  we find by (10.35), (10.36), and (10.24) that:
dz(t)
dt =  Az(t) (z(t — t ) — z(£)) for t  > 0. (10.37)
NowlV(t) satisfies strict positivity for t > —t (see proposition 2.1, [125]). But then 
clearly z(t) satisfies strict positivity for t > 0. Then, from the inductive hypothesis 
and (10.37) we find that:
Az(t) (J jp j -  z{t)J < < Az(t) -  z(t)^ f o r t e  [0 '+ l)r, 0'+2)r].
(10.38)
It follows that zi(t) < z(t) < z2(t) for t e [(j +  l)r, (j +  2)r] where:
zi((j +  l)r) =  A  < Z(U +  1)t) using inductive hypothesis (10.39)
and
dzi(t)
dt
and where
=  Azi(t) ^A  ^ — zi(t)^ for t e [(j +  1 ) t , (j +  2)r], (10.40)
and
Z2({j +  1 ) t )  =  B  > z(U +  l)r) using inductive hypothesis (10.41)
— = Az2(*) ~  z2(*)  ^ fo rt G [(j + l)r, (j +  2)r]. (10.42)
Since A ( ^ )  is a fixed point for the differential equation for zi(t) in (10.40), we 
immediately find by (10.39) and (10.40) that zi(t) =  A  for t e [(j +  l)r, (j +  2)r]. 
By similar reasoning, we find by (10.41) and (10.42) that z2(t) =  B ( j j )  for t e [(j +  
1 ) t , (j +  2 ) t ] .  Hence:
A =  zi(t) < z(t) < z2(t) = B  for t e [{j +  1 ) t , {j +  2)r]. (10.43)
Thus we have shown that (10.27) holds for t e [(j +  l)r, (j +  2)r], as required on the 
inductive step.
□
Theorem 10.1 (Endemicity). In the model of (10.15), (10.16), (10.17), (10.18), and (10.19), 
suppose that the initial population satisfies (10.25). Also assume that:
3 > 4 (AA (w) + 7) (A# (jg) + 7) /10 44)
A A ( # )  '
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where M  and W  are as defined in (10.25) and A and B are defined in lemma 10.2. Define the 
constants R i, R3 as follows:
R l = ( ! )  ( a X ( # H 7 ) _ 7 _ A B ®  (m45)
R2 = AB  ^ (10.46)
Rs = (10.47)
Clearly R2 >0 and R3 > 0. Given (10.44) it is also clear that Ri > 0. Then P  > 0 where:
r = ^ % y : ) - a = . (10.48)ZK3
Also, there exists i >  0 such that, for t > t ,  we have:
(m49)
Thus the disease is relatively endemic if condition (10.44) holds. Moreover the disease is 
absolutely endemic if A > p,for if A — ji then, for t > t ,
m  -  ( i 7) + w - (10-50)
and if A > g then /(t) —> 00 as t —> 00.
Proof. Let x =  x{t) =  x  =  y = y(t) =  and ÿ =  Our method will 
be to bound below y + xiox  suitably large t, then to bound below y — æ for suitably 
large t, and then to add these lower bounds together to find a lower bound for the 
proportion of infectives y{t) for time t suitably large.
Now when (10.15), (10.16), and (10.17) hold, then (10.24) holds. Then, using (10.15),
(10.16), (10.24), and the quotient rule for differentiation we find, for t > 0, that:
* = A ^ r  ~ M  ~  - (10-51)
y = V ((ix  -  7 -  ' (10-52)
Notice that, since S{t), I{t), and N{t) satisfy strict positivity for t > —r, then so do 
x(t) and y(t).
Add together (10.51) and (10.52) to obtain, for t >  0,
y + x = (1 -  (2/ +  4 )  -  72/- (10.53)
By positivity we know that 0 > - ' j x  and that 1 -(%/ +  %)> 0. Also, by lemma 10.2, 
we know that ■A^ ^ T') > A ( ^ )  for t > 0. Combining these facts with (10.53) reveals 
that, for t > 0,
ÿ + x >  AA (1 -  (2/ +  x)) -  7 (2/ +  x). (10.54)
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Let zi = zi(t) = y(t) +  x(t) = y + x. Then by (10.54), we can write, for t > 0 ,
h  -  A A  (w) " (AA (w) +7) Zl- (10,55)
It follows (theorem 1.1, pp. 78-79, [128]) that zi(t) > Z\(t) =  Zi for t > 0 where
Zi (0) =  zi (0) =  4- > 0 and where, for t > 0,
w =aa(f ) - ( aa(f ) +^)21- (m56)
Trivially solving for Zi(t), we deduce that
a 4 ( K \
Zi(t) —»• ( M \  , —> o o .  (10.57)
AA IwJ + 7
Then there exists t* > 0  such that, for t > t*, we have:
y(t) + x(t) =  zi(i) > Z,(t) > Q) j . (10.58)
Now subtract (10.51) from (10.52) to obtain, for t > 0,
y - x  = 2j3xy - 72/ -  (1 +  (y - æ)). (10.59)
By positivity we know that y < 1, so that —^ y  > —7 . Also by positivity 1 +  (y — a?) > 
0, and by lemma 10.2 we know that < B (jfe) for t > 0, so we must have
C1 +  (2/ ~  x )) ^  ~ B  ( h )  (1 +  (?/ ~ ^)) for t > 0. Notice furthermore that:
4zy =  (y +  x)2 -  (y -  x)2
> ^ x j^ f+ 7 ) _ ^ _ f o r * -  ** u^ s i n g (io-6°)
Combining (10.60) and the inequalities stated immediately before it with (10.59) re­
veals that, for t > t*,
* - * * ( ! )  -  ( f  )  (y -  * ) 2 -  A B  ( ^ )  (1 +  (!/ -  X ) ) . (10.61)
Let Z2 = Z2{t) =  y(t) -  x(() =  y -  x. Then by (10.61), we can write, for t > t*,
Z2 ^  R\ — R 2Z2 ~  R 3Z2 ? (10.62)
where Ri, R 2, and R$ are defined in (10.45), (10.46), and (10.47) respectively. It
follows (theorem 1.1, pp. 78-79, [128]) that Z2{t) > ^ ( t )  =  Zg for t > t* where
Z2(t*) = Z2(t*) =  +  jv(t7)' > 0 (note that +  jffp) is positive by strict
positivity) and where, for t > t*,
^ -  = R 1 -  R2Z2 -  R z Z l  (10.63)
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By (10.44), it is easily seen that Ri > 0. It is also obvious that R 2 > 0 and R3 > 0. 
It follows that (10.63) has two fixed points, where one is negative and the other is 
positive. The positive fixed point is:
P = +  (io.64)
2ii3
Since Z2(t*) > 0, a simple phase portrait analysis allows us to conclude that 
Z2{t) -> P  as £ —> 00. But for t > t*, Z2(t) is a lower bound for 22(f) =  y(t) — x(t), 
which cannot exceed 1 for otherwise positivity would be contradicted. It is sensible 
to check, then, that P  < 1. But by the definitions of P i, P 2, and P 3 in (10.45), (10.46), 
and (10.47) and the knowledge that these three constants are positive, it is readily 
seen that P  < 1.
Now %2(f) is defined for t > t* and we have said that ^ ( f )  —» P  as f —» 00. Then 
there exists t > t *  such that, for t > t ,  we have
y(t) -  x(t) =  22(f) > Z2(t) > (10.65)
Adding (10.65) and (10.58) reveals that, for f > f > f* > 0,
A A ( # ) + 7 .
(10.66)
Inequality (10.49) follows directly from (10.66).
Finally, the assertion that (10.50) holds for f > f follows trivially from (10.49) and 
the fact that N(i) < VF for f > 0 when A = g (using theorem 3.2), and the assertion 
that 7(f) —» 00 as f —» oc when A >  g follows from (10.49) and the fact that N(t) —> 00 
asf —» 00 when A >  g (using theorem 3.3).
□
Theorem 10.1 effectively says that if the per capita contact rate (3 is sufficiently 
large compared to the per capita conception rate A and per infective recovery rate 7 
then the disease will persist as a proportion of the population. Such a result seems 
sensible enough given our assumption that a contact is adequate for disease trans­
mission if it is between an infective and a susceptible. An analogous result is known 
to hold when there is no delay. In fact if we set r  =  0 in the model of (10.15), (10.16), 
(10.17), (10.18), and (10.19), then it is known by theorem 2.1 in [60] that the disease 
will be relatively endemic when fi > A +7 . (Note that when r  =  0 then A becomes the 
per capita birth rate instead of the per capita conception rate.) It would be of interest 
to know if the results which hold when there is no delay [60] carry over into the case 
when a gestation delay is included. We may attempt to show that such results carry 
over in future work.
10.5 Vaccination strategies
We have seen that the disease can remain endemic. When this happens we may wish 
to implement some method of disease control, such as a vaccination strategy. There
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are two main types of vaccination strategy, namely a constant vaccination strategy 
(CVS) and a pulse vaccination strategy (PVS). These are described in subsection 7.4. 
We have seen in section 10.3 that, if a CVS is imposed on the model of (10.15), (10.16), 
and (10.17), then the model equations change into (10.20), (10.21), and (10.22). We 
have also seen in section 10.3 how the model of (10.15), (10.16), and (10.17) is altered 
by the introduction of a PVS. In the current section we shall find conditions that en­
sure a CVS or a PVS will eradicate the disease. First we find such conditions when 
there is a CVS.
Theorem 10.2. Suppose that (10.18), (10.19), and (10.25) hold. In the CVS model of (10.20), 
( 1 0 .2 1 ) ,  and ( 1 0 .2 2 ) ,  assume the vaccination rate tt satisfies:
n > 1 ~ ( ÿT L)  (I) ( f )  • (m67)
where M  and W  are as defined in (10.25) and A and B  are defined in lemma 10.2. Then 
/ (£)—>• 0 as £ oo.
Proof. When (10.20), (10.21), and (10.22) hold, then (10.24) holds. Then, using (10.20), 
(10.24), and the quotient rule for differentiation we find that:
* =  A(1 -  tt)  - x ( p y  + A N ^ t^  for t > 0, (10.68)
where x = x(t) =  -j^y, x  =  and y =  y(t) =  Notice that, since S(t), I(t), 
and N(t) satisfy strict positivity for t > —r, then so do x(t) and y(t).
Now by positivity —(3xy < 0. Using this and using lemma 10.2, we may deduce 
by (10.68) that, for t > 0:
x < A (1 - T)B æ. (10.69)
It follows (theorem 1.1, pp. 78-79, [128]) that x(i) < X(i)  =  X for t > 0 where 
X (0) =  æ(0) =  > 0 and where:
X  = A ( 1 -  7r)B ( j p j  -  AA ( j p j  X  for t > 0. (10.70)
By directly solving for X(t),  it is trivially seen that X(t)  —» (1 — tt) (^ )  ( ^ ) 2 as 
£ —» oo. Hence for any e > 0, there exists te > 0 such that, for all t > te, we have:
x(t) < X(t)  < (1 -  tt) ^  + €- (10.71)
Then by (10.21), we will have
-  7r) ( m )  +  -  +  o^r i -  (10.72)
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In particular this is true for e =  ((// +  7 ) — /3(1 — t t)  (^ )  ( § ) 2) ,  which is
easily seen to be positive by rearranging (10.67). But then we know that there exists 
t€ > 0 such that, for all t > te, then
^  < - « m ,  (10.73)
where a  = (1) ((#i +  7 ) -  W  -  ") ( f )  ( h ) 2) >
Note that I( te) > 0 by strict positivity. It follows that / ( f )  < I*(t) for t > t e where 
I*(te) = / ( te) > 0 and where, for t > te, we have dI*d^  =  —al*(t). Solving for I*(t) 
and using the positivity of I(t) we can therefore write:
0 < I(t) < I*(t) = for t > t€. (10.74)
Clearly, then, I{t) —> 0 as t —> oo, as required.
□
Now we find conditions on a PVS such that the disease is eradicated.
Theorem 10.3. Suppose that (10.18), (10.19), and (10.25) hold. Define the times U to satisfy: 
ti > 0 and U+i = U + T  for i > 1 where T  is a positive constant. Suppose that (10.15),
(10.16), and (10.17) hold for t > 0 except at the times U where, for a constant 0 < p <1, we 
have: S(ti) =  (1 - p ) S ( t f ) ,  I(U) = and R(ti) = R( t f)  + pS ( t f )  where t f  is the 
time "momentarily" before U. Let q = 1 — p. Define M  and W  are as in (10.25) and define A 
and B as in lemma 10.2. Finally suppose that:
+  ( 1 0 . 7 5 ,
where K i =  AB  ( ^ )  and K 2 =  AA (A7). Then I(t) -^Oast  00.
It turns out that a PVS can always be found to satisfy (10.75) but we defer a more 
explicit discussion until after the proof.
Proof. Equation (10.24) holds for the PVS model, as noted in the paragraph directly 
after (10.24). Hence lemma 10.2 holds even when there is a PVS. Now observe that 
by (10.51) and lemma 10.2 we have:
W \  . /MXXx < A B  j  -  x ypy +  AA J  J for t > 0, t ^  U where i > 1, (10.76)
where x  =  x(t) =  x  =  and y =  y(t) =  j ^ .  Notice that, since S(t) > 0, 
I(t) > 0, and N(t) > 0 for t > —r  by strict positivity, then (10.76) reveals that:
x < Ki  — K 2X for f > 0, f 7^  fjwhere f > 1, (10.77)
where K\ = AB ( $ )  and K 2 = AA ( $ ) .
It follows that x{t) < g(t) for t G [fi,fi+i) for any particular « > 1 where g(ti) = 
x(ti) =  > 0 and where, for t G
^ f = K 1 - K t g(t).  ( 1 0 .7 8 )
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Solving for g(t) reveals that: 
x(t) < g(t) =  ^  for  ^€ [th t i+i), i > 1. (10.79)
But then:
x(tr+1) < - ^  (l -  e~K2T) +  e~K2Tx{ti). (10.80)
But now a;(^+i) =  qx(tY+1) since 5(ti+i) =  qS(t^+1) and N(ti+i) = N(t^+1). Hence, 
by (10.80):
a # + i)  < (l ~ e~K2T) +  qe~K2Tx(ti). (10.81)
Let Xi = x(ti). Then by (10.81):
Xi+i < E  Fxi, (10.82)
where E  =  qj£  (l — e~K2T) and F — qe~K2T. Notice that E > 0 and 0 < F  < 1.
Iterating (10.82), we quickly find that, for i>  1,
i—2
Xi < F i- 1xi + E ^ 2 F j . (10.83)
j=o
Now 0 < F  < 1, so the partial sum in (10.83) will be less than the entire sum, that
is,
i—2
3=0
Hence:
E
x(t i)  = Xi < F l 1x i  + 1 — F
1 — qe~K2T=  (qe K2Ty  X! + V /  „0- k ;t ------• (10.85)
On the interval t e [U, t i+i) it is clear that 1 — js bounded above by 1 —
e~K2T and that is bounded above by 1. But then, using (10.79) and (10.85),
we can write, for t  G [U, t i+i), i > l ,  that:
X(i) <  g  (X - e - M )  +  X1 +  g & y {lqe: * T T)
=  + {ve - ^ r  x i . (m 86)
1 — qe~K2T
~  ÜW)Since 0 < ge K2T < 1 and xi  = x( t i )  = is finite, the term (qe K2Ty  1 x \
will tend to zero as i  increases. In other words, for any e > 0, then (qe K T^y  1 x i  <  e 
for all i  big enough. So if we assume that (10.75) holds, then we can choose
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and we can conclude that, for e given by (10.87), there exists i* > 0 such that, for 
i > %*, then (cie~K2T) l~1 x i < e. But then, by (10.86), we find, for i > i*:
(1 -  e-*.T ) (! +  » - qe ~ ^ )  +  7 +  mX fort 6 tj+i)  ^ (la8g)
x(t) < %
(%) ^
1 — qe~K2T (3
But then, since x(t) = j ^ r we find, by equation (10.16), that < -a l ( t )  for 
t G for all i > i*, where
f t h  + l* f e ( l - e - KaT) ( l  +  3 - ^ K»r ) V  „
f3 l -qe~K*T )
Since I(t) is unchanged at each pulse, it follows that P jp  < —a l (i) for all 
But then it also follows that I(t) < g(t) for t > U* where g(U*) =  I(ti*) and = 
-ag(t) for t>U*.  By strict positivity, I(U* ) > 0. Then, solving for g(t) and given that 
I(t) satisfies positivity, we have:
0 < I{t) < g(t) =  / ( ^ ) e _a(t" ti0 fort > U*. (10.89)
Hence, since a  > 0, we have I(i) —> 0 as t —> oo.
□
(Z±tL\
Now let us comment on how restrictive condition (10.75) is. If we set G =
0, then the condition may be written:
( l - e~ T ) ( l + * V e~K°T ) < G- (10.90)1 -  qe~K21
Note first of all that if 0 < g < 1, then (10.90) clearly holds when T =  0. Also the 
left hand side in (10.90) is a continuous function of T for T > 0, so there will exist a 
range of T > 0 such that (10.90) holds. In other words, a PVS can always be found to 
satisfy (10.90), although we have yet to comment on how small T  might have to be.
Secondly note that if ç =  1, then (10.90) becomes 2 — e~K2T < G. Clearly, then, 
iî G > 2 then a PVS with q = 1 will succeed. But if ç =  1, then p =  1 — ç = 0, so 
that the PVS effectively does nothing. Hence when G > 2 we can say that the disease 
must be going extinct naturally and that imposing a PVS does nothing to alter this 
fact. Notice that G > 2 amounts to an upper bound on the contact rate (3, since G is 
inversely proportional to (3. In fact if G > 2 then /? < /i +  7 , in which case lemma 10.1 
ensures that I(t) —> 0 as 2 —» 00.
Suppose again that 0 < g < 1. Given such a g we now find a T* > 0 such that the 
PVS will succeed if 0 < T < T*. Let X  = e~K2T and note that, since T > 0, we must 
have 0 < X < 1. If we define f i (X )  =  (1 — X)(l +  g — qX) and / 2(A) =  G(1 — qX), 
then (10.90) becomes:
/i(X ) =  (1 -  X )(l +  g -  gX) < G(1 -  gX) =  ^(X ). (10.91)
The trivial forms of the functions / i (X) and / 2(X) make it easy to determine 
when (10.91) holds for 0 < X < 1. A few simple sketches (one of which is given 
in figure 10.1) quickly reveal that, for G > 0 and 0 < g < 1, then:
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f(X)
1+1/q X
Figure 10.1: Comparison of left and right hand sides of (10.91) when G < l  + q. Here 
q =  0.4 and G = 0.9.
(Al) f i (X)  = / 2(X) has two solutions, namely X i  and X 2 where Xi < 1 < X 2.
(A2) A(X) < M X ) for Xi < X < 1.
(A3) Xi < 0 if G > 1 +  ç, which is true in particular if (3 > 2.
(A4) Xi > 0 if G < 1 + q, which is true in particular if G < 1.
Since /i(X ) =  / 2(X) is a quadratic equation, we may find X% and X2 explicitly:
xr (l + 2 q - q G ) ± ^ { ( l  + 2q — qG)2 - A q ( l + q - G ) }  /in nnN
Xi,2 = -------------------------------------------- ^ --------------------------------------------- • (1 0 .9 2 )
Results (Al) to (A4) may be proven by using the inequalities 0 < ç < 1 and G > 0
in (10.92). We will not include the actual calculations since the results are obvious
geometrically.
Now by (A2), (A3), and (A4), we can say that (10.91) will hold when X* < X  < 1 
where:
x * = (1 IgViZ (1 0 -93 )
Hence (10.90) will hold for any q and T  with 0 < g < 1 and 0 < T <T*  where:
HVm '»<'•«■ <1M ‘ 1
Notice by (Al) and (A4) that 0 < X% < 1 if G < 1 +  g, so that T* > 0 in (10.94). 
We may conclude that a successful PVS exists no matter what strength the pulses are, 
as long as they do something (so that 0 < g  < 1), and the inter-pulse time T  is small 
enough.
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Figure 10.2: Successful PVS regions shaded (see section 10.6). Model parameters: 
A = 2, g = 1, M  = 1, W  — 1.3, 7  =  1. Hence also A  =  min (l, =  0.5 and
B  =  max (l, =  1.
1 0 .6  Simulations
In figure 10.2 we plot the region in the q-T plane guaranteed by theorem 10.3 to ensure 
a PVS will successfully eradicate the disease absolutely in two cases, each with a 
different value of (S. These regions are called stable regions in the plots. The region 
in each plot is the set of points (g, T) where 0 < g < 1 and 0 < T  < T* where T* 
satisfies (10.94). Note that T* can be considered a function of g.
Observe that the stable region becomes smaller as (3 increases. This is intuitively 
sensible because, if the contact rate increases, we would expect the disease to spread 
more easily, so that a stronger vaccination strategy would be needed to bring it under 
control. Note that a strong PVS will be near the origin, since a PVS is stronger when 
T  is smaller and when p is larger, making g = 1 —p smaller.
In figure 10.3 we plot the number of infectives in three cases, namely: in the ab­
sence of vaccination; when there is a CVS; and when there is a PVS. The CVS is chosen 
to be just strong enough by theorem 10.2 to succeed in absolute disease eradication. 
The PVS is chosen as the weakest possible (for a given pulse strength p =  0.5) guar­
anteed by theorem 10.3 to deliver absolute disease eradication.
10.7 Insect pathogen dynamics
Infectious diseases are by no means suffered only by mammals. In particular, insects 
can be infected by viral, bacterial, fungal, protozoan, and nematode agents [77]. The 
study of insect pathogens (also called entomopathogens [97]) is an emerging field [56, 
58, 111, 136,138], driven by its main application - pest control.
Pathogens can be introduced as biological control agents to reduce populations 
of insect pests, and some real-world introductions have been seen as a cost-effective 
alternative to chemical pesticides [97]. Microbial control agents, if investigated sensi­
bly prior to introduction into a natural ecosystem, have other advantages over pesti­
cides including: safety for humans and non-target organisms, reduction of pesticide
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PVS
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CVS
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Figure 10.3: Number of infectives, with no VS, with CVS, or with PVS. Initial data: 
R(t)) = (400,10,10) for t G [ -r , 0] =  [-1,0] (so that §  =  g  =  1). Model 
parameters: A =  1.3 and // =  1 (so that A  =  0.769 and B = 1). Also 7  =  1, /3 =  4. CVS 
strength tt =  0.6154 is chosen to just satisfy (10.67). PVS parameters: ti = l ,q  = 0.5 
(so that p =  0.5) and T  =  0.2365 is chosen to satisfy (10.94).
residues in food, and preservation of a pest's natural enemies.
Suppose that a particular insect species has a life cycle with distinct stages. Sup­
pose further that a disease circulates in only one of these stages in a population of 
such an insect. This is not unrealistic - if the developmental stages are distinct in 
form, diet, and habitat, then a disease infecting one stage may not infect the other, 
quite different stages. When a model is derived to describe the dynamics of such a 
disease, it may involve a "gestation" delay if maturation is considered as a type of 
gestation. We will consider two insect pathogen models in this section.
Understanding when an entomopathogen may or may not eradicate a pest insect 
is an area of pest control, so the work in this section could be included in the pest 
control part of this thesis. However, the knowledge that an entomopathogen may 
eradicate a species of economic importance to us, including pollinators such as bees, 
is likely to prompt us to seek ways to control the spread of the disease and to con­
serve the beneficent species. In this sense, insect pathogen dynamics is an area of 
disease control. Ultimately, it is because the models of this section are precisely those 
described by the heading of the present chapter - epidemiological models with a ges­
tation delay - that we include them here.
10.7.1 Two models
We derive models for an insect population which has two life stages - juvenile (or 
immature) and adult. The process of deriving them will be similar to that used in 
section 10.2, with foetuses and bom individuals in section 10.2 corresponding to ju­
veniles and adults here. Henceforth an individual will mean an insect of any age
o > 0.
Let u(t, a) be the density of individuals of age a at time t, and assume that an 
individual becomes mature on reaching age r  where r  > 0 is a constant. Then u(t, r) 
is the rate at which individuals pass through age r  and therefore represents adult 
recmitment. Assume that an infectious disease with SIR-type dynamics is present in 
the adult population. The juvenile stage does not and cannot suffer from the disease. 
Let S(t), I(t), and R(t) denote the number of susceptible, infective, and removed 
adults respectively. We shall write 5 , 1, and R  as shorthands for S(t), I(t), and R(t). 
The total adult population is AT =  N(t) = S(t) + I(t) + R(t).
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Define fis to be the per capita death rate of susceptibles and removeds, gi to be the 
per capita death rate of infectives, and 7 to be the per capita infective recovery rate. 
Let g s , g i ,  and 7  be positive constants. Recovery is assumed to confer permanent 
immunity. Let the disease spread by standard incidence (see subsection 8.1.1) with 
average per adult contact rate (3 where /3 > 0 is a constant. We assume a "contact" 
to be sufficient for disease transmission if it is between an infective and a susceptible. 
Then we may write:
^  = u ( t , r ) - 0 ^ ^ - - ^ S { t )  (10.95)
« .
^  ( 1 0 .9 7 )
Notice that (10.95), (10.96), and (10.97) are identical in form to (10.2), (10.3), and (10.4).
Now let us find an expression for u(t, r). Assume that the juveniles are governed 
by the standard McKendrick-von Foerster model for an age-structured population. 
Then, if the juvenile per capita death rate is a constant g j  > 0, we may write:
du du ,= —g j U ,  £ > 0, 0 < a < t .  (10.98)
where it is a shorthand for u(t, d). Assume we have an initial condition:
it(0, o) =  ito(a) > 0 , a > 0. (10.99)
Also assume that the birth rate, which is u(t, 0), is a function of the total number of 
adults, so that:
u{t:0) =  b(N(t)). ( 1 0 .1 0 0 )
Solving for u(t,d) and then setting o =  r  yields:
u(t, r )  =  e ~ ^ Tb{N{t — r ) ) .  ( 1 0 .1 0 1 )
Technically this latter expression is only valid for f > r  but we shall follow the con­
vention in the literature and assume for our model that (10.101) holds for £ > 0. 
(See [125] for some subtle comments here.) Our model for the adult population is, 
then, for £ > 0,
^  =  e ~ ^ b ( N ( t  -  t ) )  -  ( 1 0 .1 0 2 )
I T  = + <m i0 3 >
dR(t)
dt j l ( t )  -  gsR(t). (10.104)
To be a sensible model, we require initial data. Therefore we shall additionally assume 
that:
S(t) = S0{t) > 0, /(£) =  Io(£) > 0, R{t) =  Bo(£) > 0 f o r t e  [ - t , 0 ] .  (10.105)
We shall analyse this model in the next subsection.
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Now let us derive a model with Si-type dynamics. Once again we consider a
disease circulating in the adult stage of an insect but now assume that there is no
recovery from infection. A suitable model is:
^  =  u ( t , T ) - 0 ^ ^ - - n sS(t) (10.106)
T  = (iai07)
where the parameters (3, ps/ and gi are as defined in the model of (10.102), (10.103), 
and (10.104), and where we now have N(t) =  S(t) + I(t).
Suppose again that the juveniles are governed by the McKendrick-von Foerster 
model (equation (10.98)) and that the initial condition (10.99) holds. But now suppose 
that the infection is serious enough to prevent infectives from reproducing. Then it 
becomes appropriate to think of the birth rate as a function of the total number of 
susceptibles, so that u(t, 0) =  b(S(t)). Solving for u(t, a) and then setting a = t  now 
yields:
u(t, t )  =  e~tJ,jTb(S(t — r)). (10.108)
Therefore our model becomes:
=  e - ^ T6(S(t -  t ) )  -  -  MaS(t) (10.109)
Once again, to be a sensible model we require initial data, so we additionally assume 
that:
S(t) = S0(t) > 0, I{t) = I0(t) > 0  for t G [ -T , 0]. (10.111)
Assuming the birth functions are sensible in the two models derived in this sub­
section, then both models have unique solutions for t > 0 and satisfy positivity (that 
is, S(t) > 0, I(t) > 0, and R(t) > 0 for t > 0 in the model of (10.102), (10.103), 
and (10.104) and S(t) > 0, / (t) > 0 for t > 0 in the model of (10.109) and (10.110)). 
(See [95] for results on existence and uniqueness of solutions and page 81 of [128] for 
a result on positivity.)
10.7.2 Model analyses
Let us now consider the model defined by (10.102), (10.103), (10.104), and (10.105). 
Suppose first of all that the birth function is linear with b(N) = XN (where A is a 
positive constant) and that the disease is non-fatal, so that gi =  gs. Then if we let A =  
e ~ ^ TX and g = gi = gs/ we recover the model for a non-fatal mammalian disease 
defined by (10.15), (10.16), (10.17), and (10.18). Thus the results of section 10.4 will 
hold. (The results of section 10.5 concerning vaccination strategies will also hold but 
we will not dwell on this since insects are seldom subjected to vaccination programs 
in the real world.) In particular, then, we see that the disease will be endemic if 
condition (10.44) holds.
Even though a non-fatal disease which does not hinder reproduction is unlikely to 
be an effective pest control measure or a threat to an economically valuable creature 
such as the honey bee, it is nevertheless of interest to observe that an insect pathogen
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model and a mammalian disease model can be qualitatively identical. This prompts 
us to suggest that the insect pathogen models in the literature [56, 111, 138] be viewed 
in a wider context hencefortii for they may be appropriate not only to insects.
What happens in the model of (10.102), (10.103), (10.104), and (10.105) when 
there are disease-caused deaths? Notice by (10.103) that if /? < 7 +  /^ then, since 
< 1 by positivity, we have < 0 for t > 0, and indeed we can deduce that 
I(t) 0 a s t ooby a trivial argument. This warns us that if we wish to introduce 
an insect pathogen as a pest control measure then we should not necessarily choose 
the most lethal agent at our disposal, for if the disease death rate /Vis high enough 
that gi + y > (3, then the disease will die out and will cease to exert any controlling 
influence. To lend credence to this warning we should prove that the total population 
of the creature need not die out when I(t) -> 0. This is achieved in the following 
theorem:
Theorem 10.4. In the model of (10.102), (10.103), (10.104), and (10.105), suppose that 
S0(t) > M  fort  e  [ - 7-, 0] where M  is a positive constant, and that b(N) =  XN where A is a 
positive constant. If e ~ ^ TX > (3 + ps, then S(t) 00 es t 00.
Proof. By positivity < 1 and N(t  -  r) > S(t -  r) for t > 0. But then, by (10.102), 
we can write,
> e- '*’TAS(t -  t ) -  (/? +  Hs)S(t) for t > 0. (10.112)
But then (using theorem 1.1, pp. 78-79, [128]) we can say that S(t) > Si(t) for t > - r  
where S\{t) =  S'o(t) > M  for t G [—r, 0] and where
— e ^^XSi^t  — t ) — (ft + p,s)Si(t) for t > 0 .  (10.113)
By theorem 3.3 and the assumption that e ~ ^ TX > (3 + gs, we deduce that Si (t) oo 
as t —> oo. But then S(t) > Si(t) —>• oo a s t —> oo.
□
Besides its value in combination with the comments immediately prior to it, theo­
rem 10.4 has another disturbing consequence. The condition that e ~ ^ TX > (3 + ps 
is independent of the disease death rate gi, so that, if this condition holds, then 
the susceptible population will explode regardless of the virulence of an introduced 
pathogenic agent. Of course a linear birth function may only be appropriate for a 
small population (see subsection 3.2.1), but if this is so then theorem 10.4 is still dis­
turbing, for it suggests that a small pest population will not necessarily remain small 
whether or not a pathogen is introduced. Thus there may be circumstances in which 
insect pathogens are not a viable control option.
Further evidence that insect pathogen introductions should be made carefully is 
provided by figure 10.4, which shows that the average population of an insect can be 
increased by an SIR disease. In figure 10.4 we plot the insect population in the absence 
of disease and in the presence of disease {N*(t)). To plot the population N*(t) 
in the presence of disease, we simulate the SIR model of (10.102), (10.103), (10.104), 
and (10.105) with the initial data (S(t),I(t), R(t)) = (20,40,30) for t G [-r , 0] where 
r  =  1, and with gs = 0.5, gi =  16.5, gj =  0.1, /3 =  20, 7 =  1, and where the birth 
function is of Allee type (see subsection 3.2.1) and satisfies b(N) = 10N2e~°-1N. We 
acquire the relevant population model in the absence of disease when we set I(t) =  0,
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Figure 10.4: An insect population in the absence of disease (N(t)) and when a disease 
with SIR dynamics is present (N*(t)). See subsection 10.7.2 for details.
R(t) = 0, and S(t) = N(t) in the model of (10.102), (10.103), (10.104), and (10.105), 
easily finding that:
^ 2 1  =  e- ^ Tb(N(t -  r)) -  psN(t) for t > 0. (10.114)
Therefore, to plot the population N(t) in the absence of disease, we simulate (10.114) 
with the same initial data for the total population (N(t) = 90 for t G [—r, 0] where 
t  =  1 ) ,  parameter values, and birth function as in the simulation with the disease 
present.
Of course we would not expect an insect population to always be increased by 
the presence of a fatal disease, and indeed figure 10.5 suggests that the SIR disease 
of (10.102), (10.103), (10.104), and (10.105) can decrease the average population in 
certain circumstances.
The graphs in figure 10.5 are created in the same way as the graph in figure 10.4. In 
the left graph of figure 10.5, we use the initial data R(t)) =  (20,40,30) for
t G [—r, 0] where r  =  1; we choose model parameters /zs =  1, /^ =  9, gj =  0.1, f3 =  15, 
7  =  2; and we choose for the birth function to be linear and to satisfy b(N) = 1.5N. 
The left graph shows that the disease not only reduces the population but apparently 
drives it to extinction when, in the absence of the disease, it would steadily grow.
The middle graph in figure 10.5 is constructed in the same way as the left graph 
with identical initial data and model parameters, except that gi = h and the birth 
function is of Nicholson type (see subsection 3.2.1) and satisfies b(N) = 10Ne~0,03N. 
Here the disease reduces the population but does not drive it to extinction.
The right graph in figure 10.5 is also constructed in the same way as the left graph 
with identical initial data. The model parameters in the right graph are g s =  1, 
gi  = 16, g f  = 0.1, P =  40, 7  =  0.5, and the birth function is of Allee type and 
satisfies b{N) =  20N2e~OAN. Notice how the right graph shows that, for an Allee
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Figure 10.5: In each graph, we show an insect population in the absence of disease 
(N(t)) and when a disease with SIR dynamics is present (N* (*)). See subsection 10.7.2 
for details.
birth function, an SIR disease can alter the behaviour of an insect population from 
oscillatory to constant.
A fuller investigation of the model of (10.102), (10.103), (10.104), and (10.105) is 
left as a matter for future research.
Finally we consider the SI model given by (10.109), (10.110), and (10.111). This is 
similar to an insect pathogen model for an adult-stage disease studied numerically by 
Moerbeek and van den Bosch [111], except that they formulate their model in terms 
of the densities of susceptibles and infectives rather than the numbers.
By reasoning along similar lines as in the comments immediately prior to theo­
rem 10.4, we can say that, if ^  ^  in the model of (10.109), (10.110), and (10.111),
then I(i) —> 0 as i —» oo. Also by arguing along lines similar to the proof of theo­
rem 10.4, we find that S(t) —> oo as t —» oo if the birth function is linear with per 
capita birth rate A and if e ~ ^ TX > ft + p s. Therefore the warning (stated just before 
theorem 10.4) that introducing an excessively virulent pathogenic agent may be inef­
fective as a control measure again applies, and so does the suggestion (stated just after 
theorem 10.4) that a pathogenic agent may be ineffective regardless of its virulence if 
the birth rate is sufficiently high.
Although Moerbeek and van den Bosch deduce by their simulations that the con­
trol of insect pests for which the adult stage is harmful to a crop is feasible for either an 
adult or a juvenile disease by increasing the transmission coefficient [111], we ques­
tion if this is a practical control measure. The transmission coefficient in the models 
of Moerbeek and van den Bosch is the same as the contact rate if we define a contact 
to be sufficient for disease transmission (see subsection 10.7.1), and it must be asked 
if it is really within our powers to alter the social behaviour of an insect. We cannot 
ask a group of insects to increase their interactions any more than we can ask them to 
stop eating our crops. Of course a contact is arguably more likely to be sufficient for 
disease transmission if the infectious agent is highly virulent, but even if every pos­
sible direct contact between an infective and a susceptible results in a new infection, 
the rate of new infections is still restricted by the contact rate.
As in the insect pathogen model for an SIR disease, the average population of an 
insect can be increased by an SI disease. In figure 10.6 we plot the insect population in 
the absence of disease {N(t)) and in the presence of an SI disease {N*(t)). To plot the 
population N*(t) in the presence of the disease, we simulate the model of (10.109), 
(10.110), and (10.111) with the initial data = (20,30) for t e [ -r , 0] where
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Figure 10.6: An insect population in the absence of disease (N(t)) and when a disease 
with SI dynamics is present (N*(t)). See subsection 10.7.2 for details.
r  =  1, and with jj,s =  1, //* =  2, fij = 0.1, (3 =  18, and where the birth function is 
Allee and satisfies b(N) =  20iV2e-o,27V. We obtain the appropriate population model 
in the absence of disease when we set I{t) = 0, R{t) = 0, and S{t) = N{t) in the 
model of (10.109), (10.110), and (10.111), immediately finding the non-disease model 
to satisfy (10.114). Therefore, to plot the population N(t) in the absence of disease, 
we simulate (10.114) with the same initial data for the total population {N(t) =  50 for 
t G [—r, 0] where r  =  1), parameter values, and birth function as in the simulation 
with the SI disease present. Figure 10.6 is quite compelling. Intuition would not 
suggest that a fatal disease which cripples reproduction in infected individuals can 
actually increase the average value of a population. An explanation for this behaviour 
could be sought in terms of the shape of the birth function, for such an approach was 
fruitful when we discussed the fact in chapter 4 that infrequent culling can benefit a 
pest.
An insect population is not always increased by the SI disease of (10.109), (10.110), 
and (10.111), as we illustrate in figure 10.7. We create the graphs in 10.7 in the same 
way as the graph in figure 10.6.
In the left graph of figure 10.7, we choose the initial data =  (20,30)
for t G [—t,0] where r  =  1; the model parameters are ps =  1, ^  =  2, pj =  0.1, 
(3 = 12; and the birth function is linear and satisfies 6 (AT) =  3iV. The left graph shows 
that the disease not only reduces the population but seemingly causes it to die out 
when, in the absence of the disease, it would grow. The middle graph in figure 10.7 
is constructed in the same way as the left graph with identical initial data and model 
parameters, except that pi = 5 and the birth function is of Nicholson type and satisfies 
b(N) = 20Ne~°-O3N. The right graph in figure 10.7is also constructed in the same way 
as the left graph with identical initial data. The model parameters in the right graph 
are ps =  0.4, pi =  25.4, pf  =  0.1, /? =  45, and the birth function is of Allee type 
and satisfies b{N) =  30N2e~°-3N. Notice how the right graph shows, for an Allee 
birth function, that an SI disease can alter the behaviour of an insect population from
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Figure 10.7: In each graph, we show an insect population in the absence of disease 
(N(t)) and when a disease with SI dynamics is present (N*(t)). See subsection 10.7.2 
for details.
oscillatory to constant.
A more complete examination of the model of (10.109), (10.110), and (10.111) is a 
matter for future research.
10.8 Discussion
We have formulated a model for an infectious mammalian disease with SIR-type dy­
namics, disease-caused deaths, no vertical transmission, a constant contact rate, and a 
delay in the birth rate representing the natural gestation period of the host. We anal­
ysed this model in the special case when the disease is non-fatal and the conception 
function is linear. It was discovered that if the contact rate were high enough com­
pared to conception and recovery rates then the disease would remain endemic. This 
motivated us to construct constant and pulse vaccination strategies that succeed in 
eradicating the disease. Simulations corroborated our results.
We also derived two insect pathogen models, one of which was shown to reduce 
to our non-fatal mammalian SIR model in certain circumstances. This prompted us to 
suggest that existing models in the literature of insect pathogen dynamics be viewed 
in a wider context for they may yield applications to mammalian populations. For 
both our insect pathogen models, we found rigorously that the population may grow 
regardless of the virulence of the pathogenic agent and we therefore deduced that 
entomopathogens may not always be appropriate as a form of biocontrol. Simula­
tions established that the insect population may be either increased or decreased by 
disease, depending on the choice of model parameters.
Future research could involve analysing our mammalian SIR model when disease- 
caused deaths are allowed as well as seeking a rigorous proof that an entomopathogen 
can increase the average population of an insect. It may also be of value to look for 
mammalian applications for existing entomopathogen models.
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Chapter 11
Concluding remarks
"A witty saying proves nothing."
Voltaire (1694 -1778)
We began with the intention of extending our understanding of pest control and 
disease control. This has been achieved through the formulation and analysis of var­
ious mathematical models. Comments have been made on the implications of our 
results in terms of which real-world decisions to take.
11.1 Pest control summary
In our pest control work, we have examined models for a creature, such as an insect, 
with a life cycle consisting of two stages, namely immature and adult. When the crea­
ture lives in a single region or "patch" and the birth function is one of three different 
kinds (linear, Nicholson, or Allee), we have found conditions on the model param­
eters such that the creature naturally remains endemic or naturally goes extinct. To 
eradicate the pest when it would naturally be endemic, we have constructed adult 
impulsive culling regimes. A central finding is that only a finite number of culls is 
required to eradicate the pest when the birth function is of an Allee kind.
We have also found natural endemicity and extinction conditions when the crea­
ture inhabits two patches between which individuals may migrate. To eradicate the 
pest on both patches simultaneously when it would naturally be endemic, we have 
constructed adult impulsive culling regimes where the regime on one patch is carried 
out in a manner essentially independent from the regime on the other patch. This 
construction was deliberate because the patches could represent, for instance, farms 
with different owners where each owner would have autonomy in their pest control 
decisions. It was found, analogous to the single-patch model, that only a finite num­
ber of culls is needed on each patch to eradicate the pest on both patches when the 
birth functions on both patches are of Allee type.
Given that practical applications of our results involve using pesticides, we have 
recognised our responsibility to urge caution and discussed the drawbacks associated
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with their use, including environmental drawbacks. Thus we have drawn attention, 
for example, to the negative consequences, such as pesticide resistance, of excessively 
frequent applications of pesticides. However, by considering a model with a step 
birth function we have made a case that culling infrequently may in some circum­
stances, increase the average population of a pest.
It becomes difficult to know what level of pesticide use to advocate. If none is 
used, the pest may destroy an entire crop; if a little is used it may, perversely, increase 
the average population of the pest; if too much is used, the pest may quickly develop 
a resistance or there may be secondary pest outbreaks. If a real-world pest infestation 
is sufficiently serious that pesticides are deemed necessary, we would recommend, at 
the very least, that careful simulations be performed before a decision is made on the 
most appropriate level of application. There is no reason to conclude from our work 
that pesticides cannot function as an efficient control method if applied sensibly.
11.2 Pest control extensions
All of our models have made an assumption of year-round breeding, making them 
appropriate for tropical pests. However, the models may also be appropriate for tem­
perate pests during the summer breeding months. If this is true for a particular tem­
perate pest with an Allee-type birth function, then there may be situations in which 
the pest would be wiped out completely in a single breeding season if we cull often 
enough to keep the adult population beneath its minimum viable threshold. To verify 
such a claim, we could formulate models for temperate pests. Temperate pests can 
overwinter as eggs, larvae, pupae, or adults depending on the species, so to formu­
late a model for a particular species, we would have to take into account the specific 
form of overwintering. We have already privately created a model for a temperate 
pest with adult overwintering and will be analysing it in due course.
The models in our pest control work have assumed that the life cycle of the pest 
has two stages, or may be approximated by two stages, each with a simple death 
function. But such an approximation will be inaccurate for many insects. An insect 
in the Endopterygota [17] has four stages in its life cycle (egg, larva, pupa, imago) 
and it will not always be sensible to lump together the first three stages into a sin­
gle "immature" stage with a linear death function. Future research could involve 
constructing and investigating models for creatures with three or four distinct devel­
opmental stages with more complicated death functions. Research in this direction 
has already been started [83] but there is such a rich diversity in insect population 
dynamics that new questions could easily be asked.
The conditions that we have established to ensure our culling regimes succeed 
have amounted to requiring the regimes to be sufficiently strong. Thus, they will suc­
ceed if consecutive culls occur close enough in time. In reality, a farmer may only 
apply pesticides if he notices that a pest has become especially abundant. To reflect 
such a scenario, we could suppose that the times of the culls are responsive to the 
population of the pest - a cull would only occur if the population grew above a cer­
tain threshold, which would be the maximum level of infestation that the farmer is 
prepared to tolerate. An alternative way to modify our work would be to let the cull 
strengths be a function of the frequency of recent culls, the idea being that if culls 
occur more frequently then cull strengths will fall because pesticide resistance will 
grow.
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Our culling regimes have involved impulsively reducing adult numbers. But 
other sorts of regime may be implemented. A control method need not target only the 
adults and need not be impulsive. For example, culling adults continuously in time 
but at discrete points in space has been explored by Simons and Gourley [125] and 
impulsive culling of larval mosquitoes in a model for the spread of West Nile virus 
has been investigated by Gourley, Liu, and Wu [81]. Problems yet to be considered (to 
our knowledge) include larval culling, or the culling of adults continuously in time 
but at discrete points in space, in a model for a pest inhabiting two patches.
Another potentially fruitful problem would be the formulation and analysis of 
pest control models for a creature living on n > 3 patches. It could also be of value 
if we tried to further understand when infrequent culling can increase the average 
population of a pest.
Finally we could study pest control with a view to conservation. When some large 
mammals become very numerous, they are culled to prevent them from disrupting 
their ecosystem. Examples include red deer in Scotland [23, 135] and elephants in 
South Africa [114]. The purpose of culling such animals is to control their numbers 
without eradicating them. Tlie models of chapter 3 could describe the population of 
such a species with the delay r  representing the gestation period or time to maturity. 
The task would be to find a culling regime that maintains the population between a 
lowest acceptable level (the animal must not be eradicated) and a highest acceptable 
level (the animal must not be too numerous). We have attempted to find such a regime 
but have not yet found anything worth reporting.
11.3 Disease control summary
We have examined three epidemiological models. In the first of these we have in­
vestigated pulse and constant vaccination strategies in an SIR model for a non-fatal 
disease in which the total population grows exponentially and the contact rate grows 
with the population. We were motivated to consider such a model by these observa­
tions: human populations have been growing steadily for decades and this trend is 
predicted to continue; higher contact rates have been linked to higher populations; 
and within many populations there circulate diseases with low mortality. We discov­
ered that a pulse vaccination strategy has no long-term effect at all, whereas a con­
stant vaccination strategy reduces the long-term proportion of infectives. Although 
the model itself is valid only on a limited time scale (populations are unlikely to grow 
forever), we are forced to conclude that pulse vaccination strategies may not always 
be as effective as the literature has so far suggested.
Our second model was for a disease with SIR-type dynamics for a population liv­
ing on n patches between any pair of which migration is allowed. We supposed that a 
pulse vaccination strategy (PVS) is carried out on each patch. We derived conditions 
on each PVS such that the disease will be eradicated on all patches. The PVS on one 
patch is essentially independent of the PVS on the other patches except in so far as 
they are all performed simultaneously. This independence is of practical value when 
we bear in mind that the patches may represent regions with autonomous public 
health authorities, which may make individual decisions about the days appropriate 
for a vaccination pulse to occur in their own region.
Since gestation delays have largely been ignored in the literature of mathematical 
epidemiology, at least in terms of studying mammalian populations, our final model 
was for a mammalian disease with SIR-type dynamics in which a gestation delay
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is included. The model was derived under fairly general assumptions. There was 
no vertical transmission but disease-caused deaths were allowed and the conception 
function was of a form that could allow either year-round breeding or breeding dur­
ing a single annual mating season. We explored the behaviour of the model in the 
special case where breeding took place year-round and the disease was non-fatal, a 
scenario which could describe a mild disease in a human population. Having proved 
that the disease can be naturally endemic, we constructed pulse and constant vaccina­
tion strategies that eradicate it. We then derived and briefly looked at two models for 
insect pathogens, noting that one of these models reduced, in certain circumstances, 
to our mammalian SIR model with a gestation delay. We were led to suggest that 
existing models in the literature of insect pathogen dynamics be viewed in a wider 
context for they may yield applications to mammalian populations.
11.4 Disease control extensions
There are various ways to extend the disease control research conducted in this thesis. 
Our SIR model for a non-fatal disease in an exponentially growing population with a 
growing contact rate could be generalised by the inclusion of disease fatalities or by 
the introduction of an exposed class. The model could be made more realistic over a 
longer time scale if, as the population grew above a certain level, the birth rate were 
allowed to fall or the contact rate were allowed to saturate. Saturating and nonlinear 
incidences have already been considered in a number of other situations [78, 94, 71, 
140].
For our SIR model on n patches, we could generalise our results by seeking the 
least restrictive conditions on the pulse vaccination strategy on each patch such that 
the disease will still be eradicated. Again, an exposed class could be built into the 
model. The open problem of rigorously establishing endemicity in the model without 
vaccinations could obviously also be explored.
For our mammalian SIR model with a gestation delay, an examination could be 
carried out when disease-caused deaths are allowed and when mating takes place 
during a single annual mating season. Such a situation may describe a disease circu­
lating in a herding animal including deer or cattle. Further, an SIR model (or models 
with other disease dynamics such as SEIR or SEIRS) could be derived when there is 
a gestation delay and vertical transmission may occur. It may also be fruitful to seek 
mammalian applications for existing entomopathogen models.
We have alluded a number of times in this thesis to the observation by Choisy et 
al that infrequent pulses in a pulse vaccination strategy may exacerbate an outbreak 
of a disease by causing resonance in the underlying dynamical system [61]. We also 
provided our own evidence, in the form of simulations in two of our epidemiological 
models, of how infrequent pulses can, over a limited time span, increase the number 
or proportion of infectives. To our knowledge no analytical demonstration of the po­
tential harm of infrequent pulses has been given. In view of our proof in chapter 4 
that infrequent culling in a pest control model can increase the average population 
of a pest, we suggest, as future research, the adaptation of the techniques of chap­
ter 4 to establish that infrequent vaccination pulses can increase the average infective 
population in an epidemiological model.
Finally we can envisage an intriguing problem that would involve both pest con­
trol and disease control. A model could be formulated for the spread of a vector-borne 
disease in a human population. The vector is known to have a stage-structured life
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cycle (like a mosquito) and a particular pesticide is known to be quite effective in 
killing the adults. Also a vaccination exists for the disease in the human population. 
The combined influence on the disease dynamics of adult impulsive culling of the 
vector and pulse vaccinating the human population could be investigated. In partic­
ular, we could ask, when is the disease eradicated and when is it not? Also, can the 
two different impulsive regimes combine to lead to a very quick disease eradication 
or can they interfere with each other and cause the disease to fare better than with 
only pest control or only disease control or no control of any kind? After all, we have 
seen in this thesis that infrequent culling can benefit a pest, and it is known from the 
literature that a pulse vaccination strategy can make a disease infect more people - 
can both phenomena occur at the same time?
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